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Preface

CH2M HILL is a contractor for the Remedial Design/Remedial Action alternate technology
program at McClellan Air Force Base in California. The specific technology addressed is
soil vapor extraction. This document is a secondary document to the primary Operable
Unit B Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) Report/Proposal Plan. The work is
being conducted under Air Force Contract No. F04699-90-0035, Delivery Order No. 5038.

The Soil Vapor Extraction (SVE) Pilot-Scale Treatability Investigation is one of several
projects within Operable Unit D (OU D). Concurrent with the SVE Pilot-Scale Treatability
Investigation, off-base soil gas migration is being evaluated, as well as the measurements of
crawl space and ambient air volatile organic compound (VOC) contamination at off-base
residences. The OU D RI/FS will culminate in a Record of Decision in 1994. The results
of this pilot-scale treatability study will be used in the OU D feasibility study, as well as
other feasibility studies at McClellan AFB.

Key CH2M HILL project personnel are:

Starr J. Dehn-Program manager
John Lucero-Subprogram manager
Gerald R. Tracy-Project manager
Joseph P. Danko-SVE technical coordinator
Donna Morgans-Data validation
Calvin Noling-Assistant project manager and data coordinator
Ken White-Field task leader
Mollie Netherland-Health and safety

CH2M HILL would like to acknowledge the cooperation of the McClellan AFB Office of
Environmental Management for assistance in expediting this project. In particular, CH2M
HILL acknowledges the assistance of Mr. Steve Hodge, Mr. Fran Slavich, and Mr. Jerry
Styles.

The work discussed in this document is being conducted between June 1992 and May 1993.
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* Executive Summary

CH2M HILL is currently preparing a treatability investigation of soil vapor extraction

(SVE) at Site S in Operable Unit (OU) D at McClellan Air Force Base near Sacramento,

California. This work plan describes activities to be conducted during Phases II and III of

the SVE treatability investigation. A brief description of each of these phases is presented

below:

Phase H. Phase II activities include installation of SVE wells and process

equipment, and preoperation soil sampling.

Phase Ill. Activities to be conducted during Phase III include operation of

the SVE pilot plant, performance sampling during and after the pilot system

operation, and equipment demobilization. This phase will be concluded

with a Pilot System Evaluation Final Report.

Site S encompasses a previously activated waste pit used for disposal of solvents and fuel.

The SVE pilot treatment system will be comprised of a network of soil gas extraction

wells set at various depths in the vadose zone. A vacuum will be applied to the wells to

remove volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from the soil. The extracted offgas flow rate

and chemical composition will be monitored and emissions treated using an onsite

catalytic oxidation system.

The pilot treatability investigation has nine main objectives. These objectives are

summarized below and detailed in Section 3 of this Work Plan.

I. Quantify the mass of contaminants removed during operation o, the pilot-scale

system.

Iw/9-8-92/CVOR229/i49.5 I



2. Evaluate the reduction of specific contaminants in the waste pit and alluvial 0

deposits.

3. Evaluate the benefits of hot air injection as an enhancement to SVE in the waste

pit.

4. Evaluate vadose zone transport processes to identify major mechanisms controlling

contaminant migration and document the reasons for discounting other migration

mechanisms.

5. Evaluate the degree of biodegradation.

6. Identify strata from which contaminants are difficult to remove by SVE.

7. Evaluate performance of the SVE offgas emission control system.

8. Evaluate the applicability of SVE to OU D and collect sufficient operational data

to support the detailed analysis of SVE as a remedial action alternative in the

feasibility study for OU D.

9. Assess general applicability of SVE at other McClellan AFB sites.

Soil, soil gas, and emissions samples will be collected and analyzed at various times

during the treatability investigation to support evaluation of these objectives.

Soil samples will be tested for analyses of the following items:

Physical properties, including permeability, porosity, grain size distribution,

percent saturation, and bulk density

Total petroleum hydrocarbon

Iw,')-8-92/CVOR229/049.5 2



0 Chemical oxygen demand

• Moisture content

• pH

0 Ammonia nitrogen

0 Nitrate nitrogen

a Ortho-phosphate phosphorous

Microbial assay

Over 500 analyses will be conducted on soil samples.

Soil gas, SVE offgas, and emission control samples will be tested with an onsite gas

chromatograph for volatile organic compounds. Additional canister samples will be

collected for confirmation analyses of volatile organic compounds by Method TO-14, and

for total nonmethane hydrocarbons by Method TO-12. Emission control samples will also

be tested for hydrochloric acid and dioxin. Analysis of over 1,200 gas samples is

planned.

General basewide and a site-specific health and safety plans will be adhered to during

construction and operation of the pilot plant. These plans are presented in Section 8.

Residual soil waste produced during the pilot study will be characterized before disposal

by Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) and Total Threshold Limit

Concentration (TI'LC) analyses.

Iwi/9-8-92/CVOR229/049.5 I3



In addition to the Work Plan, the following reports will be prepared as a part of the

Phase H and III activities of the SVE treatability investigation:

• Data Management Manual

• Operations and Maintenance Plan

• Monthly Operation Reports

• Bioventing Performance Report

* Pilot System Evaluation Final Report

The contents of each of these reports is presented in Section 10 of tnis Work Plan. A

schedule of completion dates and deliverables is included in Section 11 of the Work Plan.

Section 12 presents the key CH2M HILL staff members assigned to this project.

During the completion of this project, CH2M HILL will continue to provide support to the

ongoing community relations program at McClellan AFB as it applies to the SVE

treatability investigation.

)4



* Acronyms and Abbreviations

AFB Air Force Base
BACT best available control technology
bgs below ground surface
BTEX benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylenes
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of

1980
CO, carbon dioxide
DNAB Standard Operating Procedure for Determining Total Hyphal Length, Numbers

of Active Bacteria, and Length of Active Fungi
DOT Department of Transportation
DQO data quality objective
EDB Environmental Data Base
EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency
GC/MS gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy
GC gas chromatograph
GWTP groundwater treatment plant
H20 water
HCI hydrochloric acid
HDPE high-density polyethylene

* Hg mercury
HPLC high pressure liquid chromatography
IP ionization potential
IRP installation restoration program
IRPIMS Installation Restoration Program Information Management System
IWTP industrial wastewater treatment plant
LEL lower explosive limit
MDL method detection limit
MOSA Methods of Soil Anal) is
NMOC Method TO-12, Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons
NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
NPL National Priorities List
NO, nitrous oxides
NWWA National Water Well Association
OU Operable Unit
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration
PCB polychlorinated biphenyl
ppbv parts per billion-volume basis
PPE personal protective equipment
PVC polyvinyl chloride
QA quality assurance
QAPP Quality Assurance Project Plan
QC quality control
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

CvOR20/II53.51



RI/FS Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study
RMSF Rocky Mountain spotted fever
SARA Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986
scfm standard cubic feet per minute
SSC site safety coordinator
SSP site safety plan
SVE soil vapor extraction
SVOC semivolatile organic compound
TCLP toxicity characteristic leaching procedure
TIC tentatively identified compound
TLD thermal luminescent dosimetry
TO- 12 Test method for determination of nonmethane organic compounds in ambient

air
TO-14 Test method for determination of volatile organic compounds in ambient air

using summa passivated canister sampling and gas chromatography analysis
TPH total petroleum hydrocarbons
TTLC total threshold limit concentration
VOC volatile organic compound
UHP ultra high purity
SRM standard reference material
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Section 1
Introduction

This work plan has been developed for Phases II and III of the pilot-scale treatability inves-
tigation of soil vapor extraction (SVE) at Site S in Operable Unit (OU) D at McClellan Air
Force Base (McClellan AFB) near Sacramento, California. The purpose of the treatability
investigation is to develop sufficient field and operational data to assess the applicability of
SVE technology in removing site-specific contaminants at the base. The information
gathered during Phases II and III will be summarized in a report and used in the ongoing
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) efforts to aid in selection of cost-effective
remediation procedures for specific types and locations of contaminants. The information
developed in this treatability investigation will also be used for the design of full-scale SVE
systems if SVE is selected as an appropriate remedial action.

Previous investigations at Site S in OU D indicate contaminants were derived from disposal
of spent solvents and fuels. Contaminants at Site S are typical of those at many locations
across the base. The SVE technology has been successful in removing similar contaminants
in similar soil matrices at sites other than McClellan AFB. The treatability investigation at
Site S will allow assessment of the effectiveness of SVE in removing volatile contaminants
and less-mobile compounds from the waste pit and from the native soils below the pit. The
result will also be useful in assessing SVE applications to other similar on-base sites.

Background Information

The SVE treatability investigation will be carried out in Site S of OU D at McClellan AFB,
located near Sacramento, California. An area map showing the general location of
McClellan AFB is presented as Figure 1-1.

Operable Unit D consists of approximately 140 acres located in the northwest portion of
McClellan AFB. The area was first used for waste disposal in the 1940s and was most
recently used in 1981. Past disposal practices in OU D included landfills, disposal pits,
open burning, incineration, sludge drying beds, and landfarms. Materials disposed within
OU D include industrial sludge, waste solvents, fuel, and oil. Approximately 38,000 cubic
yards of waste sludge are known to be present in OU D. There are varying levels of vola-
tile organics, organic acids, base/neutral compounds, trace metals, and cyanides present in
both the sludge and the surrounding soil. Some of these contaminants have also been
detected in the groundwater beneath OU D.

Site S is one of 12 waste disposal sites identified in OU D and encompasses approximately
9,200 square feet. The waste disposal zone extends from about 4 to 25 feet below the
ground surface.
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In 1985, two soil borings were completed in Site S. The contaminants found in the soil
were primarily volatile organic compounds, including ethylbenzene, toluene, xylene,
dichlorobenzene, acetone, and 4-methyl-2-pentanone. Some semivolatile compounds were
also detected. The data collected during the 1985 investigation were used to select Site S
within OU D as the site for the SVE treatability investigation. The data collected during
the 1985 investigation confirmed that the pit was used mainly for disposal of spent solvents
and fuels, rather than for burn materials or industrial solids.

In 1985, as part of the McClellan AFB Installation Restoration Program (IRP), a multilayer
cap was installed over a portion of OU D, then referred to as Area D. Site S is within the
capped area. The purpose of the low-permeability cap was to prevent rainwater infiltration
and soil gas migration. Thirty-two vent risers were installed in the cap to allow for venting
or collection of soil gas that might accumulate under the cap. The majority of invasive
actions taken as part of the SVE treatability investigation will require penetrating the cap.
Details of the cap penetration are discussed in Section 4.

The SVE treatability investigation will be undertaken in three phases:

Phase I site characterization was to assess the nature and extent of contami-
nants within the vadose zone, evaluate the permeability of the vadose zone
soils, and obtain site-specific data for design of the pilot-scale SVE system.
Phase I work was completed in June 1992.

Phase II includes additional pre-operation site characterization and installa-
tion of the pilot-scale SVE process equipment.

Phase III includes operation of the pilot plant and evaluation of the SVE
technology.

Findings of the Phase I site characterization are presented below.

Phase I Findings

The surface area designated for the SVE pilot test is approximately 4,000 square feet. Five
extraction/injection wells and 14 piezometers were installed in this area as part of the site
characterization effort. Figure 1-2 presents the locations of these wells and piezometers.
Screen locations for the various installations were selected to allow testing and analysis of
representative zones of contaminated materials encountered at the site. Five in situ perme-
ability tests were performed using the extraction wells and piezometers. Canister samples
of soil gas were collected during the air "rmeability tests.

Zones of Contamination

Based on the lithologic and contaminant data collected during the Phase I investigation, the
following zones of contamination were identified at Site S:

cVoR275,/22.51 1-2
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* Waste Pit (P). Site S (and all of OU D) is capped with a multilayer liner at a depth of
approximately 3 feet below ground surface (bgs). The waste pit lies immediately beneath
the cap and is characterized by heavy concentrations of contaminants in a matrix of land-
filled soils. The average waste pit thickness is approximately 20 feet and extends from the
multilayer cap to approximately 25 feet bgs.

Intermediate Alluvium (I). The intermediate alluvial zone is characterized by high con-
centrations of contaminants in an alluvial soil matrix. The zone consists of the native soil
directly below the waste pit. The intermediate alluvial zone has an average thickness of
approximately 15 feet, between the depths of 25 feet bgs (bottom of the waste pit) and
40 feet bgs.

Deep Alluvium (D). This zone is characterized by lower concentrations of contaminants in
an alluvial soil matrix. The deep alluvial zone consists of the native soil located below the
intermediate zone. The deep alluvial zone has an average thickness of approximately
60 feet, between the bottom of the intermediate zone (approximately 40 feet bgs) and the
groundwater (approximately 100 feet bgs.)

Physical and Chemical Characteristics

Soil samples were collected during installation of each well or piezometer. Selected
samples were tested at offsite laboratories to determine the physical and chemical properties
of the materials. Physical properties included horizontal and vertical air permeability; total
porosity; bulk density; bulk volume; grain density; sieve analysis; total percent saturation;
percent saturation by water; and percent saturation by hydrocarbons. Chemical properties
included purgeable hydrocarbons; total petroleum hydrocarbons; purgeable aromatics; vola-
tile organics; pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs); semivolatile organics;
dioxins and dibenzofurans; cyanide; total organic carbon; and heavy metals.

Twelve soil vapor samples from the air permeability testing were analyzed for volatile
organic compounds and total petroleum hydrocarbons in accordance with United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Method TO-14.

Results of the laboratory permeability tests indicate intrinsic permeabilities varying from
about 10-. to 10-' darcies in the silt materials, and from about 102 to I darcies in the silty
sand materials.

The analytical results from the soil samples indicate widespread horizontal and vertical
organic contamination throughout Site S. The contamination appears to be most prevalent
in the zone of the former waste pit, with general trends indicating decreased contamination
concentration with depth. The most prevalent compounds at the site appear to be petro-
leum-based, which is consistent with the past usage of the site. Chlorinated hydrocarbons
were also detected throughout the site. Semivolatile organics, PCBs, and dioxins were
generally only detected in the waste pit materials. Simple calculations indicate approxi-
mately 5,800 pounds of volatile organic contaminants exist within the vadose zone of
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Site S, based on the soil sample results. This is probably a low estimate, because of VOC
losses during sample collection and analysis.

The contaminants detected in the soil vapor samples from the air permeability tests were
predominantly chlorinated hydrocarbons, benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes
(BTEX), and petroleum hydrocarbons. The compounds detected at the greatest concentra-
tions in most of the extraction wells were 1,1-dichloroethene and 1,1,1-trichloroethane. The
air samples also indicated higher concentrations of vinyl chloride and freons than were
determined in the soil samples.

In addition to direct laboratory determinations, soil air permeability was estimated by corre-
lation with grain-size distribution and by analysis of the in situ pressure drawdown test
data. Soil air permeability values calculated using the grain-size distribution data compared
fairly closely with the laboratory-determined values. Permeability values for similar mate-
rials determined from the in situ pressure drawdown tests were generally 10 to 100 times
higher than those determined by laboratory or grain-size correlation methods.

The maximum radius of influence of the SVE wells was estimated based on the results of
the pressure drawdown tests. A radius of influence of greater than 60 feet was determined
for well VES-01, which was screened over its full depth in the vadose zone. A radius of
influence of 40 feet was estimated for well VES-04, which was screened in predominantly
low permeability material (silty and clayey sand). A radius of influence varying from less
than 15 feet to more than 60 feet was estimated for well VES-05, which was screened in
the waste pit materials. The variability in radius of influence is indicative of the wide range
of material types in the waste pit and the likelihood of encountering zones of relatively
impermeable materials. Consequently, SVE wells in the waste pit may be too closely
spaced to achieve adequate cleanup.

0
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Section 2
SVE Technology Description

SVE is a relatively new technology that has demonstrated effective removal of VOCs from
a variety of soil conditions within the vadose zone. To a lesser extent, SVE has also shown
promise in removing some VOCs from heavier hydrocarbons. The technology consists of a
series of soil gas extraction wells screened within the zone of contamination. The wells are
connected by header pipes to one or more high-capacity blowers. The blowers create a
vacuum within the soil and transfer the contaminant-laden soil gas to an emission control
system for destruction of the contaminants. Based on an analysis of best available control
technology (BACT), a catalytic oxidation system has been selected for the emission control
system. The catalytic oxidation system was selected over other technologies because of its
ability to destroy vinyl chlorides and methylene chloride, its relatively low nitrous oxides
(NO,) emissions, and its high contaminant destruction efficiency.

The vacuum extraction rate of the SVE system will be reduced to the minimum to sustain
aerobic biological degradation of contaminants within the vadose zone after a short period
of SVE operation. This bioventing period will allow evaluation of the impact of biodegra-
dation on contaminant removal.

Following bioventing, the conventional SVE system will be enhanced with hot air injection
within the waste pit and intermediate alluvial zones. A blower will be used to heat and
pressurize injection air to approximately 250'F. The increase in soil gas temperature should
enhance volatilization of the VOCs and increase naturally occurring biodegradation.

Soil vapor extraction pilot-scale treatability investigations typically consist of an initial
testing stage to establish baseline conditions, a startup period, an operational period, and
final testing. The operational period will comprise standard SVE operations, bioventing,
and enhanced SVE operations. Section 3 contains the objectives of the Site S pilot-scale
treatability investigation and outlines the duration necessary for each stage of the
investigation.
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Section 3
Pilot Treatability Investigation Objectives

Data previously collected during Phase I and those to be collected during Phases II and III
will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of treatment by SVE at Site S, OU D. More
specifically, the following are the objectives of the SVE treatability investigation:

1. Quantify the mass of contaminants removed during operation of the pilot-scale
system.

2. Evaluate the reduction of specific contaminants in the waste pit and alluvial deposits.

3. Evaluate the benefits of hot air injection as an enhancement to SVE in the waste pit.

4. Evaluate vadose zone transport processes to identify major mechanisms controlling
contaminant migration and document the reasons for discounting other migration
mechanisms.

5. Evaluate the degree of biodegradation.

6. Identify strata from which contaminants are difficult to remove by SVE.

7. Evaluate performance of the SVE offgas emission control system.

8. Evaluate the applicability of SVE to OU D and collect sufficient operational data to
support the detailed analysis of SVE as a remedial action alternative in the feasibil-
ity study for OU D.

9. Assess general applicability of SVE at other McClellan AFB sites.

The frequency of sampling to achieve each of the above objectives is based primarily on
professional judgement and experience by CH2M HILL. However, collection of these data
does not guarantee evaluation of these objectives is possible.

Data Collection Matrices

Following is a summary of the matrices from which data will be collected to evaluate the
SVE treatability investigation objectives. Table 3-1, presents the SVE treatability investiga-
tion objectives versus the matrices from which samples will be collected.
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O Soil

Soil borings will be installed and samples collected from various locations in the waste pit,
and intermediate and deep alluvial soils.

Soil Gas

The 14 piezometers at Site S have been installed throughout the vadose zone from 13 feet
bgs to 96 feet bgs. Each piezometer contains a narrow screened zone (2-1/2 to 3 feet) and
will therefore provide soil gas concentrations from a narrow band of the vadose zone. Five
piezometers are screened in the waste pit, three in the intermediate alluvium, and six in the
deep alluvium. A cross section of the piezometers is presented in Section 5, Figure 5-3.
Soil gas samples will be collected at the riser stems of each of the 14 piezometers.

SVE Offgas Extraction Wells

Soil vapor samples will be collected from 17 soil vapor extraction wells at Site S. Seven of
these extraction wells are screened in the waste pit (PSP-1 through PSP-7), five in the inter-
mediate alluvial zone beneath the waste pit (PSI-1 through PSI-5), and five in the deep
alluvial zone (PSD-1 through PSD-5).

* SVE Offgas (Extraction Well Manifolds and Transfer Piping)

Soil vapor samples will be collected from the manifold piping from each of the three
contaminant zones. One manifold will comprise soil vapor from all deep extraction wells.
A second manifold will comprise soil vapor from all intermediate depth extraction wells.
The third manifold will comprise soil vapor from the waste pit extraction wells.

The combined soil vapor from all extraction wells will be sampled at the transfer piping
before entering the emissions control system.

Figure 3-1 presents a schematic of the SVE offgas sample locations.

Emissions Control

Samples will be collected from the stack gases prior to discharge to the atmosphere.

Data Collection Periods

Sampling of the various matrices will occur throughout the SVE treatability investigation.
To simplify the sampling and evaluation of the SVE treatability investigation objectives,
data collection has been separated into discreet sampling periods. Table 3-2 presents the
SVE treatability investigation objectives versus the sampling periods during which samples
will be collected.
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Soil

Soil sampling will be performed at three times during the SVE treatability investigation.

Pre-Operation. Pre-operation soil sampling will supplement data collected during the
Phase I site characterization and establish baseline conditions existing in the soil before
operation of the SVE pilot plant.

Mid-Operation. Midway through the SVE treatability investigation, but following the
bioventing period (see below), the soil will be sampled again to help establish rates of
contaminant removal for certain parameters. Furthermore, the mid-operation sampling will
help establish baseline conditions existing before implementation of the SVE enhancements.

Post-Operation. Following termination of the SVE pilot plant operation, post-operation
soil samples will be collected for comparison to pre-operation and mid-operation samples.

Soil Gas, SVE Offgas, and Emissions Control

The SVE pilot plant operation will last approximately six months, excluding system moni-
toring before startup and after shutdown. For the purpose of soil gas, SVE offgas and
emissions control sampling, the treatability investigation will be separated into five compo-
nents or sampling periods.

Pre-Operation. The pre-operation period will be used to establish baseline conditions prior
to startup of the SVE pilot plant. Pre-operation sampling will last less than 4 weeks.

Initial Testing. After the SVE pilot system has been fully installed the SVE system will be
checked for safety and operational effectiveness. Initial testing will last approximately
I week.

Startup. The system startup period will be used to optimize and fine tune each of the SVE
pilot plant components. System startup will last approximately 5 weeks.

Continued Operation. The continued operation period of the SVE treatability investigation
comprises the remainder of the pilot plapt test. Adjustments to the SVE pilot system
components will continue to be made during continued operation to optimize system per-
formance and minimize the occurrence of dead zones in the vadose zone. Six to 8 weeks
into the continued operation period, the SVE system will be turned down to provide a low
vapor extraction rate (bioventing). The low flows will be maintained for a period of 4 to
6 weeks and biodegradation will be investigated. For the remainder of the continued opera-
tion period, the SVE enhancements will be implemented with the SVE flow rate turned
back up. The continued operation period will last approximately 20 weeks.
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Post-Operation. Post-operation sampling will be conducted to establish site conditions
following completion of the SVE pilot system operation. Post-operation sampling will last
less than 4 weeks.

Sample Analyses

Certain analyses will be performed on samples from the sample matrices discussed previ-
ously. Following is a brief summary of the analyses to be performed in support of the SVE
treatability investigation objectives. Table 3-3 presents the SVE treatability investigation
objectives versus the analytical methods to be performed.

Soil

Physical Properties. Certain soil samples will be analyzed for physical properties to
confirm lithology and identify physical characteristics of specific soil types found at Site S.
Twelve samples were analyzed for physical properties during the Phase I site characteriza-
tion. It is assumed the physical properties of the soil in the vadose zone, with the exception
of moisture content, will not change during the SVE treatability investigation, so no mid-
operation nor post-operation samples will be analyzed for physical properties other than
moisture content.

. Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (Modified Method 8015). Certain TPH compounds may
be removed from the soil by the SVE technology and extraction of VOCs may encourage
partitioning of TPH. Those TPH compounds remaining will be measured in the soil by the
TPH method.

Chemical Oxygen Demand (MOSA 29-3.5.3). Chemical oxygen demand (COD) in soil is
primarily a measure of the organic component of the TPH present and is an indication of
biodegradation potential. Some aromatic hydrocarbons, however, are not oxidized in the
COD test.

Moisture Content (MOSA 21-2.2). Moisture content will be measured to monitor the
suitability of the soil environment for microbial activity, and to determine if SVE induces
drying.

pH (MOSA 12-2.6). Soil pH will be measured to determine if the in situ pH is within the
optimal range for microbial activity.

Ammonia-Nitrogen (MOSA 33-3.2, EPA 350.3), Nitrate-Nitrogen (MOSA 33-3.2, EPA
300.0), and Orthophosphate-Phosphorus (MOSA 24-5.3, EPA 300.0). The inorganic
nutrients nitrogen and phosphorous are required for microbial growth. Consequently, these
nutrients will be measured in soils to determine if they are available in sufficient supply to
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support biodegradation, and to monitor changes in nutrient levels over time. The MOSA
methods are used to extract soil samples, and the EPA methods are used for extract
analysis.

Total Organic Carbon (EPA 415.1). Total organic carbon (TOC) data provide information
regarding how strongly contaminants adsorb to the soil particles. Eight sarnples were
analyzed for TOC during the Phase I site characterization investigation. No further TOC
analyses will be performed.

Microbiological Assay (DNAB). The population of microorganisms in the soil is impacted
by the quantity of organic matter in the soil, oxygen in the soil pores, temperature, and
various other factors. A microbiological assay in the soil provides a direct measure of
biological activity.

Soil Gas and SVE Offgas

Volatile Organic Compounds (Onsite GC). The onsite GC will provide a rapid and inex-
pensive means to quantify 17 targeted VOCs.

Volatile Organic Compounds (TO-14). Method TO-14 provides quantification of
41 VOCs compared to 17 VOCs with the onsite GC. Furthermore, Method TO-14 uses
mass spectroscopy and therefore provides a more positive identification of contaminants. It
will be used to provide supplementary information and as a quality control check of the
onsite GC results. Each TO-14 sample will be collected as a duplicate to an onsite GC
sample at a frequency of one TO-14 for every 20 onsite GC analyses performed per matrix
for duration of the project.

Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). The onsite GC method uses PID and ECD
detectors to speciate 17 VOCs. These detectors cannot reliably quantify total nonmethane
hydrocarbons; therefore, an offsite analysis method to quantify total nonmethane hydrocar-
bons is required.

Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide, and Methane (0 2 /CO2 Meter, CH 4 Meter). These gases will
be measured in soil gas samples collected from piezometers to determine aeration status and
measure 02 uptake and CO2 production rates. A number of the commercially available
meters will be evaluated to select the appropriate models to meet project needs.

Relative Humidity (RH Meter). The relative humidity of soil gas samples collected from
piezometers will be measured to evaluate moisture levels and drying during the treatability
investigation.

Emissions Control

Emissions control samples will be analyzed for VOCs by onsite GC and Method TO-14,
and for total nonmethane hydrocarbons by Method TO-12. These analyses have been
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summarized previously. Emissions control samples will also be analyzed for hydrochloric
acid and dioxins. For control of the emission control system, transfer piping offgas will be
monitored for oxygen and carbon dioxide.

Carbon Dioxide and Oxygen (In-Line Probe). Monitoring oxygen and carbon dioxide
concentrations in the offgas transfer piping will provide infonnation to aid in control of the
emission control process.

Hydrochloric Acid (Method 26). Chlorinated hydrocarbons will be converted to carbon
dioxide, water vapor, and hydrochloric acid (HCL) gas in the emission controls system.
Measurement of HCL is required to ensure compliance with discharge standards.

Dioxins (Method 23). Trace levels of dioxin congeners have been reported from thermal
incinerators in the past. Although the emission controls system operates at a much lower
temperature than thermal incinerators, the possibility still exists dioxin congeners could be
generated at low levels during oxidation.
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* Objective (1): Quantify the Mass of Contaminants Removed During

Operation of the Pilot-Scale System

1.1 Data Needs

To quantify the mass of volatile organic contaminants removed during the operation of the
pilot-scale system, the following data are needed:

* Flow rate of extracted soil vapor
• Contaminant concentrations in the extracted soil vapor
• Time of operation and time between sampling events

1.2 Data Acquisition

It is expected the SVE pilot system will continue to withdraw contaminants from the vadose
zone throughout the SVE treatability investigation. The mass of volatile contaminants
removed can best be determined by monitoring the VOC and total nonmethane hydrocarbon
concentrations in the SVE offgas and recording the vapor extraction rates. SVE offgas
samples will be monitored throughout the initial testing, startup, and continued operation
periods of the treatability investigation. Samples will be collected at the extraction wells to
estimate removal rates from various depths and locations around the site.

Samples will also be collected from the three extraction well manifolds to determine con-
taminant removal rates from the waste pit, intermediate, and deep alluvial zones. Samples
of the combined offgas from the transfer piping will provide an overall quantification of
contaminant removal.

Flow rates of the SVE offgas will be measured during sampling events at the individual
well heads, the manifold system, and the transfer piping.

1.2.1 SVE Offgas (Vapor Extraction Wells)

The extraction wells will be sampled for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocarbons during
the initial testing, startup, and continued operation periods.

1.2.1.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). Each of the 17 vapor extraction wells will be
sampled once a week during the initial testing and startup periods. After 6 weeks of opera-
tion it is estimated that the SVE wells will be analyzed once every 2 weeks and after
14 weeks the frequency is assumed to drop to once every 3 weeks. The rational for
reducing the sampling frequency is based on the assumption that SVE offgas concentrations
will decrease sharply over the first 3 to 4 months. This assumes that less samples will be
required to estimate the reduction of contaminants from each extraction well. If contami-
nant concentrations do not decrease as expected, samples will continue to be analyzed once
every 2 weeks.
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1.2.1.2 ffsite VOCs (TO-14). To provide QC checks, TO-14 analyses will be performed
at a rate of 1 for every 20 onsite GC analyses performed over the duration of the investiga-
tion. Each TO- 14 sample will be collected in duplicate with an onsite GC targeted VOC
sample.

Samples will be analyzed during initial testing when the VOC concentrations are expected
to be highest, during startup, and several times during continued operations to confirm the
expected decline in contaminant concentrations. Samples representative of the waste pit and
intermediate and deep alluvial deposits should be collected to provide information concern-
ing contaminant levels at various depths. However, in general, more samples will be
analyzed in the waste pit zone and intermediate zone than the deep zone because of the
heavy concentration of contaminants there.

1.2.1.3 Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). It is estimated one sample from each
extraction well during initial testing and one sample from each extraction well every
4 weeks thereafter will be sufficient to quantify the mass of contaminants removed from
each extraction well.

1.2.2 SVE Offgas (Extraction Well Manifolds and Transfer Piping)

The extraction well manifolds and transfer piping will be sampled for VOCs and total non-
methane hydrocarbons during the initial testing period, startup period, and continued
operation.

1.2.2.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). Each of the three vapor extraction well manifolds
and the transfer piping will be sampled more frequently during the first 3 to 4 months.
Over the duration of the project, the total number of samples is planned to average one
sample per week from each manifold and the transfer piping.

1.2.2.2 ffsite VOCs (TO-14). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented in
Part 1.2.1.2.

1.2.2.3 Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). An average of one sample from each
manifold and the transfer piping every 2 weeks will be sufficient to quantify the total non-
methane hydrocarbons removed from each contaminant zone.

1.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

Following is a brief summary of the methods to be used for data analysis and interpretation
of the SVE offgas.

Contaminant removal rates will be determined by multiplying the measured concentrations
of each contaminant by the volumetric flow rate. The removal rates (pounds/hour) will be
plotted with respect to operational time of the pilot system. The removed mass of selected
VOCs will be calculated from the area under the respective curve.
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As with the individual VOC analyses, total nonmethane hydrocarbon removal rate will be
plotted with respect to operation time, and the mass removed calculated from the area under
the curve.

Measuring the vapor concentrations in the extracted vapors gives an idea of the effective-
ness of the system; however, a decrease in vapor concentrations is not necessarily strong
evidence that soil concentrations have decreased. Decreases in vapor concentrations can
also be attributed to other phenomena, such as water table upwelling, increased mass
transfer resistance due to drying, diffusion-limited mass transfer flow from dead zones, or
leaks in the extraction system ("short-circuiting") (Johnson et al., 1989). Monitoring of the
extraction well vapor composition as well as the concentration gives more insight into the
effectiveness of the system. If the total vapor concentration decreases without a change in
composition, then it is most likely due to one of the phenomena listed above. If the
decrease in concentration is accompanied by a shift in composition to less volatile com-
pounds, then it is most likely due to a change in the residual contaminant concentration.
DePaoli et al., (1989) has shown how the composition of the extracted soil gas changed
over the course of system operation. As the total volume of gas extracted increased, the
fraction of lighter-end components decreased while the fraction of heavier components
increased markedly. Lighter, more volatile constituents (such as butane and propane) are
removed first. As more vapor is removed, the heavier, less volatile constituents predomi-
nate due to the absence of the light fraction.

O The SVE offgas from the transfer piping will be sampled at a higher frequency during the
first 3 to 4 months in order to provide an accurate estimate of the total VOC extraction
rate. Several researchers have shown that the rate of VOC extraction is high initially, but
decreases with time. This decrease may signal the transfer to a diffusion limited system. In
other words, the saturated vapors present in the soil at system startup are quickly removed.
Removal of contaminants thereafter may be diffusion-limited. Since diffusion rates are
slower than advection, removal rates drop with tirme of continuous operation.

There is a possibility, however, that air entering Site S will not decrease sharply in concen-
tration if there is a significant mass of contamination in the surrounding waste sites. Air
flowing to Site S will pass through these sites before reaching Site S. Some contaminants
will be transferred from these other sites to the vapor stream extracted by the Site S SVE
system. Air entering Site S could remain at concentrations greater than approximately
1,250 ppm and volatilization of contaminants from Site S could plateau. This could result
in residual concentrations in excess of preliminary remediation goals after the proposed
operating period. If residual concentrations remain high, then the effect and success of the
SVE treatability investigation will be measured more in terms of total mass of VOCs
removed during the test. Contingency measures will be developed to further reduce zones
of high residual contamination. These measures could include extending the period of
operation, or installing additional extraction and injection wells in other sites surrounding
Site S.
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Objective (2): Evaluate the Reduction of Specific Contaminants

in the Waste Pit and Alluvial Deposits

2.1 Data Needs

To evaluate the reduction of specific contaminants, the following data are needed:

• Physical properties for the vadose zone and pit materials
* Contaminant concentrations in the extracted soil vapor
* TPH concentrations in the soil samples

2.2 Data Acquisition

To evaluate the reduction of specific contaminants in the waste pit and alluvial deposits,
soil gas, SVE offgas at the extraction wells and extraction well manifolds, and the soil will
be sampled.

Soil gas samples will be collected and analyzed throughout the five periods of the SVE
treatability investigation. SVE offgas samples will be monitored throughout the initial
testing, startup, and continued operation periods of the treatability investigation. Samples
will be collected at the extraction wells to estimate the reduction of contaminants at various
depths and locations around the site. Samples will also be collected from the three extrac-
tion well manifolds to determine the reduction of contaminants in the waste pit, intermedi-
ate, and deep alluvial zones.

Soil samples will be collected from various locations within the vadose zone during the pre-
operation, and post-operation sampling periods.

2.2.1 Soil Gas

Soil gas samples will be analyzed for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocarbons.

2.2.1.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). Each of the 14 piezometers will be sampled once
prior to initial testing of the SVE system. This will provide baseline data of initial soil gas
concentrations from each of the targeted zones in the waste pit, intermediate alluvial, and
deep alluvial zones. During initial testing and startup (6 weeks total), one sample will be
collected from each piezometer every 2 weeks. During continued SVE operation, piezom-
eters will be sampled approximately once every 3 weeks to provide data on percent
reduction of contaminants and to modify SVE system flows and vacuums to minimize the
occurrence of "dead zones." After SVE operation has been discontinued, the piezometers
will be sampled approximately twice to estimate the overall percent reduction of
contaminants in the soil gas from each piezometer.

S
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O 2.2.1.2 Offsite V"1Cs (TO-14). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented in
Part 1.2.1.2. In adaiuon, samples will be analyzed during pre-operation to assess baseline
contaminant concentrations.

2.2.1.3 Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). It is estimated that one sample from
each piezometer prior to startup and one sample every 4 weeks thereafter will be sufficient
to evaluate the percent reduction of total nonmethane hydrocarbons in the soil gas.

2.2.2 SVE Offgas (Vapor Extraction Wells)

Extraction well offgas will be analyzed for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocarbons.

2.2.2.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented
in Part 1.2.1.1.

2.2.2.2 Offsite VOCs (TO-14). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented in
Part 1.2.1.2.

2.2.2.3 Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). Data acquisition for total nonmethane
hydrocarbons is the same as presented in Part 1.2.1.3.

2.2.3 SVE Offgas (Extraction Well Manifolds)

Extraction well manifolds will be monitored for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocarbons.

2.2.3.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented
in Part 1.2.2.1.

2.2.3.2 Offsite VOCs (TO-14). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented in
Part 1.2.1.2.

2.2.3.3 Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). Data acquisition for nonmethane
hydrocarbons is the same as presented in Part 1.2.2.3.

2.2.4 Soil

The soil at Site S will be sampled for physical properties and TPH in the waste pit and
intermediate alluvium during the pre-operation period. Sufficient deep alluvium data have
been collected during the Phase I site characterization. Samples from all three zones will
be analyzed for TPH during the post-operation soil investigation.

2.2.4.1 Physical Properties. Ten pre-operation soil samples will be analyzed for physical
properties in the waste pit and intermediate alluvium. Half the samples will be collected in
the waste pit and half in the intermediate alluvial zone.
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2.2.4.2 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (Modified Method 8015). Twenty samples will
be analyzed for TPH during the pre-operation and 31 samples during the post-operation soil
investigation.

2.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

Following is a brief summary of the methods to be used for data analysis and interpretation
of the soil gas, SVE offgas and soil analytical data.

2.3.1 Soil Gas

The percent reduction for various target analytes will be calculated in a manner similar to
that for the SVE offgas samples as presented below. In addition to calculating overall per-
cent reduction in contaminants, the soil gas data will be used to assess the operational
aspects of the pilot study (i.e., identification of "dead" zones) as discussed in Section 5.

2.3.2 SVE Offgas

The reduction of the target analytes in each subsurface zone will be determined by
comparing the measured concentrations at various times during the project such as initial
system startup, startup of hot air injection, and completion of SVE operation.

2.3.3 Soil

Soil samples will be collected from pre-operation and post-operation soil borings and
analyzed for TPH. Average contaminant masses will be determined for each period by
multiplying the average measured concentration by the volume of contaminated soil and the
average density of the soil. The product of these quantities equals the mass of contaminants
present at each sampling period. The difference between the calculated masses gives an
indication of the mass of TPH removed.

Alternatively, consideration will be given to determining contaminant mass by dividing the
site test area into subareas corresponding to the spatial locations of the soil borings. Simi-
larly, the vertical influence distance for each sample would be determined by adding half
the distance to the overlying sample and half the distance to the underlying sample. The
"contributing" soil volume for each sample is determined by multiplying this distance by the
corresponding surface subarea for each boring. Multiplying this volume by the soil density
and the measured contaminant concentration results in a more detailed estimate of the con-
taminant mass. Comparison of the calculated masses for each sampling event gives a
measure of mass of TPH removed.

Because of the inherent heterogeneity of the subsurface materials and the previously demon-
strated variability in contaminant concentrations measured in the Phase I soil borings, it is
possible that meaningful comparisons based on soil analyses may not be achievable. How-
ever, an attempt will be made to correlate the data.
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Objective (3): Evaluate the Benefits of Hot Air Injection
As an Enhancement to SVE in the Waste Pit

SVE systems physically remove contaminants from the vadose zone. Enhancement of SVE
by hot air injection should increase the physical removal of organic contaminants by
increasing their vapor pressures. The effects of hot air injection on contaminant biodegrada-
tion may initially include increased biodegradation rates due to elevated temperatures.
However, in the long run, this positive effect on biodegradation will likely be offset by
negative impacts resulting from die-off of microorganisms in the immediate vicinity of the
injection wells because of extremely high temperatures, microbial species shifts as tempera-
tures increase farther from the injection wells, and depletion of soil moisture levels because
of increased evaporation rates. SVE enhancements will be performed only in the waste pit
because this area contains the greatest amount of contamination. Some consequential
removal of contaminants from the upper intermediate alluvial zone may occur as a result of
the hot air injection system.

3.1 Data Needs

To quantify the benefits of hot air injection as an enhancement to SVE in the waste pit, the
following data are needed:

0 • In situ oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production

* Contaminant concentrations in the soil gas and SVE offgas

0 Soil gas oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations

* Soil gas temperature and relative humidity

0 SVE offgas oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations

• Soil TPH and COD

• Soil nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus), moisture content, pH, and
temperature

& Microbiological counts in the soil

3.2 Data Acquisition

The effectiveness of SVE enhancements by physical means can be determined by monitor-
ing the contaminant concentrations in the soil gas and SVE offgas in conjunction with the
temperature changes in the soil mass. The impact of the SVE enhancements on biological
degradation rates can be evaluated by monitoring the soil gas and SVE offgas for oxygen
and carbon dioxide concentrations and assessing biological respiration rates, and by
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performing biological assays on soil samples. Also, to determine whether other factors are
limiting the biological degradation of contaminants, nutrient, moisture, and pH analyses will
be conducted on soil samples.

Soil gas samples will be collected during the pre-operation, continued operation, and post-
operation periods. SVE offgas samples will be collected throughout the pilot plant opera-
tion. These data will provide a means of comparing SVE performance (physical removal)
with and without SVE enhancements. The oxygen, carbon dioxide, and OUR data will
provide a means of comparing biological degradation with and without SVE enhancements.

Soil samples will be collected during the pre-operation, mid-operation, and post-operation
sampling periods. Samples will be analyzed for TPH, COD, nutrients, moisture, and pH.
Microbiological assays will also be performed. Soil temperature changes will be determined
by thermocouples placed at various locations and depths in the waste pit and intermediate
alluvial zone.

3.2.1 Soil Gas

Soil gas will be analyzed for VOCs, total nonmethane hydrocarbons, oxygen, and carbon
dioxide.

3.2.1.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). The eight waste pit or intermediate zone piezom-
eters will be sampled approximately once during pre-operation and once every 3 weeks
during initial testing, startup, and continued operation to provide data on SVE enhancements
and biodegradation. After the hot air injection system is started up, the soil gas samples
will also provide data on changes in VOC concentrations in the waste pit and the intermedi-
ate zone to evaluate the benefits of the hot air injection system. After the hot air injection
system has been shut down, the 8 pit and intermediate piezometers will be sampled twice to
allow evaluation of the impact of the hot air injection system on enhanced VOC removal.

3.2.1.2 OYsite VOCs (TO-14). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented in
Part 1.2.1.2 with the exception that samples will also be analyzed during pre-operation to
assess baseline conditions. Samples will only be collected from the waste pit and interme-
diate alluvium piezometers.

3.2.1.3 Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). Prior to startup of the hot air
injection system and during the continued operation period, total nonmethane hydrocarbon
samples will be collected from each of the eight waste pit or intermediate alluvial zone
piezometers. This will provide a baseline concentration of total nonmethane hydrocarbons.
During pre-operation, one round of sampling will be conducted. During operation of the
hot air injection system, total nonmethane hydrocarbon samples will be obtained approxi-
mately every 4 weeks to evaluate the effectiveness of the hot air injection system for
enhanced hydrocarbon removal and to assist in evaluating the degree of biodegradation.
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. 3.2.1.4 Carbon Dioxide and Oxygen (Meter). CO2 and 02 analyses and OUR tests will
be conducted once every 3 weeks during operation of SVE with enhancements.

3.2.1.5 Temperature and Relative Humidity (Meters). Temperature and relative humid-
ity will be monitored once for each OUR test conducted.

3.2.2 SVE Offgas (Vapor Extraction Wells)

Extraction wells will be sampled for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocarbons.

3.2.2.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). The 12 waste pit and intermediate zone SVE wells
will be sampled approximately once a week during the initial testing and startup phase of
operation. After 6 weeks of operation it is planned that the SVE wells will be analyzed
every 2 weeks and after 14 weeks the frequency is assumed to drop to once every 3 weeks.
During the first two weeks of operation of the hot air injection system, waste pit SVE wells
will be sampled twice per week. After 2 weeks of operation it is planned that the frequency
will be reduced to once per week and after 6 weeks the frequency will drop back to once
every 2 weeks. This sampling frequency is estimated to be adequate to evaluate the bene-
fits of the hot air injection system on enhanced removal of VOCs from the waste pit.

3.2.2.2 Offsite VOCs (TO-14). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented in
Part 1.2.1.2. However, samples will be collected predominately from the waste pit since the
intermediate alluvial zone will be marginally impacted, and the alluvial zone will not be
impacted by hot air injection.

3.2.2.3 Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). Data acquisition for total nonmethane
hydrocarbons is the same as presented in Part 1.2.1.3. However, only the waste pit and
intermediate alluvium wells will be sampled.

3.2.3 SVE Offgas (Extraction Well Manifolds)

Extraction well manifolds will be sampled for VOCs, total nonmethane hydrocarbons,
carbon dioxide, and oxygen.

3.2.3.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). The combined offgas from each of the waste pit
and intermediate alluvial zone manifolds will be sampled an average of approximately three
times every 2 weeks. Sampling will increase to twice per week for the first 4 to 6 weeks of
operation of the hot air injection system.

3.2.3.2 Ofsite VOCs (TO-14). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented in
Part 3.2.2.2.

3.2.3.3 Total Hydrocarbons (TO-12). Prior to startup of the hot air injection system, total
nonmethane hydrocarbon samples will be collected twice from the waste pit and intermedi-S ate alluvium manifolds. This will provide a baseline concentration of total nonmethane
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hydrocarbons. During operation of the hot air injection system, total nonmethane hydrocar-
bon samples will be obtained approximately once every 2 weeks to evaluate the effective-
ness of the hot air injection system for enhanced hydrocarbon removal and to assist in
evaluating the degree of biodegradation.

3.2.3.4 Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide (Meter). 02 and CO2 will be monitored once every
2 weeks in the waste pit and intermediate alluvium extraction well manifolds.

3.2.4 Soil

Soil samples will be collected in the waste pit and intermediate alluvium during the pre-
operation, mid-operation, and post-operation soil investigations. Soil samples will be
analyzed for TPH, COD, moisture, pH, and nutrients. Microbiological assays will also be
performed in support of this objective.

3.2.4.1 Moisture Content (MOSA 21-2.2). Approximately 20 samples will be collected
and analyzed during each of the three soil investigation periods. Most samples will be
collected from the waste pit because this area contains the heaviest contamination and is
likely to support the greatest biological activity. Furthermore, this is the area targeted by
hot air injection.

3.2.4.2 Microbiological Assay (DNAB). Twenty samples will be collectud during each of
the three soil investigations (12 in the pit, 8 in the intermediate zone) to provide a cross-
section of biological populations in the waste pit and intermediate alluvium.

3.2.4.3 pH (MOSA 12-2.6). Data acquisition for pH is the same as presented in
Part 3.2.4.1.

3.2.4.4 Ammonia Nitrogen (MOSA 33-3.2, EPA 350.3), Nitrate Nitrogen (MOSA 33-
3.2, EPA 300.0), Ortho-Phosphorus (MOSA 24-5.3, EPA 300.0). Data acquisition is the
same as presented in Part 3.2.4. 1.

3.2.4.5 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (Modified Method 8015). Data acquisition is the
same as presented in Part 3.2.4.1.

3.2.4.6 Chemical Oxygen Demand (MOSA 29-3.5.3). Data acquisition is the same as
presented in Part 3.2.4.1.

3.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

Following is a brief summary of the methods to be used for data analysis and interpretation
of soil gas, SVE offgas, and soil analytical data.
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O 3.3.1 Soil Gas

Contaminant concentrations will be determined and analyzed in a manner similar to that
discussed in Part 3.3.2. Oxygen uptake rates will be determined as presented in Part 5.3.1.

3.3.2 SVE Offgas

Contaminant concentrations and removal rates during hot air injection will be compared
with those determined just prior to initiation of hot air injection. The change in concentra-
tions and removal rate (if any) will be indicative of the increased volatilization caused by
hot air injection.

Interpretation of SVE offgas data for 02 and CO, in the manifolds is the same as that
presented in Part 5.3.2.

3.3.3 Soil

Interpretation of COD, TPH, nutrient, moisture, and pH data is the same as that presented in
Part 5.3.3.

The microbiological assays will be performed to determine if significant changes in micro-
bial numbers/biomass occur during the study. During hot air enhancement of SVE, the
viable biomass may increase, decrease, or remain unchanged, as a result of spatial variations
in temperature increases. Nevertheless, because of the imprecision associated with quantifi-
cation of soil microorganisms, statistically significant changes between sampling events may
not be discernible.
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Objective (4): Evaluate Vadose Zone Transport Processes to Identify
Major Mechanisms Controlling Contaminant Migration and

Document The Reasons for Discounting Other Migration Mechanisms

4.1 Data Needs

To evaluate the vadose zone transport processes, the following data are needed:

* Physical properties of vadose zone soils
* Contaminant types and concentrations

4.2 Data Acquisition

Soil and soil gas sampling in support of the vadose zone transport evaluation will be
conducted only before and after operation of the SVE pilot plant.

VOCs in the soil gas (piezometers) will be measured before and after operation of the SVE
pilot investigation to approximate the degree of diffusion of contaminants radially and verti-
cally from Site S.

4.2.1 Soil Gas

The soil gas from each of the 14 piezometers will be monitored for VOCs.

4.2.1.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented
in Part 2.2.1.1. However, only samples taken during pre-operation and post-operation will
be used to evaluate this objective.

4.2.1.2 Offsite VOCs (TO-14). TO-14 analyses will be performed at a rate of I for every
20 onsite GC analyses performed over the duration of the investigation. Each TO-14
sample will be collected in duplicate with an onsite GC sample. Samples will be collected
during pre-operation as a baseline measure of contamination. No post-operation samples
will be analyzed for VOCs by TO-14.

4.2.2 Soil

Samples will be collected and analyzed for physical properties only during installation of
pre-operation borings. Samples will be analyzed for TPH both before and after operation of
the SVE pilot system. Total organic carbon samples will only be collected from the post-
operation borings. Physical properties, TOC, and TPH data from the Phase I investigation
will also be used in the evaluation.

4.2.2.1 Physical Properties. Data acquisition for physical properties is the same as pre-
sented in Part 2.2.4.1.
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4.2.2.2 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (Modified Method 8015). Data acquisition for
total petroleum hydrocarbons is the same as presented in Part 2.2.4.2. Several of the deep
post-operation samples will be collected close to the water table to provide information
regarding partitioning of contaminants into an aqueous phase.

4.2.2.3 Total Organic Carbon (EPA 415.1). A total of 22 TOC analyses will be
conducted during the post-operation soil investigation. No further pre-operation TOC
analyses will be conducted, since those collected during the Phase I site characterization
will be adequate to evaluate this objective.

4.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

Four processes have been identified that could result in significant transport of contaminants
to the groundwater. The initial step in the evaluation will be to determine appropriate equa-
tions and simplified models to describe the individual transport processes. A discussion of
the anticipated approach to analyzing each of the processes is presented below.

Rise of the regional groundwater levels and the resultant mobilization of
contaminants. This process could cause migration of contaminants from the
vadose zone to the aquifer if the current groundwater extraction system is
inoperative. The analysis will be performed using typical approaches of
saturated-zone solute transport affected by dispersion and retardation. Appro-
priate assumptions regarding the groundwater levels at Operable Unit (OU) D
will be made, such as the groundwater level rising to the level prior to imple-
mentation of the groundwater extraction system.

Radial diffusion of gas-phase contaminants beyond the capped area followed
by volatilization to the atmosphere and/or downward leaching and advection
to the water table in uncapped areas. This analysis will be based on typical
diffusion coefficients that control the movement of contaminants. Typically,
transport by gas diffusion is nearly independent of the properties of the
porous media assuming that there is a continuous pathway for gas in the
vadose zone. In other words, there are no areas or zones where the pore
spaces are completely filled with water so the gas diffusion pathway is
blocked. The process of downward advection in areas beyond the cap will
be evaluated using VLEACH or a similar program that includes the processes
of steady unsaturated flow of soil water, downward gas diffusion, three-phase
partitioning and retardation.

Density movement of gas phase contaminants. At high gas concentrations,
some contaminants can move in response to density variations. The gas
concentrations measured in the vadose zone will be evaluated in order to
determine if density driven gas flow is a significant process at OU D. If so,
then appropriate equations (e.g., Mendoza and Frind, 1990) will be employed

* to estimate the flow of gas.
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Unsaturated advection and gaseous diffusion downward to the groundwater in
areas beneath the cap. These processes are typically dominant in an
uncapped area but because OU D is now capped, it is assumed that advection
by water moving downward in the vadose zone is negligible. However,
downward diffusion of gases could cause some transport of contaminants.
Although it is believed that the mass transport by this mechanism will be
small, the impact of this process will be evaluated using VLEACH or a
similar program.
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* Objective (5): Evaluate the Degree of Biodegradation

SVE systems physically remove volatile contaminants from the vadose zone. However, in
situ biodegradation of contaminants is recognized as an important secondary removal
mechanism in SVE systems, especially for less volatile contaminants. Recent innovations
with SVE technology have focused on enhancing the in situ biodegradation of contaminants
(particularly hydrocarbons) while minimizing their physical removal. Potential advantages of
this modification include reduced equipment size, soil vapor extraction rates, energy, and
offgas treatment costs. Most hydrocarbons can be biodegraded by indigenous microorgan-
isms. However, microbial growth is often limited by oxygen availability. Thus, to maxi-
mize in situ biodegradation of hydrocarbons and minimize their physical removal, extraction
flow rates are reduced to the minimum required to maintain aerobic conditions throughout
the vadose zone. SVE systems operating in this mode are called bioventing systems.

The contaminant mass at Site S consists of both chlorinated and nonchlorinated hydrocar-
bons. Very little biodegradation of chlorinated hydrocarbons is expected to occur. Most
chlorinated hydrocarbons are relatively volatile and will be removed with the offgas. The
biodegradation evaluation will focus primarily on nonchlorinated hydrocarbons.

5.1 Data Needs

The following data will be collected to evaluate biodegradation and environmental
conditions:

* In situ oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production rates

• Soil gas oxygen, carbon dioxide, and methane concentrations

* Soil gas temperature and relative humidity

• SVE offgas oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations

* Soil Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH) and Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD)

• Soil nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus), moisture content, and pH

• Soil microbiological assays

Sampling and analysis will focus on the waste pit and intermediate alluvial zones because
they contain the heaviest contamination.

0
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5.2 Data Acquisition

Quantifying the mass of contaminants physically removed with an SVE system is readily
accomplished through sampling the offgas. Quantifying the mass of contaminants biode-
graded in situ is more difficult and is done indirectly. This subsection lists the data
required to estimate biodegradation rates as well as monitor the environmental conditions
that may limit microbial growtlh.

5.2.1 Soil Gas

The soil gas will be monitored only in the five waste pit and three intermediate alluvium
piezometers in support of this objective.

5.2.1.1 Carbon Dioxide and Oxygen (Meter). During the pre-operation period in situ
concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide will be measured in the waste pit and interme-
diate alluvium piezometers. Prior studies have suggested that the waste pit and intermediate
alluvium are anoxic; these measurements will confirm whether anoxic conditions prevail.

Measuring oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production is a common method of assessing
the rate of biodegradation. Oxygen uptake rates (OURs, also called in situ soil respiration
rates) will be measured in each piezometer in both the waste pit and intermediate alluvial
zones. The OUR measurement procedure is presented in Section 5.

After approximately 12 to 14 weeks of SVE operation, the soil vapor pumping rates are
planned to be reduced to levels more compatible with bioventing operation for a period of
4 to 6 weeks. During this period, oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations will be moni-
tored weekly and OURs will be measured every other week.

OUR measurements for each pit and intermediate piezometer will be conducted once during
initial testing (week 1), three times during startup (weeks 2, 4, and 6), twice during opera-
tion of SVE before bioventing (weeks 8 and 11), and approximately three times during
bioventing (weeks 14, 16, and 18). In addition, oxygen and carbon dioxide tests will be
conducted on odd weeks during bioventing.

5.2.1.2 Methane (Meter). During the pre-operation period, data acquisition for methane
will be the same as presented in Part 5.2. 1.1.

5.2.1.3 Temperature and Relative Humidity (Meters). Data acquisition is the same as
presented in Part 3.2.1.5.

5.2.2 SVE Offgas (Extraction Well Manifolds)

Offgas will be measured for oxygen and carbon dioxide every other week in the waste pit
and intermediate alluvial zone SVE manifolds. If the first several samples do not reveal
any discemable difference from atmospheric oxygen and/or carbon dioxide concentrations,
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these analyses will be discontinued. Even it SVE offgas OJCO2 analysis is discontinued
during the SVE phase, it will be resumed, on a weekly basis, after reducing pumping rates
to bioventing levels. Flow rates in each manifold will be measured each time an SVE
offgas manifold sample is measured or another sample taken.

5.2.3 Soil

Soil samples will be collected in the waste pit and intermediate alluvium during the pre-
operation, mid-operation, and post-operation soil investigations. Each sample collected will
be analyzed using the methods presented below.

5.2.3.1 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (Modified Method 8015). Data acquisition is the
same as presented in Part 3.2.4.1.

5.2.3.2 Chemical Oxygen Demand (MOSA 29-3.5.3). Data acquisition for COD is the
same as presented in Part 3.2.4.1.

5.2.3.3 Moisture Content (MOSA 21-2.2). Data acquisition is the same as presented in
Part 3.2.4.1.

5.2.3.4 pH (MOSA 12-2.6). Data acquisition is the same as presented in Part 3.2.4. 1.

. 5.2.3.5 Ammonia Nitrogen (MOSA 33-3.2, EPA 350.2), Nitrate Nitrogen
(MOSA 33-3.2, EPA 300.0), Ortho-Phosphorus (MOSA 24-5.3, EPA 300.0). Data acqui-
sition is the same as presented in Part 3.2.4. 1.

5.2.3.6 Microbiological Assay (DNAB). Data acquisition for the microbiological assay is
the same as presented in Part 3.2.4.2.

5.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

This section describes how the data will be used to assess the amount of contaminant mass
biologically degraded and the suitability of environmental conditions for microbial activity.

5.3.1 Soil Gas

The purpose of conducting in situ soil gas measurements of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and
methane prior to starting SVE is to verify that low oxygen or anoxic conditions exist in the
vadose zone. Such a situation would suggest that microbial growth and contaminant bio-
degradation are constrained by low oxygen availability, and that provision of oxygen to the
subsurface environment might stimulate biodegradation of hydrocarbons.
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Oxygen uptake with corresponding carbon dioxide production is an indirect indication of
aerobic respiration (biodegradation) of organic compounds by hetccotrophic microorgan- 0
isms. Thus, oxygen uptake/carbon dioxide production rates are directly r:"ited to biodegra-
dation rates. Elevated OURs indicate biodegradation of organic contanm u,

Oxygen uptake can be related to contaminant biodegradation theoretically using the
stoichiometry of oxidation of a representative contaminant compound, or empirically using
a measured ratio of contaminants to oxygen demand. In the first case, a theoretical oxygen
demand (TOD) is used to estimate the mass of oxygen used in biodegrading a unit mass of
contaminant, such as is shown for hexane below:

C6HI4 + 9.502- ---- > 6 CO2 + 7 H2O

According to this equation, 3.5 grams of oxygen are required for each gram of hexane bio-
degraded. (A similar relationship can be developed between carbon dioxide production and
hydrocarbon degradation.) The mass of hydrocarbon biodegraded can be estimated from the
measured OURs using this relationship as illustrated below:

Example Calculation Oxygen Uptake Rate Data Conversion

Assume I liter of soil (2.65 kgs) with a 50 percent porosity and 50 percent saturation.
Also assume the oxygen concentration in the soil has decreased from 20 percent to
5 percent during a 24-hour OUR study.

* Volume of air = I x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.25 liters

* Volume of oxygen = 0.25 x (20% - 5%) = 0.0375 L oxygen/day

* Mass of 0.0375 liters of oxygen = 53 mg

* (53 mg of oxygen uptake/day) x (0.283 mg hydrocarbon/mg oxygen) =

15 mg/day of hydrocarbon biodegraded

* (15 mg/day of hydrocarbon)/2.65 kg of soil = 5.7 mg/kg/day of hydro-
carbon biodegraded

Typical values of hydrocarbon degradation in the field range from 5 to 30 mg of hydrocar-
bon per kg of soil per day.

The empirical approach to estimating biodegradation is exactly the same except that the
average TPH/COD ratio measured in soil samples from the appropriate area is used in lieu
of the stoichiometry-based hydrocarbon/TOD relationship. These types of calculations will
be used to estimate the mass of contaminants removed via biodegradation. Plots of OUR
versus time will be developed for each piezometer tested to evaluate changes in biodegrada-
tion rates over the course of the study.
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* Data obtained by CH2M HILL and by others indicate that oxygen utilization rates typically
range form 0.0001 to 0.01 percent oxygen utilized per minute in contaminated soils. At
0.01 percent oxygen per minute, most of the available oxygen would be utilized in one
day. The purpose of measuring OURs after I week of SVE is to ensure that the oxygen is
being utilized by the soil microbial community. If the oxygen were not depleted after a few
days, it could suggest some other limitation to microbial growth.

The initial oxygen concentrations measured at the beginning of each OUR study will be
examined to verify that aerobic conditions are being maintained throughout the treatment
zone. This should not be a problem during the period employing SVE pumping rates (the
first 3 months of the piloting program). After reducing pumping to bioventing rates,
however, the oxygen levels in soil gas may decrease. The goal of bioventing is to minimize
the extraction of soil vapor while enhancing biodegradation. Thus flow rates are adjusted to
the minimum level which aerates the soil. Ideally, the oxygen concentration in each
piezometer will be between 15 percent and 19 percent.

Biodegradation rates are strongly dependent on temperature and moisture content. Soil gas
temperature will be monitored and compared to OURs. Relative humidity will be moni-
tored to determine if vapor extraction causes significant drying of the vadose zone.

5.3.2 SVE Offgas

The oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations measured at the offgas manifolds will be
used, if possible, to estimate contaminant biodegradation in a manner analogous to the OUR
data. During steady state extraction conditions, a reduction in oxygen concentration
compared to the atmospheric concentration (21 percent) would be interpreted to indicate
microbial respiration/biodegradation. A corresponding increase in carbon dioxide concentra-
tion relative to the atmospheric level (0.5 percent) would support this interpretation. If
variations from atmospheric levels are detectable, the mass of oxygen utilized will be calcu-
lated and used to estimate the mass of hydrocarbon biodegraded. Because the treatment area
is capped, pumping will likely pull gas in from surrounding soils; consequently, it will be
impossible to discern the location that any measured biodegradation takes place from this
analysis-only that it has occurred. The high rates of pumping used during the SVE investi-
gation may mask any changes in OJCO2 beyond the discrimination capacity of the analyti-
cal method. However, changes may be distinguishable during the period of reduced
pumping rates (bioventing).

5.3.3 Soil

The TPH analyses will yield information on the change in hydrocarbon concentrations over
time due to both physical and biological removal mechanisms. Moreover, the soil TPH and
COD data will be used to develop empirical relationships between hydrocarbon mass and
oxygen demand, which will be applied in the evaluation of OJCO2 data in soil gas and SVE
offgas, as described above.
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Nitrogen and phosphorous are required nutrients for microbial growth, and biological degra-
dation of organics can be limited by the availability of either nutrient. Nitrogen and phos-
phorous are the nutrients which are most often limiting, although other inorganic nutrients
can be limiting in certain situations. However, in many natural soil systems, required nutri-
ents are available in sufficient supply to support microbial metabolism, and the terminal
electron acceptor (oxygen, in the case of aerobic respiration) is usually the rate-limiting
requirement. Furthermore, nutrient addition can be costly compared to supplying oxygen.
The soil nutrient data will be examined to determine the likelihood of nutrient limitation
and to determine if nutrient depletion occurs during the study.

Moisture is essential to any microbial community. Currently, the soil is very moist.
Because of the cap, little infiltration is expected into the soil, and SVE tends to dry the
soil. However, air will tend to be humidified as it is pulled through soil adjacent to the
treatment zone (because of the cap), and significant drying may not occur over the duration
of the pilot program. The soil moisture data will be evaluated to determine if drying occurs
and to assess whether long-term SVE/bioventing would be likely to cause sufficient mois-
ture loss to inhibit microbial growth.

The microbial assays will be performed to determine if significant changes in microbial
numbers/biomass occur during the study. It can be logically assumed that if contaminant
biodegradation is stimulated in the treatment zone by the SVE/bioventing process that the
biomass of microorganisms capable of degrading those contaminants will increase. Unfortu-
nately, precise quantification of the biomass of a specific group of microorganisms in a soil
matrix is difficult at best. Because of the imprecision associated with soil microbial quanti-
fication techniques, statistically significant increases may not be observed.
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Objective (6): Assess Whether Preferential Removal of Contaminants

From Different Strata is Occurring During SVE

6.1 Data Needs

Assessment of whether preferential removal of contaminants is occurring by SVE at Site S,
OU D, will allow comparison of lithology to other sites basewide and determination of
whether SVE may be an effective remedial technology for application at those sites. To
assess whether preferential removal of contaminants is occurring from different strata, the
following data are needed:

Physical properties and location and extent of the vadose zone and pit
materials

Concentration of contaminants in the various strata

Concentrations of contaminants in the soil vapor

6.2 Data Acquisition

The reduction of contaminants in different strata will be evaluated by monitoring the soil
gas for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocarbons. In most cases the piezometer screens
are not located within homogeneous soil strata. Instead, it is typical that variable thin
material stratifications occur throughout the screened interval. This may preclude complete
assessment of Objective (6). Soil gas samples will be collected and analyzed throughout the
SVE treatability investigation.

Comparison of TPH concentrations before and after the SVE treatability investigation may
provide information regarding which strata have a tendency to exhibit preferential removal
of TPH. Consequently, soil samples will be collected from various strata within the vadose
zone and analyzed for TPH before, during, and after the SVE pilot plant operation.

Several pre-operation soil samples will be analyzed for physical characteristics in the waste
pit and intermediate alluvial deposits to confirm lithology. These data along with those
collected during Phase I should provide sufficient lithologic data to be used throughout the
project.

6.2.1 Soil Gas

The soil gas in the piezometers will be sampled for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocar-
bons throughout the SVE treatability investigation.

6.2.1.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented
in Part 2.2.1.1.
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6.2.1.2 Offsite VOCs (TO-14). Data acquisition for VOCs is the same as presented in
Part 1.2.1.2.

6.2.1.3 Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12). Data acquisition for total nonmethane
hydrocarbons is the same as presented in Part 2.2.1.3.

6.2.2 Soil

The soil at Site S will be sampled for physical properties and TPH as a part of the SVE
investigation. Samples will be collected and analyzed for TPH and physical properties in
the waste pit and intermediate alluvium during the pre-operation investigation. Sufficient
deep alluvium data have been collected during the Phase I site characterization. Samples
from all three zones will be analyzed for TPH during the post-operation soil investigation.

6.2.2.1 Physical Properties. Data acquisition for physical properties is the same as
presented in Part 2.2.4.1.

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (Modified Method 8015). Data acquisition for total
petroleum hydrocarbons is the same as presented in Part 2.2.4.2.

6.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

Following is a summary of the methods to be used for data analysis and interpretation for
soil gas and soil analytical data.

It is likely that preferential removal of VOCs will not occur due to the heterogeneous nature
of the subsurface materials and the nonuniform distribution of contaminants. The Phase I
soil borings indicated that the waste pit is comprised of miscellaneous fill, debris, and vari-
ous contaminants. The air permeability tests in the waste pit indicated the presence of
zones of very low permeability material adjacent to medium to high permeability materials.
Likewise, the native materials below the pit are comprised of heterogeneous mixtures of
fine sand, silt, and clay. Considerable variation in material types was observed within indi-
vidual split-spoon samples during the field investigation.

6.3.1 Soil Gas

The ability to evaluate preferential removal of contaminants is dependent on the nature of
the subsurface materials that the piezometers are screened in. If reasonable uniformity can
be assumed in several piezometers with different materials, then those installations may be
useable to evaluate preferential removal of VOCs from the various soil zones. However,
the variability of material adjacent to piezometers will affect contaminant removal rate. For
example, a piezometer screened in a large silt zone may show much less contaminant
removal than a similar installation located in a thin silt zone surrounded by a sand layer.
The difference in removal mass and rate will be influenced more by the overall stratigraphy
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than the particular material in which the screen is located. During the pilot study it will be

impossible to accurately quantify adjacent contributing stratigraphic factors.

Analysis and interpretation for soil gas data is the same as presented in Part 2.3.1.

6.3.2 Soil

Analysis and interpretation for soil data is the same as presented in Part 2.3.3.

0

0
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Objective (7): Evaluate Performance of the SVE Offgas Emissions

Control System

7.1 Data Needs

To evaluate the performance of the SVE offgas emission control system, the following data
are needed:

* Type and concentration of contaminants entering the emission control system.

* Type and concentration of contaminants exiting the emission control system.

• Flow rate through the emission control system.

* Operating temperature and pressure of the emission control system.

* Sufficient data to assure compliance of the SVE offgas emission control
system with air emission ARARs. A list of applicable ARARs is presented
in Appendix P.

7.2 Data Acquisition

Analytical data for emission control system process monitoring will be collected from the
SVE offgas transfer piping before to the incinerator and from the emission control system
stack during the initial testing, startup, and continued operations periods.

7.2.1 SVE Offgas (Transfer Piping) and Emissions Control

7.2.1.1 Targeted VOCs (Onsite GC). The combined SVE offgas entering the emission
controls system and discharge from the stack will be monitored daily during initial testing,
once a week during startup, and once every 2 weeks during the continued operation phase.
This sampling strategy will provide sufficient data to verify compliance with discharge
limits and to calculate the destruction removal efficiency for specific VOCs of concern.

7.2.1.2 Offsite VOCs (TO-04. TO-14 analyses will be performed at a rate 6f I f r every
20 onsite GC analyses performed over the duration of the treatability investigation. Each
TO-14 sample will be collected in duplicate with an onsite GC sample. One emissions
control sample and one transfer piping sample will be collected during the startup period.
This period will correspond with the period when the maximum mass removal is occurring.

7.2.1.3 Total Hydrocarbons (TO-12). The combined SVE offgas entering the emission
controls system and the discharge from the stack will be sampled for total nonmetnane
hydrocarbons approximately three times during initial testing, once per week during startup,
and approximately once every 2 weeks during the continued operation phase. The total
nonmethane hydrocarbon data at this frequency will provide sufficient data to calculate
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destruction removal efficiency of total nonmethane hydrocarbons and quantify the total
discharge of nonmethane hydrocarbons from the system.

7.2.1.4 Hydrochloric Acid (HCL-Method 26). Chlorinated hydrocarbons will be con-
verted to carbon dioxide, water vapor, and hydrochloric acid (HCL) gas in the emission
controls system. Measurement of HCL is required to ensure compliance with discharge
standards. Discharge from the stack will be sampled once during initial testing, once every
3 weeks during startup, and approximately once a month during the continued operation
phase. As VOC concentrations decrease, HCL concentrations will also decline; therefore, if
limits are met during the startup phase, they should be met during continued operation, and
sampling intervals will be adjusted accordingly.

7.2.1.5 Dioxins (Method 23). Trace levels of dioxin congeners have been reported from
thermal incinerators in the past. Although the catalytic oxidation emission controls system
operates at a much lower temperature than thermal incinerators, the possibility still exists
that dioxin congeners could be generated at low levels during oxidation. Therefore, the
stack will be sampled for dioxin congeners once during initial testing, once every 3 weeks
during startup, and approximately once a month during the continued operation phase.

7.2.1.6 Carbon Dioxile and Oxygen (Meters). The SVE offgas (transfer piping) will be
monitored in conjunction with other soil gas, SVE offgas, or emission control sampling to
aid in process control of the emission control system.

7.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

Following is a brief summary of the methods to be used for data analysis and interpretation
of SVE offgas (transfer piping) and emissions control analytical data.

7.3.1 SVE Offgas (Transfer Piping) and Emissions Control

Comparison of contaminant concentrations for samples taken from the transfer piping and
the stack will yield information for assessment of contaminant destruction efficiencies and
achievemenr of air emissions ARARs.

Concentrations of VOCs, total nonmethane hydrocarbons, HCI, and dioxin measured in the
stack samples will be monitored to ensure compliance with the regulatory discharge
standards. Process flow rates and/or combustion temperature will be varied as necessary to
conform with the regulatory discharge requirements.
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Objective (8): Evaluate the Applicability of SVE to OU D and Collect
Sufficient Operational Data to Support the Detailed Analysis of SVE as

A Remedial Action Alternative in the Feasibility Study for OU D

8.1 Data Needs

Evaluation of the above objective requires completion of the SVE treatability investigation
and overall assessment of how well the SVE technology performed at Site S, OU D. The
data needs are similar to those previously discussed for Objectives (1) through (7).

8.2 Data Acquisition

Data will be collected from soil, soil gas, SVE offgas, and emission control system over the
duration of Phases [I and III of the SVE treatability investigation as discussed for the
previous objectives.

Summaries of the sampling required to support all objectives of the SVE treatability investi-
gation are presented in Tables 5-6 (soil), 5-10 (soil gas), and 5-11 (SVE offgas and emis-
sions control).

8.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

The applicability of SVE to remove VOCs at OU D will be determined by evaluating the
degree to which the other goals and objectives were achieved. SVE will be judged to be
applicable to the remediation of OU D and qualify as a remedial action alternative in the
feasibility study (FS), provided that:

A large mass of contaminants is removed and successfully treated or a signi-
ficant reduction in the target contaminants is achieved

Soil gas movement represents a major mechanism contributing to areal
contamination

Emission control system (stack) discharge limits and ARARs are achieved

The SVE technology is accepted by the community and regulatory agencies
as a feasible remedial technology

The effect of hot air enhancement and the amount of biodegradation will be considered as
important but "secondary" factors in evaluating the applicability of SVE at OU D and the
assessment of SVE as a FS alternative. Lack of significant contaminant removal directly
attributable to hot air injection or biodegradation will not be considered as fatal flaws in the
assessment of the overall performance of SVE.
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. Further criteria for evaluating the applicability of SVE to OU D are those set forth in the
Guide for Conducting Treatability Studies Under CERCLA: Soil Vapor Extraction, Interim
Guidance, EPA, September 1991. These are similar criteria that will be considered during
the OU D Feasibility Study. The evaluation criteria are:

• Overall protection of human health and environment
* Compliance with ARARs
* Long-term effectiveness and permanence
a Reduction of toxicity, mobility, or volume through treatment
& Short-term effectiveness
* Implementability
• Cost
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Objective (9): Assess General Applicability of SVE at Other

McClellan AFB Sites

9.1 Data Needs

The data needs to achieve this objective are the same as presented in Part 8.1.

9.2 Data Acquisition

The data acquisition required to achieve this objective is presented in Part 8.2.

9.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

The applicability of SVE to other McClellan AFB sites will be based on analysis of the
performance at Site S and comparison of the nature and extent of contamination. The
nature and extent of contamination must be determined at each proposed site and compared
to that at Site S. The presence of VOCs as contaminants of concern at a site combined
with the reduction of target analytes at Site S will be useful in determining the potential
effectiveness of SVE at other McClellan AFB sites. This objective will be evaluated in
considerably more detail during the feasibility studies being conducted for the respective
OUs at McClellan AFB.
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Section 4

Experimental Design and Procedures

The work items covered under this work plan are divided into two phases. Phase H1
includes installation and soil sampling of additional vapor extraction wells to be used as a
part of the SVE treatability investigation, and installation of other SVE process equipment.
Phase III comprises the operation and sampling of the SVE system and includes installation
of mid- and post-operation soil borings for evaluation of the effectiveness of the SVE tech-
nology.

Cap Penetration

All soil borings will be located within the area of the existing multilayer cap. The cap
consists of 24 inches of silty sand/sandy silt cover material overlying a 40-mil high-density
polyethylene (HDPE) synthetic membrane. The membrane is underlain by 18 inches of
low-permeability soil (clay), which in turn is underlain by 6 inches of granular drain mate-
rial and a variable thickness of site grading material. Waste sampling ports consisting of
5-foot-long segments of 5-foot-diameter reinforced concrete pipe were installed through the
cap during the original cap construction to facilitate future sampling of the contaminated
materials. One new soil boring will be installed through existing sampling port WSP-SB.
Other borings will require new penetrations directly through the multilayer cap. Cap pene-
tration and sealing procedures are discussed below. These procedures are the same for all
wells.

At the conclusion of the Phase II and III investigation, the wells will be left intact for use
during site remediation, assuming that soil vapor extraction is selected for such remediation.
If soil vapor extraction is not implemented at Site S after the pilot-scale testing is complete,
then the wells and piezometers should be abandoned in accordance with applicable regula-
tory requirements. Such procedures typically require that the well or piezometer be fully
grouted in place.

Penetrations Through Existing Sampling Ports

During Phase I, the sampling port was filled with compacted, noncontaminated, low-
permeability material similar to that placed in the original multilayer cap. One well will be
constructed through the backfilled sampling port. Figure 4-1 depicts a sampling port after
well construction.

Penetration Through Multilayer Cap

Figure 4-2 depicts a cross-section through the existing multilayer cap and schematically
illustrates the procedure for penetrating and resealing the multilayer cap at locations other
than the existing waste sampling ports.
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The existing cover material will be carefully hand excavated down to the HDPE liner at
each new boring location. The excavation will be large enough to cut a circular hole in the
liner 6 inches larger than the outside diameter of the largest drill to be used. After the
initial section of drill auger is positioned within the hole in the liner, the remainder of the
hole will be temporarily backifilled to allow the drill cuttings to be deposited at-the ground
surface for removal. The boring will then be advanced to the desired depth and the well
constructed.

After installation of the well screen, the remainder of the boring will be filled with a ben-
tonite seal and cement/bentonite grout up to the HDPE liner. For hot air injection wells the
remainder of the boring will be filled with a neat cement with plasticizer. Prior to placing
a slip boot, the exposed surface of the HDPE liner will be brushed clean of soil. Once the
grout has cured, the cover material will be re-excavated to expose the HDPE liner. A
60-rail-thick HDPE slip boot will be placed over the well casing. The slip boot will be
sized such that the collar of the slip boot will overlap the circular cut in the HDPE liner by
at least 4 inches all around. The slip boot will be bonded to the liner using the extrusion
welding process. The slip boot collar will be clamped to the well casing with a stainless
steel hose clamp.

Once the slip boot has been satisfactorily prepared, a soil/bentonite mixture will be moisture
conditioned and placed in the excavation in maximum 6-inch-thick lifts and compacted with
at least six passes of the manually operated pneumatic compactor, taking care not to damage
the neck of the slip boot that is attached to the casing pipe. Compaction will be to 90 per-
cent relative compaction as defined in ASTM Method D1557. The material will consist of
a mixture of silty sand/sandy silt and bentonite. This mixture will be proportioned as one
part bentonite to four parts soil prior to placement. At least 12 inches of the compacted
soil/bentonite mixture will be placed over the slip boot. The remaining portion of the hand
excavation will be backfilled with compacted cover material from the initial excavation.
The cover material will be compacted similar to the soil/bentonite mixture. The finish
surface of the compacted cover material will be sloped away from the well or piezometer
casing to minimize the potential for rainwater to infiltrate around the piezometer or well
installation.

Pilot Plant Installation

Installation of the SVE pilot plant includes installation of vapor extraction wells, hot air
injectio, system, and other SVE process equipment.

The pilot-scale SVE system is planned to include up to 15 new wells. The field program
will include six new wells in the waste pit, four new deep wells, and five new intermediate
depth wells. Two of the existing Phase I wells will be incorporated into the pilot system.
The hot air injection system will include four injection wells and six temperature wells to
be installed part way through the pilot treatability investigation.
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Figure 4-3 presents the locations of the wells to be installed for the SVE treatability investi-
gation.

SVE System

New wells will be installed in drilled borings using hollow stem augers, and construction
will be similar to that used for the Phase I site characterization wells with the following
changes:

* Well centralizers will be used.

A fine sand bridging zone will be placed between the sand pack and the
"holeplug" or bentonite seal.

Penetrations through the existing HDPE liner will be repaired by fusion-
welding a HDPE boot to the existing liner. The top of the boot will he
sealed to the well casing with a stainless steel hose clamp.

Deep Wells

Borings for the deep wells will be drilled to groundwater. Well VES-01 was installec
during the site characterization study and will be used as a deep well in the pilot test. It is
identified as Well PSD-I on Figure 4. 3.

All deep wells will be constructed with 4-inch-diameter Schedule 40 polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) and screened from approximately 40 feet in depth below grade level to 5 feet above
the groundwater table (approximately at 100-foot depth). Details of the deep well installa-
tion are shown on Figure 4-4.

Intermediate Wells

The intermediate wells will target the low permeability, low flow, and high concentration
zone beneath the pit with selective well screens to enhance the probability of significant
VOC reduction. The intermediate wells will be located within 5 feet of the deep wells.
The intermediate borings will not be logged in detail because of their proximity to the deep
wells.

The intermediate depth wells will be constructed with 4-inch-diameter Schedule 40 PVC
and screened in the lower permeability material between 27 and 40 feet below grade.
Details of the intermediate well installation are shown on Figure 4-5.
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Waste Pit Wells

The pit borings will be drilled through the pit materials to native soil to verify the depth of
the bottom of the pit. The borehole will then be backfilled with bentonite to 1 foot above
the bottom of the pit before the well is constructed. The pit wells will be 4-inch-diameter
Schedule 40 PVC and screened within the pit from about 3 feet below the fill to about
1 foot above the bottom of the pit (approximately 15 to 26 feet below grade). Details of
the waste pit well installation are shown on Figure 4-6.

Existing Well VES-08 was installed during the site characterization study and will be used
as a pit well during the pilot test.

Manifold Piping and Blowers

Three manifold systems will be provided to draw contaminated vapor from the soil; one
system will transmit flow from the deep wells, another from the inermediate wells, and a
third from the waste pit wells. The p't and intermediate zone manifolds will join together
prior to entering the pit/intermediate zone air/water separator. The manifolds have been
sized to accommodate a flow of 300 standard cubic feet per minute (scfm) from each deep
extraction well, 120 scfm from each pit extraction well, and 30 scfm from each intermediate
extraction well. This provides approximately 50 percent additional flow capacity over the
anticipated design flows from each well.

Two skid-mounted 40-horsepower (hp) vacuum pumps rated at 900 scfm each at 2 inches of
mercury (Hg) (measured at the extraction wells) will be installed for the deep extraction
well system. Three 50-hp, 500-scfm skid-mounted pumps operating at approximately
14 inches of Hg at the wells will be required for the combined pit and intermediate extrac-
tion well systems. For the majority of the time, only one pump will be required for the
deep system and two pumps for the pit and intermediate system. The additional pumps will
be available for high flow periods and to provide adequate system redundancy.

Air/Water Separators

A 3-foot-diameter, 6-inch tangentia' entry, 1,000-scfm air/water separator with a demister
and high level shutdown will be installed in-line prior to the blowers on the combined pit
and intermediate extraction well manifold. A 4-foot-diameter, 8-inch tangential entry,
2,000-scfm unit will be installed on the deep extraction well system. The air/water separa-
tors will remove entrained moisture from the SVE offgas. Water leel will be measured
with a sight glass. Water will be removed from the separator as required and transported to
the Groundwater Treatment Plant (GWTP) for treatment. The high level shutdown switch
will activate the controller to shut down all process equipment with the exception of th,.
catalytic oxidation system if water levels exceed a preset le',el.
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Hot Air Injection System Construction

A hot air injection system will be installed midway through the SVE treatability investiga-
tion to evaluate the impact of this enhancement on the SVE technology. The system will
include a 50-hp, 300 scfm, rotary vane, positive displacement blower to heat and pressurize
the injection air. The heat of compression of the blower in conjunction with a
supplementary 15-kW immersion heater is capable of heating the air to approximately
300'F at 12 psi. The blower will be equipped with an inlet air filter/silencer. Discharge
from the blower will be transferred through an above ground insulated carbon steel piping
manifold and distributed to four carbon steel injection wells screened in the waste pit.

The temperature of the soil will be monitored through a network of thermocouples installed
in six temperature wells around the site. Temperature wells are described below.

Injection Wells

The locations of the four hot air injection wells are shown on Figure 4-3. The locations
were selected along the axis of waste pit and are enveloped by the waste pit extraction
wells to prevent offsite migration of contaminants. A schematic of a hot air injection well
is shown on Figure 4-7. The injection wells will be drilled into the intermediate alluvial
zone to allow soil sampling as a part of the mid-operation soil investigation. Borings will
be grouted with cement/bentonite grout to approximately 1 foot above the bottom of the

* waste pit.

After the grout has set, the 2-inch-diameter carbon steel well will be installed. The well
will be screened in the vit ' ýtween approximately 2 feet below the top of the pit and 1 foot
above the bottom of t,.. .,. A I- to 2-foot-thick sand bridge will be installed at the top of
the screen. The well casing will be grouted between the sand bridge and the HDPE liner
using neat cement containing a plasticizer. This will reduce the impact of the high tempera-
ture on the integrity of the grout and casing seal.

Temperature Wells

The temperature distribution in the soil will be monitored through a network of thermo-
couples installed within the waste pit and upper intermediate alluvial zones of Site S. Six
temperature wells will be installed in various locations between the hot air injection wells
and waste pit extraction wells. The locations of the temperature wells were selected so as
to monitor the movement of the temperature front between the injection and extraction
points. Two temperature wells will be placed outside the pit extraction wells to monitor for
divergence of the hot air front. The locations of the temperature wells are shown on
Figure 4-3.
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Six thermocouples will be installed in each temperature well as shown in Figure 4-8. Two
thermocouples will be installed in the upper half of the intermediate alluvial zone and the
remainder in the waste pit. The shallowest probe will be placed just inside the waste pit at
the interface of the pit and fill materials below the liner.

The thermocouples will be immobilized by taping them to a 1-inch-diameter PVC pipe and
grouting the pipe into the boring. Plasticizer will be added to the grout to control shrinkage
when the grout mix is heated. A section of 2-inch-diameter PVC pipe will be installed over
the I-inch pipe and thermocouple leads to 2 feet below the HDPE liner. A HDPE slip boot
will be fusion welded to the 2-inch pipe and existing HDPE liner. The thermocouple lead
wires will be threaded through the 2-inch PVC pipe and completed at the surface.

Care should be taken to identify the individual leads as to the depth of the attached
thermocouple.

Emission Control System

In the oxidation system, halogenated and nonhalogenated VOCs exiting the air/water separa-
tor will be catalytically oxidized to complete products of combustion, namely carbon
dioxide, water, and hydrochloric acid. The SVE air stream flows from the positive
displacement blower to a preheater chamber, where it is mixed with natural gas and dilution
air and preheated to approximately 750'F. The preheated gas then enters the combustion
chamber, where the SVE gases are oxidized at approximately 1,200'F. Total residence time

* in the combustion chamber is approximately I second.

The combustion chamber contains a stainless steel catalyst support plate and distribution
grid. This support provides proper distribution of the process stream, assuring uniform flow
and complete contact of the stream with the catalyst. The catalyst initiates, promotes, and
accelerates VOC oxidation. The catalyst, without itself being altered, significantly reduces
the oxidation activation energy, thus allowing the oxidation reaction to occur at much lower
temperatures than would be required with conventional oxidation.

Since oxidation is an exothermic reaction, it heats up the exiting gases as well as the cata-
lyst bed. The exhaust gas stream temperature from the catalytic oxidation chamber will be
up to 1,200'F. Natural gas and dilution air flow rates will be controlled to limit catalyst
bed temperatures to approximately 1,200'F to protect the catalyst from being sintered. The
hot exhaust gas stream is vented to the atmosphere through a 12-inch-diameter stack at
approximately 1,200'F. The destruction removal efficiency for the halogenated and non-
halogenated hydrocarbons is estimated to be over 99 percent based on past performance
history for similar streams.
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Utility Requirements

Natural gas will be used to provide supplemental fuel for the catalytic oxidation system.
Process equipment will operate using electrical power. Automatic shutdown alarms will
activate an autodialer system, which, in turn, will communicate the fault via phone to the
SVE operator.

Natural Gas

Natural gas for the catalytic oxidation system will be supplied from existing on-base
sources. The closest natural gas line is located approximately 500 feet east of Site S. The
existing line is a buried 4-inch polyurethane pipe at a pressure of 15 psig. The catalytic
oxidation system will require a maximum natural gas flow rate of 2,400 ft3/hr at 5 psig. A
new 1-1/2-inch polyurethane line will be installed to Site S to supply the catalytic oxidation
system with natural gas.

Electrical Power

Electrical power for the SVE process equipment and the onsite laboratory will be supplied
from existing on-base sources. The most convenient tie-in location for electrical power is
located approximately 350 feet east of Site. S. The 12-kV powerlines are suspended by a
series of power poles.

A 12-kV electric line will be buried between an existing pole and Site S. Two turndown
transformers will be supplied by the contractor to transform the 12-kV power to 480 V (for
process equipment) and 120 V (for use by the onsite laboratory, the alarm dialer, control
panels, and lighting).

Telephone Service

No telephone lines are located in the vicinity of Site S. Therefore, a cellular or hardwired
phone system will be used for offsite communications while the site is manned. The phone
will be equipped with an autodialer for remote communication of system shutdown alarms
when the site is not manned.

Other Aspects of Pilot Plant Installation

Other aspects of the pilot treatability investigation installation include:

Construction of gravel treatment pad

Equipment mobilization

Mobilization of onsite trailer and field sampling equipment
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• Installation of above grade PVC piping manifold to transport extracted soil
vapors to process equipment

* Installation of steel manifold to connect blowers to catalytic oxidizer system

0 Installation of above grade carbon steel piping for the hot air injection
system

0 Installation of hot air thermocouple sensors

* Installation of security fence

* Utility connection and equipment wiring

Equipment will be supplied in accordance with the design documents developed in Phase I.
An onsite trailer will be provided to serve as field office and laboratory. A gas chroma-
tograph (GC) will be provided to analyze a portion of sample data generated during site
operations (Figure 4-3 presents the pilot system layout).

Pilot Plant Operation

The pilot plant operation will include three tasks:

• Operation and monitoring of the pilot system
* Performance of mid-operation soil sampling and analytical testing
* Performance of post-operation soil sampling and analytical testing

Operation and Monitoring of the Pilot System

Operation and monitoring of the pilot system will entail five components:

* Pre-operation
* Initial system testing and shakedown
• System startup
* Continued operations
• Operation of hot air injection system
• Post-operation

The pilot system is planned to he in operation for approximately 6 months.

Pre-Operation

The 14 piezometers at Site S have been installed throughout the vadose zone from 13 feet
bgs to 96 feet bgs. Each piezometer contains a narrow screened zone (2-1/2 to 3 feet) and
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will therefore provide soil gas concentrations from a narrow band of the vadose zone. Each
of the piezometers will be sampled prior to startup of the SVE system. This will provide
baseline data of initial soil gas concentrations from each of the targeted zones in the waste
pit, intermediate alluvial zone, and deep alluvial zone. Pre-operation testing will last less
than 4 weeks.

Initial System Testing and Shakedown

After all equipment and piping manifolds are installed, the system will be checked for
safety and operational effectiveness. Terra Vac personnel (technician and chemist) will be
onsite to test shutdown controls and catalytic oxidizer efficiency. Initial testing is estimated
to last 1 week.

System Startup

Terra Vac will provide operating staff to monitor system performance on a daily basis
(5 days per week) during startup. It is estimated that startup will take approximately
5 weeks.

The goal during this period is to optimize the extraction system. The flow rates from the
individual wells will be balanced to maximize the mass rate of contaminant removal. This
is also the period when the system is changing rapidly and adjustments are needed on a
frequent basis. A sample operating log sheet and gas chromatograph log sheet are included
as Figures 4-9 and 4-10.

Intense monitoring during startup includes vapor sampling at the inlet and outlet of the
vapor treatment system, close monitoring of wellhead concentrations, and measurement of
the subsurface extent of vacuum influence.

Each well will be monitored for temperature, vacuum, and flow. In addition, each wellhead
will contain a sample port for onsite GC analysis. Flow measurements from the shallow,
intermediate, and deep zones will be recorded separately before flows enter the vacuum
pumps.

Routine process monitcring will be conducted daily until concentrations of the SVE offgas
(prior to treatment) have stabilized. Process monitoring will include documentation of
flows, pressures, and sampling results at several key locations in the process. Additionally,
the system will be monitored for destruction removal efficiency and other physical parame-
ters to maintain trouble-free and safe operations.
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Continued Operations

During the remainder of the pilot test, monitoring of system operations and efficiency will
continue with field personnel and the onsite laboratory. Adjustments in extraction well
operation will continue to provide optimized remediation parameters.

After the extraction rates stabilize, vapor monitoring with onsite GC will continue at the
inlet and outlet of the vapor treatment system, but individual wellhead monitoring will be
reduced. As remediation proceeds, the source of the contamination will be removed and
extraction rates will decline. Variations in the subsurface conditions cause the cleanup to
proceed at different rates in various locations of the site, requiring adjustment in vacuum
and flow to optimize the extra.-tion and treatment system.

Soil lithology, well depth, length of screening interval, flow rate, mass extraction, vacuum
at the wellhead, radius of influence, and various other parameters are evaluated before the
system is adjusted. Optimization of mass flow rate and cumulative removal of VOCs is the
primary objective, and can be accomplished by isolating various sectors of the site or
distributing vacuum proportionally among the wells. Adjustments are based on empirical
data and are site-specific.

If startup data collected indicate weekly averages are as representative as daily sampling,
then weekly sampling is sufficient to track mass removal rates, and a reduced monitoring
pattern is proposed. Once the initial operating period is complete the concentrations will
continue to decline at a decelerated rate, making reduced monitoring a practical altc, native.
It is estimated that continued operations will last 20 weeks.

Operation of Hot Air Injection System

Midway through the treatability investigation, additional borings will be installed and com-
pleted for use as hot air injection or temperature wells. After the baseline concentrations
for the initial SVE system are recorded, the hot air injection system will be turned on. The
injection air flow, temperature, and pressure will be recorded as required to quantify heat
loading to the vadose zone. In conjunction with recording the hot air injection system
parameters, measurable extraction well variables will be documented to assess their effects
on SVE removal rates. Vapor concentration monitoring at wellheads and for mass extrac-
tion calculations will continue with no modification to procedure. Additional samples will
be collected early in system operations to document increase, decrease, or no change in
extraction. Hot air injection will occur during continued operations.

Post-Operation

Following the completion of the pilot system operation, the wellheads will be sampled to
estimate the contaminant concentrations in the soil gas.
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Once the gcals of Phase IlI have been met, Terra Vac will demobilize equipment from the
site and file the necessary final reports, compiling data and evaluating the effectiveness of
the system in removing volatile organic compounds from Site S.

Mid Operation Soil Sampling

After the pilot system has been in operation for approximately 3 months, it is planned that
soil borings will be installed to gather soil samples for analytical testing. Tentative loca-
tions for mid-operation soil borings are shown on Figure 4-11. Actual locations will be
established following a thorough field reconnaissance.

Drilling, Sampling, and Well Installation

Some of the mid-operation borings will extend to the water table, and some of tl-- borings
will terminate at a depth of approximately 40 feet. After the sampling is complete, hot Vir
injection wells will be constructed within the pit interval in each of the borings. Well
installation will confonn to the details shown on the Phase I design drawings.

The test data developed from these samples will indicate the interim effectiveness of the
SVE system as well as provide baseline data for measuring the effectiveness of hot air
injection in further enhancing contaminant removal and degradation of pollutants through
bacterial activity.

O Post-Operation Soil Sampling

Following completion of the pilot system operation, borings will be installed to obtain
samples for post-operation testing. Analytical data will be collected for comparison to the
Phase I, II, and III mid-operation data. Tentative locations for the post-operation borings
are also shown on Figure 4-1I. Actual soil boring locations will be determined following a
thorough field reconnaissance. In addition, the 14 piezometers will be sampled to estimate
the overall percent reduction of contaminants in the soil gas.

Drilling and Sampling

Some of the post-operation borings will extend to the water table, and some of the borings
will terminate at a depth of approximately 40 feet. Samples will be collected for aný,lysis
and comparison to pre- and mid-operation soil samples. After the sampling is compicte, the
borings will be grouted and abandoned in accordance with the design requirements.
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SHIMMY DISTRIBUTION DATA

1. The data in Table T-1 show the distribution of measured shimmv levels for each of
the primary strut configurations tested.

Table T-1: Distribution of Shimmy Levels for Primary Configurations

STRUT No OF % LIGHT % MODERATE % SEVERE
CONFIGURATION TESTS SHIMMY SHIMMY SHIMMY

Ns 14 43 57 0
N-n 5 0 0 0
B.s 59 2 42 56
B1r 5 40 40 0
BCL w 7 14 0 0
BCL-s 22 77 0 0
BCL I 13 54 0 0
BCFAS w 9 22 0 0
BCFAS_s 37 49 46 0
BCFASI 7 29 0 0
BCFAS-n 10 10 0 0

T-i
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Section 5

Sampling Plan

The SVE treatability investigation will include field sampling separated into two phases.
Phase H will include the collection of soil samples. Phase INl will include the collection of
soil, and gas samples. Gases include soil gas, SVE off gas, and emissions control.

Soil Samples

Soil sampling during the installation of soil borings will result in the collection of a ,nini-
mum of approximately 70 split-spoon soil samples from approximately 16 borings. The
following provides the rationale for selecting the number of soil borings in each contami-
nant zone during each phase.

Selection of Soil Borings

During Phase I of the SVE treatability study, k ;.i were collected from all three depth
zones. Following are some considerations applicable to selection of boring locations for
data collection for the Phase II and I ii.- e III segments of the SVF :- abilitv investigation.

* Deep zone borings installed through ihe waste pit will yield samples from all
three contarr,'n-,-t zones an.t provide lithologic data at one location.

Intert, - zen- borings installed through the waste pit will yield soil
sample, jm the intermediate zone and the waste pit.

Waste pit borings will be valuable for collection of waste pit soil samples
onl,

P7 ase 11

During Phase II, approximately 15 wells (6 in the waste pit, 5 in the intermediate alluvial
zone, and 4 in the deep alluvial zone) will be installed at Site S for installation of the
process equipment and operation of the pilot system. During the installation of these wells,
six borings will be sampled to collect additional data to be used in the evaluation of the
objectives outlined in Section 3. The remaining wells will be visually logged prior to
installation.

During Phase I1, three of the waste pit borings and three deep alluvial zone borings will be
sampled. The reasons for selecting these borings for sample collection include the follow-
ing:

C.vOR IAR81• .51 5-1l



Most soil samples collected during Phase I were from the waste pit
(37 percent) and deep alluvial zone (40 percent.) Intermediate depth
alluvium samples account for only 23 percent of samples collected. There-
fore, more data are needed from the intermediate alluvial zone.

These six borings in conjunction with samples collected during Phase I will
provide a reasonable areal distribution of borings given the size of Site S.
Furthermore, six additional borings provide a boring spacing of approximate-
ly 30 feet, as was originally used during the Phase I site characterization.

Wells will be installed through the waste pit during Phase II. The wells will
be placed to target suspected or previously identified hot spots in the pit.

Intermediate depth borings will be located within 5 feet of deep borings.
Because of the close proximity to the deep borings, intermediate depth borin-
gs will not be lithologically logged or sampled.

Phase III Mid-Operation

Four hot air injection wells will be installed in the waste pit and upper intermediate alluvial
zones during the mid-operation sampling period. To take advantage of the soil borings
performed during the installation of these wells, soil samples will be collected from each
hot air injection boring.

Phase III Post-Operation

Based on the maximum number of soil samples proposed for Phase III post-operation, two
waste pit borings, two intermediate alluvial borings, and two deep borings will be neces-
sary. This number of borings will provide an adequate areal and vertical distribution of
samples in each zone to evaluate the SVE treatability investigation objectives.

Table 5-1 summarizes the number of soil borings to be sampled during Phases II and III of
the SVE treatability investigation. Figure 4-11 presents a preliminary plan for locations of
the soil borings to be installed during the SVE project.

CVOR81/003.51 5-2



___Table 5-1
Number of Soil Borings to be Sampled, Phases II and m

Phase Waste Pit Intermediate Deep Total
Alluvium Alluvium

II Pre-operation -- 5 3 8

III Mid-operation -- 4 -- 4

III Post-operation 2 2 2 6

Total 2 11 5 18

This provides an adequate areal distribution of sampling locations to evaluate the SVE treat-
ability investigation objectives. Table 5-2 summarizes the number of borings from which
samples can be collected in each contaminant zone.

Table 5-2
Number of Boring Locations Sampled in Each Contaminant Zone

Phase Waste Pit Intermediate Deep Alluvium
Alluvium

II Pre-operation 8 8 3

III Mid-operation 4 4 --

III Post-operation 6 4 2

Total 18 16 5

Selection of Soil Samples

Guidelines for collecting soil samples for analysis during Phase I1 are presented in
Table 5-3. Guidelines for sample collection during Phase III are presented in Tables 5-4
and 5-5.

Analytical Testing of Soil Samples

Table 5-6 summarizes the soil analyses to be performed as a part of the SVE treatability
investigation.

0
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Table 5-4
Location of Soil Samples for Chemical Analysis

Phase Ill-Mid-Operation

Intermediate Zone Boring Samples
Per

Soil Analysis/Sample Zone HAI-I HAI-2 HAI-3 HAI-4 Zone

TPH (Modified 8015)
Waste Pit x x x x 12
Int. Alluvium x x x x 8

Microbiological Assay'
(DNAB)

Waste Pit x x x x 12
Int. Alluvium x x x x 8

CODY (MOSA 29-3.5.3)
Waste Pit x x x x 12
InL Alluvium x x x x 8

Moisture Content'
Waste Pit x x x x 12
Int. Alluvium x x x x 8

pH' (MOSA 12-2.6)
Waste Pit x x x x 12
Int. Alluvium x x x x 8

NH,-N' (MOSA 33-3.2. EPA
350.3)

Waste Pit x x x x 12
int. Alluvium x x x x 8

NO3-N- (MOSA 33-3.2. EPA
300.0)

Waste Pit x x x x 12
Int. Alluvium x x x x 8

ortho PO4 -P*
(MOSA 24-5.3. EPA 300.0)

Waste Pit x x x x 12
It. Alluvium x x x x 8

,Analyses must he conducted on the same sample.

CVOR81/005.51
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* Soil Sample Collection

Soil borings will be drilled with hollow stem augers. The waste pit borings will be drilled
to depths suitable to verify the bottom of the pit, estimated to be approximately 25 feet
below ground surface. The intermediate borings will be drilled to the approximate base of
the low permeability, high concentration zone between the bottom of the pit and a depth of
about 40 feet below ground surface. The deep borings will be drilled to groundwater or
approximately 100 feet below ground surface. Representative formation samples will be
collected by driving split spoons ahead of the augers in accordance with ASTM D-1586
procedures for standard penetration resistance test in soils. Field logging will be completed
by the onsite staff under the direction of a registered civil engineer or geologist.

Samples will be obtained at 5-foot intervals from grade to total depth in some borings.
The remaining borings will be visually logged during drilling. The samples will be collect-
ed using a modified 2-inch-diameter split-spoon sampler fitted with four 6-inch-long brass
sleeves (Figure 5-1). Sampling procedures include:

* Prior to sample collection for chemical analysis, the split-spoon and brass
sleeves will be thoroughly decontaminated as outlined in the decontamination
section.

* The sampler will be driven 18 inches into the undisturbed soil, or until refus-
al, and blow counts will be recorded (ASTM D-1586).

0 Upon opening the sampler, the second liner from the bottom will immediate-
ly be trimmed and removed from the spoon and capped with teflon tape and
PVC slip caps. The liner will be numbered and labeled for offsite analysis.

* Immediately upon capping and labeling, the two center liners will be placed
in an iced cooler. The samples designated for offsite analysis will later be
shipped under chain of custody to the analytical laboratory.

* The remaining soil in the liner will be used for soil logging per CH2M HILL
Soil Boring Log Guidelines (Appendix B) and Air Force data management
requirements.

To obtain valid microbial population counts representative of the soil environment being
sampled, the brass liner should be clean and free of any debris. If there is any indication of
contamination, it should be flame-sterilized using a propane torch immediately prior to use.

cVwR8Il/0o.51 5-7



Table 5.6
Soil Sampling Frequency

Soil Zone Pre- Mid- Post-
Operation Operation Operao

Analysis Method P 1 D Phase 11 Phase Ill Phase III Total

Physical Properties -- P 6 6

4 4

D

Total Petroleum Modified P 13 12 12 37
Hydrocarbons 8015

1 7 8 9 24

D 10 10

Total Organic EPA 415.1 P 7 7
Carbon

1 7 7

D 8 8

Microbiological DNAB P 9 12 12 13
Assay

1 8 8 8 24

D

Chemical Oxygen MOSA P 7 12 12 31
Demand 29-3.5.3

1 7 8 8 23

D

Moisture Content MOSA P 7 12 12 31
21-2.2,• 2 7 8 8 23

D

pH MOSA P 7 12 12 31
12-2.6 7

78 8 23

D

Ammonia Nitrogen MOSA P 7 12 12 31
33-3.2.

EPA I 7 8 8 23
350.2

D

Nitrate Nitrogen MOSA P 7 12 12 31
33-3.2.

EPA I 7 8 8 23
300.0

D

ortho-Phosphate MOSA P 7 12 12 1I
Phosphorus 24-5.3,

EPA ! 7 8 8 23
300.0

D

P = Waste Pit I = Intermediate Alluvium D = Deep Alluvium

CVOR8I/WX)7.51
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Gas Samples

Soil gas (piezometer samples), SVE offgas, and emissions control sampling will occur
throughout Phase IH of the SVE treatability investigation. SVE offgas can be further divid-
ed into three components: 1) extraction wells, 2) extraction well manifolds, and 3) transfer
piping. A schematic presentation of the SVE offgas sample locations is shown in
Figure 3-1.

Analytical Testing of Gas Samples

Table 5-7 summarizes the soil gas, SVE offgas, and emissions control analyses to be
performed as a part of the SVE treatability investigation.

Preoperation

Soil gas samples collected at the piezometers will be analyzed for VOCs, total nonmethane
hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and methane during the preoperation period.

Initial Testing, Startup, and Continued Operation

During the l-week initial testing, 5-week startup, and 20-week continued operation periods,
soil gas, SVE offgas, and emissions control samples will be collected. Soil gas samples
will be analyzed for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocarbons. In addition, soil gas will
be monitored for carbon dioxide and oxygen content and OURs performed. SVE offgas
samples collected with canisters will be analyzed for VOCs and total nonmethane hydrocar-
bons. Gas samples collected with syringes will be analyzed for VOCs. In addition, carbon
dioxide and oxygen content will be monitored in certain extraction well manifolds and the
transfer piping.

Emissions control samples will be analyzed for hydrochloric acid, dioxins, VOCs, and total
nonmethane hydrocarbons.

Post-Operation

Post-operation sampling will be limited to VOCs in the soil gas since the SVE system will
have been shut down.

CVOR8 I/O.51 5-10
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Gas Sample Collection

Soil gas samples will be collected from the piezometer well heads; there are 14 piezometers
installed at Site S. SVE offgas extraction well samples will be collected from the convey-
ance piping from each of the 17 vapor extraction wells to be installed at the site. There are
three SVE offgas extraction well manifolds; one corresponding to each contaminant zone.
Transfer piping and emissions control samples will be collected from either side of the
emissions control system. Figure 5-2 presents the sample collection points for the SVE
offgas extraction well manifolds, SVE offgas transfer piping, and emissions control system.
Figure 5-3 presents a cross-section of the piezometer screen locations.

Canister sampling will be used to collect TO-14 and some TO-12 samples. Tedlar bag
sampling will be used to collect certain TO-12 samples when the gas concentration is in
excess of 10 ppmv as measured with an OVA meter. Syringe sampling will be used to
collect onsite GC samples.

Following the startup period of SVE operation, the target analyte list for a matrix may be
reduced to include only those analytes determined to be characteristic of that matrix. Peri-
odically, but no less frequent than once every 2 weeks, a full scan TO-14 analysis will be
performed for each matrix. This will ensure the target analytes selected to be included on
the reduced analyte list remain those characteristic of the matrix.

Canister Samples

Soil gas, SVE offgas, and emissions control samples for the SVE pilot test will be collect-
ed. Canister samples will be collected following the guidance offered in EPA's "Compendi-
um of Methods for the Determination of Toxic Organic Compounds in Ambient Air," EPA
4-84-041-April 1984. The specific methods to be used are:

0
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* TO-14, "Determination of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in Ambient
Air Using SUMMA Passivated Canister Sampling and Gas Chromatography
Analysis."

• TO-12, "Determination of Non-Methane Organic Compounds (NMOC) in
Ambient Air Using Cryogenic Preconcentration and Direct Flame Ionization
Detection (PDFID)."

Evacuated, SUMMA polished canisters will be used to collect soil gas samples from the
vacuum extraction system and piezometers at approximately -10 inches Hg and at 55°F.
The exact location for sample collection will be determined in the field by the field team
leader, but in principal a sample port/tap will be placed in the gas exhaust line after the gas
has exited the soil vapor extraction well and prior to the vacuum pump or at the piezometer
well head. After passing the sample tap the gas enters the carbon canister exhaust gas
treatment system. The line at the sample tap is expected to maintain a vacuum of approxi-
mately -10 inches Hg.

The canisters will be used and samples collected in the vacuum mode. That is to say, the
vacuum in the clean canister (near 30 inches Hg) will be used to pull the sample out of the
SVE duct or piezometer casing and deliver it to the canister. A flow regulator will be used
to control the sample rate and maintain it near constant over the prescribed course of the
sample collection period. The desired sample rate, determined by the size of the canister
and the length of sample period, will be preset using a Mini-Buck calibrator or calibrated
rotometer by the laboratory prior to shipment to the field. The preset rate will be confirmed
during sample collection at various time intervals by checking the canister pressure gauge
and comparing that value to the elapsed time. The appropriate integration period and flow
rate will be determined for each type of sample being collected.

The final canister pressure will always be less than that of the pressure in the SVE line to
maintain canister integrity. For example, if the line pressure is -10 inches Hg, the sample
will be stopped with the canister at approximately -12 inches Hg. This procedure allows
monitoring of the canister for leaks after sampling and during shipment and also preserves/
stabilizes the sample in the gas phase prior to analysis.

Prior to sample collection, each canister will be cleaned in the lab as follows:

Using exponential dilution, each canister will be rinsed several times with
ultra high purity nitrogen.

Each canister will be subsequently placed in an oven (125°C) and connected
to a high vac. pump. Heat and vac. will be applied until the canister pres-
sure is <5mTorr (EPA spec: 50mTorr).

Certification will be done using GC/MS with surrogate spikes. At least
10 percent of the canisters will be certified.
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Following cleaning, the canisters will be evaluated and evacuated in the laboratory. Addi-
tionally, those containers to be used for spike sample preparaton and blanks will be humidi-
fied. All canisters used on the project will be prescreened and 10 percent of the canisters
verified clean to a level of <0.2 ppbv of any target organic species or 20 ppbv total chroma-
tographical organics. After analysis, the canisters will be evacuated to a level of at least
-27 inches Hg and the absolute pressure recorded. A stainless steel 2-micron filter will be
attached to each flow controller prior to shipment to remove particulate material :n the gas
stream prior to entering the canister.

Soil Gas. To collect a SVE canister soil gas sample and equipment blank, the followinE
procedure shall be followed:

1. All sample manifold components will be removed from shipping containers and
inspected for damage. The canister vacuum will be verified with a pressure/vacuum
gauge (acceptable range 27-inch Hg or greater vacuum).

2. Flow controllers, filters, and manifold fittings will be tagged as dedicated inlet
sample stream components and the reference number on the flow controller noted on
the sample location log shown in Figure 5-4.

3. The sample manifold will be assembled as shown in Figure 5-5 with the well head
connection and sample lines temporarily capped and all in-line valves opened.

4. An ultra high purity (UHP) N2 or UHP air supply cylinder will be connected to the
purge pump side of the manifold (outlet) and pressure regulated to approximately
5 psig.

5. Leak detection fluid will be applied to each manifold connection in turn and leaking
fittings tightened to a leak-free condition as evidenced by an absence of bubbling in
the leak detection fluid.

6. Leak detection fluid will be flushed from the connection with high purity water and
then each connection wrapped tightly with 1/2-inch teflon tape. Prior to closing off
the UHP gas supply, equipment blank samples may be collected by temporarily
removing the carbon canister, replacing the UHP gas supply in its place, closing one
of the sample line valves, removing the cap from the end of the sample line, and
connecting the canister. Sample line and canister valves will then be opened and the
UHP equipment blank collected.

7. Sample line valves will be closed and end caps removed.

8. The UHP gas supply will be removed and the carbon canister and purge pump
attached to the outlet of the manifold.

9. A suitable volume (at least five well volumes) will be purged from the piezometer
casing through the carbon canister.
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Figure 5-4

Sample Location Log
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10. With the purge pump in operation, each sample line will be connected to an auxilia-
ry pump (with carbon tube in-line) to flush the line with sample gas.

Sample line valves will be opened and the auxiliary pump allowed to purge enough
sample gas through the line to flush any air remaining (two to three sample line
volumes). The sample valve will be closed, and the sample container connected to
the sample line immediately upon removing the auxiliary purge pump from each
line. This final connection will be wrapped with teflon tape.

11. All sample line valves will be opened fully and sampling start times noted on the
sample location log. Periodically throughout the selected sampling period, the time
and sample container pressure will be recorded on the sample location log to
confirm appropriate sample integration.

12. Sample container valves and then, any in-line valves will be closed when the desired
vacuum (measured by the canister vacuum gauge) is reached in the canisters. The
vacuum should be no less than 2 inch Hg greater than the vacuum measured in the
sample manifold. Sample end-times are recorded on the sample location log.

13. The main purge pump may be shut down, the manifold disconnected from the quick
connect, and the well head capped.

14. The canisters are removed, capped, labelled, and prepared for shipment to the labo-
ratory.

15. The manifold is disassembled and fittings stored in a clearly marked storage contain-
er to be prepared for reuse. Teflon sample line is discarded. Filters and flow
controllers are prepared for return to the laboratory.

SVE Offgas and Emissions Control. To collect a SVE offgas sample, the following
procedure will be followed:

1. All sample probe components will be removed from shipping containers and inspect-
ed for damage. The canister vacuum will be verified with a pressure/vacuum gauge
(acceptable range greater than 27-inch Hg vacuum).

2. Flow controller, filter, and manifold fittings will be tagged as dedicated inlet sample
stream components and the reference number on the flow controller noted on the
sample location log shown in Figure 5-4.

3. The assembled sample probe will be connected to the quick connect as shown in
Figure 5-6 with the probe tip capped and canister removed. For emissions control
samples the assembly will be as shown in Figure 5-7.

4. A UHP N2 or UHP air supply cylinder will be connected to the outlet end and pres-
sure regulated to approximately 5 psig.
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5. Apply leak detection fluid to each probe connection in turn and tighten leaking
fittings to a leak-free condition as evidenced by an absence of bubbling in the leak
detection fluid.

6. Flush the leak detection fluid from the connection with high purity water and then
wrap each connection tightly with 1/2-inch teflon tape.

7. Attach "dummy" evacuated canister securely to the outlet fitting and open its valve.
Record the initial vacuum once the canister has evacuated the probe.

8. Record the vacuum again after 5 minutes. There should have been negligible
change (<2-inch Hg). If the vacuum decreased measurably, repeat Steps 1 through
6.

9. After the probe is determined to be leak-free, remove the inlet end cap and fitting
and attach the probe to the swagelok stainless steel quick connect manifold at the
selected sampling location.

10. Prior to attaching the sample canister, the probe line will be flushed with sample gas
using the auxiliary purge pump and carbon filter. Firmly attach the sample canister
to the outlet side of the probe assembly and tightly wrap this connection with 1/2-
inch teflon tape.

11. Initiate sampling by completely opening the canister valve and record the time and
initial vacuum on the sample location log.

12. Periodically throughout the selected sampling period, record the time and sample
container pressure on the sample location log to confirm appropriate sample integra-
tion.

13. Close the canister valve and any in-line valves when the desired vacuum (measured
by the canister vacuum gauge) is reached in the canister. The vacuum should be no
less than 2 inch Hg greater than the vacuum measured in the sample manifold.

14. Disconnect the probe from the quick connector. Then record sample end-time on

the sample location log.

15. Remove, cap, label, and prepare the canister for shipment to the laboratory.

16. Disassemble and store pieces of the probe in a clearly marked storage container to
be returned to the laboratory.
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* Tedlar Bag Samples

The following matrices may be sampled for analysis by EPA Method TO-12 using Tedlar
bags:

* Soil gas

SVE off gas

Extraction wells
Extraction well manifolds
Transfer piping

Only medium to high concentration samples will be collected using this technique (>10 ppm
using an OVA as a screening test), because of concerns with analyte adsorption to the walls
of the Tedlar bags, and other low concentration interferences.

The samples will be collected by attaching the Tedlar bag sampling apparatus, presented in
Figure 5-8, to the sampling manifold in place of one or more canisters.

The sampling system consists of Teflon tubing, a pump, and a rigid-wall container that
holds a sample bag. The sample bag is constructed of 5-mil tedlar with a stainless steel
entry port and valve. The principal advantages of the sampler are that the sample gas
contacts only noncontaminating Teflon tubing and stainless steel swagelock connectors
before it enters the sample bag, and that the Tedlar, Teflon and stainless components can be
decontaminated for reuse.

For collection of gas samples, the sample line is purged and connected to the rigid-wall
sample container, and the sample gas is extracted at a rate of approximately I liter per
minute until the sample bag is full, usually 4 to 5 minutes later.

After collection, the sample gas bags are delivered to the laboratory for testing.

To prevent contamination between low and higher concentration samples, two precautions
will be taken. First, sampling apparatus that are dedicated to high or low concentration
samples will be used. Second, before each use, the Teflon tubing, stainless fittings, and
valves will be decontaminated by rinsing with deionized water at d drying with zero-grade
air.

The Tedlar bag samples will be collected using the following procedure:

1. Clean the sampling apparatus tubing and fittings by flushing with zero-grade air.
The Tedlar bag sampling apparatus will be connected into the canister sampling
system.
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2. Flush each Tedlar bag tmree times with zero air.

3. A purge pump with charcoal tube in line will be connected to the inlet line. The
sample lines will then be flushed with sample gas.

4. Open the sample valve on the Tedlar bag and insert it into the vacuum vessel,
connecting it to the tubing on the sample inlet lire. Replace the vessel lid, making
sure it is sealed.

5. Perform a system leak check by plugging the sample inlet line and applying a vacu-
um to the system. Observe the sample bag for several minutes to insure it is not
inflating from a leak in the system.

6. Connect the sample inlet line and begin collecting the sample at a rate of approxi-
mately 1 liter/minute until the sample bag is full.

7. After the bag is full, close the bag valve and disconnect from the sample line.

8. Label the bag, place in a container impervious to lights, and send to the laboratory
by next-day delivery service. Do not send full bags using air freight to prevent
rupture of the bag in-flight.

Syringe Samples

VOCs are regulated toxic chemicals and should be treated with care to avoid personal and
environmental contamination. When sampling vapors from the vacuum system, it will be
considered that the air stream is contaminated with VOCs. Care should be taken so that no
contaminated air is discharged to the atmosphere.

Following is a list of equipment needed for sampling using the onsite GC method:

* Clean and well-lighted work area
* Hamilton Gastight Syringes, 500-ul size

To collect a sample of soil vapor for onsite GC analysis, the following procedure will be
used:

I. Install a syringe septum fitting into the sampling location on the SVE duct or on the
piezometer manifold.

2. Purge syringe with clean air and test syringe for leaking plunger and tight needle.

3. Insert the clean syringe through the septum to reach the midpoint in the duct or to
be well into the sample line for soil gas.

0
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4. Close the syringe valve and withdraw the plunger.

5. Open the syringe valve and push the plunger into the syringe to flush the syringe
with sample gas.

6. Close the syringe valve and withdraw the plunger to collect the sample.

7. Stopper the syringe.

8. Log time, location, well head vacuum, flow, and return sample to GC.

Oxygen Uptake Rate Samples

Oxygen Uptake Rates (OUR) will be performed in the soil gas. The OUR measurement
procedure is as follows:

1. Turn off the vapor extraction pumps.

2. Using a small vacuum pump (less than 1 scfm of flow), purge three volumes of gas
from the piezometer, and then collect a soil gas sample from the screened level.

3. Analyze the soil gas sample for oxygen and carbon dioxide using an 02/C02 meter.
The temperature and relative humidity will be measured once during each OUR test
in conjunction with the initial 02 and CO2 sample. The soil gas temperature and
relative humidity will be measured by lowering a hand-held thermometer and humid-
ity gauge into each piezometer to the screened level. Cap the piezometer after
sampling.

4. Repeat sampling at each piezometer at 3-hour intervals (initially) to develop a plot
of oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production over time. The sampling intervals
can be lengthened for slow oxygen uptake rates. A target oxygen content decrease
of 2 to 4 percent between measurements should be used to determine appropriately
spaced sampling intervals. The initial oxygen concentration should be near
20 percent. Terminate the study when the oxygen concentration decreases to
5 percent in each piezometer.

5. The OUR is equal to the slope of the linear portion of the oxygen uptake versus
time plot. The carbon dioxide production rate should mirror the oxygen uptake rate
an is equal to the slope of the linear portion of the carbon dioxide versus time plot.

Other Samples

Both canister and onsite GC samples will be collected for th: emissions control system
operation. In addition, stack emissions will be monitored for aydrochloric acid and dioxins.
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Hydrochloric Acid. To collect a sample of emission control system exhaust gas for analy-
sis for HCI, the procedures outlined in Method 26-Determination of Hydrogen Chloride
Emissions from Stationary Sources will be followed. This method is presented in Appen-
dix H.

Dioxins. To collect samples of emission control system exhaust gases for analysis of
dioxins, the procedures outlined in Method 23-Determination of Polychlorinated Dibenzo-
p-Dioxins and Polychlorinated Dibenzofurans from Stationary Sources will be followed.
This method is presented in Appendix I.

Quality Control Samples

The purpose of the field quality control program is to provide a measure of data quality.
Field duplicates indicate the precision of the overall sampling and analysis event, and
matrix spike/matrix spike duplicates indicate the precision and accuracy of the laboratory
analyses. The following duplicate samples will be collected during the SVE Demonsiration
Project.

Field Duplicates. For air samples, field duplicates will be collected at a
frequency of one per twenty samples. Field duplicates will not be collected
for soil samples. All field duplicates will be identified in the field and on

* the sample chain-of-custody.

Matrix Spike/Matrix Spike Duplicates. For soil samples, MS/MSD will be
performed at a frequency of one per twenty. All MS/MSD will be identified
in the field and on the sample chain-of-custody.

Laboratory Duplicates. For gas samples laboratory duplicates will be
analyzed at a frequency of 5 percent.

Audit Cylinder. For air VOC analyses, a performance evaluation sample
will be submitted to the onsite and offsite laboratories by CH2M HILL. The
audit cylinder will be analyzed at a frequency of once per week for each
week samples will be submitted for analysis. The performance evaluation
sample will be prepared by delivering a mixture of standard gas from the
audit cylinder to a premoistened canister for offsite analyses. For onsite
analyses, the performance evaluation sample will be prepared by delivering a
mixture of standard gas from the audit cylinder to a sample syringe. The gas
will be prepared by the EPA and preanalyzed to a tolerance of ± 5 percent
for each compound. The compounds range in concentration by one order-of-
magnitude above each method's detection limit.
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An independent QC check sample will also be analyzed by the offsite labora-
tory using standard reference material (SRM) and is certifiable to National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

The audit cylinder will be used to deliver gas to a six-liter canister previous-
ly requested for field use. The canister audit sample will be prepared to a
final pressure similar to the actual samples collected in the SVE treatability
investigation (i.e., 6 to 10 inches Hg). The syringe audit sample will be
prepared onsite and drawn into the syringe in the same manner as field sam-
ples are collected.

Chloride Audit Samples. For the analysis of HCL in air, two EPA audit
samples will be analyzed concurrently with a set of field samples to evaluate
the technique of the analyst and the standards preparation. The audit samples
should be analyzed once during each operating period of the SVE pilot
project.

Dioxin Audit Samples. For analysis of dioxin in air, an EPA audit sample
will be analyzed concurrently with a set of field samples to evaluate the
technique of the analyst and the standards preparation. The audit sample will
be analyzed once during each period of the SVE pilot project.

Sampling Train Collection Efficiency Check. For analysis of dioxins in
air, surrogate standards will be added to the absorbent cartridge of each train
before collecting each field sample. The surrogate compounds are a measure
of collection efficiency only and should achieve recoveries between 70 and
130 percent.

A number of blank samples will be collected and analyzed for each analytical method.
Equipment and field blanks monitor contaminants that may be contributed by the sampling
equipment. The following blank samples will be collected during the SVE treatability
investigation.

Equipment Blanks. For soil samples, two equipment blanks will be col-
lected, the first midway through sampling and the second at the end of the
procedure. After decontamination procedures have been performed on the
sampling equipment, High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) water
will be poured over the sampling equipment and collected in the proper
sampling bottles and sent in for analysis. See Section 6 for a list of sample
bottles and preservatives needed.

Ambient Condition Blanks. For gas samples, ambient condition blanks will
be collected at a frequency of one per twenty samples for onsite analyses
only. This blank will allow determination of ambient concentrations of target
compounds onsite. These concentrations will help determine target detection
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limits. For onsite analysis, the field blank will be collected into a premoiste-
ned sample syringe.

Hexane Train Blank. For the analysis of dioxins in air, a train blank will
be collected for each day of analysis. The sampling train will be flushed
with hexane provided by the laboratory to monitor contaminants that may be
contributed by the sampling train.

Soil Samples

Table 5-8 summarizes the QC samples to be performed for soil sampling.

Gas Samples

Table 5-9 presents a summary of the quality control samples to be collected as a part of the
SVE treatability investigation gas sampling program.

Field Duplicate Sample Collection

To collect a field duplicate of a gas sample, the following steps shall be followed.

1. Assemble twin sampling trains (i.e., canister or tedlar bags, flow controllers) as
described for sample collection.

2. Fill in appropriate line data on field data collection sheet and start each sampling
train simultaneously by fully opening the canister valves or starting purge pump on
the tedlar bag apparatus.

3. Record the start time. Record each canister pressure reading (initial pressure) if
canister sampling is being performed.

4. Monitor the pressure of each train throughout the desired sample run and record on
field data sheet.

5. When the sample time has expired or the trains have reached ending target pressure,
stop the runs by simultaneously closing each canister or bag valve.

6. Complete sample recovery and sample chain-of-custody forms.

The probes and flow controllers shall be used only once. All sample assemblies will be
dedicated to the sampling location in service and not decontaminated in the field.

0
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Sample Designation

A CH2M HILL sample identification system will be used to identify each sample submitted
for analysis. A listing of sample identification numbers will be maintained in a field log
book and a separate sample record book. The field log book will be used for keeping
general field notes, while the sample record book will be used for recording sample
numbers and to aid field personnel in tracking sample sequences. Each sample identifica-
tion number will have two components: station code and sample code. No sample identifi-
cation number will exceed nine characters in length. Descriptions of the sample identifica-
tion codes are described below.

Soil Samples

Soil Borings Samples

The station code for samples collected from a soil boring will have three components. The
first two characters will be PS for pilot system soil boring. The third character will indicate
soil zone (P for waste pit, I for intermediate alluvium, and D for deep alluvium). The
fourth character will be a sequential boring number beginning with 1. All soil samples
collected from the same soil boring will have the same sequential boring number.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by the depth from which the sample
was collected. The letters A or B may be used following the sample code to indicate
adjacent samples from within the same split spoon. C will indicate the top sample. The
reference point for a sample depth will be the distance from ground surface to the bottom
edge of the brass sample sleeve. If the sample is collected from a depth greater than
99.9 feet, the decimal place will be dropped and the depth will be indicated by the closest
integer value. The actual sample depth will be recorded in the log book.

Examples: SBP2-08.5C (pit boring number 2, depth 8.5 feet, top sample)
SBI2-35.5B (intermediate boring number 2, depth 35.5 feet, middle sample)
SBDI-IOIA (deep boring number 1, depth approximately 101 feet, bottom
sample)

SVE Soil Borings

The station code for samples collected from a soil boring, which will be converted to a SVE
well will have two components. The first three characters will indicate the SVE well zone
(PSP for wells installed in the waste pit and PSD for wells installed in the deep alluvium.)
The fourth character will indicate the sequential number of the SVE well.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by the depth from which the sample
was collected. The reference point for a sample depth will be the distance from ground
surface to the bottom edge of the brass sample sleeve. If the sample is collected from a
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depth greater than 99.9 feet, the decimal place will be dropped and the depth will be indi-
cated by the closest integer value.

Examples: PSP3-18.0 (SVE soil boring PSP-3, depth 18.0 feet)
PSD4-74.5 (SVE soil boring PSD-4, depth 74.5 feet)
PSD4-102 (SVE soil boring PSD-4, depth 102 feet)

Soil Gas Samples

Two types of soil gas samples will be collected, canister samples for offsite analysis and
syringe samples for onsite GC analysis. The station code for soil gas samples collected
from a SVE piezometer will have two components. The first character will be V for vapor
extraction system. The second through fifth characters will indicate the piezometer
number. All soil gas samples collected from the same piezometer will have the same
piezometer number.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by two components: S for syringe
sample or C for canister sample, and a sequential sample number beginning with 01 particu-
lar to an individual piezometer.

Most samples will be collected by syringe for onsite GC analysis. When a canister sample
is collected it will be as a duplicate to a syringe sample as a means of checking the onsite
GC results. Therefore, the numerical sequence of the sample code will be governed by the
syringe samples. A canister sample will be assigned the same sample number as the
syringe sample it is duplicating.

Examples: V03BS-S06 (piezometer VES-03BS, sixth syringe sample collected from
this piezometer)

V03BS-C06 (piezometer VES-03BS, canister sample is duplicate to sample
VO3BS-S06)

SVE Offgas Samples

There are three types of SVE offgas samples which will be collected. Vapor extraction well
offgas samples will be collected from the individual extraction wells and the extraction well
manifolds coming from each of the three contaminant zones (waste pit, intermediate alluvi-
um, and deep alluvium.) Transfer piping offgas samples will be collected from the
combined system offgas.

Vapor Extraction Wells

The station code for SVE offgas samples collected from individual extraction wells consists
of three components. The first character will be 0 for offgas. The second character will be
W for well. The third and fourth characters will designate the individual well from which
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the sample was collected. The third character will indicate the waste zone in which the
extraction well screen is set (P for waste pit, I for intermediate alluvium, and D for deep
alluvium). The fourth character is the well number for that contaminant zone. Samples
from waste pit well PSP-1 will be designated by OWP1. Those from intermediate well
PSI-3 will be designated by OW13, etcetera.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by two components: S for syringe
sample or C for canister sample, and a sequential number beginning with 01 particular to an
individual extraction well.

Most samples will be collected by syringe for onsite GC analysis. When a canister sample
is collected it will be as a duplicate to a syringe sample as a means of checking the onsite
GC results. Therefore, the numerical sequence of the sample code will be governed by the
syringe samples. A canister sample will be assigned the same sample number as the
syringe sample it is duplicating.

Examples: OWP2-SOI (waste pit extraction well PSP-2, first syringe sample from this
extraction well)

OWI1-C17 (intermediate alluvium extraction well PSI-l, canister sample
is duplicate to sample OWII-S 17)

OWD4-S23 (deep alluvium extraction well PSD-4, twenty-third sample
from this extraction well) 0

Vapor Extraction Well Manifolds

The station code for SVE offgas samples collected from vapor extraction well piping will
have three components. The first character will be 0 for offgas. The second character will
be M for manifold. The third character will indicate the extraction well piping type.
Samples from the waste pit manifold will be designated by OMP. Samples from the inter-
mediate zone manifold will be designated by OMI. Samples from the deep zone piping will
be designated by OMD.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by two components: S for syringe
sample or C for canister sample, and a sequential sample i. -nber beginning with 01 particu-
lar to an individual extraction well.

Most samples will be collected by syringe for onsite GC analysis. When a canister sample
is collected it will be as a duplicate to a syringe sample as a means of checking the onsite
GC results. Therefore, the numerical sequence of the sample code will be governed by the
syringe samples. A canister sample will be assigned the same sample number as the
syringe sample it is duplicating.

0
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Examples: OMP-S04 (waste pit extraction well manifold, fourth syringe sample
from this manifold)

OMI-C07 (intermediate alluvium extraction well manifold, canister
sample is duplicate to sample OMI-S07)

OMD-S14 (deep alluvium extraction well manifold, fourteenth syringe
sample from this manifold)

Transfer Piping

The station code for SVE offgas samples collected from the transfer piping will have two
components. The first character will be 0 for offgas. The second and third characters will
be TP for transfer piping.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by two components: S for syringe
sample or C for canister sample, and a sequential sample number beginning with 01 particu-
lar to an individual extraction well.

Most samples will be collected by syringe for onsite GC analysis. When a canister sample
is collected it will be as a duplicate to a syringe sample as a means of checking the onsite
GC results. Therefore, the numerical sequence of the sample code will be governed by the
syringe samples. A canister sample will be assigned the same sample number as the
syringe sample it is duplicating.

Example: OTP-SO1 (transfer piping offgas, first syringe sample)

OTP-CI9 (transfer piping offgas, canister sample is duplicate to sample
OTP-S 19)

Emission Control Samples

The station code for emission control samples will have two characters: EC for emissions
control. The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by three components: S for
syringe sample or C for canister sample, a sequential sample number beginning with 001,
and a D for duplicate to syringe sample or blank fo,. primary sample.

Many samples will be collected by syringe for onsite GC analysis. Some canister samples
will be collected as duplicates to syringe samples (TO-14). Some canister samples will be
collected as primary samples. The numerical sequence of the sample code will be governed
by the primary samples (syringe plus primary canister samples). A canister sample collect-
ed as a duplicate to a syringe sample will be assigned the same sample number as the
syringe sample it is duplicating).

0
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Examples: EC-SOOl (emissions control sample, first primary sample, by syringe)

EC-C004 (emissions control sample, fourth primary sample, by canister)

EC-CO04D (emissions control sample, canister sample is duplicate to
fourth primary sample EC-S004)

Quality Control Samples

Several QA/QC samples will be collected including field duplicates, equipment blanks, trip
blanks, ambient condition blanks, collection efficiency blanks and hexane train blanks.
Definitions of these QA/QC samples are presented later in this section under "Field Quality
Control Samples." Guidelines for naming QA/QC samples are provided below.

Field Duplicates

QA/QC samples for field duplicates will be blind coded on the chain of custody records.
However, the true sample identification codes should be recorded in the field log book
along with the blind sample codes.

The station code for field duplicate samples will consist of two components. The first two
characters will be FD for field duplicate. The third character will be a dash (-). The fourth
and fifth characters will designate the source of the field duplicate sample. Soil gas field
duplicates will be designated by SG and emissions control duplicates by EC. Offgas dupli-
cates will be designated by OG regardless of whether the sample is from vapor extraction
wells, extraction well manifolds or transfer piping. However, the source of this sample will
be recorded in the field log book.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by a sequential sample number begin-
ning with 001.

Examples: FD-SG-002 (field duplicate, soil gas, second sample)
FD-OG-001 (field duplicate, SVE offgas, first sample)
FD-EC-006 (field duplicate, emissions control system, sixth sample)

Equipment Blanks

The station code for equipment blanks will consist of two components. The first two char-
acters will be EB for equipment blank. The third character will be a dash (-). The fourth
and fifth characters will designate the purpose of the equipment blank. Blanks conducted
on equipment from soil borings will be designated by SB for soil boring. Blanks conducted
on equipment from SVE well installations will be designated by PS from well names.)

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by a sequential sample number begin-
ning with 01.
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Examples: EB-SB-02 (equipment blank, soil boring, second sample)
EB-PS-03 (equipment blank, SVE well boring, third sample)

Trip Blanks

The station code for trip blanks will be TB. The sample code will consist of a dash (-
followed by a sequential number beginning with 01.

Example: TB-07 (trip blank, seventh sample)

Ambient Condition Blanks

The station code for ambient condition blanks will consist of two components. The first
two characters will be AB for ambient blank. The third character will be a dash (-). The
fourth and fifth characters will designate the purpose of the ambient condition blank.
Ambient condition blanks collected for emissions control background levels will be desig-
nated by EC for emissions control.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by a sequential sample number begin-
ning with 01.

Examples: AB-EC-02 (ambient condition blank, emissions control, second sample)

* Collection Efficiency Check

The station code for collection efficiency checks will consist of two components. The first
two characters will be CE for collection efficiency. The third character will be a dash (-).
The fourth and fifth characters will be EC since collection efficiency blanks will only be
conducted in association with emissions control QA/QC monitoring.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by a sequential number beginning with
1. It is anticipated only one collection efficiency check will be collected.

Example: CE-EC-I (collection efficiency check, emissions control, first sample)

Hexane Train Blank

The station code for hexane train blanks will consist of two components. The first two
characters will be HT for hexane train. The third character will be a dash (-). The fourth
and fifth characters will be EC since hexane train blanks will only be conducted in associa-
tion with emissions control QA/QC monitoring.

The sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by a sequential number beginning with
1. It is anticipated only one hexane train blank will be collected.
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Example: HT-EC-l (hexane train blank, emissions control, first sample)

Sample Handling, Preservation, and Shipment

This section presents the methods to be followed to ensure that samples arrive at the labora-
tory intact, at the proper temperature, and free from external contamination.

Sample Handling

Soil samples designated for offsite analysis will be submitted to the laboratory in the brass
liners used for sample collection. Upon opening a split-spoon sample, the brass liner will
be removed from the split spoon and excess soil will be trimmed from the ends of the
liner. The ends of the liner will then be covered with teflon tape and PVC slip caps placed
over the teflon tape. The liner will then be placed in a labeled ziplock plastic bag, which
will in turn be placed in an iced cooler.

Soil vapor (air) samples will be collected in stainless steel canisters supplied by and
returned to the laboratory. Dedicated shipping containers will be used to ship the canisters
to and from the laboratory.

Sample Preservation

All soil samples collected for offsite analysis will be placed on ice in coolers immediately
after collection. Coolers will be kept out of direct sunlight as much as possible and
removed to the field office at least every 4 hours. The samples will be repacked with ice
prior to shipping them to the laboratory. In the laboratory, samples will be stored at 4°C or
less prior to analysis, and stored below 4°C between analysis and sample release for dispos-
al.

In addition to cooling all samples to 4°C, the following equipment blanks and trip blanks
collected as part of the soil sampling field analysis will require preservation as indicated:

* TOC (415.1)--HS0 4 to pH<2

Canister, syringe, and tedlar bag samples for gas do not require preservation but should be
kept out of direct sunlight.

Sample Shipment

All samples will be shipped to the laboratory via overnight or next day delivery. All appli-
cable sample packaging and labelling requirements for interstate transport of hazardous
materials will be followed as defined in 40 CFR 49, Chapter 1, Part 171. A chain of custo-
dy report will accompany each sample shipment.
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Sample Documentation

The components of the sample documentation program include the use of sample seals,
logbooks, chain of custody form, photographs, and standard handling and shipping proce-
dures. Each component is described briefly below

Sample Labels

Each sample codlected will be labelled with the nine character sample designation number,
sample type, date, and sampler's name. The sample labels will be affixed to the sample
container and will accompany the samples to the laboratory. Sample descriptions were de-
scribed previously.

Custody Seals

Custody seals will be placed on the sample coolers anytime a cooler is not in the immediate
view of the collection team. The team will sign custody seals and place one on each side
of the cooler if they are required to leave the area ad cannot maintain visual contact with
the samples. Seals will also be affixed to containers shipped offsite for sample analysis.

Field Logbook

The sample team will maintain a field logbook for all sampling events. The field logbook
will be a bound notebook with numbered pages. All entries will be made with ink. At the
start of each day, the names of sample team members, weather conditions, and reason for
sampling will be recorded. The field team leader will keep custody of the field logbook at
all times and sign each page.

Data obtained on all of the samples will be entered into the logbook. This includes: the
sample identification, location, depth, date and time of sample collection, parameters
requested for analysis, field measurement and calibration data, analysis data and methods.
sample distribution and transporter, field lot control number, field observations, and crew
times.

Any corrections in the logbooks will be made by striking out the incorrect entry with a
single line such that the original entry is not obliterated. The person making the correction
will also initial and date the crossed out entry. The correct entry will then be made below
the crossed out entry.

Sample Record Book

The sample team will maintain a sample record book throughout Phases [I and III of the
SVE treatability investigation. The sample record book will be a bound notebook with
numbered pages. All entries will be made in ink. The sample record book will be divided
into 15 sections as shown below or in a manner which allows an organized record of
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samples collected. Sufficient pages will be left in each section to accommodate a record of
all samples collected during Phases II and III of the SVE treatability investigation. Records
of onsite GC samples will be included in the sample record book in the appropriate section.

• Soil Boring Samples
* SVE Soil Boring Samples
* Soil Gas Samples (Piezometers)
* SVE Offgas Samples-Extraction Wells
* SVE Offgas Samples-Extraction Well Manifolds
• SVE Offgas Samples-Transfer Piping
* Emissions Control Samples
* Soil Characterization Samples (Disposal)
* QA/QC-Field Duplicates
* QA/QC-Equipment Blanks
* QA/QC-Trip Blanks
* QA/QC-Ambient Condition Blanks
* QA/QC-Collection Efficiency Checks (Emissions Control)
• QA/QC-Hexane Train Blank (Emissions Control)
* Reserved for Notes

The purpose of the sample record book will be to track sample numbers used for each of
the sample types collected during the demonstration and to aid field personnel in tracking
sample sequences. The date and time each sample was collected, and the recorders initials
will be entered in the log book. Any corrections in the logbook will be made by striking
out the incorrect entry with a single line such that the original; entry is not obliterated. The
person making the correction will also initial and date i:,e crossed out entry. The correct
entry will then be made below the crossed out entry.

Chain-of-Custody Forms

Chain-of-custody forms will be used for all samples, which are analyzed offsite. Forms
equivalent to the one shown as Figure 5-9 will be delivered with the samples to the labora-
tory. Each time the sample containers change custody, both the sender and receiver will
sign and date the chain-of-custody form accompanying the sample set. When a sample
shipment is sent to the laboratory, a copy of the chain-of-custody form will be retained.
The laboratory will be instructed to sign its copy of the chain-of-custody sheet included
with the samples and return a copy of the signed sheet along with the analytical results. A
chain-of-custody record will be completed for each shipping container.

The following information is included on the chain-of-custody form:

* Sample number
* Signature of sampler
* Date and time of collection
* Place of collection
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• Type of sample
* Number and type of container
• Inclusive dates of possession

• Signature of receiver
• Cooler identification number (assign a letter A through Z for each cooler for

each day)

Laboratory Logbook

Upon receipt of each sample shipment by the laboratory, each cooler will be inspected and
any problems reported to the sample coordinator or site manager. Samples will be logged
and immediately placed in a refrigerator at a temperature of approximately 40C. Only upon
review and validation of the data at the end of the project will the samples be released by
the project manager for return to McClellan AFB.

Following sample receipt in the laboratory, the sample custodian or laboratory personnel
will clearly document the processing steps that are applied to the sample. The results of the
analysis of all quality control samples will be identified specific to each batch of samples
analyzed. The laboratory logbook will include the time, date, and name of the person who
performed each processing step.

Decontamination Procedures

This section includes a description of equipment decontamination procedures that will be
employed during the SVE treatability investigation. Decontamination procedures for field
personnel are described in the site health and safety plan (HASP).

Contamination at the treatability investigation site is principally associated with volatile and
semivolatile organic compounds; therefore, pressurized hot water cleaning to remove soil
and contaminants will be the primary feature of the equipment decontamination process.
Two levels of equipment decontamination will be implemented. The first level (Level 1) of
equipment decontamination will be a general decontamination process that applies to all
onsite equipment used for soil augering, soil borings, and sampling. The second level (Lev-
el 2) of equipment decontamination will be a more specific decontamination process applied
to sampling equipment, tools, and utensils or other equipment that will contact soil
samples. This decontamination protocol is based on information presented by EPA in
Protocol for Groundwater Evaluation, OSWER DIR 9080.0-1.
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Level 1-General Equipment Decontamination

All equipment (including but not limited to drilling equipment, support and ancillary equip-
ment, vehicles, drill rods, auger flights, sampling equipment, split spoons, and tools) will be
given the following general decontamination before site entry. Also, sampling equipment
(including all downhole and surface sampling gear) must be put in a plastic-lined "dirty-
equipment" area for decontamination after each sampling event.

All drilling equipment, including the rig and associated equipment, will be decontaminated
by the drilling subcontractor before entering and leaving the site. Drilling equipment will
also be decontaminated between the drilling of each borehole.

The decontamination process will include:

* Removal of all loose dirt
* Thorough cleaning with a pressurized hot water spray

All air sampling equipment will be laboratory cleaned prior to mobilization to the field in
accordance with TO-14 and TO-12 protocol. Dedicated sampling equipment will be used
for each sampling location and therefore no field decontamination will be required.

Dedicated syringes will be used for most sample locations. Syringes will be purged prior to
* each sampling event using procedures already outlined.

Level 2-Sampling Equipment Decontamination

Sampling equipment, such as split spoons, brass liners, utensils, and other items that will
contact with soil samples, will receive a second decontamination as follows:

0 Scrub with Alconox and water
0 Rinse with distilled water
0 Rinse with methanol
* Rinse with deionized/distilled water
• Air dry

Decontamination procedures for air sampling equipment that will contact the air samples
will receive a second decontamination as follows:

0 Rinse with distilled water
* Rinse with methanol
• Rinse with deionized/distilled water
0 Air dry
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Section 6
*Quality Assurance

Introduction

This section is an addendum to the basewide Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) issued
for the McClellan AFB in March 1992. The addendum addresses quality assurance and
quality control issues related to the completion of the in situ soil vapor extraction treatabili-
ty investigation at Site S in OU D, McClellan AFB.

The organization of this section parallels that of the basewide QAPP, and wherever possible
and appropriate, the section references the existing basewide QAPP. Specifically, this sec-
tion includes only those portions of the existing QAPP that require modification in order to
complete the following Phases II and IIU tasks:

The collection and offsite analysis of soil samples as part of the treatability
study site characterization (Phase II) and Phase IH mid-operation and post-
operation sampling.

The collection, onsite field analysis, and offsite laboratory analysis of canis-
ter and Tedlar bag samples as part of the soil gas, SVE offgas, and emissions

* control testing.

Quality Assurance Objectives

Quality assurance (QA) refers to the overall program for assuring that data of known quality
are collected. Quality control (QC) refers to the specific routine procedures to help ensure
that the quality of the measurements meet the specific QC level considered appropriate for
the intended use of the data.

The general QA objectives for this project are to develop and implement procedures for
obtaining and evaluating data of a known and acceptable quality so that they can be used
to:

Quantify the mass of contaminants removed during operation of the pilot-
scale system.

Evaluate the reduction of specific contaminants in the waste pit and alluvial
deposits.

Evaluate the benefits of hot air injection as an enhancement to SVE.
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* Evaluate vadose zone transport processes to identify major mechanisms
controlling contaminant migration and document the reasons for discounting
other migration mechanisms.

0 Evaluate the degree of biodegradation.

0 Assess whether preferential removal of contaminants from different strata is
occurring during SVE.

* Evaluate performance of the SVE offgas emission control system.

* Evaluate the applicability of SVE to OU D and collect sufficient operational
data to support the detailed analysis of SVE as a remedial action alternative
in the feasibility study for OU D.

* Assess general applicability of SVE at other McClellan AFB sites.

The data should be of such quality that they can be used as part of the basewide Remedial
Investigation/Feasibility Study. Specific procedures to be used for sampling, chain-of-custo-
dy, calibration, laboratory analysis, reporting, internal quality control, audits, preventive
maintenance, z-nd corrective actions are described in the IRP QAPP and elsewhere in this
document.

Specific QA ubjectives are:

1. Establish sampling and sample preparation techniques in such a manner that the
analyt;,al results are representative of the media and conditions being measured.

2. Analyze a sufficient number of laboratory duplicate samples to establish the
sampling and sample preparation precision. No soil duplicate samples will be
collected because of the difficulty in obtaining a representative sample in the highly
heterr ceneous soils of Site S.

3. Collect and analyze a sufficient number of trip blank and field blank samples to
evaluae the potential for contamination from sampling equipment and techniques.

4. Analyze a sufficient number of ambient condition blank, primary, duplicate, matrix
spike, matrix spike duplicate, and check samples internally within the laboratory to
effectively evaluate results against numerical QA goals established for precision and
accuracy.

Data quality is assessed in terms of representativeness, comparability, precision, accuracy,
and completeness of the data. These are discussed in the IRP QAPP, as identified in
Section 4, Item-Data Quality Objectives, of the final copy of the QAPP.
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Data Quality Objectives

The data collected here will be used primarily for evaluating the SVE technology. The data
quality objectives (DQOs) described herein have been developed around the data use specif-
ic to the SVE treatability investigation.

Table 6-1 presents the DQOs developed for the treatability investigation. This table corre-
lates data use with the required degree of analytical sophistication. This approach is based
on the generalized data quality objectives presented by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) in Data Quality Objectives for Remedial Response Activities,
EPA 540/G-87/003A, March 1987. Five levels of data quality are available ranging from
Level I, Field Screening, to Level V, Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) Special Analytical
Services. For the treatability investigation, three analysis levels will be utilized: Level I,
Field Screening; Level II, Field GC/Mobile Laboratory and Level III, Non-CLP Standard
Analysis.

The number of samples, analytical methods, and the type and number of QC samples
planned for the treatability investigation were presented in Section 5.

Data Usage

Table 6-2 lists the separate sampling phases of the treatability investigation and the planned
data usage for each phase.

Quality Control Criteria

Specific procedures for assessing precision, accuracy, completeness, representativeness, and
comparability are presented in the IRP QAPP. The actual compounds to be used in evaluat-
ing the data precision, accuracy, and representativeness will be selected from the most
prevalent compounds detected with each analytical method. This selection will be made
during the data validation process.
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Table 6-1
Data Quality Objectives

Analytical
Description Data Usage Soil Borings SVE Pilot Test

Level I--Field Evaluate SVE None. 02 and CO,
Screening enhancements and degree monitoring for process

of biodegradation; monitor control and oxygen
emission control uptake rate
performance (biodegradation). Soil,

gas, and SVE offgas
manifolds and transfer
piping will be

monitored.

Level I--Field Evaluate performance of None. Onsite GC analyses
GC/Mobile SVE technology; evaluate for VOCs performed
Laboratory SVE enhancements and on soil gas, SVE
(speciation of degree of biodegradation; offgas and emissions
indicator evaluate preferential control system.
compounds) removal of VOCs from

various strata.

Level III--Non- Quantify mass of TPH (Modified 8015), VOCs (TO-14) and
CLP Laboratory contaminants removed; COD (MOSA 29-3.5.3), total nonmethane
Analysis evaluate reduction of physical properties, hydrocarbons (TO-12)

specific contaminants, SVE moisture content (MOSA on selected soil gas,
enhancements, vadose zone 21-2.2), pH (MOSA SVE offgas, and
transport processes, degree 12-2.6), microbiological emissions control
of biodegradation, assay (DNAB), and samples; HCI
preferential removal of nutrients on many (Method 26) and
contaminants from different samples; total organic dioxins (Method 23)
strata, SVE offgas emission carbon (EPA 415.1) in analyses on selected
control system; assess selected post-operatiun emissions control
applicability of SVE to borings. samples.
OU D and other McClellan
AFB sites.

Level IV--CLP None. None. None.
Routine Analytical
Services

Level V-CLP None. None. None.
Special Analytical
Services
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Table 6-2
Sampling Program Data Usage

Page 1 of 2

Sampling Phase Approximate Number of Samples Planned Data Usage

1. Soil Borings Split-spoon samples will be collected at Physical property data will be used
(Phases 1I and III) various depths in six borings during to evaluate specific contaminant

Phase II, four brings during Phase III mid- reduction in the pit versus
operation (MO) and six borings during alluvium and preferential removal
Ph".se III post-operation (PO). Phase II of contaminants from various
borings sampled will be PSP-2, PSP-4, strata, provide data for the vadose
PSP-7, PSD-3, PSD-2, and PSD-5 (3 pit, zone transport process evaluation,
3 deep). These six and nine other Phase II and assess the applicability for use
borings will be converted to SVE extraction of SVE at other OU D and
wells. Phase III MO borings will be McClellan AFB sites.
intermediate depth (SBI-1, SBI-2, SBI-3,
SBI-4). Phase III PO borings will be TPH data will be used to evaluate
SBP-1, SBP-2, SBI-5, SBI-6, SBD-l, SBD-2 reduction of contaminants in the
(2 pit, 2 intermediate, 2 deep). Samples will waste pit and alluvial deposits;
be collected and submitted for analysis evaluate SVE enhancements and
according to the plan set forth in Section 5. degree of biodegradation; evaluate

preferential removal of con-
A minimum of approximately 70 samples taminants from different strata: and
will be submitted for analysis for physical assess applicability of SVE at
properties, TPH (SW8015M), total organic other OU D and McClellan AFB
carbon (EPA 415.1), microbiological assay sites. TPH data will also be used
(DNAB), COD (MOSA) 29-3.5.3), moisture to evaluate vadose zone transport
content (MOSA 21-2.2), pH (MOSA processes.
12-2.6), ammonia nitrogen (MOSA 33-3.2.
EPA 350.3), nitrate nitrogen (MOSA 33-3.2, COD, moisture, pH, nutrients, and
EPA 300.0), and orthophosphate-phosphorus microbiological data will be used
(MOSA 24-5.3, EPA 300.0). to assess SVE enhancements and

the degree of biodegradation.

TOC data will be used in con-
junction with the vadose zone
transport process assessment.
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Table 6-2
Sampling Program Data Usage

Page 2 of 2

Sampling Phase Approximate Number of Samples Planned Data Usage

2. SVE Pilot Test Soil gas samples will be collected from each Canister samples will be analyzed
(Phase III) Soil of the 14 piezometers installed at Site S. for VOCs (TO-14) as a means of
Gas, SVE Offgas, SVE offgas samples will be collected at the confirming the accuracy of GC
Emissions Control extraction wells, extraction well manifolds samples. Total nonmethane hy-

(waste pit, intermediate zone, and deep zone drocarbons analyses (TO-12) will
piping), and the transfer piping. Emission be used in parallel with VOC
control samples will be collected at the analyses and may be collected in a
incinerator stack. canister or Tedlar bag. Onsite GC

data for VOCs will be used as the
For soil gas sampling, approximately primary means of assessing SVE
300 Level 11 or III analyses will be performance. Oxygen uptake rates
conducted throughout the SVE investigation, will be used to assess
Samples will be analyzed for VOCs (onsite biodegradation potential and the
GC and TO-14), and total nonmethane impact of SVE enhancements on
hydrocarbons (TO-12). Oxygen uptake will biodegradation.
be monitored and will require approximately
100 oxygen and carbon dioxide samples CO2 and 0, readings from the
(Level I). Eight piezometers will be SVE offgas-transfer piping will aid
monitored once for methane (Level I). in process control and help con-

firm biodegradation.
For SVE offgas-extraction well sampling,
approximately 400 Level II or III analyses VOCs, total nonmethane hydrocar-
will be conducted throughout the pilot bons, hydrochloric acid, and dioxin
investigation. Samples will be analyzed for analyses will be conducted on the
VOCs (onsite GC and TO-14) and total emissions control system stack to
nonmethane hydrocarbons (TO-12). ensure compliance with discharge

standards.
For SVE offgas-extraction well manifold
sampling, approximately 140 Level 1H or III Analyses for VOCs (TO-14) may
analyses will be performed throughout the be performed using a reduced
pilot investigation. For SVE offgas-transfer target analyte list after the first
piping, approximately 40 analyses will be several months of sampling since
conducted throughout the pilot investigation. analytes characteristic of Site S
Samples will be analyzed for VOCs (onsite will have been identified. Periodic
GC and TO-14) and total nonmethane full scan TO-14 analyses will be
hydrocarbons (TO-12). Carbon dioxide and performed to provide confirmation
oxygen concentrations will be recorded of contaminants identified using
approximately 70 times. onsite GC analysis.

For emission control sampling, approxi-
mately 50 Level II or III analyses will be
conducted. Samples will be analyzed for
VOCs (onsite GC, TO-14). total nonmethane
hydrocarbons (TO-12), HCI (Method 26),
and dioxins (Method 23).
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Sample Containers, Preservation, and Holding Time Requirements

Tables 6-3 and 6-4 present the sample containers, preservation, and holding time require-
ments for soil and gas samples.

Table 6-3
Container, Preservative, and Holding Time Requirements

Soil Samples

Parameter Container Preservative Holding Time

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons a Cool 41C 28 days
(Modified Method 8015)

Chemical Oxygen Demand a Cool 41C 28 days
(MOSA 29-3.5.3)

Total Organic Carbon a Cool 41C 28 days
(Method 415.1)

Microbiological Assay a Cool 41C 30 hours
(DNAB)

Physical Properties a Cool 41C NA

Moisture Content (MOSA 21-2.2) a Cool 41C NA

pH (MOSA 12-2.6) a Cool 4VC NA

Ammonia Nitrogen (MOSA 33-3.2. a H2SO4, pH<2 28 days
EPA 350.3) Cool 41C

Nitrate Nitrogen (MOSA 33-3.2, a Cool 4'C NA
EPA 300.0)
Ortho-phosphorus (MOSA 24-5.3, a Cool 40C NA
EPA 300.0) 1 1

[All soil samples will be collected in 6-inch-long x 2-inch-diameter brass sleeves.

0
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Table 6-4
Method of Collection and Holding Time Requirement

Gas Samples'

Method of
Parameter Collection Holding Time

Volatile Organic Compounds Hamilton Gastight 24 hours
(Onsite GC) Syringes, 500 pll

Volatile Organic Compounds Canister 14 days
(Method TO- 14)

Total Hydrocarbons Canister 14 days
(Method TO-12) Tedlar bag 72 hours

Hydrochloric Acid Impinger 28 days
(Method 26)

Dioxins XAD-Resin 30 days until extraction
(Method 23) 45 days after extraction

I 'No sample preservation required.

Method Detection Limits

Volatile Organic Compounds (TO-14)

The target compound list for full scan GC/MS volatile TO-14 analyses is presented in
Table 6-5. The listed compounds have a method detection limit (MDL) of approximately
1 part per billion volume (ppbv) basis with the exception of acetone at approximately
10 ppbv.

Following the startup period of SVE operation, the target analyte list for a matrix may be
reduced to include only those analytes determined to be characteristic of that matrix. Peri-
odically, but no less frequent than once every 2 weeks, a full scan TO-14 analysis will be
performed for each matrix. This will ensure the target analytes selected to be included on
the reduced analyte list remain those characteristic of the matrix.

Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons (TO-12)

The MDL for total nonmethane hydrocarbons is approximately 500 ppbv carbon.

Volatile Organic Compounds (Onsite GC)

The onsite GC is calibrated to detected 17 targeted VOCs. MDLs for each VOC are shown
in Table 6-6.
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Table 6-6
VOCs (Onsite GC) Target Analyte List

Detection Limit
Compound (ppbv)

Freon 17 10

Vinyl Chloride 10

1,1-Dichoroethene 10

Freon 113 10

11, -Dichloroethane 10

Methylene Chloride 10

cis- 1,2-Dichloroethene 10

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 10

Benzene 50

Trichloroethene 10

Toluene 50

m,p-Xylene 50

o-Xylene 50

Ethylbenzene 50

Chlorobenzene 10

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 50

1,2-Dichlorobenzene 10

Sample Custody

Sample custody procedures to be implemented during the SVE treatability investigation at
Site S, OU D are presented and described in Section 5 and the IRP QAPP (March 1992).

Calibration Procedures and Frequency

The c-alibration procedures to be used for field and laboratory equipment during the SVE
treatability investigation at Site S, OU D are presented in the IRP QAPP (March 1992). All
analytical instruments are to be calibrated according to manufacturers' recommendations and
method requirements. Laboratory calibration procedures and frequencies are included in
analytical standard operating procedures (SOPS) for analytical levels prescribed for this
project.
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Analytical Procedures

The majority of analytical methodology and calibration procedures that will be used to
analyze samples generated during the SVE treatability investigation project are described in
the IRP QAPP (March 1992). Methods that are not included in the IRP QAPP are
described briefly below. Methods described below include determination of Volatile Organ-
ic Compounds (VOCs) from canister air sampling (EPA TO-14), determination of total
nonmetnane hydrocarbons from canister air sampling (EPA TO-12), determination of total
nonmethane hydrocarbons from Tedlar bag gas sampling (EPA TO-12), onsite soil gas
analysis of VOCs from syringe sampling (Radian), gas analysis of oxygen (Standard
Methods 2720C), measurement of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and polychlorinated
dibenzofurans (Method 23), and hydrogen chloride from stationary sources (Method 26),
organic total carbon (EPA 415.1), chemical oxygen demand (MOSA), and microbiological
assay (DNAB).

The laboratory method,. or SOPs identified here and in the IRP QAPP were published in
Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods SW846. EPA, Third
Edition, revised November 1986; Methods for Analysis of Water and Wastes, EPA-600/
4-79-020, 1979; Title 22, Article 11 of the California Administrative Code, "Criteria for
Identification of Hazardous and Extremely Hazardous Wastes;" Compendium of Methods
for the Determination of Toxic Compounds in Ambient Air, EPA-600/4-84-041, April 1984,
40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, Methods 23 and 26, February 13, 1991; Methods of Soil
Analysis, Part 2-Chemical and Microbiological Properties, Second Edition, 1982; and
Standard Operating Procedures fcr Determining Total Hyphal Length, Numbers of Active
Bacteria and Length of Active Fungi, Elaine R. Ingham, Oregon State University, March 19,
1992.

TO-14--Determinat;-n %f VOCs and TPH Using Summa Passivated
Canisters and GC Analysis

Upon anival at the contracted laboratory, the canister sample information is recorded from
the Chain Of Custody form and logged into the laboratory sample tracking system. To
analyze a canister sample, the container is pressurized to a known pressure and the pressure
recorded. This pressure value is again used to calculate the final sample concentration after
analysis.

The pressurized canister is then attached to the analytical instrument. The instrument
extracts a known volume of air from the canister to be analyzed. The air is then passed
through a drier to remove entrained moisture and concentrated by collection in a cryogeni-
cally cooled trap. The trap temperature is then raised and the collected compounds are
volatilized back into the gas phase and directed to a high resolution gas chromatographic
analytical instrument. The individual species are separated on the GC column, identified
and quantified using a mass spectrometer (MS-specific detector) operated in the full scan
mode.
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For the purposes of this study, the standard list of TO-14 compounds plus acetone and
MIBK will be evaluated. The GCUMS scan mode evaluations will be reported in their
entirety, including any nontarget list compounds detected and up to 10 TICs.

TO-12-Determination of Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons
Using Summa Passivated Canister and GC Analysis

Upon arrival at the contracted laboratory,the canister sample information is recorded from
the Chain-of-Custody form and logged into the laboratory sample tracking system. To
analyze a canister sample, the container is pressurized to a known pressure and the pressure
recorded. This pressure value is again used to calculate the final sample concentration after
analysis.

The pressurized canister is attached to the analytical instrument. The instrument extracts a
known volume of air from the canister to be analyzed. The analytes are then concentrated
by collection in a cryogenically cooled trap. The trap temperature is then raised and the
trap is purged with a helium carrier gas, the flow is directed to the flame ionization detector
(FID) where total nonmethane hydrocarbons are measured.

The instrument calibration is based on ppbv carbon. The standard is prepared using
propane in ultrapure air.

TO-i 2-Determination of Total Nonmethane Hydrocarbons
Using Tedlar Bag and GC Analysis

Upon arrival at the contracte'd laboratory, the canister sample information is recorded from
the Chain-of-Custody form and logged into the laboratory sample tracking system. To
analyze a Tedlar bag sample, the container is attached to the analytical instrument and a
known volume of air extracted from the bag. The analytes are then concentrated by collec-
tion in a cryogenically cooled trap. The trap temperature is then raised and the trap is
purged with a helium carrier gas, the flow is directed to the flame ionization detector (FID)
where total nonmethane hydrocarbons are measured.

The instrument calibration is based on ppbv carbon. The standard is prepared using
propane in ultrapure air.

Onsite GC-Tar-et Volatile Organic Compounds
Radian Corporation Standard Operating Procedure

Upon arrival at the onsite laboratory, the syringe sample information is recorded from the
Chain-of-Custody and logged into the sample tracking system. To andaize a syringe
sample, a known volume aliquot is taken from the syringe and injected into the GC.
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The instrument is calibrated using the 17 targeted VOCs. Gas standards are prepared using
Scott specialty gases. Targeted VOCs are identified based on retention time and data from
the standard calibrations. Detectors for each VOC are shown on Table 6-7.

Table 6-7
VOCs (Onsite GC) Instrument Detectors

Compound Detector

Freon 12 ELCD

Vinyl Chloride ELCD/PID
1,1-Dichoroethene PID

Freon 113 ELCD

1,1-Dichloroethane ELCD

Methylene Chloride ELCD

cis-1,2-Dichioroethene ELCD

1,1,1-Trichloroethane ELCD

Benzene PID

Trichloroethene ELCD

Toluene PID

m,p-Xylene PID

0 o-Xylene PID

Ethylbenzene PID

Chlorobenzene PID

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene PID

1,2-Dichlorobenzene ELCD

Method 23-Measurement of Polychlorinated
Dibenzo-p-Dioxins and Polychlorinated Dibenzofurans
(40 CFR Part 60)

A sample is withdrawn isokinetically and collected in the sample probe, on a glass fiber
filter, and on a packed column of adsorbent material. The PCDDs and PCDFs are extracted
from the particulate matter and adsorbent material with a hot organic solvent. The extracted
PCDDs and PCDFs are separated by capillary gas chromatography, and then, each isomer is
identified and measured with mass spectrometry (GC/MS). The dioxin/furan practical quan-
titation limit (PQL) range for liquids (based on the hot organic solvent) is 0.008 to
0.050 ppt.

Refer to Appendix I for further discussion of sampling apparatus and analytical procedures
required for Method 23.
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Method 26-Determination of Hydrogen Chloride Emissions
(40 CFR Part 60)

A sample is withdrawn at a constant rate from the source through a probe and impingers
filled with dilute sulfuric acid. In the dilute acid, the HCl gas is dissolved and forms chlo-
ride ions. The chloride ion is separated by ion chromatography and measured by a conduc-
tivity meter.

Refer to Appendix H for a thorough discussion of sampling apparatus and analytical proce-
dures required for Method 26.

Physical Properties

Each soil sample will be subjected to the same series of physical tests, which includes hori-
zontal and vertical air permeability; total porosity; bulk density; bulk volume; grain density;
sieve analysis; total percent saturation; percent saturation by water; and percent saturation
by hydrocarbons. Table 6-8 describes the parameters and methods to be used in conducting
the physical tests.

Table 6-8
Soil Parameters and Test Methods

Parameter Test Method

Permeability API RP 40

Sieve Analysis Sieve Analysis--Wet/Dry Method to Parti-
cle Size >10 p

Total Porosity Archimedes' Method, API RP 40

Bulk Density Archimedes' Method, API RP 40

Bulk Volume Archimedes' Method, API RP 40

Grain Density Archimedes' Method, API RP 40

Total % Saturation Dean-Stark Extraction, API RP 40

Water % Saturation Dean-Stark Extraction, API RP 40

Contaminant % Saturation Dean-Stark Extraction, API RP 40
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EPA 415.1-Total Organic Carbon (TOC)

Determination of TOC by EPA 415.1 involves converting the organics to carbon dioxide
(CO2) by catalytic combustion or wet chemical oxidation. The CO, formed can be
measured directly by an infrared detector or converted to methane (CH4) and measured by
a flame ionization detector. The amount of CO2 or CH4 is directly proportional to the
concentration of carbonaceous material in the sample.

Modified Method 8015-Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH)
Extractables by GC-FID

A 30-gram, or other appropriate aliquot of soil, is mixed with 30 grams of washed sodium
sulfate. 100 mls of 2+1 methylene chloride/acetone is added to the soil and placed on a
mechanical shaker for 1 hour. The solvent is decanted off and the process is repeated with
an additional 50 ml of methylene chloride/acetone. The combined solvent extracts are
filtered through sodium sulfate and the extract is concentrated to a 3 ml final volume.

An appropriate volume of the sample extract is injected into a gas chromatograph equipped
with a flame ionization detector (FID), a split/splitless capillary injector (operated in the
splitless mode), and a fused silica capillary column. The TPH fraction is quantitated as
No. 2 diesel fuel (and/or different petroleum hydrocarbon fuel types if requested, such as
JP-4 jet fuel) based on relative retention times and examination of the elution profile. The
TPH fraction quantitation is based on chromatographic peak areas against a multipoint stan-
dard curve.

MOSA 29-3.5.3--Chemical Oxygen Demand

Determination of chemical oxygen demand (COD) involves adding a known amount of
water to a soil sample to make a slurry. A volume of acid equal to the volume of water is
added to the slurry. Dichromate is added to the soil slurry and a heated digestion is
performed. This digestate is back titrated to determine the amount of dichromate that was
reduced. This method is modified with respect to calculating oxygen demand per gram of
soil instead of measuring organic carbon per gram of soil.

Refer to Appendix D for a thorough discussion of apparatus and analytical procedures
required for this method.

DNAB-Standard Operating Procedure for Determining Total Hyphal
Length, Numbers of Active Bacteria, and Length of Active Fungi

This procedure determines the number of metabolically active bacteria in soil samples and
calculates the biomass of these organisms. At the lab, the microbiological samples will be
collected first and stored separate from the samples for physical/chemical analysis. To
obtain these samples, the core will be partially extruded from the liner, and, using aseptic
technique, all exterior surfaces will be pared off (using a flame sterilized metal spatula) and
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discarded. Then an aliquot of the remaining soil will be aseptically transferred to an autocl-
aved glass jar and stored under refrigeration until analyzed. A known aliquot of soil is
stained with fluorescein diacetate and an aliquot of agar-soil suspension is placed on a
slide. Using epi-fluorescent oil-immersion microscopy, numbers and size of fluorescent
bacteria are determined.

Refer to Appendix C for a thorough discussion of apparatus and analytical procedures
required for this method.

MOSA 21-2.2-Moisture Content

Water content measurements by gravimetric methods involve weighing the wet sample,
removing the water, and reweighing the sample to determine the amount of water removed.
Water content then is obtained by dividing the difference between wet and dry masses by
the mass of the dry sample to obtain the ratio of the mass of water to the mass of the dry
soil. When multiplied by 100, this becomes the percentage of water in the sample on a dry-
mass (or, as often expressed, on a dry-weight) basis.

Refer to Appendix J for a thorough discussion of apparatus and analytical procedures
required for this method.

MOSA 12-2.6-Soil pH

Practically all laboratories use the glass (indicating) electrode paired with a calomel (Hg-
Hg2 Cl) (reference) electrode for measuring soil pH. The electrodes are normally plugged
into a regular commercial pH meter. Upon proper standardization with buffers of known
pH, the meter indicates the pH of the soil suspension from the millivolts of potential gener-
ated when the two electrodes are placed in the soil suspension.

Refer to Appendix K for a thorough discussion of apparatus and analytical procedures
required for this method.

MOSA 33-3.2-Extraction of Exchangeable Ammonium

Performance of this extraction method is necessary to convert nitrogen in soil to an aqueous
phase. To perform the test, place 10 g of soil in a 250-mi, widemouth bottle, and add
100 ml of 2M KCI. Stopper the bottle, and shake it on a mechanical shaker for 1 hour.
Allow the soil-KCl suspension to settle until the supernatant liquid is clear (usually about
30 minutes), and perform the analyses described on aliquots of this liquid.

Refer to Appendix L for a more thorough discussion of apparatus and analytical procedures
required for this method.
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MOSA 24-5.3--Phosphorus Soluble in Water (Extraction)

This is a method to extract phosphorus in soil to an aqueous phase. To perform the test,
add 5 g of air-dry soil and 50 ml of distilled water to a flask suitable for continuous shak-
ing. Shake the contents of the flask continuously for 5 minutes. Centrifuge the mixture
until the solution is free of soil mineral particles. This usually occurs in 15 minutes in a
high-speed Sorvall centrifuge at a setting of 100. Obtain clear extracts alternatively by
repeated filtration through Whatman No. 42 filter paper. Return to the suspension the first
portions coming through the filter paper.

Refer to Appendix M for a thorough discussion of apparatus and analytical procedures
required for this method.

EPA Method 350.3-Ammonia Nitrogen

The ammonia is determined potentiometrically using an ion selective ammonia electrode
and a pH meter having an expanded millivolt scale or a specific ion meter. The ammonia
electrode uses a hydrophobic gas-permeable membrane to separate the sample solution from
an ammonium chloride internal solution. Ammonia in the sample diffuses through the
membrane and alters the pH of the internal solution, which is sensed by a pH electrode.
The constant level of chloride in the internal solution is sensed by a chloride selective ion
electrode, which acts as the reference electrode.

Refer to Appendix R for a thorough discussion of apparatus and analytical procedures
required for this method.

EPA Method 300.0-Determination of Inorganic Anions in Water by Ion
Chromatography (Nitrate Nitrogen and Orthophosphate-Phosphorus)

A small volume of sample, typically 2 to 3 ml, is introduced into an ion chromatograph.
The anions of interest, nitrate nitrogen and orthophosphate, are separated and measured.
using a system comprised of a guard column, separator column, suppressor column, and
conductivity detector.

Refer to Appendix 0 for a thorough discussion of apparatus and analytical procedures
required for this method.

Data Reduction, Validation, and Reporting

In a project such as the SVE Treatability Investigation, information flow from the field and
laboratory to those persons involved in project decision making is critical. A data manage-
ment system assists in this process by providing a means of tracking, cataloging, and orga-
nizing information. Such a system includes hardware and software for data handling (the
data base), data management protocols such as chain-of-custody and QA/QC i alidation, and
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trained personnel to keep the system updated and operational. The primary objective of a
data management system is to provide the user with data sets that have been verified and
are internally consistent. These data can then be used for data analysis, statistics, plotting,
etc.

There are two groups of data user's for this project: the Air Force personnel responsible for
the Installation Restoration Program Information Management System (IRPIMS) and the
CH2M HILL project team. IRPIMS requires that certain data be made available to the Air
Force in a format compatible with their data base, while the project team requires that a
subset of the IRPIMS data (namely sample and analysis information) be available in a
system that can support data queries, reports, and graphics.

To satisfy the data needs of both sets of users, an Environmental Data Base (EDB) will be
used for this project. The EDB will be used to prepare ASCII files in the correct format for
the Air Force data base. The data delivery schedule and valid values lists in the IRPIMS
Data Loading Handbook (Version 2.2) will be followed. The EDB can be restructured to
meet the data needs for the demonstration project. This same set base will then be used by
the CH2M HILL project team to support data analysis activities.

Reduction

Data reduction will be performed to determine the representativeness of the data and to
validate laboratory quality control. The information generated by the data reduction step
will be used in the interpretation of the data.

Validation

Data validation involves a review of the laboratory-provided QC data and the raw data in
order to identify any qualitative, unreliable, or invalid laboratory measurements. As a
result, it will be possible to determine which samples, if any, are related to out-of-control
laboratory QC samples. Laboratory data will be screened for inclusion of and frequency of
the necessary QC supporting information such as detection limit verification, initial calibra-
tion, continuing calibration, duplicates, spikes, and reagent blanks. QC supporting informa-
tion will be screened to determine whether any data is outside established control limits,
and if out-of-control data is discovered, appropriate corrective action will be determined
based upon QC criteria for precision, accuracy, and completeness in the IRP QAPP. Any
out-of-control data without appropriate corrective action will be cause to qualify the affected
measurement data.

Levels of data validation for the Phase II SVE project are defined below.

Level I. For a Level I data validation, sample and method blanks results are
provided by the laboratory. Laboratory contamination can be determined
from this information.
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Level 11. For a Level H data validation, the laboratory provides CLP
Forms 1 through 10 for organics analyses. QA/QC parameters that have
been selected for the project can be evaluated using these summary forms.

Level HI. For a Level HI data validation, a CLP or CLP-like data package is
provided by the laboratory. Sample results are evaluated according to the
EPA Functional Guidelines for Organics and Inorganics analyses for selected
QA/QC parameters. Ten percent of the analytical raw data results are also
reviewed to verify sample identity, instrument calibration, detection limits,
numerical computation, accuracy of transcriptions, and calculations.

Data validation Levels H1 and III have been selected to evaluate the analytical data for this
project.

The following special reporting requirements will be incorporated into the Phase II SVE
project:

0 All Level II analyses will have CLP QA/QC summary forms provided by the
laboratory.

0 All Level III analyses will have a CLP-like data package provided by the
laboratory.

0 All soil analyses will be reported by the analytical laboratory on a "dry
weight" basis.

0 All sample results with concentrations between the instrument detection limit
and the method detection limit will be reported. These analytical results will
be qualified as estimates and flagged with a "J".

Reporting

Data and information generated during the SVE Demonstration Project will be summarized
in a site characterization technical memorandum submitted to the McClellan AFB project
manager. The information to be included in the memorandum is identified in the Demon-
stration Project work plan.

Internal Quality Control

The analysis of internal QC samples helps to monitor and document the performance of
sampling and analysis activities. The documentation of QC provides a means for establish-
ing the quality of data produced by the project. Both field-generated and laboratory QC
samples will be utilized during the SVE Demonstration Project.
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The frequency of QC sample collection and data acceptance criteria are project-specific.
Field-generated QC samples that are planned as part of the SVE Demonstration Project at
Site S, OU D are described in Section 5.

A description of the laboratory QC samples to be analyzed and additional information on
the field-generated QC sample are provided in the IRP QAPP (March 1992). The analytical
method SOPs also contain information regarding the frequency and acceptance of QC
samples.

Table 6-9 presents the quality control acceptance criteria for EPA Method TO-14 (VOCs),
EPA Method TO-12 (total nonmethane hydrocarbons), EPA Method 350.3 (ammonia nitro-
gen), and MOSA 24-5.3 (soluble phosphorus).

Performance and System Audits

Performance and system audits are independent assessments of sample collection and analy-
sis procedures. Audit results can be used to evaluate a project's ability to meet data quality
objectives, satisfy quality control criteria, and identify areas requiring corrective action.

CH2M HILL laboratory personnel regularly undergo standard procedural audits in order to
ensure understanding and compliance of specified operating protocol. The audits include
checks of proper documentation, chain-of-custody procedures, and QA/QC procedures.

The onsite laboratory will be required to satisfactorily analyze an audit sample prior to
project startup. Both laboratories will be required to analyze audit samples at a frequency
specified in Section 5. A site visit is planned during the operations of the onsite laboratory.

Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance procedures help to maintain project and laboratory schedules
through equipment readiness. Maintenance will be performed on all field and laboratory
equipment according to the directions and frequency identified by the instrument manufac-
turers. Dated and signed instrument logbooks describing and documenting scheduled
inspections, routine maintenance, and major repairs will be maintained for all instruments.

Maintenance responsibilities for laboratory instruments are assigned to the respective labora-
tory managers. Maintenance of field equipment is the responsibility of the project manager
and the field team leader. The field team is responsible for checking the equipment prior to
use and reporting any problems to the field task leader.
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Data Assessment Procedures

The assessment of data quality is necessary to ensure that the QA objectives for the
sampling and analysis program are being met. The data assessment procedures for the SVE
Demonstration Project will include field procedures and laboratory procedures. They are
discussed separately below.

Field Procedures

Since field analyses generally do not involve samples that are retained for reanalysis, the
primary QA/QC objective is to obtain reproducible measurements with a degree of precision
consistent with the limits of the field instrument.

Quality control procedures for field instruments will be limited to verifying that the reprod-
ucibility of measurements are within 10 percent by taking multiple readings and periodically
conducting instrument calibration checks (a minimum of twice daily). All field data sheets
and notebooks used for calculating results and documenting calibration will be retained.

Laboratory Procedures

Data quality assessment for the analytical laboratory will be based on data precision, accura-
cy, and completeness. The calculation and application of these parameters is presented in
the IRP QAPP (March 1992).

Corrective Action

Corrective action procedures are required as the result of audited or self-identified nonconf-
ormance with predetermined QA/QC criteria or procedures established for this project. In
the event that quality assurance is not met, action will be taken to correct the problem.
Corrective action for laboratory problems (e.g., instrument operating ranges or calibrations)
is the responsibility of the laboratory, including the lead analyst and the laboratory
manager. Any corrective actions taken during the course of the SVE treatability
investigation will be documented.

In the case that TO- 14 analyses do not confirm the onsite GC results, a
sampling technique investigation will be conducted. This assumes that both
laboratories are satisfactorily analyzing their audit samples and both laborato-
ries are following specified QA/QC procedures. The sampling technique
investigation will involve collecting new canisters and pulling samples from
the same canister for both laboratories to analyze. The results of this investi-
gation will be compared to evaluate proper sampling techniques.

Method TO- 14 will also be used to identify and confirm interferences that
the onsite laboratory may encounter.
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* In the case that dioxins are detected in the SVE pilot plant emissions, prepa-
rations will be made to shut the SVE pilot plant down and additional engi-
neering controls will be implemented. One possible means to control dioxins
is the installation of a dry lime scrubber.

Quality Assurance Reports

No separate QA reports for this project are anticipated. The technical memoranda that
present the findings of the site characterization and pilot test phases of the work will
contain separate QA sections that summarize data quality information collected during the
project.

0
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Section 7
Data Management

Information flow from the field and laboratory to those persons involved in project
decisionmaking is critical. The data management system will assist in this process by pro-
viding a means of tracking, cataloging, and organizing information. The system will
include hardware and software for data handling (the data base), data management protocols
such as chain-of-custody and QA/QC validation, and trained personnel to keep the system
updated and operational. The objective of a data management system is to provide the user
with data sets that have been verified and are internally consistent. These data can then be
used for data analysis, statistics plotting, etc. An environmental data base using a Paradox-
based system will be used for this project.

There are two groups of data users for the Phase II SVE project: the Air Force personnel
responsible for the Installation Restoration Program Information Management System
(IRPIMS) and the CH2M HILL project team. IRPIMS requires that certain data be made
available to the Air Force in a format compatible with their data base. The project team
requires a different manipulation of the data for queries, reports, and graphics. The environ-
mental data base will satisfy the data needs of both sets of users.

An environmental data base will be used to prepare ASCH files in the correct format for the. Air Force data base. The data delivery schedule and valid values lists in the IRPIMS Data
Loading Handbook (Version 2.2 or future updates) will be followed. Once these files are
prepared, they can be expanded to be used for environmental investigations and to support
data analysis activities.

The data management effort will be comprised of seven tasks:

0 Preparation of the data management plan that defines data management
requirements and identifies the systems and procedures that will satisfy these
requirements.

* Loading and set up of the environmental data base with IRPIMS table struc-
tures on a computer.

* Preparation of transfer programs to transfer electronic data into the
appropriate tables.

0 Entry of field data into the environmental data base, including quality control
of the entries.

0 Entry of 1-boratory data into the environmental data base, including quality
control of the entries.

0
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* Updates of the environmental data base to reflect appropriate data qualifiers.

* Coding and entering all project documents into the environmental data base.

Three groups and types of project data are required for the IRPIMS submittal. Group 1
includes general site and sampling location information. Group 2 includes specific sample
collection information such as sample type, location, lithology, classification, etc. Group 3
includes the results of analytical testing.
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Section 8

* Health and Safety

The health and safety program for CH2M HILL personnel working at McClellan Air Force
Base (McClellan AFB) consists of a base site safety plan (SSP) and task-specific amend-
ments. The base SSP contains general information that applies to all or most areas of the
site. The base SSP contains: the project description, personnel responsibilities, site
hazards, personal protective equipment (PPE), air monitoring guidelines, site control, decon-
tamination procedures, and an emergency response plan. The task-specific addendums are
written to add additional information regarding the specific areas and field activities. The
addendums not only define the specific field activities and team members, but they contain
changes or clarifications of the potential hazards, air monitoring requirements, PPE, decon-
tamination procedures, and emergency contacts. The amendments can be more or less
restrictive than the base SSP, depending on the type of field activities being conducted.
Neither the base SSP or the addendums are stand-alone documents; both documents
contain important information and they must be used in conjunction with each other.

McClellan Air Force Base Site Safety Plan

CH2M HILL Site Safety Plan Addendum No. I pertains to SVE activities conducted during
the Phase I Site Characterization of Site S in OU D and does not cover Phase II or III
activities. However, Addendum No. I is included to maintain the comprehensive nature of
this health and safety plan.

CH2M HILL Site Safety Plan Addendum No. 2 pertains to SVE activities being conducted
during the Phase IH and HII activities and is directly applicable to the work set forth in this
Work Plan.
General Information

CLIENT: McClellan Air Force Base (AFB)
PROGRAM MANAGER: Starr Dehn/SAC
SITE NAME: McClellan Air Force Base
SITE LOCATION: TO BE IDENTIFIED IN TASK-SPECIFIC AMTNDMENTS
PURPOSE OF FIELD VISIT(S): Source testing, site survey, waste mnnimization and
treatability studies, site inspections.
DATE OF VISIT(S): TO BE IDENTIFIED IN TASK-SPECIFIC AMENDMENTS
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Complete Preliminary X
INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM: SAC (office)
OVERALL HAZARD SUMMARY: TO BE IDENTIFIED IN TASK-SPECIFIC

AMENDMENTS
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Site Characteristics

Site Description

A location map is shown in Figure 1-1.

• McClellan AFB is located north of Sacramento, California. The base is
approximately 3 miles north-south and approximately 2 miles east-west in
length.

The base is in the Central California Valley with excellent city street and
interstate highway access. Access by air is also excellent.

Status

Active, inactive, unknown; and nature of any site activity: Active Air Force base.

History

Worker or nonworker injury; complaints from public; previous investigati-ns or remedial
action: McClellan AFB is a RCRA facility and a CERCLA site. The site is on we Nation-
al Priority List (NPL).

The predominant functions at McClellan AFB have been to manage, maintain, and repair
aircraft, missiles, space vehicles, electronics, and communication equipment. These opera-
tions have required the use of toxic and hazardous materials. Some of the hazardous mate-
rials that have been used or generated on the base include industrial solvents and caustic
cleaners, electroplating waste heavy metals, oils contaminated with polychlorinated biphen-
yls (PCBs), contaminated jet fuels, low-level radioactive wastes, unused chemicals, and a
variety of oils and lubricants.

McClellan AFB has, in the past, used a variety of disposal facilities ranging from burial pits
(refuse, demolition material, excess military equipment, possibly chemicals, etc.), sludge/oil
pits, bum pits (refuse, oil, chemicals, etc.), to assorted miscellaneous disposal pits (sodium
valves, etc.). Industrial waste sludge was also disposed of on-base at the Class H1-I site
approved by the Regional Board. This practice has since been eliminated. The industrial
waste sludge is known to contain high concentrations of tetrachloroethylene, trichloroethyl-
ene, chloroform, and 1,1,2-trichloro-2,2,1-trifluoroethane. These types of materials could
also have been disposed of in the sludge/oil pits.

Characterization and remediation of the areas affected by these waste disposal practices are
ongoing. Today, these wastes are either placed in drums and hauled to an approved Class I
disposal site or discharged into the Industrial Wastewater Treatment Plant (IWTP). Sludge
from the IWTP is also hauled to an approved Class I disposal site.
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* Principal Materials Handling Activities

Type, amount, and location of wastes or hazardous materials disposed of, stored, treated, or
handled at the site: Contaminated drill cuttings and purge water will be generated during
field activities. The purge water will be disposed of at the IWTP or groundwater treatment
plant. The drill cuttings and any contaminated soil will be handled in accordance with the
McClellan AFB Soils Management Plan.

Features and Unusual Features

Water supply, telephone, radio, power lines, gas lines, water mains, suspect terrain, etc.:
Utility lines, both above ground and below ground, may pose a safety hazard for team
members during excavation or boring. If a drill rig is used, the driller must maintain a safe
clearance (at least 20 feet) between overhead utility lines and the drill-rig mast at all times
during site operations. The location of utility lines must be determined prior to startup, and
the utility must be notified 48 hours prior to excavation or drilling by contacting Under-
ground Services Alert at 800/422-4133 and Tom Egan, McClellan AFB Engineering at
916/643-4875.

Waste Characteristics

ALL WASTE TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS MAY NOT BE PRESENT IN ALL. AREAS. THE TASK-SPECIFIC AMENDMENTS WILL IDENTIFY WHICH
WASTE TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS ARE OF CONCERN FOR THAT
SPECIFIC AREA AND TASK.

Waste Type(s)

Liquid X Solid X Sludge X Gas X

Characteristic(s)

Corrosive X Ignitable X Radioactive X Mixed Waste

Volatile X Toxic X Reactive Unknown Other (name)-

Hazard Evaluation

Overall Hazard Level

THE OVERALL HAZARD LEVEL WILL BE IDENTIFIED IN THE TASK-
SPECIFIC AMENDMENT.

0
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Chemical Hazards

The major types of processes in operation on the base are paint removal, painting, plating,
and foundry. Each process has particular types of chemicals that are associated with it. For
example, paint removers contain volatile organic compounds such as methylene chloride. In
the painting operations, toluene- and xylene-based paints are applied to parts. Plating
processes use degreasers, acids, rust removers, and cyanide. Finally, foundries may emit
metallic fumes.

THE ABOVE PROCESSES ARE NOT INCLUSIVE OF ALL THE BASE OPERA-
TIONS; THEREFORE, FOR EACH TASK AND/OR SITE VISIT, AN AMENDMENT
WILL BE ATTACHED TO THE OVERALL SSP TO ADDRESS PARTICULAR
HAZARDS AT EACH SITE. THE AMENDMENT WILL CONTAIN MORE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON CHEMICAL HAZARDS AND WILL ADDRESS
TASK AND/OR SITE-SPECIFIC CHEMICAL HAZARDS.

Physical Hazards

The major potential physical hazards possible at the site are: flammable vapors and explo-
sive conditions; utilities; moving and mobile equipment; trips, slips, and falls; and heat
stress. THESE PHYSICAL HAZARDS MAY NOT BE REPRESENTED AT EVERY
SITE. THEREFORE, FOR EACH TASK AND/OR SITE, AN AMENDMENT WILL
BE WRITTEN WHICH CONTAINS MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ON TASK
AND SITE-SPECIFIC PHYSICAL HAZARDS.

Explosions of vapor can be fatal, and workers must be attentive to this danger and guard
.against carelessness at all times. The lower explosive limit (LEL) is compound-specific.
Explosive atmospheres can occur during a variety of activities including drilling; however,
explosive atmospheres have an extremely high potential of occurring in confined spaces.
When the vapors are heavier than air, their explosivity and flammability hazard are
increased, since they will tend to concentrate near the ground and in low-lying areas and
will not be readily mixed or diluted with ambient air. When monitoring LEL, it is impor-
tant to take measurements at ground level. To reduce the potential of an explosion, each
team member must make sure that no spark sources, such as lighters, matches, unapproved
flashlights, etc., are brought into the exclusion zone. The Site Safety Coordinator (SSC)
must inspect the exclusion zone for spark sources including wiring, motors, etc., and
enforce the requirements for fire prevention, including intrinsically safe electrical equip-
ment, spark arresters on vehicles, and exclusion of unauthorized personnel.

There is potential for exposure to excessive noise. If a conversation has to be shouted at a
distance of 3 feet or if noise levels exceed 90 dBA, hearing protection will be worn.

0
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Hazards Posed by Site Activities

Hazards may exist from moving process equipment (such as pumps and conveyors) and
heavy equipment (such as forklifts). Personnel must be alert for these hazards, protect
clothing and hair from entrapment in equipment, and use common sense in these situations.
To protect from slips, trips, and falls, proper precautions and good judgement must be exer-
cised. In extremely muddy areas, pallets or similar devices may be used. Personnel should
be especially alert when working near pits and excavations and remain at least 2 feet from
the edge of the excavation at all times. Exercising caution, using safe ladder practices, and
using the buddy system around emission control system stacks is important.

Heat and Cold Stress Hazards

Heat Stress. Heat stress is a hazard of concern during summer months. Wearing PPE puts
a hazardous waste worker at considerable risk of developing heat stress. This can result in
health effects ranging from transient heat fatigue to serious illness or death. Heat stress is
caused by a number of interacting factors, including environmental conditions, clothing,
workload, and the individual characteristics of the worker. Because heat stress is probably
one of the most common (and potentially serious) illnesses at hazardous waste sites, regular
monitoring and other preventive precautions are vital.

Monitoring Heat Stress. Because the incidence of heat stress depends on a variety of fac-
tors, all workers, even those not wearing protective equipment, should be monitored. Work-
ers wearing semipermeable or impermeable protective clothing should be monitored when
the temperature in the work area is above 70'F (21'C).

To monitor the worker, measure:

Heart Rate--Count the radial pulse during a 30-second period as early as
possible in the rest period.

If the heart rate exceeds 110 beats per minute at the beginning of the
rest period, shorten the next work cycle by one-third and keep the rest
period the same.

If the heart rate still exceeds 110 beats per minute at the next rest
period, shorten the following work cycle by one-third again.

Oral temperature--Use a clinical thermometer (3 minutes under the tongue) or
similar device to measure the oral temperature at the end of the work period
(before drinking).

If oral temperature exceeds 99.6°F (37°C), shorten the next work
cycle by one-third without changing the rest period.
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If oral temperature still exceeds 99.60F (37.6 0C) at the beginning of
the next rest period, shorten the following work cycle by one-third
again.

Do not permit a worker to wear a semipermeable or impermeable
garment when his/her oral temperature exceeds 100.6°F (38.1 0C).

Body Water Loss (if possible)--Measure weight on a scale accurate to
±0.25 lb at the beginning and end of each work day to see if enough fluids
are being taken to prevent dehydration. Weights should be taken while the
employee wears similar clothing or, ideally, is nude. The body water loss
should not exceed 1.5 percent total body weight loss in a work day.

Initially, the frequency of physiological monitoring depends on the air temperature adjusted
for solar radiation and the level of physical work (see Table 8-1). The length of the work
cycle will be governed by the frequency of the required physiological monitoring.

Table 8-1
Suggested Frequency of Physiological Monitoring

for Fit and Acclimatized Workers'

Adjusted Temperatureb Normal Work Ensemble' Impermeable Ensemble

90°F (32.2°C) or above After each 45 minutes of work After each 15 minutes of work

87.5--90-F (30.8--32.2-C) After each 60 minutes of work After each 30 minutes of work

82.5°-87.5-F (28.1--30.8-C) After each 90 minutes of work After each 60 minutes of work

77.5--82.5-F (25.3--28.1-C) After each 120 minutes of work After each 90 minutes of work

72.5--77.5-F (22.5--25.3°C) After each 150 minutes of work After each 120 minutes of work

'For work levels of 250 kilocalories/hour.
"Calculate the adjusted air temperature (ta adj) by using this equation: ta adj OF = ta OF +
(13 x % sunshine). Measure air temperature (ta) with a standard mercury-in-glass thermometer,
with the bulb shielded from radiant heat. Estimate percent sunshine by judging what percent
time the sun is not covered by clouds that are thick enough to produce a shadow. (100 percent
sunshine = no cloud cover and a sharp, distinct shadow; 0 percent sunshine = no shadows.)

"CA normal working ensemble consists of cotton coveralls or other cotton clothing with long sleeves
and pants.

Prevention of Heat Stress. Proper training and preventive measures will help avert serious
illness and loss of work productivity. Preventing heat stress is particularly important
because once someone suffers from heat stroke or heat exhaustion, that person may be
predisposed to additional heat injuries. To avoid heat stress, management should take the
following steps:
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9 Adjust work schedules:

- Modify work/rest schedules according to monitoring requirements

- Mandate work slowdowns as needed

- Rotate personnel: alternate job functions to minimize overstress or
overexertion at one task

- Add additional personnel to work teams.

- Perform work during coolers hours of the day if possible or at night
if adequate lighting can be provided.

* Provide shelter (air-conditioned, if possible) or shaded areas to protect
personnel during rest periods.

* Maintain workers' body fluids at normal levels. This is necessary to ensure
that the cardiovascular system functions adequately. Daily fluid intake must
approximately equal the amount of water lost in sweat, i.e., 8 fluid ounces
(0.23 liters) of water must be ingested for approximately every 8 ounces
(0.32 kg) of weight lost. When heavy sweating occurs, encourage the worker
to drink more. The following strategies may be useful:

- Maintain water temperature at 500 to 60'F (100 to 15.6 0C).

- Provide small disposable cups that hold about 4 ounces (0.1 liter).

- Have workers drink 16 ounces (0.5 liters) of fluid (preferably water
or dilute drinks) before beginning work.

- Urge workers to drink a cup or two every 15 to 20 minutes, or at
each monitoring break. A total of 1 to 1.6 gallons (4 to 6 liters) of
fluid per day are recommended, but more may be necessary to main-
tain body weight.

Weigh workers before and after work to determine if fluid re-
placement is adequate.

Encourage workers to maintain an optimal level of physical fitness:

Where indicated, acclimatize workers to site work conditions, includ-
ing temperatures, protective clothing, and workload.

- Urge workers to maintain normal weight levels.
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Provide cooling devices to aid natural body heat exchange during prolonged
work or severe heat exposure. Cooling devices include:

Field showers or hose-down areas to reduce body temperature and/or
to cool off protective clothing.

Cooling jackets, vests, or suits.

Train workers to recognize and treat heat stress. As part of training, identify
the signs and symptoms of heat stress (see Table 8-2).

Cold Stress. Although northern California is not prone to bitter-cold .emperatures, cold
stress may still be a potential problem. Cold stress is possib'- when work performed over
water is at temperatures of 50'F or less. The ultimate effect of cold stress is hypothermia,
which is a decrease ii, the deep core body temperature. At temperatures of 35'F, workers
in water, or whose clothing becomes wet, should be provided with an immediate change of
clothing. They may need to be treated for hypothermia. Workers who wear impermeable
protective clothing are susceptible to chilling because their cotton underclothing may
become wet with perspiration.

S
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Table 8.2

Signs and Symptoms of Heat Stress

* Heat rash may result from continuous exposure to heat or humid air

* Heat cramps are caused by heavy sweating with inadequate electrolyte replacement.
Signs and symptoms include:

Muscle spasms
Pain in the hands, feet, and abdomen

Heat exhaustion occurs from increased stress on various body organs including inade-
quate blood circulation due to cardiovascular insufficiency or dehydration. Signs and
symptoms include:

- Pale, cool, moist skin
- Heavy sweating
- Dizziness
- Nausea

Fainting

Heat stroke is the most serious form of heat stress. Temperature regulation fails and
the body temperature rises to critical levels. Immediate action must be taken to cool
the body before serious injury and death occur. Competent medical help must be
obtained. Signs and symptoms are:

- Red, hot, usually dry skin
Lack of or reduced perspiration

- Nausea
- Dizziness and confusion
- Strong, rapid pulse
- Coma

Windchill Index. The windchill factor is the cooling effect of any combination of tempera-
ture and wind velocity of air movement. The windchill index is shown in Table 8-3. The
windchill index does not take into -ccount that part of the body which is exposed to cold,
the level of activity and its effect .n body heat production, and the amount of clothing
being worn.
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Table 8-3

Windchill Index

Actual Thermometer Reading (F)
Wind speed 50 401 30 201 10 01-10 -20 -30 -40

in mph I I
Equivalent Temperature (F)

calm 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 -20 -30 -40

5 48 37 27 16 6 -5 -15 -26 -36 -47

10 40 28 16 4 -9 -21 -33 -46 -58 -70

15 36 22 9 -5 -18 -36 -45 -58 -72 -85

20 32 18 4 -10 -25 -39 -53 -67 -82 -96

25 30 16 0 -15 -29 -44 -59 -74 -88 -104

30 28 13 -2 -18 -33 -48 -63 -79 -94 -109

35 27 11 -4 -20 -35 -49 -67 -82 -98 -113

40 26 10 -6 -21 -37 -53 -69 -85 -100 -116

Over 40 mph LITTILE DANGER (for prop- INCREASING GREAT DANGER (Dan-
(little added erly clothed person) DANGER (danger ger from freezing of
effect) from freezing of exposed flesh)

exposed flesh) I _I

Note: The human body senses "cold" as a result of both the air temperature and the wind velocity.
Cooling of exposed flesh increases rapidly as the wind velocity goes up. Frostbite can occur
at relatively mind temperatures if wind penetrates the body insulation. For example, when the
actual air temperature of the wind is 40'F (4.4°C) and its velocity is 30 mph (48 km/h), the
exposed skin would perceive this situation as an equivalent still air temperature of 131F (-
I 1 OC).

Biological Hazards

There is a possibility of contracting Lyme disease or Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
(RMSF).

Check often for tick bites. If bitten, carefully remove tick with tweezers, making certain to
remove pincers and being careful not to crush the tick. After removing the tick, wash your
hands. Disinfect area, and dress. If the tick resists or cannot be completely removed, seek

medical attention.

Look for symptoms of Lyme disease or RMSF. Lyme: rash that looks like a "bulls-eye,"
with small welt in center, several days to weeks after tick bite. RMSF: Rash comprising
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red spots under skin, 3 to 10 days after tick bite. For both: chills, fever, headache, fatigue,

stiff neck, bone pain. If symptoms appear, seek medical attention.

Unusual Hazards

None.

Hazards Posed by Chemical Substances Provided by CH2M HILL

In accordance with 20 CFR 1910.1200, Hazard Communication, Material Safety Data
Sheets are provided in each project specific addendum to this base plan.

Procedures

Site Organization

Map/Sketch Attached Yes Site Secured Yes

Perimeter Identified Yes

Zone(s) of Contamination Identified No

Site Personnel

Team Organization

Team Member/Office Responsibility

TEAM MEMBERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES WILL BE
IDENTIFIED IN THE TASK-SPECIFIC AMENDMENTS.

Each of the team members will be certified as fit for the anticipated work by the CH2M
HILL medical surveillance program, and has completed the training requirements of
29 CFR 1910.120. In addition, at least two members will be currently certified by the
American Red Cross, or equivalent, in both first aid and CPR. A SSC with the appropriate
level of experience will be present during all field activities.

All medical and training records are housed in CH2M HILL's Reston, Virginia, office.
They are maintained in accordance with federal and state regulations.

Onsite Engineering Controls

Onsite engineering controls include covers for waste piles and cuttings and barricades to
keep unauthorized people from entering contaminated areas.
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Work Practices

In general, work practices shall be designed to decrease time of exposure, increase distance
to the source, or shield the exposed individual. Work practices that will be implemented at
the site include:

0 No spark sources within exclusion or decontamination zones.

* Fuel supplies will be properly stored and grounded.

• Avoid visibly contaminated areas.

• No eating drinking, or smoking in contaminated areas, or exclusion or
decontamination zones.

0 SSC to establish areas for eating, drinking, smoking.

* No contact lenses in exclusion or decontamination zones.

• No facial hair that would interfere with respirator fit if Level C or B are
anticipated.

• Site work will be >erformed during daylight hours whenever possible. Any
work conducted during hours of darkness will require enough illumination
intensity "to read a newspaper without difficulty."

• Working from an upwind position whenever possible.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

BECAUSE THE LEVEL OF PPE AND THE SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
FOR EACH LEVEL OF PROTECTION IS DEPENDENT ON THE CONTAMI-
NANTS AND THE TASKS, THE REQUIRL) PPE WILL BE IDENTIFIED IN A
TASK-SPECIFIC ADDENDUM.

General Hazardous Waste Site Monitoring Equipment and Procedures

Periodic monitoring of the site is required to determine the effectiveness of engineering
controls, to re-evaluate levels of protection, and to determine if site conditions have
changed. At a minimum, monitor at the beginning of each shift, periodically (e.g., every
15 minutes) throughout the work, whenever work begins at a new area onsite, or when
different contaminants are encountered or a different work activity begins. Specific moni-
toring locations and frequencies are given below.
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Carefully inspect each piece of monitoring equipment prior to work startup. Failure of any
of the equipment listed below to work properly must be reported to the Project Manager
immediately.

Table 8-4 summarizes the air monitoring equipment and action levels that may be required.
SPECIFIC MONITORING REQUIREMENTS ARE DEPENDENT ON THE FIELD
ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN THE AIR MONITORING PROGRAM WILL BE
IDENTIFIED IN THE TASK-SPECIFIC AMENDMENTS.

Site Entry Procedures

Conduct Site Safety briefing before starting field activities. Briefing should
include a general discussion of the health and safety plan, site-specific
hazards, location of work zones, PPE requirements, equipment, special proce-
dures, and emergencies.

Determine wind direction, install wind flags, and establish work zones onsite
(e.g., exclusion zone, contamination reduction zone, and support zone).
Post Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) jobsite poster in
a central and conspicuous location at the site.

Set up decontamination facilities.

* Verify that Material Safety Data Sheets are available for onsite chemicals.

* Establish onsite communications. These should consist of:

Line of sight/hand signals
Air horn
Two-way radio or cellular phone, if available
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Table 8-4
Required Monitoring Equipment and Action Levels of Upgrading

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Page 1 of 3

Equipment Reading' Action

Explosimeter < 10% LEL* Continue with caution.

10-20% LEL Continue with caution while
implementing control
measures such as mechanical
ventilation.

> 20% LEL Halt operations and evac-
uate the area until the
readings are below 10%
LEL.

02 19.5-21% 02 Continue operations in Level
D PPE.

Explosimeter Needle detects upward Halt operations and evac-
and then drops to zero uate the area until the

readings are approximately
20% 02.

< 15% 0 Halt operations and evac-
uate the area until readings
are approximately 20% O.

< 19.5% 02 Level B PPE required.

> 21% 0, Halt operations and evac-
uate the area until readings
are approximately 20% O,.

HNu (with 10.2eV or < 1 ppm Continue operations in
11.7 eV lamp) or OVAbc Level D PPE.

1 - 5 ppm Continue operations in Level
C PPE, if there is no color
change on the vinyl chloride
detector tubes. Level C
cannot be used if there is a
color change on vinyl
chloride detector tubes;
Level B is required if vinyl
chloride is present

5 - 100 ppm Level B PPE required.

> 100 ppm Halt work.
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Table 8-4
Required Monitoring Equipment and Action Levels of Upgrading

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Page 2 of 3

Equipment Readinga Action

Mini-Ram <1 mg/m3  Continue operation in
Level D PPE.

1-5 mg/m 3  Continue operations in
Level D PPE. Implement
measures such as covering
contaminated soils or wetting
soils to control airborne dust.

5-10 mg/m 3  Continue operations in
Level C PPE.

> 10 mg/m 3  Halt operations.

Sound Level Meter <85 dBA Continue operations.
(SLM) 85-120 dBA Continue operations with

hearing protection.

> 120 dBA Continue operations with
hearing protection. audio-
metric monitoring, and
training.

Rad-Mini < 0.3 mR/hr Continue operations, mon-
itor continuously, and record
readings every 30 minutes.

0.3 mR/hr - 1 mR/hr Continue operations, mon-
itor continuously, and record
readings every 10 minutes.

1 mR/hr - 2 mR/hr Continue operations, mon-
itor continuously, and record
readings every 10 minutes.
SSC will record approximate
daily radiation exposure
based on rad-mini readings
and exposure time (mR/hr x
hr = mR/day). Personnel
radiation exposure will be
kept below 40 mR/wk. The
plan approver will be
notified of results greater
than 30 mR/wk.
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Table 8-4
Required Monitoring Equipment and Action Levels of Upgrading

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Page 3 of 3

Equipment Reading' Action

> 2 mR/hr Halt work. Plan must be
revised by health physists.

Vinyl Chloride Detector Any color change Halt work. Level B is
Tubeb required.
*Lower Explosive Limit
aReadings are above background.
bjf the OVA is used, the action levels are based on nonmethane compounds. The
charcoal filter will be used to distinguish methane and nonmethane compounds
from each other.
cVinyl chloride colorimetric tubes must be collected whenever HNu or OVA
readings are greater than 1 ppm.
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Establish emergency signals. For example:

- Grasping throat with hand-EMERGENCY-HELP ME
- Grasping buddy's wrist-LEAVE AREA NOW
- Thumbs up-OK, UNDERSTOOD
- Two short blasts on air horn-ALL CLEAR
- Continuous air horn-EMERGENCY-EVACUATE

Establish offsite communications.

* Establish "buddy" system.

• Establish procedures for disposal of material generated onsite

* Conduct initial air monitoring to determine appropriate level of protection

• If toilet facilities are not located within a 3-minute walk from the decontami-
nation facilities, either provide a chemical toilet and hand washing facilities
or have a vehicle available (not the emergency vehicle) for transport to near-
by facilities.

Work Limitations: (time of day, etc.)

• No eating, drinking, or smoking onsite.

0 No contact lenses onsite.

* No facial hair that would interfere with respirator fit.

* Buddy system at all times in exclusion zone.

0 CH2M HILL employees who have been issued thermal luminescent dosime-
try (TLD) badges will wear them at all times when on or near the site.

* Site work will be performed during daylight hours whenever possible.
However, some predawn work is anticipated to minimize activities during the
hottest part of the day. Any work conducted during hours of darkness will
require the following minimum illumination intensity:

General Site Areas 5 foot-candles

First Aid Station/Office/Lab 30 foot-candles

Storerooms, Changehouse, Toilets, Rest 10 foot-candles
Areas
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Motors used in the exclusion zone will be nonsparking electrical motors or

equipped with spark arresters.

Decontamination Procedures

Set up decontamination area upwind of the exclusion zone. Water and Alconox detergent
should be placed in buckets prior to beginning work. The decontamination area should be
a sufficient distance from the work in the exclusion zone so that the decontamination area
will not become contaminated by splashing water or flying dirt.

Personnel Decontamination Procedures

• Wash boots and outer gloves in detergent and water, rinse, and remove outer
gloves.

0 Remove and bag coveralls. If cotton coveralls are used, bag in plastic bags
and wash prior to rewearing.

* Remove respirator, if worn.

* Remove surgical gloves and dispose in a plastic trash bag.

0 Wash hands and face.

* Sanitize respirator nightly, if used.

• Take a shower and wash hair as soon as possible after leaving the site.

Sampling Equipment Decontamination Procedures. Equipment needed will be buckets,
detergent, cleaner-sanitizer, brush, garbage bags, hand soap, and paper towels. The decon-
tamination process will include:

* Removal of all loose dirt
* Scrub with Alconox and water
• Rinse with distilled water
* Rinse with methanol
a Rinse with deionized/distilled water
* Air dry

Heavy Equipment Decontamination Procedures. Wash off the bucket of the backhoe or
the drilling equipment with detergent and water. Rinse in water. Use an organic vapor
monitor to screen the backhoe or drilling equipment. If organic vapor readings are detected
from the equipment, steam clean it prior to removing it from the site.
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Documentation. It is the responsibility of the SSC to make sure that all equipment coming
offsite is properly decontaminated according to the procedures outlined above. At a mini-
mum, visual indication of contamination will be removed, and no organic vapors detectable
above background should remain. The equipment and samples will be clean, dry, and free
from stains, deposits, encrustations, or discoloration. Documentation of decontamination
must be made in the field log notebook, which will become part of the permanent project
file. A suitable tag is to be placed on each piece of decontaminated CH2M HILL equip-
ment (or group of equipment, such as a bag of hand tools) stating the date of decontami-
nation and initialed by the SSC.

Spill Containment Procedures

No large-scale spill containment procedures are required because CH2M HILL and its
subcontractors are not handling any large amounts of liquid materials. Decontamination
procedures will take place over visqueen sheeting. In the event of a spill during decontami-
nation activities, the spilt material will be contained.

Confined Space Entry

No confined space entries are planned during Phase H1 and III activities. However, if they
become necessary, an additional health and safety plan and a permit must be developed
prior to conducting such entries. (Refer to CH2M HILL SOP HS-17, contained in the
Waste Management and Industrial Processes Discipline Health and Safety Manual,
Volume 1.)

Material Handling Procedures

The following general material handling procedures apply:

0 Drums and containers meeting the appropriate Department of Transportation
(DOT), OSHA, and EPA regulations for the waste contents (e.g., decon
water) will be used.

0 Site operations will be organized to minimize the amount of drum or
container movement.

* DOT salvage drums and suitable quantities of absorbent will be available and
used on sites where hazardous waste spills could occur.

* Electrically powered material handling equipment used to transfer decontami-
nation solutions will meet the requirements of 29 CFR 1910.307 for the
classification of materials being handled.

0
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Disposal of Materials Generated During Fieldwork

Material generated during fieldwork (decontamination fluids, disposable
protective gear or sampling devices, drilling cuttings, well development
fluids, etc.) will be considered as contaminated and handled accordingly
unless adequate monitoring or analytical data exists to properly classify the
materials as nonhazardous.

Material generated offsite (well drilling fluids, etc.) will be returned to the
site unless otherwise specified by the site owner or responsible party.

Ultimate responsibility for disposal of the material rests with the site owner
or responsible party. CH2M HILL may coordinate analysis, packaging,
storage, transport and disposal of waste material, but will not assume respon-
sibility for the waste (i.e., sign manifests as generator, etc.). Prior to begin-
ning fieldwork, the waste handling procedures will be agreed to with the
client, site owner, and/or responsible party.

Laboratory samples will be returned to site, client, site owner, or responsible
party for disposal following analysis unless otherwise specified.

Description of Planned Activities

This Description of Planned Activities encompasses a broad range of possible tasks to be
issued as task orders against contract No. F04699-90-D-0035. This section defines the
range of +asks CH2M HILL shall be responsible to perform. THE TASK-SPECIFIC
AMENDMENTS IDENTIFY WHICH ACTIVITIES ARE BEING CONDUCTED
DURING THAT FIELD EFFORT.

Conduct field sampling of drums, spill sites, tanks (above and underground),
monitoring wells, past waste disposal sites, etc., and perform sample charac-
terization studies to include analysis of a wide variety of contaminants in
complex matrices, including up to 297 compounds listed as hazardous by
EPA.

Perform laboratory and field tests of environmental monitoring and testing
equipment, to include vlidation of manual/instrumental methods, continuous
monitors, analytical sup, ort and mathematical models using EPA, ASTM,
NR, and/or equivalent procedures specified by the Air Force.

Perform photogrammetric analyses of environmental and infrared photo-
graphs.

Perform geophysical studies to include, but not be limited to, studies involv-
ing magnetometer, metal detection, earth resistivity, terrain conductivity,
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seismic, gravity, ground penetrating radar and shallow (less than 400 feet, in
most cases) borehole logging.

* Perform hydrogeological investigations to determine the magnitude and
extent of groundwater contamination.

0 Determine the direction and rate of movement of contaminants and estimate
the degree of risk associated with contaminant migration.

0 Develop methods to mitigate the adverse environmental effects of pollutant
migration.

0 Develop leachate monitoring And analysis programs to comply with state or
EPA regulations required for landfills and other hazardous waste treatment
and disposal sites which are currently operated or have been operated in the
past by the U.S. Air Force.

* Perform onsite geological/hydrological investigations required to assist the
Air Force in selecting proper locations for new solid/hazardous waste treat-
ment, storage, or disposal sites or other facilities.

* Perform sampling of soil and water in the unsaturated (vadose) zone above
the water table using techniques recommended by the National Water Well
Association (NWWA).

* Perform aquifer tests to determine the porosity, permeability, specific yield,
drawdown and extent of cones of depression developed in aquifers in which
contamination has been found or is suspected.

0 Conduct comprehensive water supply and water distribution studies.

0 Perform evaluations of domestic water, industrial wastewater, domestic wast-
ewater, and groundwater treatment plants.

* Perform water and wastewater characterization, to include ambient short-term
and continuous water monitoring.

* Conduct inflow/infiltration studies into industrial, reclamation and ground-
water extract/treatment systems at McClellan AFB and its satellite locations.

* Perform treatability studies, pilot plant investigations, and toxicity and bioas-
say determinations.

0 Prepare evaluations and analyses providing sufficient detail to allow develop-
ment of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems (NPDES) permit
applications, certifications and discharge .nonitoring reports.
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* Conduct instream biological monitoring and fish-kill investigations.

0 Perform laboratory analyses of potable water, groundwater, wastewater, soil,
sludges, biologicals, fuels or commercial products and other environmental
samples.

0 Perform studies to ensure personnel safety, including the use of explosi-
meters, gas detectors, and survey meters and other equipment necessary to
monitor air quality during site operations.

0 Prepare evaluations and analyses, providing sufficient details to aid develop-
ment of state or EPA-mandateu permit applications, certifications, discharge
monitoring reports and groundwater monitoring reports.

* Perform necessary analysis and reduction of any physical/chemical sample or
data acquired under activities outlined herein.

* Provide analytical results in both hard copy and other formats suitable for
archiving, including computer format.

0 When required and specified in the delivery order, prepare sites for sampling/
monitoring and restore sites upon completion of work.

0 Identify, evaluate, design and prototype processes, equipment, and facilities
which minimize the generation of hazardous wastes or improve environmen-
tal quality.

0 Develop permits and various applications as required by the guidance docu-
ments.

0 Conduct Community Relations Program requirements in accordance with
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA).

0 Prepare Site-Specific Spill Plans to be maintained and reviewed annually in
accordance with Air Force policy, guidance and directives.

Develop Base Spill Prevention and Response Plans.

Conduct quarterly review of regulatory requirements regarding the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), and the Superfund
amendments and ongoing RCRA and CERCLA/SARA Programs and other
background documents as required.

* Prepare Statements of Work.
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Perform waste minimization assessments and recommend process modifica-
tions that eliminate or reduce the use, generation, and disposal of hazardous
materials within production process. To do this, project personnel will do
the following:

- Analyze the results of waste audits to identify the most promising
areas for waste minimization.

- Identify, devise, and prototype new approaches to reduce and mini-
mize hazardous wastes through process modification of erniki'on/
effluent control.

- Investigate process technology and develop conceptual system designs
to prevent and reduce industrial pollution and haardous waste gener-
ation.

- Determine the environmental conseqL.-nces of present and proposed
environmental regulations of any recommended process or equipment
changes.

- Recommend eontrol technology for toxics and pollutants to address
recovery/rerycl and reduction, optimization treatment (chemical and
biological), onsite treatment, and substitution with less toxic/
hazardous materials.

--repare detailed drawing packages, plans, and designs for waste mini-
._o•, ilot projects relative to equipment design and modifications

,luding charts, graphs, return on investments, and cost estimates.

Document, evaluate, and integrate the results of pilot projects in on-
going industrial processes operations through process modifications or
prototype development.

* Conduct and administer the Hazardous Waste Training Program to base
employees including requirements under 29 CFR 1910.120.

0 Conduct Underground Storage Tank Annual Precision Leak Testing.

* Conduct Environmental Audit Assessment of base facilities and operation in
accordance with Air Force and SM-ALC/EM policy, guidance, and direc-
tives.

0 Perform Inspection Services and Construction Management for Environmen-
tal Investigations, Construction Project or Remedial Action Implementation.

0
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Develop and maintain a computer data base for tracking hazardous waste
generator/management data and all delivery order project information.

Maintain an inventory of McClellan AFB permits. Develop tracking system
to monitor environmental compliance. This inventory and tracking system
will be maintained in a microcomputer within the Directorate of Environmen-
tal Management.

Provide engineering and services to operate and maintain interim Remedial
Measures and Remedial Actions implemented by McClellan AFB in accord-
ance with CERCLA/SARA. This includes the McClellan Groundwater Treat-
ment Plant and existing and future groundwater extractor systems. Operation
and maintenance shall be conducted in accordance with existing procedures.

Prepare Environmental Assessments for proposed Air Force activities in
water usage, wastewater discharge, solid waste disposal, hazardous waste
cleanup, and contaminated groundwater cleanup.

Document performance of existing and future McClellan AFB water, waste-
water, solid waste, and groundwater treatment facilities (including groundwa-
ter extraction systems) to include performance evaluations of individual unit
processes within a treatment facility.

Prepare comprehensive studies to determine potable water supply, storage
and distribution requirements for McClellan AFB and its satellite locations.

Emergency Response Plan

Pre-Emergency Planning

The SSC is to perform the following pre-emergency planning tasks before starting field
activities and will coordinate emergency response with the operating facility when appropri-
ate:

0 Locate telephone nearest to the site and inspect onsite communications (air
horns, two-way radios).

* Confirm and post emergency telephone numbers (see Form 311 in Appen-

dix Q) and route to hospital.

* Post site map marked with locations of emergency equipment and supplies.

0 Review emergency response plan for applicability to any changed site condi-
tions, alterations in onsite operations, or personnel availability.
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0 • Drive route to hospital.

* Evaluate capabilities of local response teams.

• Where appropriate and acceptable to the client, inform emergency room/
ambulance service and emergency response teams of anticipated types of site
emergencies.

* Designate one vehicle as the emergency vehicle and place hospital directions
and map inside. Keys should be kept in ignition during field activities.

* Review emergency procedures for personnel injury, exposures, fires, explo-
sions, chemical, and vapor releases with field personnel.

a Inventory and check-out site emergency equipment and supplies.

* Locate onsite emergency equipment and supplies of clean water.

* Verify local emergency contacts, hospital routes, evacuation routes, and
assembly points.

* Set up emergency personnel decontamination station(s).

• Rehearse the emergency response plan once prior to site activities.

• Brief new workers on the emergency response plan.

Personnel Roles and Lines of Authority

The SSC takes the lead in emergencies. The SSC has the authority to stop any site activi-
ties posing an immediate health and safety hazard to site personnel and must notify the
Project Manager or designer as soon as practical of this action. The Project Manager is
ultimately responsible for health and safety of the CH2M HILL workers.

Training

At least two personnel currently certified in both first aid and CPR will be present during
field activities within the exclusion zone. The site's Emergency Response plan will be
reviewed in the initial site safety briefing and will include:

* Emergency procedures for personnel injury or suspected overexposures, fires,
explosions, and chemical spills or vapor releases.

• Location of onsite emergency equipment and supplies of clean water.
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• Local emergency contacts, hospital routes, evacuation routes, and assembly
points.

* Site communication and location of nearest phone to the site.

* Names of onsite personnel trained in first aid and CPR.

* Notification procedures for contacting CH2M HILL's medical consultant and
team member's occupational physician.

The emergency response plan will be rehearsed at least once before site activities begin, and
periodically afterwards. New workers on the site will be briefed on the emergency response
plan before entering the exclusion zone.

Communications

The "buddy system" will be enforced for field activities involving potential exposure to
hazardous, toxic, or radioactive materials, and during any work within the exclusion zone.
Each person will observe his/her partner for symptoms of chemical overexposures and heat
stress and provide emergency assistance when warranted. Personnel working in the exclu-
sion zone will maintain line of sight contact or maintain communications (e.g., two-way
radios) with the site support facilities. Offsite communications will consist of either onsite
telephone service or use of the nearest telephone to the site.

Emergency Signals

The following emergency signals shall be used:

Grasping throat with hand Emergency--help me
Thumbs up OK, understood
Grasping buddy's wrist Leave site now
2 short blasts or sounds, repeated All clear
Continual sounding of horn Emergency--leave site

PPE and Emergency Equipment and Supplies

The following emergency equipment and supplies will be available onsite with the locations
marked on the site map and posted in the support zone:

• 20-lb ABC fire extinguisher(s)
* First-aid kit
* Stretcher or blanket
• Supplies of clean water
* Eye wash

* Deluge shower (when required for emergency decontamination)
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*• PPE (protective clothing, boots, and gloves)

* Air monitoring equipment

Emergency Recognition and Prevention

Prevention of emergencies will be aided by the effective implementation of the health and
safety procedures specified in this SSP. The initial site safety briefing will emphasize
recognition of the types of emergencies anticipated onsite. Periodic safety briefings will be
conducted by the SSC as field activities proceed. Hazards that warrant specific emergency
recognition and prevention techniques will be discussed.

Site Security and Control

Access to McClellan AFB is controlled. Visitors must check in with the guard house at the
entrance and present their driver's license and car registration. Once inside the base, access
to Areas A, B, C, and D is not controlled, though the areas are delineated with a low fence.

Access to specific areas where tasks are being conducted will be controlled by establishing
and clearly delineating work zones. The SSC is responsible for prohibiting unauthorized
personnel from entering the exclusion and contamination reduction zones.

* Emergency Medical Treatment and First-Aid

The SSC will assume charge during a medical emergency. The following procedures
should be used:

* Prevent further injury, perform appropriate decontamination, and notify the
SSC and the Project Manager.

* Initiate first aid and get medical attention for the injured immediately.

0 Depending upon the type and severity of the injury, call the medical consul-
tant and/or occupational physician.

0 Notify the Health and Safety Manager.

0 Notify the injured person's personnel office.

* Notify the client representative.

0 If an injury occurs, it will be reported to the SSC, medical consultant, Health
and Safety Manager, and the regional personnel office.
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Prepare an incident report. The SSC is responsible for preparing and submit-
ting the report to the Director of Health and Safety and to the CH2M HILL
corporate personnel office within 24 hours.

Emergency Routes and Telephone Numbers

Building 123

Duty Officer: 32751 (on base) 916/643-2751 (off base)
Police: 112 (on base) 916/643-6168 (off base)
Fire: 117 (on base) 916/643-5622 (off base)
Emergency Assistance: 116 (on base)
Ambulance: 116 (on base)
Site Contact: 916/643-1250--Mr. Fran Slavich
Utilities: 34875 (on base) 916/643-4875 (off base)
McClellan Clinic: 35420 (on base) 916/646-8420;

Urgent Care Hours: 0730 to 1900
General Hospital: American River Hospital, 4747 Engle Road,

Carmichael, CA 95608;
916/848-2100

Directions to Hospital: Exit McClellan Air Force Base through the main gate to Watt
Avenue. Turn right onto Watt Avenue and travel south to Whit-
ney Avenue. Turn left onto Whitney Avenue and travel east to
Mission Avenue. Turn left onto Mission Avenue and travel north
to Engle Road. Turn right (east) onto Engle Road. Hospital is at
4747 Engle Road. (See attached map.)

CHEMTREC: 800/424-9300
TOSCA Hotline: 202/554-1404
CDC: 404/452-4100
National Response Center: 800/424-8802
EPA ERT Emergency: 201/321-6660
RCRA Hotline: 800/424-9346

Emergency Decontamination

Personnel will be decontaminated to the extent feasible (usually a "gross decon" or deluge)
but life-saving and first aid procedures take priority over personnel decontamination efforts.
The personnel decontamination procedures specified in the Procedures section of this SSP,
will apply for injuries deemed nonlife-threatening by the SSC.

Evacuation Routes and Procedures

Onsite evacuation routes will be designated. Personnel will exit the site exclusion zone/
contamination reduction zone and assemble at the onsite assembly point in the support
zone. The SSC will account for personnel at the onsite assembly point and notify local
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emergency responders. The SSC will assess the need for site evacuation based on the
degree of hazard posed to site personnel remaining in the support zone. Offsite evacuation
routes and assembly points will also be designated. A person designated by the SSC will
account for personnel at the offsite assembly point. The SSC and an assistant will remain
onsite in the event of site evacuation (if feasible) to assist local responders and advise them
on the nature and location of the incident.

Onsite and offsite evacuation routes/assembly points will be designated on the site map and
posted. They will be based on site topography and layout; anticipated safe distances for
places of refuge; prevailing weather conditions; and anticipated location or magnitude of
site emergencies. Wind flags will be installed in the exclusion and support zones to assist
personnel in determining upwind evacuation routes.

Evacuation Routes (Onsite and Offsite): Evacuation routes will be dependent on the type of
accident and wind direction. McClellan AFB has first and second responders to handle
evacuations.

Assembly Points (Onsite and Offsite): Assembly points vary by building and areas. There-
fore, it will be the responsibility of the SSC to determine the assembly point for each loca-
tion from the appropriate base representative.

Critique of Response and Followup

The SSC will evaluate the effectiveness of the emergency response and recommend proce-
dures for improving emergency response to the SSP approver. Followup activities include
notification of the injured person's personnel office within 24 hours of the injury. Incidents
of suspected overexposures will require the notification of CH2M HILL's medical consul-
tant and the injured person's occupational physician so that they may provide assistance and
relevant informatinn to the local hospital's emergency room physician.

Emergency Contacts

CH2M HILL Medical Consultant

Name: Dr. Kenneth Chase, Washington Occupational
Health Associates, Inc.

Phone: 202/463-6698 (8-5 eastern standard time)
202/463-6440 (after hours answering service; physician
will return call within 30 minutes)

CH2M HILL Director of Health and Safety

Name: Marty Mathamel/WDC
Phone: 703/471-1441
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* District Health and Safety Manager

Name: Allen Macenski
Phone: 714/250-5522

0 Health and Safety Plan Approver

Name: Mollie Netherland
Phone: 206/453-5000

* Radiation Health Officer

Name: George Stevens/ORO
Phone: 615/483-9032

* CH2M HILL/CVO Occupational Physician

Name: Corvallis Clinic
Phone: 503/754-1150
Address: Corvallis, Oregon

CH2M HILL/SAC Occupational Physician

Name: Dr. Patrick J. Clancy, ERGO Test and Diagnostic
Medical Group

Phone: 916/444-2717
Address: 2828 Q Street, Sacramento, CA

CH2M HILL/PDX Occupational Physician

Name: Dr. Kirby Griffin, Center for Occupational Health
Phone: 503/297-4411
Address: 9205 SW Barnes Road, Suite 103, Portland, OR

CH2M HILL Program Manager

Name: Starr Dehn/SAC
Phone: 916/920-0300

Client Contact

Name: Mr. Fran Slavich
Phone: 916/643-1250
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CH2M HILL Regional Manager

Name: Steve DeCou/SAC
Phone: 916/920-0300

Personnel Office

Name: Lynne Robertson/CVO
Phone: 503/752-4271

Name: Scott Olson/SAC
Phone: 916/920-0300

If an injury occurs, notify the injured person's personnel office as soon as possible after
obtaining medical attention for the injured. Notification MUST be made within 24 hours of
the injury.

CH2M HILL Director of Health and Safety for Waste Management and
Industrial Processes

Name: Marty Mathamel/WDC
Phone: 703/471-1441

* CH2M HILL Corporate Personnel Office

Name: Beth Brown/DEN
Phone: 303/771-0900

Health and Safety Attachments:

* Appendix Q: Form 311, Emergency Phone Numbers
0 Appendix R: Form 533, Record of Hazardous Waste Field Activity
0 Appendix S: Material Safety Data Sheets
0 Appendix T: Health and Safety Site Meeting Signature Page
0 Appendix U: Health and Safety, Subcontractor Activities

Distribution of approved plan:

Project Manager (responsible for distribution to team members and client)
Director of Health and Safety

Plan Approval

This site safety plan has been written for the use of CH2M HILL's employees and subcon-
tractors. CH2M HILL claims no responsibility for its use by others. The plan is written for
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the specific site conditions, purposes, dates, and personnel specified and must be amended
if these conditions change.

PLAN PREPARED BY: Robert Evangelista/SAC Date: 4/24/90
(name/office/home phone)

APPROVED BY: Jane Stansfield/DEN Date: 4/27/90
(name/office/home phone)

(Note to Preparer: SSPs for sites where the potential exists for exposure to ionizing
radiation require the approval of the Radiation Health Officer.)

MODIFIED BY: Calvin NolingWCVO Date: 6/26/92
503/752-4271

MODIFICATIONS
APPROVED BY: Mollie Netherland/SEA Date: 7/9/92

(206/453-5005)

0
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CH2M HILL Site Safety Plan Addendum No. 1

Note: This addendum pertains to work previously conducted and does not cover the activi-
ties that are currently being conducted. Consequently, no attachments or appendices to this
addendum are included.

The health and safety program for CH2M HILL personnel working at McClellan Air Force
Base (McClellan AFB) consists of a base site safety plan (SSP) and task-specific adden-
dums. The base SSP contains general information that applies to all or most areas of the
site. The base SSP contains: the project description, personnel responsibilities, site
hazards, personal protective equipment (PPE), air monitoring guidelines, site control, decon-
tamination procedures, and an emergency response plan. The task-specific addendums are
written to add additional information regarding the specific source areas and field activities.
The addendums not only define the specific field activities and team members, but they
contain changes or clarifications of the potential hazards, air monitoring requirements, PPE,
decontamination procedures, and emergency contacts. The addendums can be more or less
restrictive than the base SSP, depending on the type of filed activities being conducted.
Neither the base SSP or the addendums are stand-alone documents; both documents
contain important information and they must be used in conjunction with each other.

Client: McClellan Air Force Base
Project No.: SAC28722.19. Project Manager: Jerry Tracy/CVO
Field Task Manager: Dave Myers/CVO
Site Name: McClellan Air Force Base, Operable Unit (OU) D, Site S (see Figure 1-1 in
Section 1)
Dates of Field Visit: June through November, 1991
Overall Hazard: Low to moderate

Purpose of Field Visit: A soil vapor extraction (SVE) treatability investigation will be
conducted at Site S in OU D. Soil samples will be taken from borings drilled on the site,
and onsite headspace analyses will be conducted. Air permeability testing and SVE pilot
testing will be performed at the site.

Physical Hazards

Because the drilling and sampling activities will be taking place during the summer months
and PPE is being worn, heat stress is a major concern. See Attachment B to the base SSP
for detailed information on heat stress.

To help lessen the effects of heat stress, personnel will be acclimated prior to working in
extreme conditions. For nonacclimated workers in good physical condition, full acclimizat-
ion takes 4 to 5 days. Work schedule will be adjusted as necessary to take advantage of the
cooler, early morning hours. Provisions will be made to provide adequate lighting for

* predawn activities.
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The work/rest schedule, as outlined in Attachment B, will be followed. In addition, cooling
devices such as MSA's Core Control or Ice Chest Cooling Vest will be utilized, if neces-
sary. To determine the effectiveness of these work and engineering controls, heat stress
monitoring will be conducted when the ambient temperature is above 850 to 90'F.

Certain chemical substances will be provided by CH2M HILL to accomplish the field
work. In accordance with 20 CFR 1920.1200, Hazard Communication, Material Safety
Data Sheets for these products are included as appendixes.

Soil boring activities pose safety hazards to personnel in the immediate vicinity of the drill
rig. To protect personnel from overhead falling objects (i.e., bolts, wrenches, pieces of
pipe), hard hats must be worn in the immediate vicinity of the drill rig. Safety glasses are
also required to protect against flying projectiles that could be caused by hammering
fittings/connections and drive casings. No overhead powerlines or buried utilities are antici-
pated where the drilling is being conducted. Hearing protection (ear plugs) will also be
required when working around the drilling equipment.

Because sampling will take place on the top of the cap and near the wells in OU D, trip,
slip, and fall hazards are expected. During the rainy season (December to February), the
potential for slipping and falling is greater than during the drier months.

Chemical Hazards

The contamination at the site is confined to the soils and the underlying groundwater.
Because the site is covered with an impermeable, multilayer cap, the contaminated soil is
not expected to present a hazard at the site until disturbed by drilling activities.

In all areas of the site during drilling, the volatile organic compounds shown in Table I (not
presented) may be encountered in the soil at concentrations ranging from I to 100 ppm. In
addition, the compounds listed in Table 2 (not shown) have been detected in soils onsite at
levels less than 1 ppm. Except for 1,1,1-trichloroethane, all of these compounds can be
detected using a 10.2 eV photoionization detector (PID).

Semivolatile organic compounds detected in the soils at Site S include the chemicals in
Table 3 (not shown). These compounds would not be expected to volatilize, but exposures
could occur via inhalation of dust particles. At the concentrations that were detected in the
soils, exposures that would occur for dust concentrations below the nuisance dust level of
5 mg/m3 would be acceptable.

Cyanide was detected in soils on and near Site S at levels ranging from 13 to 33 ppm. The
permissible exposure limit (PEL) for cyanide is 5 mg/m3, so the acceptable level for cyanide
would not be exceeded for air particulate concentrations less than the nuisance dust levels.

Freon 113 has been detected at other waste sites within OU D, and there is a possibility that
it could be encountered during drilling activities in Site S. Freon 113 has a high ionization O
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potential (11.78 eV) and, therefore, cannot be detected with a photoionization detector. It
can be detected with an organic vapor analyzer (OVA). The PEL for Freon 113 is
1,000 ppm.

Because OU D contains bum pits used for transformer oils and chlorinated solvents, dioxin
could be present. Samples taken at another burn pit area on the Base indicates that the
dioxin levels are very low (less than 0.17 ppb). However, because the allowable exposure
level is also very low, it is possible that overexposures could occur at dust levels below the
detection limit of the mini RAM detector. Therefore, Level C must be worn when drilling
through the waste pit area, estimated to extend to 20 feet below ground surface.

Site Personnel: This Addendum adds site personnA as follows:

Starr Dehn/SAC Project Administrator/Observer
Jo Danko/CVO Project Engineer
Ken White Project Geologist
Dave Myers/CVO Project Engineer & Field Task Manager
Teresa Danovich/CVO Project Hydrogeologist
Barry Collom/CVO Field Technician/Level C SSC
Kevin Leary/PDX Project Hydrogeologist

Level of Protection:

. A: _ B: _ C: X D:X

Level C is required while drilling through the waste pit area. It is estimated that the first
20 feet of drilling will be completed in Level C, but the depth of the waste pit and other
action levels will dictate when Level C is worn. After the drilling has been completed in
the waste pit area the levels of protection will be determined based on the action levels
outlined in the base SSP and in this addendum. This addendum is not approved for work in
Level B.

Monitoring Equipment:

1. Explosimeter/0 2 meter. Monitoring frequencies and action levels outlined in the base
SSP will be used.

2. Mini-Rad. Monitoring frequencies and action levels outlined in the base SSP will be
used.

3. HNu. Monitoring frequencies and action levels outlined in the base SSP will be
used.

4. Vinyl Chloride Detector Tubes. Monitoring frequencies and action levels outlined in
the base SSP will be used.
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5. OVA The OVA will be used for the initial survey of each soil boring at the site to
check for the presence of Freon 113 and other compounds with ionization potentials
(IPs) above 10.2 eV. If during the initial survey it is determined that such com-
pounds are present, OVA monitoring will be completed during all drilling at that
location. If elevated readings are obtained on the OVA, it must first be determined
if the elevated readings are due to methane. If the OVA and HNu readings are the
same and explosimeter readings are not above background, the compounds being
detected are those with an IP below 10.2 eV and methane is not present. The action
levels for the HNu in the base plan will be followed.

If the OVA readings are elevated and are higher than the HNu readings, the differ-
ence may be due to methane or compounds which have an H' greater than 10.2 eV.
If the OVA and explosimeter readings indicate that methane is present, the explosi-
meter action levels in the base plan will be followed. If it is determine that the
elevated readings are not due to methane, the HNu action levels in the base plan will
be followed.

Addendum Written By: Kathy Brewer

Date: 4/12/91

Addendum Approved By: Mollie Netherland

Date: 4/22/91
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CH2M HILL Site Safety Plan Addendum No. 2

The health and safety program for CH2M HILL personnel working at McClellan Air Force
Base (McClellan AFB) consists of a base site safety plan (SSP) and task specific adden-
dums. The base SSP contains general information that applies to all or most areas of the
site. The base SSP contains: the project description, personnel responsibilities, site
hazards, personal protective equipment (PPE), air monitoring guidelines, site control, decon-
tamination procedures, and an emergency response plan. The task-specific addendums are
written to add additional information regarding the specific source areas and field activities.
The addendums not only define the specific field activities and team members, but they
contain changes or clarifications of the potential hazards, air monitoring requirements, PPE,
decontamination procedures, and emergency contacts. The addendums can be more or less
restrictive than the base SSP, depending on the type of field activities being conducted.
Neither the base SSP or the addendums are stand-alone documents; both documents
contain important information and they must be used in conjunction with each other.

General Information

Client: McClellan Air Force Base
Project No.: SAC28722.38
Project Manager: Jerry Tracy/CVO
Field Task Manager: Ken White/SAC

* Site Name: McClellan Air Force Base, Operable Unit (OU) D, Site S
Dates of Field Visit: June 1992 through May 1993
Overall Hazard: Low to moderate

Purpose of Field Visit: A soil vapor extraction (SVE) treatability investigation will be
conducted at Site S in OU D. Soil samples will be taken from borings drilled on the site
and SVE pilot testing will be performed at the site. Additional tasks will be conducted by
Terra Vac, a CH2M HILL subcontractor. See Appendix T for the Health and Safety Plan
that discusses Terra Vac's activities and the associated hazards.

Site Characteristics

The site characteristics are outlined in the base SSP.

Waste Characteristics

The waste characteristics are discussed in the base SSP.
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Hazard Evaluation

Physical Hazards

Temperature Extremes. Because some of the drilling and sampling activities will be
taking place during the summer months and PPE is being worn, heat stress is a major
concern. See the base SSP for detailed information on heat stress.

To help lessen the effects of heat stress, personnel will be acclimated prior to working in
extreme conditions. For nonacclimated workers in good physical condition, full acclimizat-
ion takes 4 to 5 days. Work schedule will be adjusted as necessary to take advantage of the
cooler, early morning hours. Provisions will be made to provide adequate lighting for
predawn activities. The work/rest schedule, as outlined in the base SSP, will be followed.
In addition, cooling devices such as MSA's Core Control or Ice C'.-st Cooling Vest will be
utilized, if necessary. To determine the effectiveness of these 'urk and engineering
controls, heat stress monitoring will be conducted when the ambient temperature is above
730F.

Other work during the SVE treatability study will take place during the cooler winter
months. Although Sacramento is not prone to frequent sub-freezing temperatures, cold
stress may be a concern. See the base SSP for detailed information on cold stress. To help
lessen the effects of cold stress, personnel should wear layered clothing and have a change
of clothing available onsite. If clothing becomes wet, it should be changed immediately.
Personnel should take breaks in a heated area and drink warm fluids, but avoid those
containing caffeine. They should avoid prolonged work when the wind chill factor is below
0°F and schedule a warmup break at least every 2 hours.

Soil boring activities pose safety hazards to personnel in the immediate vicinity of the drill
rig. To protect personnel from overhead falling objects (i.e., bolts, wrenches, pieces of
pipe), hard hats must be worn in the immediate vicinity of the drill rig. Safety glasses are
also required to protect against flying projectiles that could be caused by hammering
fittings/connections and drive casings. Loose clothing and long hair are prohibited in the
area immediately adjacent to the drill rig. No overhead powerlines or buried utilities are
anticipated where the drilling is being conducted, but location of buried utilities will be
verified prior to drilling. Hearing protection (ear plugs) will also be required when working
around the drilling equipment.

Trip, slip, and fall hazards are expected to be present especially during the rainy season
(December to February). Personnel will use care when working in wet or muddy areas. In
areas of extreme mud, pallets or similar devices will be used to reduce the slip and fall
hazards.

Hazards typically encountered at construction sites will be a concern at this site. These
include slippery ground surfaces, uneven terrain, holes/trenches, and operation of heavy
equipment. The basic safety apparel such as steel-toed shoes, hard hats, and safety glasses
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will be worn during all construction activities by all employees involved. Personnel will0 remain at least 2 feet from the edge of holes and trenches and will not enter any excava-
tions deeper than 4 feet unless properly shored or sloped in accordance with Cal-OSHA
regulations. Personnel will remain in visual contact with the equipment operator and will
remain outside of the equipment's working area.

Environmental Hazards

When weather conditions change, the Project Manager and the SSC will be responsible for
determining if work procedures can be performed safely. If engineering controls are
required to continue work, the procedures must be approved by the Site Safety Coordinator.

Noise Stress

Noise is defined as any undesirable sound. Excessive noise can destroy the ability to hear
and may put stress on other parts of the body including the heart. Prevention from exces-
sive exposure is the only way to avoid the health hazards of noise. Hearing protection will
be provided to employees who work within 25 feet of the drill rig; in arcas where conversa-
tions must be shouted at a distance of 3 feet. If it is anticipated that the 8-hour time weigh-
ted average (TWA) is 85 dbA or greater, monitoring is required. See the base SSP for
sound level monitoring action levels.

* Biologic Hazards

Venomous snakes and spiders may be found at this site. These cold-blooded animals are
likely to be found in sunny locations during cold weather. During warm days they will
most likely be found in shadow. Employees will be advised to take precautions. Long
pants (e.g., tyvek) and boots will be worn to help protect employees from these hazards.

Chemical Hazards

The contamination at the site is confined to the soils and the underlying groundwater.
Because the site is covered with an impermeable, multilayer cap, the contaminated soil is
not expected to present a hazard at the site until disturbed by drilling activities. Since the
site is covered with an impermeable, multi-layered cap, the contaminated soil is not expect-
ed to present a hazard during operation of the vacuum extraction system.

The primary hazard onsite is the possible release of potentially hazardous levels of volatile
organic compounds from soils as the result of soil disturbance activities. In general, the soil
contaminants have been shown to consist of various volatile and semivolatile organic
compounds. A list of expected compounds with exposure limits is detailed in Table 8-5.
Common symptoms of overexposure to compounds at the site are drowsiness, headache,
dizziness, loss of coordination, fatigue, tremors or irritation of the eyes, nose, or throat.
Compound-specific symptoms of overexposure are found in Table 8-5.
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Semivolatile organic compounds detected in the soils at Site S would not be expected to
volatilize, but exposures could occur via inhalation of dust particles. At the concentrations
that were detected in the soils, exposures that would occur for dust concentrations below the
nuisance dust level of 5 mg/m3 would be acceptable.

Although dioxins and furans were detected in several soil samples at Site S, no TCDDs or
TCDFs, the compounds of primary concern, were detected. The toxicity of the mixture of
isomers at the reported concentrations was calculated using EPA's I-TEF/89 2,4,7,8-tetrachl-
orodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) toxic equivalency methodology and factors. The highest
TCDD equivalent concentration calculated was 1.09 ppb, considerably less than the 10 ppb
threshold contaminant level for TCDD used under California law to define a hazardous
waste. However, because the allowable exposure level is also very low, it is possible that
overexposures could occur at dust levels below the detection limit of the mini RAM detec-
tor. Therefore, Level C must be worn when drilling through the waste pit area, estimated to
extend to 20 feet below ground surface. Samples collected below the waste pit which were
analyzed for dioxin did not contain detectable concentrations.

Certain chemical substances will be provided by CH2M HILL to accomplish the field
work. In accordance with 29 CFR 1920.1200, Hazard Communication, Material Safety
Data Sheets for these products are included in Appendix L.

Procedures

Site Personnel

The training requirements for the site personnel are identified in the base SSP.

Team Member/Office Responsibilities
Jo Danko/CVO SVE Technical Coordinator
Ken White/SAC Project Geologist & Field Task Leader
Barry Collom/CVO Field Technician/Level C SSC

Level of Protection

A: _ B: _ C: X D:X

Tables 8-6 and 8-7 outline the required personal protective equipment (PPE), and reasons to
up- and down-grade levels of protection, respectively. Table 8-8 outlines the potential
routes of exposure to contaminants.

Monitoring Equipment

1. Explosimeter/02 meter. Monitoring frequencies and action levels outlined in the base
SSP will be used.
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2. Mini-Rad. Monitoring frequencies and action levels outlined in the base SSP will be
* used.

3. HNu. The HNu with a 10.2 eV lamp cannot detect a variety of compounds, includ-
ing Freon 12, 1,1,1-TCA, 1,1-DCA, and methylene chloride, detected at the site.
Because of this limitation, the HNu with a 10.2 eV cannot be used as the sole
instrument for health and safety monitory. The HNu with a 11.7 eV lamp or an
OVA will be used. If the HNu with an 11.7 eV lamp is used, follow the action
levels in the base SSP. (If the OVA is used, see OVA monitoring requirements
below.)

4. Vinyl Chloride Detector Tubes. Monitoring frequencies and action levels outlined in
the base SSP will be used. If there is a color change in the detector tube, Level B
protection is required unless laboratory analysis indicates that vinyl chloride is not
present.

5. OVA. The OVA will be used for the initial survey of each soil boring at the site to
check for the presence of compounds with ionization potentials (IPs) above
10.2 eV. If during the initial survey it is determined that such compounds are pres-
ent, OVA monitoring will be utilized during all drilling at that location. If elevated
readings are obtained on the OVA, it must be determined if the elevated readings are
due to methane. This can be determined by using a charcoal filter provided with the
OVA. The action levels in the base SSP will be followed.

Emergency Response Plan

This section is addressed in the base SSP.
Emergency Contacts

This section is addressed in the base SSP.

Plan Approval

Addendum Written By: Calvin Noling/CVO

Date: 6/29/92

Addendum Approved By: Mollie Netherland/SEA

Date: 7/9/92
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Section 9
Residuals Management

Soil

Drill cuttings from the soil borings will be temporarily stored onsite in rolloff bins and/or
55-gallon drums. Two grab samples from each bin or one from every 10 drums will be
collected at the conclusion of each sampling period (pre-operation, mid-operation, and post-
operation soil investigations) and analyzed in accordance with the toxicity characteristic
leaching procedure (TCLP), and for total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) (EPA Method
8015/8020), and aquatic toxicity (EPA/600/4-90/027). Samples will also be tested for com-
parison with total threshhold limit concentration ('ITLC). The analytical data will be used
to determine the identification and disposition for the waste stream. Ultimate disposition of
the drill cuttings will be handled by McClellan AFB.

Sample Designation

The rolloff bins will be labeled to enable cross referencing of the soil samples with rolloff
bins.

The station code for soil characterization samples will be CHAR for characterization. The
sample code will consist of a dash (-) followed by a sequential sample number beginning
with 01. The letters A and B will be used to designate pairs of grab samples collected from
a single bin.

Example: CHAR-OIA (soil characterization, Bin No. 1, first grab sample)
CHAR-03B (soil characterization, Bin No. 3, second grab sample)
CHAR-04 (soil characterization, drum, grab sample)

Water

Waste liquids generated during the drilling program will consist of water used for decon-
tamination of drilling/testing equipment and personnel. Water will also be generated in the
air/water separator during operation of the pilot system. CH2M HILL will coordinate
handling and disposal of the wastewater at the on-base wastewater treatment plant.
Wastewater will be temporarily held onsite until it can be disposed.

Solid Waste

Disposable materials contaminated during the sampling operations (e.g., tyveks, booties,
gloves, teflon tubing) will be placed in plastic bags for disposal. Ultimate responsibility for
the disposal of the accumulated materials will lie with McClellan AFB.
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Carbon canisters used for soil gas treatment during the soil gas sampling will be disposed of
offsite by a CH2M HILL subcontractor. McClellan AFB will be listed as the generator of
this waste.

9
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Section 10
* Reports

In addition to the Work Plan, the following reports are required for Phases II and III of the
SVE treatability investigation:

Data Management Manual-refer to Section 7 for discussion of this docu-
ment.

Operations and Maintenance Plan-This report will provide operating and
maintenance data for the process equipment, valves, and instrumentation.
Startup and shutdown procedures, including automatic shutdown features for
the catalytic oxidation system, will also be included.

Pilot System Evaluation Final Report-This report will summarize the
sampling and analytical data and other information obtained during the SVE
treatability investigation. Estimates will be made of the mass of contami-
nants removed during the pilot test and the degree of biodegradation in the
waste pit and the intermediate zone. The impact of hot air enhancement will
be evaluated, and the overall SVE system evaluated considering implementa-
bility, cost, mass of contaminants removed, and adherence to ARARs.
Recommendations will be made as to the full-scale implementation of SVE
at OU D and other McClellan sites.

Monthly Operations Reports-Monthly operations reports will be piepared
during those months the pilot system is in operation. The reports will sum-
marize operational data gathered during the field test such as extraction well
offgas concentrations, total mass of contaminants removed, destruction effi-
'ency of the catalytic oxidizer, and discussion of any system shutdowns.

The Work Plan, the Pilot System Installation and Site Characterization Summary Report,
and the Pilot System Evaluation Final Report will oe submitted in a three-stage approach as
follows:

* Working draft copy for internal review by McClellan AFB
* Draft copy for regulatory agency review
* Formal written response to agency review comments on the draft copy

The Data Management Plan, Operations and Maintenance Manual, and the monthly
Operations Reports will be submitted to McClellan AFB as internal documents. No agency
review of these documents is planned. A draft copy will be submitted initially for
McClellan AFB review, followed by a final copy that incorporates the review comments.
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Section II
* Schedule

A copy of the current project schedule is shown on Figure 11-1. The Phase II work began
in February with the preparation of the draft data management plan and will continue
through April 1993 with submission of the response to review comments for the Installation
and Site Characterization Technical Memorandum. At that time, it is anticipated that the
Phase III effort (operation of the pilot system and analysis of the resultant data) will be
under contract and in progress.

A list of Phase 1I deliverables and their contractual deliverable dates is shown in
Table 11-1.
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Table 11-1
SVE Schedule

Deliverable Due Date

Draft Copy-Data Management Plan March 20, 1992

Final Copy-Data Management Plan April 15, 1992

Working Copy-Work Plan (w/SAP,etc.) April 16, 1992

Draft Copy-Work Plan (w/SAP,etc.) May 8, 1992

Agency review comments June 8, 1992

Draft Copy-O&M Plan May 11, 1992

Final Copy-O&M Plan July 30, 1992

Responses to agency review comments on Work Plan July 17, 1992

Working Copy-Bioventing Performance Report TBD

Draft Copy-Bioventing Performance Report TBD

Agency review comments-Draft copy Bioventing Performance TBD
Report

Response to agency review comments on draft copy Bioventing TBD
Performance Report

Working Copy-Pilot System Evaluation Report TBD

Draft Copy-Pilot System Evaluation Report TBD

Agency review comments on draft copy Pilot System Evaluation TBD
Report

Response to agency review comments on draft copy Pilot TBD
System Evaluation Report

TBD = To be determined.
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Section 12

Management and Staffing

Overall project responsibilities for the basewide RI/FS are presented a,d described in the
existing IRP Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP). The specific responsibilities relating
to the SVE treatability investigation are described below.

CH2M HILL Project Staff

CH2M HILL has overall responsibility for all phases of the SVE treatability investigation.
Some of the work will be subcontracted, including drilling, analytical testing, and assistance
with in situ permeability testing. CH2M HILL will perform project management and coor-
dinate all subcontracted efforts, as well as prepare the design of the pilot-scale SVE system
and all project reports related to the treatability investigation.

Table 12-1 shows key CH2M HILL project team members and their responsibilities.

Project Management

Mr. Starr Dehn is the Program Manager for all CH2M HILL work at McClellan AFB. He
is responsible for the contractual aspects of all CH2M HILL projects at McClellan AFB,
and provides coordination and continuity among the various projects. Mr. Dehn is located
in CH2M HILL's Sacramento, California, office.

Mr. John Lucero is thc Subprogram Manager for work at McClellan AFB. He is responsi-
ble for the administrative aspects and coordination of CH2M HILL's activities within OU
D.

Mr. Jerry Tracy is the Project Manager for the Soil Vapor Extraction Treatability Invertiga-
tion at Site S. He is responsible for managing the daily project activities and ensuring ,hat
the project objectives are met. Mr. Tracy is located in CH2M HILL's Corvallis, Oregon,
office where the specific design activities will be conducted.

Mr. Joseph Danko is the Technical Coordinator for the project. He is responsible for coor-
dinating the implementation of soil vapor extraction technology to the project-specific
conditions. He is also responsible for coordinating analytical testing and in situ air perme-
ability testing requirements and ensuring that the designated QA procedures are followed.
Mr. Danko is located in CH2M HILL's Corvallis, Oregon, office.
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Table 12-1
Project Staffing and Organization

Responsibility Team Member/Location/Phone #
McClellan Program Manager Starr Dehn/SAC/X-296

McClellan Sub-Program Manager John Lucero/RDD/X-3285

Project Manager Jerry Tracy/CVO/X-3562

SVE Technical Coordinator Jo Danko/CVO/X-3527

Assistant Project Manager and Data Coordi- Calvin Noling/CVO/X-3599
nator

Data Management Mary Camarata/CVO/X-3539

Data Validation Donna Morgans/CVO/X-3500

Vadose Zone Transport Processes Fritz Carlson/RDD/X-3332

Field Team Leader (Borings) Ken White/SAC/X-236

Community Relations and Permitting Issues Pamela Beekley/SAC/X-292

Contracting Issues Tom McCubbins/SFO/X-2259

Notes: SAC = Sacramento, CA, office, phone #: 916/920-0300.
RDD = Redding, CA, office, phone #: 916/243-5831.
CVO = Corvallis, OR, office, phone #: 503f752-4271.
SFO = San Francisco, CA, office, phone #: 510/652-2426.

Mr. Calvin Noling is the Assistant Project Manager and Data Coordinator for the SVE
Treatability Investigation. He will assist the project manager in executing the project tasks.
As data coordinator, Mr. Noling will be responsible for overseeing data entry and reporting
operations and ensuring that only validated data are used for project decisionmaking.
Mr. Noling is located in CH2M HILL's Corvallis, Oregon, office.

Key Staff

Ms. Mary Camarata is Data Manager for the project. She is responsible for developing the
Data Management Plan and ensuring that the plan is consistent with IRPIMS. She is also
responsible for coordinating the format of data deliverables from the subcontractors.
Ms. Camarata is located in CH2M HILL's Corvallis, Oregon, office.

Mr. Ken White is the Field Team Leader. He will supervise CH2M HILL staff during the
fieldwork and coordinate the activities of the field subcontractors. Mr. White is located in
CH2M HILL's Sacramento, California, office.
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Ms. Donna Morgans is the Data Validation Coordinator. She is responsible for reviewing
the analytical data and validating that the data meets the QC objectives of the project. Her
review and documentation of the analytical data occur before the data is released for use by
other members of the project team. Ms. Morgans is located in CH2M HILL's Corvallis,
Oregon, office.

Ms. Mollie Netherland is responsible for development of the health and safety plan adden-
dum. She is also responsible for ensuring that the health and safety procedures are under-
stood by the field team leader for implementation at the project site.

Project Organization

An organization chart identifying the individuals responsible on the SVE project is present-
ed in Figure 12-1.
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Section 13

Community Relations

CH2M HILL will continue to provide support to the ongoing community relations program
as it applies to Phase II of the SVE treatability investigation. It is anticipated that these
activities will include the following tasks:

Preparation of Fact Sheets for public distribution. The Fact Sheets will
present updated information regarding the scope, design, and installation of
the pilot-scale system. It is anticipated that up to three Fact Sheets may be
prepared during the Phase II effort.

Preparation of visual aids for Technical Review Committee meetings, to
assist in updating the public and the regulatory agencies on the status of the
SVE treatability investigation.

The community relations support activities will occur intermittently over the course of the
project.

0
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PRO.JECT 'A~s~ ----- zw5-ILCy LOCATION - :Z 3.

ELEVATION - DRILLING CONTRACTOR ::.:4.ScAE-[

DRILLING METH$OD AND EGUIPMENT A~E55 IL -:C 0.O 3

WATER LEVELS 2/9'START -C6/`2'91 '00 FINISH 126/'4/91 072i5 -LOGGER < .*1E

5 m SOTL ZESCRIPr:GN :MEr

* ~ ~ ~ 3oLS- 5 30L NAME. JSCS G;r.UP SyMeCIL.0L 0  ~:c.:::
MG'STJRE CONTENT. ;EL,17:VE ZENSV' f5. -=~ CN:'IC-. S0:1- z7Pu --'5- PINS:S:GY %c:ShMNAc

N) A4E;L2Yz iN jS7

~ ~ :-.. ~Ajszart Am9 K'e 3 l.252 ar:
~ottlec crown' and grav. Ivy. nedu1::mo e1* e,fine sarc. oottcrr -6.' 7.> zfCPL~ frfagt. I ~

I ~GRACE0 SZAND A'i7-~ S:L7 to S:,Y SAND
S5 S 24.S R- M) to (SM, 3:lar 'o 5-53. -o nas

oIiv m~ate-al arta sotac me tal

liower 'ddice sieeve (S7-.O:wood
fragments and soil.. oottom sleev'e

l.i.5:POCPLf GRADE:) SAND mITr4 Ol
I SIL? (SP-SM). similar to aoove Out oily3-9-1-25 rtd itt' ood ragmnts. strong odor !D=20P

20 POORL GRADED SAND WITH SILT to
SILTY SAND iSP-SM to SM). orown,
:-oarse micaceouis. coarse to fine sand. P! 90 30M~mostly fine. uccer sleeves (20.5') have

s-s~ 7-2!-26-50 1 oily sneen. odor -

"1 dirill :ut sarnoier Note: .ayv rilate'ial,a'm

z .:oe' sleeves ilay ~ave -it) Ocwr to
:ower Th~ccle sleeve !z23.5'2410.0 200PLY - o~.ef sleeves -- crocss oiante
3GRAOEO SAND mlITiH 5L7 SP-Sm). similar 'r:ll ou, samcier. dIriier says 'eeis ike

-Ito aoove. Below (24.0'-24.5): wELL Cood on Olt since it 3nils nr~ar Out cr~ves
75-19-214-6 GRACED SANG (SPI. ye~owisrm gray, dr y. easy1=

9-5 -.nostly fine sand. noticeaole odor TD 3 95 20 14

25 PGORL 3RAOEDSjjD Sp), *;ray. ry12' oiiioug at'10:fUicrflev25iu -o fof i'Cneda. endk Of tito (2 7,0, P!0 >485 ;PM o oo'sev

oosioi SILT (ML;

I i S57)

270SANDY SIL' tML), olive gray, Iry. line 2.10 30m

29.3 * 66-3C~C/4 sanc. aminatea. some very fineC sand

ii' na



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUmeER

W SOIL BORING LOG

ELEVATION - ~ LOCATION

ELEVATION ~~~~ ORILLING CONTRACTOR ~ .0..\. ~ :

DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT 3c:. -31 :R:L'_ q't. - c -CL1Z!3 :3=yAGý

WATERLEVES ~ ' STRT ~I(2,9i -FINISH M/!4,'q! -'7Z LOGGER .- :-

-'E'U 11tL A4E. JSCS .BRCUP SYMBOL. _OLCR. -~ ~ r 2-
147ELR C'N 'I

cm n zEANEýAL-O3jY AN1.. .N S 7 -A -- N N

POCRLý GRAOE,3SAf iSI'C17 fv
Igray sitf a re oiacx ýMn?)) streaK s.

= 2-55 I~ ~ ~ ~ sligrt!y moist, moiaceous, ~esn
12 I5 Siesn

70 (3- - 30 :S N YSI M ) s 1DL

____e Doto 3_51___I

aooe. otom seeves (3i.o.
I .13.0O-34.5'): 5IL7V SAND ; 'SM). otive
IGray wMtm some lmmite calcareous ~

~ !1-25-42-30 i streags. tdry, fine sand
(72)

35~ 35 ~~SILTY SAND (SM). similar to aoove. Dottorn vziler says augering faste' now, t0'
of drive snoe (37.0): SANDY LEAN CL.AY 0min -.a grease ig. z10 -20 =
(CL). olive gray, silgritty moist. fine sana

SANC LEN CLY t SANDY :SIL7 ýCL to :5!5 s1 .scec, '-2" iig r, -cer sieeve

40%#) aliv gray *3R ry tAN )sit.grty. 1101.5t,

-Cu !o hiri sa-2-soe25-2s/amn

r~~~O 42 3  RLY'GRACE9 SAND fSP). 31i7Yt *2

.(17

40POL RCD AO(Pgay y 1 P



-PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER

S- SA:972.'.

SOIL. aORING LOGC

PROJET ~rA ~ - ~A~IL: ~LOCATION A-

ELEVATION -~~ '51DRILLING CONTRACTOR ':::LN. r
DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT _'-C@:L=E ý-3 :PILL ;113. 3- ENC4 -401_.21v STEM4 ALý'ER

WATER LEVELS -2START 06/'2!91 1010 FINISH 061/1~ LOGGER [
- SIMPLE3iQ~D ISOIL 0ESCP!PTICN OMN

E~EJ;A7:CNL
z 507OL NAIME. LSCS GROUP SYNISCL. L.

-~~~ ~ ~ 40MISTURE CONTzENT. RE;LA7IVE "ENSiTY CAN.:aL c5 5I
-- . OR -CNSS TENCY. SOIL S_-7qCTUPE. : NG~I10 LOSS

7=m-7S~ AND :NS7uE14--::'L~u zN) 41NEALOGY

I ucooer middle sleeve ý45.0*-45.3'): SILTY-=
SAND tSM). '2!ive ggray. fine sand. 3elow

8-lzS c 0-21-50/4- 1 45.3'-46.3 ): SANDY SIT7 (ML) alive gray
I(50/4'1 wan some Fe~x mottling. Cry. fine sand.

root (?) rioles1

05-,g eng~ne nn orvrxt:.
t' "eck. Z60C 5ýril Su* samole'

SSANDY SILT (ML) similar tO 30ave. weith plO 10 P1

I layers at SILTY SAND (SM)

* I '9-SS 12 -3-5/

-10-950/43 4-6% S10

50011

Soily arites romyr SANDY SILT ano SILT =7 05 9M
SLYSAND (ML to SM). iias t aoove. oliveo

21-S 13 58-6 rAY (CL). alive grotting.dyie sand.

77--
CSILTYf SAND ;5 ~ M). olsv gayoe -t o srai~ = c =

21-of 1.3x 80 CA Cry, ohvaeogra. fine sand . in

(92)

55 . SI~21OLTY SRAND SMN. OiivC gra~y ýwlh sras -~ C
i ofFeOx drynin. Cryhmiaceous. so ne orsa nd,

22-55)~ýioto SA.5 5-'-4-5 S(DK). n SL CL

570 5-1 -_ __ 40-0 aiega4ims~ & otig "y

ýexsanndrmccas ine sand.

CGIGm15 -9SCSNYSI MI



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER

V SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT A N~ -%;: 22E ~ ~ ~ LOCATION

ELEVATION C'.AQO RILLING CONTRACTOR =c"LDX3AA~\~

DRILLING METHOD AND3 EQUIPMENT '4CBIL=- 3-6! :P!L.t ;:G. 4--NC'-- -40LLOW ST2N4 ILGEz

WATER LEVELS 102.1 06/14/91 START 06/1291 2010 FINISH 06/14/91 )7,5 LOGGER

5AMP SCAP 5L 2E5:C0q1't0CN 'M iT

0 u- PEE'.A10N!
IJ .u ESUL"'S I S0:L NAME. USCS GRCUP SYMEOL. COLCR. E 5 * N q03 '3R :JN7E2Nr, ZE~:v ENSU1 --

*u D- (N; 'ANEPAL'ýGy ~~ N~~N~

'elwn rw.0 YR 5/4* dry. 'micaceous.
i fine sand, too of lower m1iadie sleeve

4 I6-921-5 61.0): CLAYEY BANC (SC). yeflowisn
2~i-S~l (56) jwn. c~ry. fine sand ;~o ý62.OIý POORLY

GRACEfl :ANC A17`4 SILT (SP-BSM) =3

iI 'ZTIL7Y BAND tSm). olive, S Y~ i/3, nry
"7icaceous. -ne send: graces downward
(64.0') to ýOCRLY GjRAOEfl BANC (S)

Dale ýrown. '0 YýR 6/3, Cry, ,edm e
215 -3: 5 .5 36'-5 sand. mostly fine

65OO0RLY GRADED SAND 5SP). oaie orown, 09:CC orcciems Aih Airenie. :ontir'ue
Iy miaeos coarse to fine sandl, I 55-26 P:C 32 Ppk

37.2~~osl I __________

POORLY '%RACE: S-AND (SP). similar t: C9i5 35-2 mlrelire 3rgiing~ ..tb 5al'c

aoove ouc no c.oarse rraction 'ne ~ 4;=,

27-55 2.0 -18-29-31
(60)

70 F21 OORLY 3RACE-0 SAND ISP). similar to -~ -~3 m
aoove. ligmt :irown. dry, micaceous. fine
sand

end 6/13/91

:)CRPLY GR;ACEO SAND iSP). similar to start 6/14/91. '3!5 :ont~nue ~i~
aoove. ýottom ower middle sleeve r4 j2~
-rown wa crown =-Ox mottling, 10 (P 13/3.

ý'95 .7 1-24 -25-29 7O ~4.4'- 17 5 ): ocottom two ncnes
~54) :nanie to SF-3-m corderline SP-SM/SH

74 j



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER
s aC 1 371 2.'9.233/E-2 .

SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT -v A l~V~~v...LOCATIDN -Z -= -

ELEVATION -p :~E ~~DRILLING CONTRACTOR 2L - -'"G A~MN.C

DRILLING METHOD AND EOUIPMENT <271LE 3-31 ]PILL- q1G. 3-*NCi- -(0L'.Ow 74 .1 AUC.E

WATER LEVELS 102-5. 36//91 START 06/12!9 010~ FNS 06/14/91 07 OGE < ýQ

z~~-FNS --__________ NEAEC
Ir S7%CR ~ L 05~Pr1,

tui 5 SOIL ~~~~~NAME. 'JCS5CuP Sý8L C3R E0- -A:G P?-N --MOSTUEZNTTNT. REL ATIvE 7ENSITY Z; SI i ~ ~ OI5,L. RING i-
Q=_= 'A I -% E6 :RZNIECY AC LOC'.!E G

.r~e'aye'e-': -1L. -- c 30-. z~;. r g:i. - .. z~
I '~~~(L), olive gray wi1th orown e-Ox iottling. Y,,.O* 30Q~

t35S 16 620-iO/4j cry, notica dii ocr ow cry strength out
a fw lyer wih hghdry s-trength may D

I 504) =AN C, AY (CL). lower miactce sleeve
6.3 ___ _________ 7.-53:CLAYEY SANC (SC), fine

I sand

-7,z
SANDY -*EAN CLAY/CLAYEY SAND 0415 stoc, lcr:Ie~s nta 'eve! C.

(CL/SC). mottled ligh~t alive orown and irilling out samoler !aKing 3 nie '0

alive gray, dry, fine sandc wi ng ,jo cuttings,.C-. = !!8
31-55 2. 6 -19-28-30 1

(58)

80 SLYSAND (SM).gens gray wihhara time cleaning cuttings 'ram "ofe
whirrte carocnate (?) nodules, dry, fine

sad e ery r-ad fragments may oe 1 08 PPM

4 LEAN CLAey 4(CL) laminae it

31-1

SIL)Y SAND ýSM), similar to aoove ( : C a -4

8 ooef middle sleeve (8.'.Too. SIL7 P10 *36 =4
wITH SAND (ML). olive Orown with ;eOx
stains: Bottom (86.01: POORLY GRACED
SAND wITH SILT ISP-SM). gray, Cry. rine

* 8_618_21_35 sandJ. Lower mniddle sleeve ý36.Q'-86.51:(56) PCORLY GRADEO SAND ImITH SILT to
-100ALY GRADED SAND SF- SM to SP,I . Dottom sleeve: too ý86.61: 50ORLY

I37 0 GRADED SAND (SP). light prawn. dry, fine
- -~ sandc zottom of sleeve is finer grained: '

375 I ottom (86.8'). SANCY SILT (ML). similar
37.5 to too of ,ooer miricle sleeve, tip (8.0'):

I 0CRLY GRACED SAI.0 (SP), light grayL
Vih e~x stains, ci .1, fine sanc

.Coer three sleeves (87.5-39.01: . =6

135-53 1 .6 12-'-9-20 . O00Lf GRACEO SAND iSP). 3S -n tio af
I ( 29) 24-55. Bottom sleeve n8.'5.( 's3 ottom 6'. ~s ' tr

IS3L7Y SAND 1 'SM). ýrown. mo~st. ierv strong n coeer 3iee.es
59I 5.cacecus. fine sand



PROJECT NUMeER SOPING NUMeER
m --1.Q.- SOIL BORING LOG

F PROJECT -~' ~s~E'S2 ~LOCATION
ELEVATION O<A RILLING CONTRACTOR ~ ~ :CA~

ORILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT M0S:L- 5-6 : T'. . 3 S-7NC, 4 L~ EM~~

WATER LEVELS '~ ~START '01 29I 0 FINISH ' ~~---LOGGER
3C S A"Ap I-E 1A P SCL IESCqIP'rCN

_ .ENET;.A7C0Ni

cc~ SOIL NAME. USCS G;CuR 3emeCL. (=L' R. ~ ~.. ~ i--

L) <I57PE CC.N7=EN7 RE-_A:VE ZENS:7-.-n-v.-
.~ -~ NSENCz'. S-ILC

_ :oer54 sieeveS 77 5~. -A

SAND 5'SMl olive orown. Toist -,o 3II;n:iy
I et. fine sano Delow -92.0-'2;: =ANDY

SILT (ML), olive olive gray itri ýeOx
1. s?!79 airiing., cry, frie saria. low rystrengt?.

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND )CLI. :iqt -ilivC PT'7
g~ray mith withi Fe0x soots. ýocaily :00*x !s

I -n layers, cry, fine sand, soil s :aminared.
r: strengti' varies from moderate !C

37-3ýý-.o 5-6-14-22 mard. mayoe CL-M4L

37g 5 2..(6

95 ; AT CLAY W17H SAND (CH). olive gray P:0 - 320 P04
th FeOx mottling, noist, coarse to tine

sano Sotoom two sleeves )60~ )
CLAYEY to S1L> SZAND SC to SM). alive

38-SS: 2.0 I 938 gray, dry. rine sand

o~ANOY SIL7 ML). gree'nisr, ~ray. cr. ne

sand. '0. :ry strengtm. rorn '_,4,14y _AN- 2 P

7~ ~ %A~Y (CL) :aye's ^ Z%
.0 2-3- 8-11

39-SS .o (17)

100 e ~crsev 3~ .Sacoac ::" :eeve
joe lee(l00.X-iO0.S); similar to 7N11 ;t kM

39-55. Seiow ('00.E-'102.0't: Varies 'ram
SANDY LEAN CL -AY to CLAYSY SANC 'CL

a 3-214-23 to SC). ignt Drown. oecoming more moist
.0Iq Ae---3 ar Doptorm. finle sand

'02.50_ ____

LIuocer sleeve (02.5'-l02,'.Bsim~ilar: 2 !C 24 PPM

an rw e2.nt.0ceu. Cn:I~c e c':~c~0PLY SRCEj SAN 1S) ct3:;aamoie' s met. -mo 'iz--~~

5 -12 -8022 sandc consruotncr .ý ýC -

'045__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

E -No CF 30OPING 47'C 045, 15/14191 0 ZC - "t0oon Zaton C
7r.;anic ar



PROJECT NUMeER BORING NUMBER

SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT : N'~eL'~LCTO

ELEVATION -/ORILLING CONTRACTOR , I :ý P:_'' ý

ORILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT "lCi:lE 3-31 :ýL: 0 5-I C- _ý S EM4AE

WATER LEVELS '21 22SAR/'-91 ~ ~ NSH-' ' CGE --

M -j L' S o ! 1 A E. -, c " 5 2 L.C U S ̀  9 0.C ~ .s ~ c : .

"clven geo:ex"'(e at ;5

2.5
CL ,Y 'C -C") ~ri-e t

I rminant orarce iozUnflg. tv. 'arc,

5 5.2 ~~~~~~~CLAYEY 3RAVEL 'CC;. :)jn sogntly - S~~lf~S'Ce~~~~~~ 2
ho~st. verj :en~se, -nass~ve, Vriler sat ,ct Zcj(h'cCK :ae-11

* - . ;v~I saa5"!' -,iizure

7,( TlC M.eowlsr or 'Cis.

oe.r y erise. massive. 111)e~l miner3iogy,

3--2-3 -Iiatertai very Iark grayisr~orowrt. 10 ýR I
!3-13 - 2 " 3/2, with oromrmant 'ouncec ::a, Ot5

(52) fir materiai CLA1E SAND Sý :

10
soil stained ~'!e' and :ýiacx

contaminants. some orang,,e 'nottes.
- - '-3--4 niercieddcea coarser aro ;;ner grained

3-2 -41n~ras DUrn. AC00 311C 4I3SS 3t 2C.5 95

51VSAN '3),;reesr *;rsv, 7cist.L Cd~~Telum Sandj. iassive, sog~trig zar

__ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ 
I



- PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBERf

- ~SOIL BORING 'LOGf

PROJECT ' Z' ; S-EA : : LOCATICN -�

ELEVATION 2-22Lll 2 DRILLING CONTRACTOR ~ :~i.o 'E" 0O

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT 'C:E-6 -:c-(-CLZ'v ::7:m ~
WATER LEVELS q O: -67 ~START 0ý6/14/ 9 03CO0 FINISH _e/&7'g 'CC LOGR '~ 0 cv

MIL"~L cz -: NA E ,JSCS 3PCUP 3"k4SCL, :COLOP.

U o:ýS7,; _PE N7EN7. -`ELA: ES" ý.:0-
=<-* 6 -.17:jC' :0Li-E. - Nc:'.

''j_' -- :( 6 [G

icaon - aooas to -ne 'rm B ranti acoeiance 5-ri 250

013CRLY GSANO SAND olive. Ol'5/.sive, v 10 saoesil icirdsrn dr

moist. 1micaceous. strong ocor. si~gntiy acooears 'o :)e 'rom granitic oare~t
sticky, and sligritly olastic .Anen 4ettea. Material. sand ;rains gettn- 4re, at 2

SIL':Y -,AND ýSM). olive. z. 5/ o~st. strzng idor, some aIscoicratian I
'o ::oarse sand. 7icaceous Wks cnaiat,0 5 0

-ml. accears :o ce "am grant
:)arent 'material or gneiss

POORLY GRADED SAND (SP). yellowism strong od(or, some aiscoloration rom
Drown. 10 YR 5/4. mnoist, mnedium to very jcontaminants. ai'i' - leaves Ojtlc:ýcratjri~
coarse sandl, grading coarser i~owara. ^on gloves, nigm n mlica granitic :arer't
noncemented. from 24' to 25' acout :0% llate,'al. P10 - 2C :.m

- '~o ~ 26-29-36 42 gravel

POORL 3RADCE0 AND tSP) gracing mIii odCor. )ut ;)iat. :oarser 5ancs

-: 7 !9 2-,-5/ coarse. clayey sand. olive gray S '5/2.

19224051/4 sligntly sticxy anc sligritly olastic wnen25
I ~ /4") metted

gray to Dale Drown. 5 Y 5/2 'o 10 IP !/3,'n ad ~gt' tcyadSir"
olastic Arlen avetteri

29~~~)3 9 -1l6~@



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER
S:a C ̂ 97 2.9 3 3 ~

SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT I;Z :Z%,- LOCATION Z- ,E

ELEVATION O .'~~ RILLING CONTRACTOR - :

DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT m~:- 3-'31 2PIL' ;"G. 5-:NCH _-4L'0 STCiv i('

WATER LEVES C2.c. -START 06/'4/91 02C0 3IIS 10'7/91 '1 LGR~EA' :Nc:

U uJ E--.- S 7 ZOL NAN4E, uSCS '_P0UP SYM8ECL. :0L2C.-_-,.
= -CO I01S;RE C^N7SN. -ýý4_V :E\NST7 H=.-:~- ~:~

- Z Z. M:E;A~?'~ .AN- .. NS7zLMEN,7L..2.
-j -AN=LGi

m cn <

r'ne 3ard. cormmon ::ay skins. 3ligntly acus~nne :eoo'sis - :rgn ~::ag
Isticky WCd sligrtlY oIastic Ameni wettec. mottles iner ia 'cria -' s cc

T9/ assive Structure oar~ng to ve'y line :~

ICLýAYEY SAND (SC). ;ray. To yr 6p' !2.i' sorre ;'Ie'%. 0:C = C
to 2.5%. Drown, '0 YR 5/3, 22.5' :o 22
Iry. line sarid. li'gritty Sticky and siigntly'

'5-55 2.0 3~a5O zast~c Amren wettei. massive

35 C'LAYEY SAND (SC). orown, !0 vR 4/3.
dry. medium sand, ary, ;)ecs extrem1ely
hiard. massive. 7;ades :o SIL7Y SAND

*~-~ 20 0-424-56 (SM) trrm 36' to 37', olive, 5 Y 5/3

:ýA' SANG 'SCI ;rades 29.0' and 29.5'
*to S1L7Y :ANO iSM Ali lectm. :;ayey

-'sand. :ron 10 Y9 5/3. dry. oeds very -
hard, Slightly Sticky and sligritly :Nastic

2.0 *S-7-2250 when wet. well develooed clay skins. Silty i **
I'83) sand: olive ;ray, 5 y 5/2. Aellic

-4I

40 ______ 1- SIL7Y SANG :SM) gracing to PCORLi` 460.4
* :PACE: SAND (SPf, color varies 'omr 3live

tOIignt g-ray to y/ellowvish~ Drawn. sjity 3arid
has meit-ceveicoe<; cay skins, line sand.

-~~~ I-840 58/j F0 taverea At., "ne sand

POORLY GPACEO SAND ýSPI. olive, 5 :e-2x iitanS 3nd ýote nqe occ.,
L5/3. mo0ist, very 0ime San'd. mnieCd ý1[j jCC =0

W milmeraiagy itm fine mnica. ma~ssve. :)ottcrn
31 o 5 ir n s : ic~ '.o 1'4 t 4 5*) SiL '

2.0 C S 7 S-NG ýSM). 3htysticky 3nd3 ilightly
' .52) olastic Amen -ettec

W4



- PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER r- SAC=9TC.92.'2 IES -'CA 5-E

-SOIL BORING LOG I

PROJECT ... ... LCCATION "E - -PEA C

ELEVATION D DRILLING CONTRACTOR =_.E-; :•:N_. SAC•,.E , C.

DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT 1,CB'LE n_-61 C-ILL.. :;G. i-NC;" -.CL',] S M 'A.2E
WATER LEVELS . l iSTART 1 1 PINISM , ,/9 • CC LOGGER <- E5Y "° C"NC v -

> "'C- C iG=TR OTNT _LT', SCNILTSCRIP1,.NG .:_Jf. _ASNSI

CljPE z7J'L-S 350L NJAME. USCS 3RCLP SMSCL. % FCS:N. t.':G

- : -.. * 
0  ACTNS:S:-CNCY, E C:L; U,:NG : Z'=-5.

_-'.1N wA CY "-. " ',\ ' .... ef' D:e r..'4

er/ :daie Tr'~.
R O /3. Irv extremely narc. small in . range ic:-'es anc i:a.ns

CocXet of CLAYEY C-NC ýSC) from 45._-2-F
2. 6-25-i0/4"2 m.. ( 14") to = .3. ity. mara, mixe(d mineraiogy.

massive

' -".LY SAND (,). ligrit olive gray. 5 v Cr:ler souncle'ý eot". nign in orange
41. d2ry. very Cerise. very fine sand. some I mctves ano staies. !:: = 14 "-m,
old root cnanne!s filed with fine sand. -

I _--5-57 slightly Olastic onen wette. aopears to
82,'2 iacustrine Ceoosit. massive

__ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ I

50 SLTvY SAND (SM). olive. " Y 513. with - 3/l6/91, 0 323. Crnillers cieaned our nore
Iorange motthnc, ary, slightly nard, massive

Sstructure parting !o !iln iery fine Diaty
structure, slightly olastic ana slightly

'2 - 54-27-41-47 sti•xy wnen wet. aooears to oe ýucustrine = C08 I
"-- (=8) :eoosit

SILTY SjAN ISM). oiive same as acove. ost :zuolng :own "oilcw stem.-.en!
"massive, nonlacustrine ,sning Out #asn" ace -o T-rtreve.

,. -- sec~ceC" not 'o :ontii'ue :r~vlng SZ .
ZoSSiolly nitting couDirng, -etrrveec
samole after '2", OIT '12 Pcm

54.,3 I

SIL7Y SAND (SM). olive with orange
mott!es. medium grained sanrc. 'onlac,.stne

Igracing to zOCPLf ýzACEi: SANG iP)
55 B-SSi 2.1 -33--o/4 oe',,een 55.5' anc 56:

"5 7•05' -- IC "114 ;PM

:573 0

ILTY CLAYEY SAND (SM) gracing to
l0cRLy ZRACE -jE SANG :SP) at 57S'.

IODrown. moist, medium graned sand C4o

z5-SS 2.3 22-25-42-50 (3 U
Sg2)

4bi



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBEq

O m SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT - "' LOCATION =

ELEVATION - ~ IL - -DRILLING CONTRACTOR C"-- -!'~ 5 A .E%,Z

DRILLING M4ETHOD AND EOUIPMENT qC'3.:~~ 3- :NCi -C:.A5MA3

WATER LEVELS IC. / START :81/41^1 .CC -FINISH 26"L91 CC LOGGER <*

3AMO I 5E:APZCCL : Pr70.k4 7

LL L Ef SU K iL N4AME. :SCS ;CuP S-
T M

BCL. OL2r . .L.R.
U ~ ' MC:E'KE CO 57.R. 7:EE~v -3 - -- '--

U. z3 :tS-ss~' SC: P~u E. 7~ N -' Z A:

-3 -3' -i -:_

?C OARL f3PADEZ 53ANO ýSP). olive. 5
i ~5/3. slighitly moist, very line 3ano.

Ck assive oarting to sine ^lates, 30oears to
2222 .3 ~-~9?'-d7'5 oe acu;stre OeCcs~t - nas :!ay 3Ki~ - r~ns : :e

MMORLY 3RACEO SAND Sc.P) to SIL7Y ZaT.::oe.~ 53: pp

SAND (SM). 0ale crown. TO Yq .3/3. slightly a.sooe

2 T - 9-9-'2 -:127 moist. gradrng to mE; L GRAOE-0 SANG

65 POORLY GRACOE SAND (SP). light gray, to

YR 35/25 coor a to .0 ciage to=

_________________ Drwn 10RL SC S/3aND 5?). slghtlMy,

S7!2. nig mit ecium sanO. mnxec
minefalo-gyi (little clay). at samole !10

10, (69.5') material changes 'o a Drown S1L7V
'9~5 i ~'O-8-24-33 BANDC-LAYEY SANG S5M -;,C), siigr'tv - -(57) isticky anZigty lso'enCt--

TO :nlerlavve-i 5L7i' SAND S5M) anaI C'A-YEY SAND :52). yellowish Drown, '0 yo
I ~5/4. ~weil aeveooea Mottles. clay skinls.

acoclars :ac~jstrine. c:ayey sands iightly
- - -SS~ 2 3 8-30-dC-50 3!cky 3arsid S"'!Y 0-astic mrie

4, -.et . -*_

* 90)

- I o~~rwe's stoccec 0'

'2-20-8 317OIy SAND fSM). yellowish Drownl. :C

!0 PCCAL 3RAGE.. 3AND !SPI.
21-33 rwn.O '0 YQ siigritlv moist. ass've

.74 5.____ _



- PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER
m 4AC: 9 7-2.!9. 33 S3 -."2A a -

- SOIL. BORING LOG

PROJ~ECT 221-L-E- 4 LE i' -~:" -' OCA71ON 3~.oA

ELEVATION_ -~DRILLING CONTRACTOR S'' :z>c.SAC?' :

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT V4 :3 -.L.-y 6 C -C'2~s~E

WATER LEVELS 02. 6 /172~ 1START 0649 30 FINISH ý1/9 '!C -LOGGER * : cv-

3CA~L S-INCARC SOIL CESCRIP:0 -CimmEN7S

LU E SUL SOIL NAME. uJSCS 3RCUP SYM2OeL. _C:;;.ZR ~ -~:s~.:::c A
= - ~~~M0157URE C^NTENT. ;EILA7,v 17',:~ic ::

- 6 -6 -6. -5. ENC". SCIL zrUC7'Z:E, A ~M NA

.CJ. %rownisri ve'lcw. '0 YR 3/6, 'n~
5- ? - 7-53/5--=0/3I' -nottiec. smiall oeios extremelvy nara. Sticky =9~

I 5/3) and olastic oen et color cnanqes -

I L

CLAYEY SAND (SC). t~rownish /eliaw. :0 "q well '2eve~oce': ::ay Skinis. Bt~ ria
* r6/8. highly mottlea =itri some otack (Mn) olaszic mrmen Aet. lnix~ec minerialogy

I I L ~~~~stains, dry, Sticky ania olastic oren w~et, '-I 1 ~
I grtacesLA/7CLYoCL1----PC 12PA

33-S-j .0 4--78-36-47 oetween 78' aria 43.-, oaie"otive. 5 Y 6/,.
SSI83 20c ry

80 2--53' CLAYEY SAND (SC) t SANDY LEAN CLAY 1
iCL). pale olive. 5 Y 8/3. day, Sticky aria

)0 '134-503" 1 astic -mlen wet, Vyskins oresent. r ý 0
2. 150/31) massive Structure. slighit variations in color

33 I ght olive gray to oaie olive

SANDY LZAN CLAY iCL) at 92.7 gracing
I I to CLAYEY SAND (SC) at 33.1' Dotm mave

1.3 -S 2L 1-Ci04"-5O/.: orange mottles, dry. dense. 'massive 3/17/91 S0 ýlw 'ar aria an
(5014--) structure. SC is stiff andl olastic when wet aitonai 50 vows arid stil ::nv -'

77-ID - ld2 0044

85 7 :LA YEY SAND SC;. -e'i -:eveiooea da
skins. very fine oiaty struc-ture. accears

4-3-50 to toe acustririe cecosit. "Nigh M Silts.
3655 .1 graces into a POORLY GRACE' SANO ISPI

(9J Iat 86.0' to 96.5*. fine to very line sand o 0

37 5 ________1

;OCRLY GRACEO SAN,0IDf), nigmiyL

stielw9.5rn emo t lg tl 11"
;rcig ,



PRO~JECT NUM13ER BORING NUMeER

W SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT~-~ LOCATION

ELEVATION -G:~ RILLING CONTRACTOR 2"S", :G. c~~

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT 'AC81LE 9-f~ Z;LL ;!r. i-C--CLL2'A 57E1 ALGER

~4ATR LVEL C- START "j49 200 FINISH -,;;~ LOGGER s;-:A. .

3C- SNCiRIC 50L :ESCRIP -CN
ENE.7?A ~N

Ww ~EtL7: -i:L. '"MkE. SOS~ 13ý-LP SYMSCL. C CL': . E- :3':::' -

stains. slign"tY 1TOISt. Aeti ceyetooea :!ay
skins. stsfr. aboears co De or lac~istrine

- 20 ~-!~-r5qin, mocerat-e 01astic~ty =

I LEAN CLAY (CL). a 'ew rnott~es anc Fzeoý
a nc mn stains. sigrntly moist. wellI

Cleve!ooea c:ay skins, Stitt. sooears to :e T 1)

13..~ 2.0 1 5-7-9-1, graces "to a SANDY CLAY (SC( at nI
1(20) (4.*

94.

;50maganese stains. io~re accear : e~
95 ~old root -.r)arne~s

I POOLY RAGEO SAND WITH~ CLAY S-C
(S-SC.S slgntIY M0 ost. eyfn some

m acssive stutre, si~rtiy stndk ianc I

992 2 7jo .2C4_

100- r_:AC: SA1DY W1AN CLAY ýSraong it A

I9 5* I3.5 sign tly 10s.sm

-- .8 22-29-4'-47' structure, iticy ear o c 3e if
90) wnen net. acoa ars 'o ae t aastr 'Ce

wetin weldvloe a kn

'02. 0 ___

3 400 I a / ANCY S-AN CLAY CLX !MtOw LEAN .czree a~'3 C.5 Irw~
-LA ) "oewee 'C2.2C' anc OF zaie

90 orgn mei cevee'se -sa!ay skins

0- 2 5osrj:oo

SANCY ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ai '-A r Y C!,:rwo.;0Y 53 -t,3t~r -eer we



PROJECT NUmeER SORING NUMeER

S -SOIL. SORINGLO

PROJECT .~LOCATION

ELEVATION 'C ' RILLING CONTRACTOR 2E:.5~AE: -

DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT ics -f ;:-. -- . J- :Nc CL.2.' 57E~4 L-

WATER LEVELS ~'0- 26l 9'~ START Ce '0/91 1'9d5 -FINISH 2'.9 Cc LOGGER -2NV~

WU.1L NAME. 'jSCS =~CUP 5 3 1M8L. 2CL' ~ 2~~: A:'2 ~L' -

M~ ~ I~-

AEL_ý. GACEZ SNC iJ74SIL' %N0 anC lug ..o ire,
:ry ense .0 ve'y ::e-se

CLLAY'f(CL. light gray with Drown !Oe"t --

5ry hard

CLAYEY 3iRAvEL wf7iq SANJC f3C,,

5 -- erenttin ec~e or "eoris n samlci 'Z ' *ck

3IS -. 80-6014' 'POORLY '3RAcEO C-RAvEL 017H SIL7 ANDC
6 (0/4 1 SANO ~GP-GM), Orangish Drawn. '11015Z.

cense

-rLc:- 'a 2-OLI3ACED SANG .':-n
fSP-SC, at '9 i"m

8-O-6- ::ark 1ýrown, moist

10 -~LY SANO Sm.4) -.lack~. strong oCor. ::8 224
vaste mhaterial Samcle tic) 01.2'): rOCPL.1

S-S I5 5-17-aO/2' I ;RAO-" 3AND 517SIL (SP-SM). ron

802 0/ 21 11isr. tef. line iand

Same as 41 t'o of 5-53

6 .- i3303 AC-51

'2.5 ICqLv 'RACE0D SANC w4ETH SILr AND
*2 ?1-5 LAY SP-SC/SP-SK) olive gray. -noist.

961 ~ ery :ense. ine sand -10%0O

Oc0ýPLI !P~ACE.''C3AINC '41- V- LAy Sr-ong 'i'OF '3,r, av sk is5 :ýrcg~g
I ,SP-zC). ziastic aOrms¶ ;cood , o0cn. sanC grains.;: =2 22C 204A

I3 246112 assive structure
I j784- 1) I0



- PR0jECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER- ~~ SAC 2 87'Z2~.3,SC

- SOIL BORING LOG

PMOECT 22ZSA-L i C' - L ~OCATOCN SS.-A

ELEVATION ý-C 4 - DRILLING CONTRACTOR 2E.: L :.- iLA~~

DRILLING METHOO AND EGUIPMENT 'f~L -o~L -:NC:-4 -,CL:-3' 57=V~

WATER LEVELS 23- CL START - - -/9 C94 FINISH 'f3/9l30 LOGGER 7 - NCV"."/'
am ~:N P' Z 1 OI CzrI'qP70N

___ ~ E3LL3 NA~4E. jSCS .ZROUP SZYMEOL. --%:P. :-:s ~-o

CL X - - NE;AL G Y

I ..AYE" SAND iSC!. :roin/oi~ve gray. - : -red:rling '3" 25z5
- Icist. fine ao lery fince iana, very --ense,

io icafakes, occr

-7 I

C! AY17Y SAN !-C) -'ark olive gray

3/2. moist. some clay -enses. d.iscolorat~on dis,1ra0~ (mtrilIs&ows?
I ýrvi 3.olvents )l), odor

20 NO(C.sm a -v.mr

coarse sandl middiile of iamoleZ.'P0 253M

CLAYEY zSAND (54). strong orown. 3'
]/8 or :;6 moist. lrery d:ense. miore
-carse !a miedum sane. ots at mica and( - - A

I I uartz grains, aiscolored to olack at -23.,

1255 ~ 20-2,1-55-60 1 odor

25 - I AysYf SAND ;SC). igrr eiiowisn ozn
I j 0 ýR 6/4, moist. very cerise. liner iancs

*25' to 27'. coarse sands at 25"o IT 20 ;)%

- I*3SS~ -9-40-62-70
(132)

- ISAN~y fYS'ML), :rown, '0 YP i/3. . ~g Oon oecair 4raveo: :30l.

I fa-nt DlaCK riottting, dry to moist. very Irne
4-3 6 6-6-~0 sands. owastic. strong tO medlium c::ay 5KInS. - *

S20-6-70 ias~ive structire
ý'30)



PROJECT NUMeER 8ORING NUMeER

W SOIL BORING LOG

PRJC - - LOCATION s

ELEVATION ~~C A ~ORILLING CONTRACTOR=--, :! : AAE4.A

ORILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT ~E~~ :;'L. 3U -:NCr-; ?-CL- 'mz: ',E

WATER LEVELS -2,~i~ START _22/2/91 294 FINISH 261"321 !L.C LOGGER Av.i.3:
Z AM'..3l SrANCIPC SC!L :E5CP'r:?CM CCOYMENj S

3C; -ENE.3A::Ni

Mu > ~ ~'40:3%P :C0N7=EN7 RE..A7:VE :=3NS:7' ;L:c

Z M'MNE;AL:G :N

- g rac~nq to :LAY 3 SA.ND SC; ri:tT
-0 -ner (3.a-31.3)'. :ap very -dense. rrne ZT 3C Z=4

3ana

*-4

_LAYEYe S11l) 04L), Zrown. ;races to = 15
F CLAYEY SAN0 S5C) at 34.0 ;eet. Drown.

35QIOL GRAOEO SAND WiITH SILF -

(SP-SM). ignt orown. 7.5 YiR Si!, foiist.
TT: ~ O-5-5O3~ ze~se, reccism cars( nrown zaQ1 5tainng, -io=6 ý01

- 5Oi" some strong cementation

17 Z

..,.AYEY SANC ýSC! or S;A'r.Y SKL /C LA1Y
M~L), Dr~woisn ye-ow. mois: ce~se. -eDx

* ~ 5-O2 staining ýillng old -jot :narne's nan Docres. T .k
8-3 (0/ s til some root Zniannefs. ::ay skirls (forms j =40

387 . gooc ri~oon). veryj fine sand

40 r as aoove iSC or NFLI. strong ce:entacton. 7 6=v
ýracingn Do ttom s~eeve 'o5-40 :o

30-50/4-501 iL 7Y/LAYEY* SAND (S) olv yeiio-4.
100), 2.3 YR i/6. moist. cense. zeOx 5t3V.ig

and '-,orctnarnnes. 'Ine land

;4g down ,o -nange -ayea Ale~n

-42.5 ýsecond t';me' ,oday)
* - CAYEV SAND 'SEC). fgMt otive :fcwn. 2.5

y 3/4. 7toist. ýeox staining
*~~~ 0: - 42 

0

'1 -25- 31-,-7



-PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER

S ACZ9 72 19. 2 v -.

-SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT .;.. 2= LOCATION __--__._____e

ELEVATION ;5E -:''" . 7' D0RILLING CONTRACTOR -.NC. AMSE2. -A

DRILLING METHOD AND EDUIPMENT -q)L' O-.3? CPIL. giG. 5-7NC :-0LI 4 STE -%GE;

WATER LEVELS '.u3. -6/'3i START 0'6/10/1 2945 FINISH 1-100 LOGGER ..,•. , _

3CSOIL OESCRPICN Cc4mE% -5
PE'lE2PA7-2Ný

S-•,um= • .- EC-- I

•UL "ESL'S 530"L NAME. 'JSCS GROUP S'fM8CL. COLOR. F :AS:NG,
"-c; c:jSThAE CNTENT, ?ELTArVE OENS".Y

"t. - "- -S OR "-NS --_NC. L S ..UC. -.-X• .=T -CURE. . .

U,,, v -NE;ALcGf E S,5 ND .\7 7•N;E\A

:OO 3 ,nces -45.O-45.2' same as aooae [
. . ,vcw.iELL 3RACE- SANC !S','i). 1I 2.-:zz ! 1. • -50-50•/s- ýer'y caie crown, !0 Y.R 714. raoist. fine -a OT:: = k4 •

:50 (5') :oarse sand. auart:. feidsoar and matic
sand( grains. (aocears ioose nrien t comes

_ __"__-_ _ _ _ _ _ ut ,f vit scooni)

7 5
'-"COP'LY GRACE0 SANd (SP). yellowish

crown. -moist. medium vo fne sand, angular
22-S .2 to Suorounded grains

S 12 2) -S 2 :7 -,9- 45 -50

_1-g.5

50 P OORLY GRAGEO SANO (SP),. yellowish
5!05.3 1.0 50-60/4" rel/rown, moist. meurum sated grades to

PORL G50/4") Sine at 51.0' e00 12 -P

- I -

- I II

0PORLY GRACE: SAND StP), iery oale. Note, sand :atc.er "iaced2 samroe'
""oist. 'nmedum to ',me sand. possioiy some cackwars. 3: = '2 30M-S* I cementaton

55 51L7Y/CLAYEY SAND S5M). oale Drawn ao
32-38-50/3 D~trownisl gry moist. graces to

(50w") , moist. fine san

I {
"_ _

- .POORLY GRAOEO SAND (SP). light Drown,

su""o 5/3) .roune medS, ium sand, som 'rnoieI=3

* I I ! YR 8/3. moist. noncemented." i uorounde a liadlurn sandi. some ,ron-oxice 1 PIC 30 Pp %4
I - stains. iassive

7T0)
1 i I I ,

I Io,: I I



SPROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER- .AC87J2.'9.23 ,-.-'-: -5 _

. SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT A-_ ý- S E -_. Y LOCATION .:- - Z. IPE.1

ELEVATION :0C"•--L -" DRILLING CONTRACTOR ".- u'C, . 2

ORILLING METHOO ANO EGUIPMENT "C6ILE 3-:P 3ILL a!G. 5-'NC4 "OLL2 -EM '=.UGE=

WATER LEVELS 13.2. ]l6/l3/91 START 06/!0/91 945-FTNISH 06/"3/21 '02C LOGGER -,':-/ f

S.... SOIL E-•C.P.N •MMEN
'ýE\E2:CN

. - PEUL S C3'L NAME. USCS GROUP SYMEOL. "CL•q. "sr- o• casm. -. :2' . .,

: -• _ , •w0iST.PE CNTNEN7. ýEL:VE S:T" -\I-',G -LAT_1

- " - - , cZNSIS-ENCY. SEIL qALUC C.;E.
-. ..- - -'I-) .•N.A C ' = • .N "5 ~ M "- T,7,

oG.•, ~~~~-'2'L,'H Jr•,0•=J 0-NLa'•T or', orc;n. - f'

3i3. moist, medium grained, fining
I ,ownward. massive PIC0•.=C.M

I 2T5 ~ 7-22-2g-38
•67•

, 25I _ _ _ _ _

SL'Ty SANO ýSM). oale Drown, :0 Yq ý.13.
- I0 mOiSt, Doorly gr3cea. fine sand, :!ay Skins

S}common, massive. wery few fine orange I C0: =38 ;0M
', -mottlesi , .•- S, 1.9 12-14-23 -31

65 CLAYEY SANO (SC). very oale brown. 10
YR 71/4, ry, medium to very .ense. I
massive, mixed mineralogy, very fine sand, = 22 30 M1229- 5:1 2.0 20-(40- i0/4 1" r25 % clay Dy volume .common very w 1 1

. -•/" evelooed c:ay skins. common origntorange mottles '
•6.4 •. • =,Pg shut :con "st ,'e :ay :' " - "e;"

i overneating.

AYEY/S:Lr SANO :SCi. feowisn - 2.91 ar:e, :r:,n 0220
-rown, varies to darer snaCe )r .te,cwsnt
b.rown at 690'. mist, very 'ense. -11C '02 204

!3_24_50_n/2•, reddsh/orange Drown mottling !n igntler
material

TO ----- as aoove. color varces. some targe m,->
grains

! 2,.33i g 8-4S--20-50/'"

0:0 = 8 ;

St 7V

POOPLY GP•AOEC SANO (SPý. ve~llwisn
L. Drawn. QO YR 5/4. ne•,um *o line jar',C.

:~nanjes to :L.AYEY/S:L-Y SANGO K-5-m) Z =C = 8 pom
at - 3.3. '.t yelcOwsn Drown "O:s:.i 2.S -5 t7 22 ,8 ! ,9 .ed,:um ýýensity

• . {

20)

:*4•3



PROJECT NUM13ER BORING NUMBER

m SOIL BORING LOG

PRO~JECT --LOCATION ___ _ _ _ _ _ 1
ELEVATION C0 xZ.. RILLING CONTRACTOR= EY..:K<:L:~ S EJ

DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT 3CL26:: -:Nc JCL.C; S7ýz. AUG-E:
WATER LEVELS '0 2139 START Ct/' ~ FNS 6'/12C LOGGER 7zcJC~

5 SAM PL ~ 3NA SOIL DESCRIPT:ON MES

wU - F UL73 5 SL NAME. JSCS ':cuP Sf48CL. ZCLC3P. -

'A 1 S MOI R E C 7ENýNr. -1E;_ AT 7V E CEN 5 Y I
3- _3 -5 .. R _CNS!7:SLNCY, zCIL 5E!UCUE 7ES75 A.ý 1ýz-_A:-ic

-~ ~ -. m!NERAL3G'T

-zlLý ,e!owisr 1.r 5 wn.
-noist. o:ense. numeru larker Drown I
staining :n enticul;ar oatterns. clay Skins,.j M
:!--2-4 ys are vey Diastic. tnig towardl

13-2-22-45 fine-r at :o::oM 77.C

7LExKN CLAY ,417H S3AND (CL). lign

yefloIwishorw/gays olive, 2.5 Y 6/3.
*Fmoist. hari. no mottling or reddjsm Drown 72 3C

F I stallng.S sisolty
3 5 -33; 2.2 t2-17-22-35

80 CLAYEYSe NC (SC1. Drown. mtoist. very
Fes. io amounts of coarse sand.

som[ staining P0 4 O

35-SzS 2.3 c,.7-22-39-a6

F ZILS zAND (SM),1 ignt yeflowisli Drown, '0
YR 6/4. moist.' iery -lerse. ýmore sanly

26- ~ ~ 6-50-3/3 -)I 2

85 3E- same as acove. some staining, changes -
37-3 2.2 45-3-17O' ack to CLAYEY SAND (SC) at

(7/0)S .. aooroximately 36 'eet. same coloring i 34M

37 5 1

POORLY ORACEC SANO fSP). Drown, 10 f9

F5/3, moist, fine to medlium saidi. acoears
2.3 2 72) loose. suorounded to suoanguiar ;rains 1 tc 4 m

F 4o-.e: no 3amzie 039



PRO.JECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER

m SOIL E3ORING LO'S

PROJECT - AA:: 'c LOCAT'ON

ELEVA7ION DRILLING CONTRACTOR - C.SA N4 .

DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT _'-C2'L= 9-il :ý - :NC- c:4 3E

WATER LEvELS 'C -* ~START 06!C9 C94 _ TNISH :61139 -C LOGRf~-'~

wxNE;ýA:CNI

Ouj

2CCRL' 3;ZAZE- SANC :5:))cr
- , 5L ML ýrorn qi.5 -. ;2'. :_arK

* yei~~c~isrrCwn. '0 jo/4 mst. :7r'se. = 90 C
22-2536-4, Mottlng in samole at -20 :aye,/ sancs

?2.0! _____________

CLAYze SANC (S.-. z)aie yeqow, i.5 ýq
Ii 7/3, clst. jery cense

7943-

C';YSN S1r~cirg :c SIL7Y 2=I M

- AND (SMý from 95. .0 96. jig~n
'7-41ý -o/ " ellowism :)rwn. 2,5 ýR 6/3, -nozst. 4ery

lense

* ;6.3

CLAYEY"SlL" SAND :SC/SM). gn*
I I j~yeoiowi'sri ý-rjwn, Z.3 wR ;5/3, -,cs,, je' Cy ~

-~ dernse

!7-10-20-10

100 ~ 'CAYE'ý SAN C 'SC;. same as oove

t , ~ (67)

;02.51 ________

S MLY SANDO 51). :a~'k ,ellowi$M nrown. *0 gr-,urc Aater encourte'ec atfR J/4, -et, tense. 'nassive. no 'ioztling aoorcxurnateiv3,~O-2

I ," Oe I-,rc,) ~eil nszzaile see -eoI

'04 ' * NO OF KCPING A" '04 5 8,'13/91
I ~~!O *0 -ocrztc 2ete:*or 'or



PRO~JECT NUMBER BORING NUmeER

- ZAC!27'ý21 23

1 SOIL BORING LOG

PRO.JECT 'r2E,1rN !L SvE17 7 '1;L7Y - LOCATION LMIN 222-r

ELEVATION -~~xA~ ~~DRILLING CONTRACTOR ~L<:i:C.5
DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT -%108L=-3 -31j 8' -OLLCVW 5MauGEP

* WATER LEVELS _NO T NC'%NTEmE0 -START 06/'7/91 0910 -FINISH 06/1891 '225 -LOGGER .A:

SAMPLE S7ANDARD SOIL OESCq PIPTTN IClmmEN7,

SOLNAME. USOS GAOUP SYBL. COCL"P
4C5hECNEu. ~ 2NI' *IEP- OF C_-A:NC-. :LN

= -.- ~3-s ~P *:N95.NCY.SOIL S-MUC~jPE. ~ E:c:*DR -=3S AND :%SLS7.UANrA *:_

I waIn *.o :rai :nraro gr -ave! layer

I I 0 or 3amciing zor,

I rno samoies taxern !o 7.5'

oo Ifjcrrccesev SV r,1,C;iljg;;,;ae y, r'
5-4EWT AN 3i rw ccs-esr
4~ens gry r.-r soone P

(3) AND SM..an 'atH S LND GM,CH green t l;r.g~cs-resr a
grens ray,- a rk ry. card omit s troond g

(SO)(P-M TOSr7 SAND IS) ndStCLY (m) careei
I V ens n oor gray , doery t 'fist, D trowng )

asn maeral_____lfne__~. osl

ASPsM a rov SPIL7t SANO urSM).e darkaeo u~ie, aoe
greensl ~ ~ ~ ' sry oe'!d~ rw. onec r-

ounasny aersoi me &u .4oc tinae r s.nds nost

2.50 I



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER
- SAC8722'923VES-35S

SOIL BORING LOGI

PROJECT 5--' IJ 0~AI! y L:CAmO ~PL :NG 2r9 c-P 'S- z_

ELEVATION -DXM~z ~ RILLING CONTRACTOR !E'i(DL:NG. SACME

DRILLING M4ETHOD AND EQUIPMENT MOBIL=- B-81/8! I-OLL.0W STEM, AUCZE;

WATER LEVELS '1O ENC0UN7=.E -START 06/17/91 091C) _FINISH~ 06/!8/91 12C5 -LOGGER eiV[
- SAmPLE S-ANCARO SOIL CESCPIPTICN I C^MMEN 7S

-w -1E =:"' SOIL NAME. USOS GROUP SYMBOL. ZOLOR, 0~ F:S~.::;. A
MW SUOISTURE CONTENT. RELA7!VE nENSITY :LNG:: OS

x) iMINEPALOGY 1
ýSP-SM). :oarse lo fine sand. 'rosily fine.

1 50 ry, micaceous, oossDice Cnarcoal PI)51= O
i 4 ¶ý, 12 9-49-0 fragments - DUt lOOK similar 10 incas.

f6.9) strong odorI

Ij Assume stit n ' : it ater.

SILTY SANC. (SM).greenisrm gray, cry,

9-30-6 sail. strong odor 'infrntv al 1 ! O

'90 I ___(90)

2u 1 0 . SILTY SAND. (Srmi. similar to above.
strong odorj D

6-SS I .6 9-28-29-30=30 Mt

=-.0 E4C OF -3ORING AT22.0 51T 618/91 135 orenare to 'earn out "lole Alth '0"
I auger: '230 io'e -eamnec out. nstail -e~l

I on6/'8/91. see ~e4 .,nszrucnon .iagr3m

PhD= otatontzation Cetector zor
I Organic Vaoor

25-



i PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER

e mSOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT 4c.AN e SVE CA:' Y - LOCATION :--=-z. APE

ELEVATION O RILLING CONTRACTOR ":< . .- -

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT 21C2lE 3-j! ZRIL.. q1G, 3- :NC.4 -IOL2W S7=k4Lý=i

WATER LEVELS _'2-5 261/!91 ~ START 06/2/191 1102 -FINISH -/99110 LOGGER

Z mlC S71.%CIC "CLESCRIP'"CN
Cý U. ;ENE-:A72CNI
LELLJ 3L AME. USCS SPOUP SYMBCL. -CLOR.

~C-- E :-ENN. *2vE:NS:T -- P L ':NG --'S

0. (ZMNEP.ALOGY 1.40 :%S7;;,mE-\-A-2N

name ::u -,o -CPE ner

-4CPE lne, at 2.1' *Nte: dirvng samoles -it :,own
narnme, or, -,,e!rie 4irc.-

I * I L GRAC'ED GRAVEL SINH 7~ INC or~ie' avs :'nýtms ý.e it gravel at
* II AND GW-GM). grayisn Drawn. iry. n.ara, :r::I jint oe :e~cw ;'aveý

ii,_rcunce-o gravei to !". :=arse to 'rne
same ýcescriotion from cuttings)

30 0.1, 1.01: 5!L Y SADi t AV.

317Y SAND SqM). ;reensm gray. .-rl ,O

mecl'um to fine same, mostly fine

10 '.I
similar :0 woove. mtay grace to CLAYEVSAND ISC). Dottom ot clottom sleeve anc
tio 01.3*-!2..): SIL7Y SAND ISM). as

3-1--io aoove withl oIack oily sluage and asn 0,~)
(-1 367)i wire, strong odor OT <2

____ ______ootoom of sainole m' :it
'2.0

____Varies from 0 0OPLI ';RACED SAND /417
, S17~ (SP-SM) 1o 31L~v/CLAY5'1 SAND

(SM/SCI. greenisn ;ray, dry. flostiy -:C -1C:I
w .* ieciurn to -. e same. 'OCal areas -.aCk

3-53 15 3-- luage arid/or asin. strong~ odor



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER
S AC28 7:2.933 dS-6

mSOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT S7-r -ssE ~ ::~~.LOCATION - A;EA

ELEVATION is3 DORILLING CONTRACTOR SEvLIK -ZR:'LLNG, SAC'll'ENro. :

DRILLING METHOD AND EOUIPMENT v4C2!'LE B-61 CRILL ;1. 3-?NCýý -'aLLJ STE4 AUGER

WATER LEVELS 106 5. '6Il9i')l START M6/18/91 1C100S 6199 l2 OGE

- ; MPL - ST1NC~qQ S: -FINISHC 061/1 112 - OG E~R

U USOIL NAIVE. USOS GROUP SYMBOL. COLOR, ~ ,4011-S OITURE 0-.N7;NT. :;E;.ArVE ZENSITY :E"NG CC
- . p LSUTP.E55ANC :NS7ý-E,\,-:-:N

!50 :tz M .'e ' nCC:e i~ev anC ,~ccica~ac r3~TOe'C,!
-6!ower mi~cce sleeve Mo iCaCCRLYr- ' ~ e ec vr

3RACE0 SANG 41Tý4 SIL-1 lSP-zm). :ran -e :r~ve ýs '0. :'acý Ica
greenism gray. mostly fine sand, Dottom at IOCKS s~mar ~a asr,. ~C 23!=-

__________ __________ ower mniccie sleeve and oottom sleeve
I (I.5-1.92:POORLY GRACEO SANO IS?).

Downve Cry, mnecium *,a *:ne sana. liostty
Ifine. micaceous. -,0 S:0, L-Y SANC

I I (SM), Cry, fine sanC. -mcaceous

POORLY GRACE0 SANO 41TH ISIL
(SP-SM). olive gray. cry, coarse to fine

sandC. 'Mostly ;fine, micaceous1

I 5-5 4 9-2-30P10 -480 P014

19.5 laCk .1¶ICa

20 ~POORLY GRACED SAND W1ý1 SILT
I (SP-SM). similar to aoove out Drown to

olive gray Pi PC480 Pom
S-18-38-48

22.0E ____S).___ -aolv ga

2530254 25to at 1cer midd le sleeve a nd to of ower

ý78) sleeve (26.2'-27.0'): SILT vitTH SAND PC 270 PPm
(ML). olive gray. zry,, fine sand, some narc

___T_____ layers sorme Dartrally itmifiec ayers



- PRO~JECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER

W SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT "4cCCEA.IN %;B :SVE _ZA7.8iL!'v 7UYLOCATIONS S. -%EAC

ELEVATION JS(M.2L ' 55C RILUING CONTRACTOR EE'L: :1;' _:NC- ;SAC=;mEN-C.

ORILLING METHOO ANO EGUIPMENT M1CSILE S-*s' CRILL PIG. 9-:"4C:-l k00L.O 57=4 IUG=R

WATER LEVELS 'C8-5. 06/'9/91 -START '06/18/91 100 -FINISH 26/9/91l 112C LOGGER

SAM 91PL E S7ANDAPO SOIL 0ESCPIPT:ON
PE-14E ;Ti7ON

R ES'ULTS SOIL NAME. USCS GROUP 5ySY~OL. COLCR. 2F j:.jc~.::.'
-, z 1O015,UP= COWTENT .ELAVE DE.NSITY

-, * * RCOSISENY.SOIL 5 -CUSE7--
- . 6' N) MINERALOGY :T N:SENs:.

0 cn. =
- .Uocer sleeve sand0 oo f jocer midcce

I sleeve (302Y'-3Q.81: SILT A141' SAND
1 (ML), mottled olive g;ray anm olive orown, p!= '2 0"A

dry, fine san.-, laminated. may De ML-CL.
lowtm t cer .middte sleeve and too or

dtlowrlee~ve (31.2'-31.71: 20 CRLY C-AACE:
I ISAND (SP). ignt orown, Zry, fine sand. I

micceus oortzor of !ower sleeve
_____ ____ _________ 3~.T-320:S~LLY SAND/SAND S:L-

'SMIML). orown, mnoist, fine sand.A
micaceous

35 7?To of upici sleeve (35.0'-35.3'): SILT
Ai, H SAND (ML) similar to upoer sleeve a

I8-ss Below (35.3'-37,0) Q~SIL'Y SAND o 104 ýC-A

- -SS 2.0~6974 mecium to line sand, oICatlY calcareous
* 74 Inocuies. a lew layers of SANDY 57L .4L,

40 SANDY SILT T0 SILTY SAND ML to SM). 7
(40.2'-41.31 ye!lowism orown w'ith =e~x
stains, fineC sand oartially lithified. Bottom

I at :ower midde sleev~e and3 lower sleeve
8-12 -1-?' 41.4'-42.0-): 200RLY GPAOE0 SAND C 6 0

I(421 (SP). lgnt orown, dry, line sand.
micaceous

't1r3 '3,-89;. 3420

st r



mPROJECT NUMeER BORING NUMeBER

MA A0:S7'2.'9.33 vISS-36A --

mSOIL BORING '.CG

PROJ~ECT :ZJ; - EA7-%!I7f5' oJC Y LCCATICN :'2,-;

ELEVATION - ORILLING CONTRACTOR >CL.J.5~4i-

ORILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT '~C~.o53 P q13. 3-:NCH1 -OL'_CW Z7=v3S

WATER LEVELS 2-5 26/1221 - START 26/1/91 1120 -FINISH '19< 2C LOGGER

S74NCAPO SOIL CESCREPTICN CMN

4U. ~E zU L 73 SOIL NAME, USCS 3R0UP SIMSCL. LP ~ -- ::c.:'v
L) vl~~~C:Sz RE -Cp: ON7EN7. :-ELA7:E -ZS:'

- ~MINEZAL3G'3Y

'5,\4/L) 80%) 3nc POORLY 3RACE I-
2-5-60 SANC (SP). olive gray D0 rown wwn' ~!2---5n-60oron ;ýe~x mottling. cry, fine

~S) sanc. mrcaceaus. ;:artiaily ':~tmfec :ones

50 SIL71Y SAND/SANDY SILT (SM/ML). as
I soove with POORLY GRADED SAND tSP)

laminae as aoove PTO IS ~OPM 3~g

,r~ille' thinks too ".'ucn ' ug Ce
.~ammers out 3amoter

55 UoDer sleeve andc :oo -of jocer mniddle -

sleeve (55.O*-55.7'j: SILTY SAND 'SM).
olive Drowni with orange orown Fe~x

20-2-4550 treaks ana lenses. cry. iiecium to ýire
120'3--45-.0 ssand. mostly tine. 3ottom of uo~er niiecte

Isleeve and too of !ower mliddne sleeve 31 116 30
(557-6.2.POCPLY SPAGEO SAND S)

dry, mecium to f-4 sand. mnostly. `ne.
7________ _______ icaceous. 2Sottom of lower miade sleeve

arc too of lower sleeve 525.'
SANQY SILT TO SILTY SAND (MLSM).I

* olive Drown, Cry, fine sand., Bottom of
iower Sleeve and !!D 156.7'-67.0-. 0'OPLý
3RACED SAND 5?'., ignt Drown, '-r,. f':ne

Isand



PROjECT NUMeER BORING NUMBEP.

SOIL BORING L-OG

PROJECT 'I4C 3...N AF9 SVE 7EA74A8ILTY 5 "C Y - LOCATIONJ:C'.AE

ELEVATION X~~~1~EL' ~ DRILLING CONTRACTOR ::LN. cPM :.A

r DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT dC::3 !L .9-c--#L'0 SMAUE
WATER LEVELS 06506/;9/91 0tr 6/!8/91 ;!CO MII 0/'9/91 120 7OGE

S-ANOARO SGIL 3ESCRIPTICN Z.NEi

3CuS S .JM.;=C PU ~'EL L. '~'O 0NCOMMENTSr

~~~~~~t E. 3teaS. 3ry.P SYInEC san.^ . E":P z
> M)4-T-R olive -N7 Ofdwfl 7V Oc'tt- yeisre n

Iu :3 ) MINEcAceOu

_ Il

.7 771M rw

1 cs SILTs 7,oH SANDY (M) 65-6.4. g0

alive irow.n, Cry, line sand. ocres. Bottom
Iof lower middle steeve and oot torn ieeve *79 006

:5-5 I66467>).SIL7 T 9ANO 15Wv). 4gin
-~ I ~ 52O~2S olive Drowni ary. a few PeOx streaxs. may

.48) iary to a C-LAYSY SAND IýSC)

I rliler c~eanec cuttings ": -ole

70 T-2oo of ucoer sleeve (70.0*-7O.3'). SILTY(
I ~SAND (SM). olive Drown. :ry. rine sanld.t oiaitially lithfied. oores. 9eiow

'6-55 1. ) -25-40-50/4~ (70.3'-77.8'). varies from SILTY SAND to
O~POORLY GRADED SAND WITH SILT f5W to - lO*324*rSP-SM). iight alive Drown with e00x I 32-0

staining, dry, medium to fine sand. mostly I
-. fine. 'nicaceous. 'may incluce sorn= CLAYEY

SAND ISC(l similar to aoove R ig dowri for 'eoairs )r1 Ke'i,ý ýar

'50i



PROJ~ECT NUMB9ER BORIN NUMBER

MESOIL E30RING L.OG

PROJECTLOAINf

VLEV A TIO N5 .3' DRILLING COIN TRACTOR H L : : q: !--:' NC - 2 ý C - " ,E '

DRILLING METHCD AND E,3UIPMENT 'C~ -'~~C.3 N~-LO E UE

WdATER LEVELS '0- START 
t~99 IiH ~ ~ C LGE

~ANCA~C SOIL CESCRIOTION -

S IL '4ME SCS PC-RUP SY'MBOL. COLCP. r.v c-"'

_C 4C S IS7EN CY. SO IL 57Pu C 7U RE. 7= Z7 a -v -O

.L AINi!;ALOc'Y C: zM N 2

streaks. dry. ?fle sand. pores. contains
very min Deds or :aminae of SANDY SIL'

-V-) 
f.33~2iLn~e sand. Dossaoie SANDY CLAY PT~O =80 -O'

33 XCL) or partially ithifted layers very 
r

mard Cry svengr

8 0. mostly CLAYEY SAND (SC), olive Drown

wit ay CLraks (C)ry. fine sand. varies to

18-SS 6-13-24-40 
5

~8-SS e4)

and SILTY SAND (SM) (So%). olive gray

t2-34-6014" wittm FeOx streaks and Dods, Iry, fine .T or 250 Zrm

:9S 60/4") sand. micaceous. pares. Bottoml of Dattam
sleeve ana tic (86.0'-36.31: POORLY

-6. 3RqADED SAND (SP). fine sand3 withl soe';gegn taln



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER

e m SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT 5%cC''-''N "S svE E 1L:I"Y "'C LOCATION 1- . AC.

ELEVATION - D' 'L DRILLING CONTRACTOR -EYL' :P".-NG. 3C= E'C. CA

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT MCSILL 3-31 :RT_:.L IC, 3-'NCH 0CLLCW 5TEM ALCGE;
WATER LEVELS •.:'. JB/'5/919 . START 08/ 1,891 1100 FINISH 06/19/g9 1120 LOGGER -

__" S.AMPLE I S,'NOAROiN SOIL CESCRIPTION

•U -ESiuL73 SOIL NAME. USCS 3ROUP SYMBOL. COLOR."" .- C'S�O:S kRE CONTE.N7. ;ELA2VE CENS1TY ;z!.LNG :-I: ,5
• _3 (-. ZCNTS-NICY. SOIL zT7UCT'JqE. 7 NL,.. 4*,,. . -- .•" * - ."- • T 5 3 3 : C : >S T Y= v.7 ::N' " T

Jooer seieel Arc "e o ,Dr Noer "czee -,c[I -eec3 :3 ieve s,rce sanc s
s;eeve {90.3'-90.3). POCPLY GRACEC borze'ne , :•ec,•e, .
SAND (SP). mottlec light Drown anc Drown sieve. ower micie sleeve s sarcy St"th a few olack soots. dry, mecium to fine''_ cs ,.T Z- 14 -2 !-2 5 sand . m ost:y line . "e m ainC e r ,s SA N D Y A = 2 m o m

* S--(46) SILT ML). Olive gray. moist, line san.I

I micaceous,

* 2

95 i Too of uooer sleeve (95.Q-95.'): SANDY
ISILT (MLL olive gray wiUth lacx streaks.S•~ry. fine sana. S]ottom of ucoer sleeve

(95.3"'-95.7'); SILTY S-AND SM). yeliowisn
"21-SS 2.0 7-12-32-50 orownish gray. moist, graces downward to " . 280 o PM,82) SANDY SIL (MLX. yellowisn Drown. :ry :oshtgntly moist n t go 1

t o' 713 _

100 Mostly SANDY S.L7 (ML). .igt Olive Drown. ccec 5F A-rod to samcier so Ae :.,r)
ciry. fine sand locally graces to SILTY ,un out of ,revine wnilie Cryving samo:e,
SANO (SM). Tho (102.0'). SANDY LEAN PIC 30 PP4CLAY' (CL)

2- .0 6-17-18-19 C,
(37)

02.0 I

7 i
I. I.1

I C .



-PRO~JECT NUmeER eORING NUmeE R
SAC23722.19_33 js-E: S -' 6

m ~SOIL. BORING LOG

PRO.JECT ;sSV E Aev SC LOCATION :-:=-S *;E

ELEVATION c21:Mav ' D5 - RILLING CONTRACTOR E' ::zN. C4 O.:

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT MOBILE 3it 2RILL ;MG. 3-NC,- ý1OLLObW 57E=4A.LGER

WATER LEVELS - -c- '~ 2629START 06/18/91 1100 ]IIS 60)/91 !12C OGR<I

3rL ~ AOP SOIL CESCRIP71CN 0 M VEN 7

MUJ .. E3UL73 SOIL NAME. USCS 0R0UP SYMECL. CCOLOp. :Er OF :.%S:NG. :_P*_:L:\Gtj > CSTR CON7ENT. RELA71VE :7E,4517R::~~ .'I zS
1. 5- I -. CP CCSSTNY SOIL 5S10UC%'RE. :'.N-=J1 -,S

C- 14 - ~ k -3 AP~NNC :NS7'L1mET~:= N) MIERALDC'Y

SANOY L=EAN LAY (CJ. ignt :live O)rowan. Iacceý3 apo:'er 5' L-:zc 7,:r ie :-__
v/j -o siigmiy moist. fine sana. 3ottom oý
'ower micaIe sleeve and Dottorn Sleeve

:~i S 5-O-2O37 "C6.4'-107.0*): POORLY~ GRACED SAND4
(57) (?. fine sand. micaceous TM 5l 2 rcm

Ema of Soring at '07.0 feet. 6/19/91 wO -ncn ilezZ~.eters flstaiiec - 3ee
Ae!) construCctnr og

110 ;10 -rn 0otoionizat~or etec-cr z-r

110~

115-



PROJECT NUM13ER aCORING NUMISER

SOIL BORING LOG

EL OECATION ~ ~ ~ ~ ' S L Y ~~ LOCATION '

ELEVATON ~C:MA7~L ~52 RILLING CONTRACTOR 3EYL:K :P:,L,:NG. A MN' C

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT 'MCSt!Lz B-3il 8RL i--INCH 4~CLLOCw STEM auGEP

WATER LEVELS 02.5 /20/91 STAR9T 06/18/91 '108 FIIH0/09 70 LOGGER :rC:~
SAPL SANAR ISOIL OESCRIP710N I CC.4mEN 7S

U. URESUL-S SOIL NAME. USCS GROUP SYMEMCL. COLO3R. C CCSG,:Lj
MOI37JPE CONT;:N-, ;E!A7*VE CEST - -

-. U. 'R ZCNS757=ENlC7. SOIL :'7RUC-URE. -P!L-NG =_:Z _S3

z ~ . IMINER;ALOG SS, AN S'J'47

:R E 7:N 7 cM C
every 2.7 r- -as-e Z--

i otrie'.Ase sarnc'e eve-,5

HOPE liner at II.D2ejnrlnn :gt -P

66/6" WELL GRADED GRAVEL WITH SILT AND

10 - Oi ?ORLY G;;AOEO SAND WITH CLAY
(SP-SC). grayisri Drown. ioist. very ioose.

some gadvel. roots in samore. solvent odor ! 44 PO

4 2-55 1.0 3-3-2-3 -

!2,5
POORLY GRADEfl SAND (SF). dark Drownl
*mlen moist. gray/olive wmen aryil oist.
:oose. strong soivent ocor :): 270 )Pm

3I5 I - 7/1

*1 -1



PROJECT NUMB4ER BORING NUMBER
S ACZ72 22.'Q.3 3

SOIL. BORING LOG

ELEVACTIO isEA 2, -~ 2LLOCATION
ELSVATICN ~ ~- RILLING CONTRACTOR ~'- ~&~ ~~~.C

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT '~2E2-f Zq;. :"G. a-!N".C--C0 SEA3E

WATER LEVELS f.~ 3-6/2 C/9 1START 26'8!lC8 aIIH0/C CT~ LOGE 7A~d: Cj~

E, i 'N iSOIL CESC.RIP2Z:N

=jL ~ E 3J-':L'S SC:L NAME. 'JSCS 2ZROUP SYMECL. CAE-FCS>3-E
> -' MC 7L7; RE 7N E 14. ; E:_A7:V ENF 2~Lx 173

SOIL 37--C-tAE. z -A-ZT

I ~~Dottem sleeve :'.-~ ). acK. noisz,
I3SP -s ;oose. SM/SC -s *ne,ýum lens2. sr

.;_S33 --- solvent 3ccr

I 7 3SILTY SA!NO C ) as aloove, tio (19.5') of
~trts samote very 0iaci' and discolored.

very strong solvent odor, c-urnt 4'ooc,
I glass. "Oerous Z'eoris (SLijOGE) -

K- 35' 4-3-:9-5

20 20 ________ Same as aoove. more 0laCk and Oily. ýSM)

220 26.3v

Same ~ ~ ~ -35: 350v an edig1 2CL

1odor, more fine sand and iess silt/c~ay[

25 32I amcie contains nterrmlxed POORLY
GRADED SN SP). POORLY GRACE-2

I ~~~~~~~SANG WITH SILT (SP-SM). and SILTY oSAGS).Overa.os.Os. nI
S 8-17-20-44 sand. :n to and in Dottom sleeve

7O) ý26.5'-27 0') oted some clak woodyI

I aeort atd tsoio) aic) solven Ou as;wro aaci3

17;

S¶7 1 (1UelvLra,5Y-/. nit im
to29tin5e rs otin eoi

sloug i*) Ioo vo so o xe ti ani o e r cutn a -a



PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER
- C:37:s':'9.33 vE,_-37

SQIL SORI.NG LOG

2RO.:ECT_-1 ' ~ 3~~~:- i _________..LOCATION s
ELEVATION O RILLING CONTRACTOR 5EL:14 :_LN. C- E7.O

ORILLING ME7LHOO ANO EDUJIPMENT C --L-. -NO C>-~ ,-IGEZ

WATER LEVELS - START M6/8/91 'IC8 -FINISH -~ LOGGER ~~'j~

SAMý-O11 3c~ I ESC91P?:0N C2mmEN7:S

sciL- NAE.;czCs rSROP SYMBOCL. --,I~:S:C :p .~-

> ~ - '!TNý. qE;_Aý V:\7
-q 37P :N:SE'C.O:s;C%-LE.

an, -17ySLT SANDC Sm), love ;'av. 7cS,s!
ve: e'v*r sara. stight acor -:C zP

-::Lry SAND (SM). :arx rrecc :
:.o (34 5'2 - grayish, olive, 'ioist. ý:ense -o
lery cense. very 'Ire sara. 3aivenz -.cor ~ c >0

Anren ocening solit soocn

35 350SILTY SANO fSM) graces to SILT (ML) !n sligtnt solvent z:ccr
Dottm slevegrayisn olive.

- i~~~~'oist. very dense. some Orangisn mottling PO~5C~

z2L%.SAND SM) olive gray Aitn ecOzisn
-"Gx) stairn9n . 'ncls*. jery _-e'e.

sana

50/4) sligin! sovent -,cor. !8, 891 :oe

40 CCLY GRACE[ SAND '(41H SILT 5/;9/91 starremd zr~iling

SP-M) rownism gray iditficult to tell
I d~~~ue to ligh~ting conoitions). -joist. ooase, ~ D=4

-4 5 3~'ire sana, solvent :odor PC .80 1

is(53)



-PROJEC T NUmB3ER 13ORING NUMBER

SOIL BORING LCG --- I
PROJECT -I-- C LCATION 21 E
ELEVATION -M~.~2ORILL:NG CONTRACTOR -<::.'GSA E

ORILLUNG METROO ANO EGUIPMENT -tCS9:- 3-S:1~ 5-:Nc -cuc S'Em AUGEý

WATER LEVELS 'CZ__________________- START 06/2/91____ E -FINISH LOGGER-

-A -0 T .T ;E'.1.E -_ %S -

=U1
50 n. _____ gIL aML gra,: 5aro~ -asLTY/CLAYEY

_fes. LnosM/Ct 5..cega.mit 3

I 3-29-OOY7" -MT i8'c

0. 01

55 -~-SLYSNO ýSM olive/orowrinditri U
Ireccisrn iark Drown liotti~ng (filling former I

root crianneis. moiqt. imecium density, fine
1 20-25-34-50 ;10 73Mk

-: 0



PROJJECT NUIMSE9 BORING NUMBER
S~~~~SAC:5722.g93 • 22.-]

SOIL SORING LOG

PROJEL T N - LOCATION 5. -'

ELEVATIO3N =P= D:<:v�T-•'! 2'RILLING CONTRACTOR T,.:< ..... I. 3C CME'.

ORILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT McB:L, -• ILL ;13. 5-INCH •c'LLA: s.. AGER

WArTER LEVELS .- .. /2/9I START 08/18/91 1108 FINISH 6/,_-9, 07S0 LOGGER c.N~ v::-/ . _-.'

31;= 5-__,______ "-NAPC I SOIL 0EzCRR'r~cN SMENT3
-.. ,ENE ,A7:CN1

,ESULTS SOIL NAME,. USCS GRCUP SYMBOL. :OLCR.L
=- --. I 4C:S-RE •:ONT-NT. •ELA2VE AEES!- 3 A :Ns•'_IA ::

"" 5 -6- OR E3NS:'CY. OL So lUCTRE.
,, M !, ![NE;AL2G'f

LAL•AY' SANO ýSo graces "o ieariy ai most arnnar 3:.ictre. : = k2
,n C). 3ve. 3 v 5/2. 4,,th cark -eacssn

S 5 - - 0Drown rling 3-1a root znannels. "noist. oose i

65 -jPOORLY GRADED SAND (SP). gray (salt mnassive structure. sait" luart:-.
anC Deci~er cotor. with orange ' eldsoar), ':eooer' - 1¶atic minertais

I-SJ~ motist. 4ery loose (by *oucrii. mnecum t

- .' ( 0 )

- r

70 POORLY GRACEZ SAND (SP). Same as
above

P2.O 0 1P
;-SSS f-3-93

*

50 _ ___ ___ ____ ___ __ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___



-PROJECT NUMeER BORING NUMBER [
5.i CZ9 37.2 . 3 3 JES-,7 :-==- - .c

-SOIL BORING LOG I

PROJECT -... ".• ' E-A-:L' 3Tv~v LOCATION S-- 3. A 3EA

ELEVATION A-C :-' 65.2 ORILLING CONTRACTOR = :K :z-t3. :f:! -:%,1

ORILLING METHOO AND EGUIPMENT MC2L- •-5ILr = NC. -L> '3Ea

WATER LEVE/ START l/8t'9i 408 FINISH 26/20/1l • LOGGER -- [
-3•P3_E 3 Po•,! SOIL :ESCPIPON CMSE%

LwU _ 30:L NAE jSCS `RCUP ZVMLZCL. CCL:--. ~
M C.E 'N E= r. •E TVE "EEi-:, 

ZTN

3•r3. : c:•n= 4s:XS 3 •NC". SOILS ST t CAE. -- - w 3etO':taC" rtZ:eSIZe•3

"2L~e 3,'.2!aC : :e: ~ r

2t5 3-'6-38--48 N:LO. -.S5•) P'0 =60 :=04F

:" 7 7

I

8 same as aoove (ML), fno F'eOx staining). ,

some oortions mae more fine sana, out
stil clayey silt. laminar Darting aooears to 60 p;z,4
-e !acustrine deoosit

. I

- I

i36

85LEAN CLAY oCLi 3ve -r3Y. ,1OSt. ' -ry

stiff, graces Zo ;OORLY GRCOE] SNO
(SP) at 35.8'. gray wtm some reccisin ;rj 45 .3 0

S . -5 Drown ,iscoiloration. moist. loose23-SS •.• 6-2)3-47-50
(97) l [

i SP "iassive strc:.re •arc :r I~ng



PRO~JECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER
- .ACZ7?>C2

SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT 22 L -~ ~~ *' LOCATION ~
ELEVATION C RILLING CONTRACTOR Sv: pLI.32A~Er

DRILLING METHOO AND EGUIPMENT 'C~~~ hC C.0

WATER LEVELS -~~'START 26/191 C12 -FINISH :e~ii ~ 'CGGEq A\~

-j 3 c:L NAmE. ý,503 ý3PCuP SYMBOL. 2 . - -
>1~S7'; C:N71-Nr, =-E%7V= 3ENS'- 3\. ;..:

DR:SS'N" SOIL S71C;F

- .NE~.~C~v ~v ;,ay. 7c: -'To-:~'E'.

:0 itiff. znan~es .o SZL-Y SAND S5M) at
aocrox. 90.3 same color and3 density as

aooves = ;rly 'ike ýocar'.ic asn

lo 5 5 SANDY SILT (ML)/SILTrY SAND (SM)
grades finer caovnward. olive gray with
ýlark :)iuisrl gray orec;oitate in cn'arneis I arzes

It~rcruqrout :)O-,.m Ifoot of sarnote 'hrougncut en!re samoie. -:icx~v
Z5SI2 -04-7 (96.0 -97.0", miOst. very cense. fmnie sandc strucUrur. 31C MC 260 A

10O 0 'CO EAS7:C zILt Nflt). nrown mti Dusn samnole nadZc e';sz c1si&
Igray string~ers, r'ost. stif clay.,u )a _ atancv. 'et 3z-c -v. :cuic
*rl I CI rread. ýTC =3 20%jM

.0 9-22-31-48
(77)

'02. 0 _ _ _ _ _

30CRL1 GrjACEý SSNO :5P). carx
/e!icwisn vr-wn, C0 Q 4/,4. 4et

i (saturatedl). oose. .iecium sandc

2? r 5 J(60)~~ v .eil r'staileo3 - see ei ý:ons,-c*;on

- 05.0 ~~~ENO OF 3ORING %s' ~5C /0



PROJ.ECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER-3AC29722-:9_13 /ES-08

W SOIL BORING LOG

PROJ~ECT -- ~ E~sL ~~LOCATION ::-

ELEVATION C-x~: RILLING CONTRACTOR 5~~ RL~.S~M'0

DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT AOSILE 3-51/6" -OL'-' 37=- auGER

WATER LEVELS 117ECN== START '16/20/91 "100 FINISH '36/2"'91'0620 LOGGER

3C M P 'SToi NCAPC SOIL 2E5CR!Pr'ON ME
o.SNE-:: AC N

* RES, 7S SOIL NAME. 'USCS GROUP 5YMS0L. COLOR, -~:

T,-,'R TLE -0 N 7=-N7. q E, A 7:V 1;: 2E N S- 7Y :
ýU.~~O p NS:S7=NC"', SO:','~ -o- I E\EALOGY - zCR.E7z -ýC :N3%5 E Z :

rHCPE liner at 2.0'

I ard -!ug: *a-4CPE ne,

, "~oticea facr:c :yene eacr) buss
coming 'JDý tle auger

C 'E=Y SAND 'SCI. Drawn, mocist, meclum 1 diu 'r m'~s-c.-.~'

I Iensity ýke Onei'oc.vszs ." 3 'atnx :u: ac-,a'vy
-II i reolacemenet ,r :arser,ýr'e 3o~is trlne

131-51 sands to :l!avs in rrown c:ayey
I -S '4 1~~- sand/sand3 Iatrix) -rienoc-ists' are

10 P" OORLY GRADED SAND WI7H SILy
* I ISP-SM) graces to POORLY GRADEO SANDI (SP) at 11.0 *, Drown,sh gray, moiist. very

2 5 2flloose. strong solvent odorI
2(2!) P10 ! 62 ýýM

72.5 _ _ _

POORLYt GRACEO SANC ISP) -nanges ao
C .LAYEY SAND (SC) at 14 1', lar I Drawn,

W I rmoist. loose, mnassive *.exture. strong
solvent. 0dor

3-S5 2.3 OT * a-.

- 3)



P0ETNUmeER BORING NuNEBERr

SO:L BORING LOG

PRO4E:-T LO:I ~CAr10N -

ELEVATION -'O'~: RILLING CONTRACTOR &: -- .--

DRILLING mETHOD AND EGUIPMENT 3C~ -i3!/6- -CL.>l SS-=i sAUGE;
WATER LEVELS ."C' ENCUN7=3 START 116/20/91 '10 :NISH 26//91 C630 LGER 7 ~~~C-*

3rNCP SI :E-SCRP7:1N

ftW Z z =-:- L 7_____ S 1 zC 5. JSCS 3ROLP SY mCt. 2CLO:
L Eý - c : :- - - CIE A G ýES A- -

- C~~SAE 0 .NO SC>. as 30cve r.rf, r~are,
ý:Ocr olaýCX /Olive: gr ay. j, cira.r
O)ossioiy ý:ýe to -astes. Strcr~g sovn P 3 om

Z -9-'2-3 Ocor

SI. r (ML). discoiored *o gry aarK Drawn Uea:~ooc-o oun
rId O4C :ak. 4A7z MA=-IA 3C0k a Pmrmt,-incoun

-5 -73-*C P

12)

20 100 olaCk. oil. SANGS ni tio. *ASE = 4A 7E-RAL very strong solvent OCor; nleot 0

(not eriougn recovery to c~assity samcle) samole to octain a PTO 'teaSijr'entW

0.' i 6-23 i 0.2S

31L7Y SAND ISM). lark olve ;ray. molSt.
ooe. very fine s53n05. tends siliter 3t !io

I 45.strong solvent Odor oar* .22.3') or 5amote. ý'C' 3!c ;pm
-r 15 I i '-30- 36- 46 S

(82)

25 _____ CORL' GRACE~i SAND Wj-, CLAY
(SP-SC). dark Oliveý gray, 5 y 3/2. moiost,

fine sand, loose, strong solvent ocor

184)1

Ecof Boring at 2?,, ýt 51,,r.191 3' wel Irstailec s ee wed :3nstr-c:, on

w#PTO = ~"ot0'0nZ3aion Ceitc-,r 'orI

-7 Crganic dacDor3



PRO~JECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER
-~~~ S32.2 .- C 9.- SOIL BORING LOG

PRJC - LOCATICNZ-= Z' -0

ELEVATION -O~~- RILLING CONTRACTOR ýE'/< :K ::~ ME':

ORILLING M4ETHOO AND EQUIPMENT 4MCSE 3-5: :P" Z:G. 3-:0NC7-: LL' q7=TEM AGER.

WATER LEVELS C CUN E:START C6/20/91 C620 -FINISH ]6/ 2/91 '31 LOGGER ( V

3c= SC SCIL 5ECq!0710N

E5.J Sj Z i SCIL NA-mE. JSCS GP.OUP SY48CL. £CLCR, :.3 ~
m u-- -0 147c:N S S E ' 47~. S :;E S A U Cv .:E \ANC4\517\-

I C3 fill

-~vr geatx:ile it 0.9

41

-..sCPE ;,nei' at 2.2'

5..... riler reports gravel ýayer at 30out S'

00 - oe 171riCc!e sleev 1-7 Z-L-

-MANC :SM. Orowvn. :ry. line sanc.
mf1 m-aCeouS. Some gravel to (I.:: nen ZSM4

I . ive ga .SY 1/2. cry. riecium totxti 4a rr cjtrnec -w vr
-55 3 7i24;1-2 sanCd.;ostly ':,e. :dor, some CLAYEY etxi ~cnZtg~o-oe

- I SAND (SC,'

10 35L7Y SAND tSM). olive ;ray, z Y, 4/2.
I cry. ,¶ecium to fine sand3. Itostly f"Ine
Istrong ocor PT 5,0 -I'

vi lFer auge'ec 10 '5. 'or-ot '2.5' samncl.
I i I uttings are narR gray. OC4 *,Ke otr



-PROjECT NUMBER BORING NumBE.R

-~SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT ~ 5SiE E~8;~.LOCATCON r:s. 0 A

ELEVATION "C " ff 2DRILLING CONTRACTOR ~zzý`:w::~ - 11ig.~

DRILLING METHOD AND E-OUIPMENT CLZ-6 3- :NCv- -0ce>43S7EM L
WATER LEVELS N C7 ~~ STR 6120/9l 0620 NSH ' OGE__________

- SOIL :-EzSCR;IP-ON

-LUS~7 50L %4AMAE 4SCS GROUP SY%4ECL. Z2.--'- ~ - -

,ooec lve Bray or2 aFec

I 5 3".7 -CRL' 3RAOE: SANC .I%'
3 3- 6--92 CL (SP-SC;. /ellcwisr Z~rawn. !C rP 5,i.

moist. ,iicaceaus, ocor

IPrJPL 3;ACE0 SANC (SP). yelIdwtsm
siiigntty oiastic fines. micacecus. simiar ,o Ja :e ojt :)t. 0 =

atoove
.1--S 2'. -2--23

20 POORLY GRADE0 SAND WITN 517

(SP-SM). similar to at~ove. soil mias a oet
3ooearance and stron~g odor

~~8) samcie scac.ng. 20

25 I oo sie-eve andl 'oo or 40cer *mcdle sieeve
I (254' -2.3):SIL7Y SAND (SM). olive

gray fine sand. Below (25.8'-23.9'):
UANDY SML (M'U. 7ry, fine sand. tiD

36-sS 1,6 3-7-1728 Q27.0'): "OORLY GRACEO SAND0 r47H. S1L
1 5 IS-P-SM). -aie orown. '0 YR 6/3. and=30

yelowism Crown, '0 YR 5/4, ýaminatel. c'ry.
___________ ____________ ne sand. nicaceous. 'Anox arc !r~ce

27 ----O stains



PROJECT NUMBER a0RING NUMBER-~~ 3A072219

SOIL BORING LOG

PROJECT LOCATION--.

ELEVATION D;:(:M -' ] rDRILLING CONTRACTOR . :•:L"N. COAME•:,

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT *C:- - " . 3-;NC- -L!C:W 3T AuGEc;

WATER LEVELS iCEN' -ClrUNrE'E START 6S/20191 0630 FINISH 06/21/9g '315 LOGGER -

371N-AP0 cCIL ZESCRIPTICN MMN

•u E"uL.TS 1 S01 NAME. 'JSCS ý3;CUP SYMe0L. ' CL,•F
5-- . , ,S3'-E CNTEN7. qEi' A7 0ENSIv 3iST!T I

", ,: ::,SS--\-C'/. 5C01 S1 UCJE. -

Y0E:A 0ý Z AN,- .'4STMEý A>

: ,Is .u ,. srrniiar oao e
* . .aote*: one 'aminae of fine sano

6-3 ! 7-25-23-31 SW

I '571

3?.. fin saa, icaeau Prtill

I I

*1 I .

* I
I

35Thih'0 s oeeve Bno too of uooet mideleeve 2S[.3~5.0'-35.7') SILTY SAND (SM). Orown.

I dry. f'ne sand]. •mcaceous. •artially

3-ZsS 2.0 6-10-22-36 sleeve ana too of lower micade sleeve 2!0 32C 20MI.... . 6-... SILTY S.NO (SM), oive
grav. Cry. ine sand:. aorderhne SANDY'5iL- '.\L, aottom of :iwer m]ce s;eevet

San( zottcm sleeve a 30t2"-tam': zAN

SILT (ML). olive gray. Cry. line sand -,

"40 "0o 3eeve anC too of uoper iccie sleeve = 2,0

(40.3'-40.a'): SANDY SILT (ML). olive
brown. slhgntly moist. fine sanai. cossible
calcareous nocules. Bottom of ucoer

-, ..- SS . •i-'5-2-32 mae sleeve antd lower mddnle sleeve
5-52) (40.8'-4f.7"1: aminated SANDY SILT (ML) I

I ana SANDY LEAN CLAY (CL). yellowish
brown, i0 YR 5/4. dry, fine sand. oores.

•_ __._ _ Bottom sleeve and tO (417"-42.0') fPOCRLY GRACED SANO/SANOY SILT(sP/ML,. bale Drown, 0 YR 6/3. Cry. fine
san(a. micacecus

.45.:



PRGýECT INUMBEE G 0R IN 0 NUMBEER

-SOIL. BCRýNG __

PPýC7LOCATION ---

ELE=VA7!CN -- :O-- PDILLING CONTRAC70R ~-<:..\.~0A4\-I
ORILLNG MEiO AND EGUIPMENr T ~ -3 :.~~C 0L~ E UE
WA7ER LEVELS C - \NZ3 START ~6/20,ý91 2630 FNS "'3!5~ GGR

:ZM:. ~E. CIL :'ESCP[Pr:CN-

_zL- Z`NM.jSCS Sy"ASCL.YABC CL:0P. - -

ý6mNELC-

CWA MICCz Se~ cev~e -31rtzz ~ ' -,ns

amnnatea SANCY SIL- MUee SO. n e'Msele' l:'~
31L' A.ND ýSM) .JC%(. Drown. tQ Yc; :Cr~es. 'So ~se::s'

-35 3 ~ ~ :i2. '~O;5t. fne 3anC. "ilcaceouS.ex . " :3ACY ,

staining. =cttom -)f Ower T*mcce sieeie rs: -. C='

____________________________________ -gnt orn fine 3arc. '.acOUS. ~~
_________________________ eeve anc "'C 46.-69 SAND S:f -

-~ýML;. :'ale orcwn. !0 `z '3/3. :ry. ',ne
sari. nicaceous. Tre'D staining. -. O13zy :C~

Cry stren'gtri

50 iUODer and uDner middle sleeves sainaie ýas some :)Cor .3 in C-43
(5.4612':Ooraertine SIL7Y SANO/ cescniDea Doove. 2. -'3C ol:M

SANDY SILLT (SM/ML). olive. 5 Y 4/3. dry. 7a

fine sano. micaceous. ;aminatea FeOx
6O 'm'5 seee17-30-30 -n~i:aers stains along laminae. 8ottom of lower (

I I OCRLY ZPACEO SAND- (SP). !igmt orown.
Irv, 4ie sand., 3ottom of Oottom sleeve
i513'): SICt W174 SZAND (ML) color

changes from Drown to gray, ary fine sand f

55 -700, uccer ThdCle 3nc '00of !tower niatide :r ler 3ays "arc .n
* sleeves (55.0'-56.01) Mostly SANDY 31L7

1-CS 1.5 28-50 -60/2, dry, Fe~x streaks in layers and
(50/211) ross-cutting oeacing ýroot rioies'1. fire 41

sand. low to rmigh dry strengtlM. micaceous,
Bottomt I ncri or :ower .ltiddte sleeve.

CS * : ottom sleeve and *,io ý56.1*-S6.6'):
POORLY GRADEO SAND (SP). ligri Drown

Alh eOx staining, cry, fine sand.

I caeos Sottom of t:0 (56.7'): MUiC' as

* '300e



-PROJECT NUMBER BORING NUMBER

. - SOIL BORING LOG

PRJECT .P3 S LOCATION - . -

ELEVATION . - DRILLING CONTRACTOR _E':< " ....... . .

DRILLING METHOD AND EGUIPMENT MCSILE B-3 1Ru. R3. 3-,•C. -CL-, -Ty A.'Z

WATER LEVELS "- -'.c•uN,-_ START 66/2,•C/1,50 FINISH -i2'/'' •5 LOGGER ,

U.1 -- .. L = -B-' -S i :z0_L NAME, JS03 2ý0UP SYMECL. '-CL-.;.
* -. MCISL, A •NET. E .:,T'; .Es:TY ;7"-; N- _- '- -_ Y "R"- : N, N. zE1_ 7:'v. E;= '"

5ot.-m ileeve.7

* ~GRACEDl BAND tSP!. n)ae ý,rowr. !0 eR =~13. dlry�medjium to ',ne sand. iosziv - ne.

23 - S " - - 23 ,cace -us. Sottri o sleeve arc...
*:42) t:0 •6i.T'-2.0'X •_.••,¥•SAN Y .T ,,L. SiL7

lay, .5 Y di2 . 'me n c us.
-esx staing, low cry strength

" crifler says 'nara auge~rng

65 Too and uooer middle sleeves
(85.2-65.8): Interlayered SILTY SAND
(SM) (60%) and SANDY SILT (ML) (40%,.), .. c 'S7 =3

-2-22 olive Drown. Cry, fine sand, micaceous.

!4 B 3--S 1.8 o -- 3 Below i65.'-i7.0-,: POORLY GRACE:
BAC SAND SP). ý,rpt :-own. dry, -iecium 'o '.!e

sand. 1mostly -,ne.. ::caceous

70 oo of 0oo s;eeve ý70.O'-70.I'1: SANCY 2SILT oML). ove olive, 5 Y 5/3. 'y. 1:re

i2 - O sand. low "'y strength. may nave some PDO - 120 00M
LEAN CLý (CL) laminae. Bottom of ucZer

- 0 /3' and tco if uooer middle siee.es (70.;- .
T0.51 SILYT SAND (SM), yeflow-isn orown.
0I YR 5•4. dry, fine sa., micaceous,.
9oltom of uDoer middle sleeve
(70.5'-71.0') SANDY SILT (ML) as two 1-inc, oiecneters .nstalued - see

descfloed atove, Below (7M.O'-7"1 / ,ell construczon oI]
SILTY SAND 'Slw). as descroeC' a-oye / ,P = Potoionization Zetector cor
I- nd of 5orrig at 7!.7 :eet. 9/2/91 j rgan'c Caoors

2
4

I (



VAPOR EXTRACTICN WELL RECORD DRAWING & CCNSTRLUCT:r:N 7-Z

* PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE PROJECT NO. SAC28722.19.33

WELL NO. VES 01 FIELD OBSERVERS K WHITE

ELEV, NGVD (top or weUt casing) ±67.5' SURFACE ELEV, NGVD _+65.4'

WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE -±104.5'BGS (6/11/91) START DATE 6/07/91

DRILLING CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO. CA FINISH DATE 6/12/91

DRILLING METHOD 6-INCH 0.0. HOLLOW STEM AUGER

WELL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

+2.13 FT * BOREHOLE DIA(S) 10" :NCHES 70 102' FT 3GS

GROUND SURFACE 7 .7 TOP OF REINF 6_ INCHES TO _106 FT S
---- C . WASTE SAMPLING

SINCHES TO _ FT BGSBACKFILL • I2.0 FT

CONCRETE WASTE - CASING TYPE PVC DIAMETER 4

SAMPLNULAR AL-4. FT COUPLING TYPE THREADED
REINF.ORCED SCREEN TYPE PVC DIAMETER " 00

CONCRETE SLOT SIZE 0.02' SCREEN LENGTH 80"
WASTE
SAMPLING TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP
PORT

END CAP/PLJG TYPE SLIPCAP - HELD W/SST SCREWS

WELL CASING CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S) NOT USED

FILTER PACK TYPE 45 1001 BAGS LONESTAR SAN 3

GRADATION AAED-COARSE SAND

SEAL(S)

12.7 Fr BENTONITE 2-50# BUCKETS BEN TONITE PELLETS

BENTONITE SEAL ANNULAR 4-94# BAGS CEMENT (PORTLANO TYPE !-fr)
TW/4Z BEN TONI TE

.•SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTURE OF 20% BEN TONITE

AND CLEAN FILL

-'7 El BACKFILL 6-50# BUCKETS BENTONITE PELLETS /
F'ILTER PACK --.

• " COMMENTS

ADDED 5 GAL WATER PER 50 LB BAG BEN TONITE
WELL SCREEN 4

END CAP/PLUG 97 1 FT

S0BACKFILL -HP-

SLOUGH-- m 106 FT
NOT TO SCALE

DEPTHS ABOVE/BELOW GROUND SURFACE

J: \OIS\INOUST\SAC28722\Sa722F40.OWG



P7EZ2METER RECERS 3RAWINC & CENST7 OTZ , 1

PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE pR.:CECT NC:. SAC28722.i9.Jj-

WELL NO, VES 02A - EL: :BSEC VE:RS WHITE, 0 wEYES
EZLEV, NCVD (-too o- weU casing) 67.3 SURFACE EC EV, NCVS ±65.3'

WATER LEVEL ELEV/E ATE ±102.5' BGS 6/14/91 START -SAT 6/12/91
DRILLING CCNTRACT[CR BEYLIIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA E:NTSH DATE 5/15/97

R[LLZNC METHOD 8-INCH 0.0. HOLLOW STEM AUGER [
WELL CONSTRLCTL:N MATEAR:LS

:F38 ;'T 3OREHOLE DIA(S) " IN CHES 4-5"" 3cS

SURFACE INCHES TO __ F- BGS
BACKFILL_23 F IN --CHESTO ______oFr

CASING TYPE CRAY PVC - SCH •0 DIAMETER I"

ANNULAR SEAL _
CEMENT BENTONITE 33.4 FT COUPLING TYPE THREADED

3ENTONITE SEAL-- ý- 36.5 FT SCREEN TYPE PVC DIAMETER
WELL CASING---------R

WELL SCREEN SLOT SIZE 0.02- SCREEN LENGTH 2.5" EACH

FILTER PACK 39.0 FT TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP

S U P -- ý-'------'-- -. 39.5 -FT END CAP/PLUG TYPE - IA. 5.5' LONG PVC SCREW ON ,

END CAP/1 -- USD
PLUG CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S) N/A

FILTER PACK TYPE 03 SANO - SHALLOW - 3-100i BAGS

DEEPER - 2- rOAF BAGS

GRADATION 8x1O COARSE - MEDIUM SAND
SEAL(S)

BENTONITE SHALLOW SEAL - 2-50# BUCKETS

DEEPER - 18-10041 BAGS//BUCKETS

V4 AN0 4*- PELLETS VCLCLA Y

ANNULAR CEMENT BEN TONI TE GROUT 85 GAL NA T

1-504 BEN TONI TE. 5-94 A BAGS CEMENT
(TYPE [-!fl PORTLANO

SURFACE COMPACTED MIX TURE OF 207.

3ENTONITE SEAL- BEN TONI TE & CLEAN FiLL

SBACKFILL. 4Pt-50# BAGS COARSE (W) BENTONITE

CHIPS j
FILTER PACK 92.

WELL SCREEN "COMMENTS

95 FT PVC BOOT INSTALLED A T HOPE LINER
Sump -. . 95.5 FT

END, CAP/PLUG

BACKFILL-
TO ••

NOT TO SCALE
m DEPTHS ABOVE/BELOW GROUND SJRFACE

J: \OIS\INOUST\SAC28722\SB722F41.OWC



P2EZEMETER RECERD DRA\WNG & C2NSTRUCT"-N L_-"l

* PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE PROJECT NO. SAC28722.19.33

WELL NO, VES 2B - FIELD OBSERVERS K WHITE

ELEV, NOVD (top0 oP weU c-,sing)±56 .3'. ±66.4' SURFACE ELEV, NGVD ±65.3•'
WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE, NGVD NOTENCOUNTERED START DATE 6/17/91

DRILLINO CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA F"NISH DATE 6/17/97

DRILLING METHOD 8-INCH O.D. HOLLOW STEM AUGER

WELL CONSTRUCTION MATEAS

,2,04 FT.

S0.96 FT BOREHOLE DIA(S) 8 INCHES TO FO-- 7T BGS

GROUND SURFACE INCHE.ý 70 F7 BGS

SURFACE NACKFILL IPCHES TO -FT BGS
2ý3 FT

CASING TYPE 1" GRAY PVC DIAMETER 1"

COUPLING TYPE 7'4REAOEDANNULAR SEAL-- I

CEMENT SCREEN TYPE PV:" DIAMETER I
BENTNAIN "SLOT Sr7 0.02' SCREEN LENGTH 2.5 EACH

" C TOP CA- TYPE PVC SLIP CAP
16 FT

BENTNITE --- T _ END CAP/PLUG TYPE T-READEQD 0.5 LONG

SEAL •. CENTRALIZER TYPE NtI r siED

FILTER PACK--* ". CENTRALIZER LOCA: .. N(S) N/A

ELL SCREEN- FILTER PACK TYPE E.3 SAND (DEEPER AND SH-ALLOWtR

21 FT FiL 7ER PACK) 2-1000 BAGS EACH

SMGRADATION kT.EDIUk-Ce)ARSE SAND
SUMPSUMP
END CAP SEAL(S)

AND PLUG 21.5 FT

BENTCNITE SEAL, BENTONITE DEEPER SEAL - 14-50#1 BUCKETS;
SHALOWER SEAL - I-X-50# BUCKET7S V4_ PELLETS VOLCLAY

SF ANNULAR 17 LBS GRANULATE0D BENTONI TE'•

•4-94, BAGS PORTLANO CEMENT
L2 FT SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTURE QF 20, BEN TONITE

FILTER PACK AND CLEAN F7LL

BACKFILL 1!.ý-5O# BAGS HOLEPLUG BENTONITE CHIPS

WELL SCREEN
COMMENTS

SPVC BOOT INSTALLED A T HOPE LINER
S " ••.CAPS MARKED, SHALLOW AND DEEP

END CAP/PLUG-- 27 F

BACKFILL

SLOUGH 
P91 T

TO 106 FT
NOT TO SCALE

" DEPTHS ABOVE/BELO• GROUND SURFACE

J: \OIS\INOUST\SAC28722\S8722F42. DWC



PrEZE>1E7E. RE2:"R3 DRAW7NC 0 C EN S 7 RU CT .ZN

PROJECT NAME McCL4-ELLAN SVE SAOJC AC2 8722.7.ig.Jz

W~ELL NO. yES 0,3A -:L FI-- BSERVERS TDANOWiCH/K LEARY
E.LEV, NCVD (top o; we~l -- s~ng) ±57.2' ±6. U Cc' Z~V, NCVr ±65."~

W4ATER LEVEL ELEV/1DATE ±102.5' BGS 5/717/91 STRT ATE: 6/14/9',

DRILLING CONTRACTOIR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO. CA R:NISH DATIE: 6/17/91

DRILLING METHOD 6"O0.0. HOLLOW STEM AUGERf

W4ELL CCONSTRUCT-77N M 4 :-;rLS

19 FT BOREHOLE DIA(S)6 :NCH.ES 70 13' F- BGS

GROUND SURFACE INCH-ES 7O -FT SGS

SRAEINCHES TO -FT 3GS

HOELIE 7 XCASING TYPE SCH 80 PVC DIAMETER I'

ANNUAR EALI-/COUPLING TYPE PVC FLUSH TH-READED

CEETSCREEN TYPE PVC DAEE

SLOT SIZE 0.02' SCREEN LENGTH 2. 5'
WELLCASIG 318 rTTOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP (SCH 40)

UPPERSEALEND CAP/PLUG TYPE PVC SCREW PLUG (Sd-f 40)
-CENTRALIZER TYPE NTUE

3.FTCENTRALIZER LOCATION(S)N/

FILTR PCK YPE2-100#' BAGS (SHALLOW)

SHALLOMEER 1!4 I00# 6AGS (DEEP)

GRADATION AdEDIUM COARSE O'3 8x20 SAND

SUMP SEAL(S)f
31. F ENTONI TE 24V1-50J BAGS/BUCKE75SBEN TONI TE.

END CA/PLUG-DEEPER SEAL UPPER (SHALLOW.) SEAL - 1

BENTNITESEALBUCKETS #50 VOL CLA Y Y4~ "DIA BEN TONI TE P0 ELLETS_
ANNULAR 33LBS BEN TONITE + 9-94.# PORT1LAND CEMENT

SURFACE COMoPACTED MIXTUJRE OF 20% BEN TONI77

DEEPR <SND) 0.5 T AND CLEAN FXLL

DILTER PSAND) *.ACKFILL JýV BAGS 50# BEN TONITE7

DEEPER PIEZOMETER CMET
WELL CREENP VC BOOT INSTALLED AT HOPE LINEP

ADDED 5 GAL WATER PER 50 LB BAG BEN TONITE

CHIPS/PELLETS TO HYDRA TE (PRIOR TO ADDING

SUMP 9:3.5 F T CHIPS/PELLETS)

END CCAP/PLUG938T

X DEPTHS ABOVE/BELOW GROUND SURFACE

J: \DIS\INOUST\SAC28722\S8722F43.DWG



PIEZOMETER RECORD DRAWING & CONSTRUCTIEN L=G

* PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE PROJECT NO. SAC28722.19.33
WELL NO. VES JB FIELD OBSERVERS T DANOVICH/D MEYERS

ELEV, NGVD (top oF welL casing) ±67.3', ±67.4' SURFACE ELEV, NGVD ±65.4'

WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE, NGVD NOT ENCOUNTERED START DATE 6/18/97

DRILLING CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA FINISH DATE 6/18/91

DRILLING METHOD 6" 0.0. HOLLOW STEM AUGER

WELL CONSTRUCTICN MATER:ALS

*1.97 FT9 BOREHO,.E DIA(S) 6' INCHES TO 28.X F- T BGS
+1.15 FT

GROUND SURFACE-T INCHES TO __ FT 3GS

SURFACE "_ _INCHES TO _FT SGS
BACKFILL N -, F CASING TYPE SCH 80 PVC ___TE__

H13E LNERDIAMETER
L ANNULAR SEAL COUPLING TYPE PVC FLUSH THREADED

CEMENT I
BENTONITE SCREEN TYPE P VC -DIAMETER__

SHALLOWJ SLOT SIZE 0-02" SCREEN LENGTH 2.5'
PIEZOMETER OF

WELL CASING - / 8.5 FT TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP (SCH 40)

S. BENTONITE END CAP/PLUG TYPE PVC SCREW PLUG (SCH 0)
UPPER SEAL . - 1.5FT
SHALLOER .0 FT CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

SVSHALLD E PACK CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S) N/A
SHALLOWER LNSA AD HLOE --

PIEZOMETER ' FILTER PACK TYPE LONESTAR SANO. SHALLOWER -
WELL SCREEN 14,5 FT 100# BAGS DEEPER - I- YOU BAG,Up ---- -- 14, 8 F-,

END CAP/PLUG GRA3ATION #J (COARSE-MEDIUM) 6x20 SANO

SEAL(S)BENTO3NITE -

DEEPER N EAL BENTONITE DEEPER SEAL - 4-50# BUCKETS/BA CS

-ENTONITE, UPPER (SHALLOW) SEAL - 1-/4 9UCKETS

50,# VOLCLA Y 4 BEN TONITE PELLETS

ANNULAR 7LBS BEN TONITE ' 2-944 PORTLAND CEMENT

DEEPER (SAND) • SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTURE OF 20, BENTONITE
FILTER PACK . AND CLEAN F7LL

DEEPER PIEZOMETER 22.5 •T BACKFILL ?f4 50# BUCKETS VOLCLA Y Y" 01A

BEN TONI TE PELLETS

COMMENTS
PVC BOOT INSTALLED A T HOPE LINER

ADOED 5 GAL WATER PER 50 LB BAG BEN TONITE

END CAP/PLUG - M W*EI BENTrON17E AODED TO HOLE

* END CAP/PLUG- ý

TAK DL 28.3 T

NOT TO SCALE
o DEPTHS ABOVE/BELOW GROUND SURFACE

J: \DIS\INOUST\SAC28722\S8722F44.OwG



VAPR EXTRACTIEN WELL RECZRD -RAWV:NG & c:N\S,-7zN i:I

PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE PROJECT NC. SAC28722.i9.33

WELL NO. VES 04 FIELD OBSERVERS T DANOWCH

ELEV, NOVD ('top o; well casinng) ±_66.1 SURFACE EZEV, NCVD ) 55 7'

WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE ±70J.0'3SS 6/73/91 START DATE 6/170/9?

DRILLING CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA FI'NSH DAT 51 7,!319

DRILLING METHOD 6" O.D. HOLLOW STEM AUGER

WELL CCNSTRUCTTCN MATERlaLS r
0.43 Fr* BOREHOLE DIA(S) 10 : -NCHES 7o 101' r' BGS

GROUND SURFACE 6" INCHES TO 705' F-7 3GS

SURACFIL - INCHES TO -FT 3GS

HO3PE LNERJ CASING TYPE SCH 80 PVC DIAMETER .3'

COUPLING TYPE PVC FLUSH THREADED
ANNULAR SEAL- SCREEN TYPE PVC DIAMETER J"

V/ 15'-0.020o 5' 0 OTTOM
W#ELL CASING SLOT SIZE 5'-0.010' SCREEN LENGTH 15' TOP

TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP (SCH 401

END CAP/PLUG TYPE PVC SCREW PLUG (SCH 40) (
CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S) N/A f"5C' QFVN R -111)#(7

FZLTER PACK TYPE LONESTAR SAND 5' SCREEN J- To0#

GRADATION #3 (COARSE-MEDIUM) 8x20 SAND

SEAL(S)

/E SEAL 63.7 FT BENTONITE (TOP) 41,-50if BUCKETS BENTONITE

BENTON[TE SEAL-- ANNULAR SENTONITE CEMENT GROUT MIX. 16-94f BAGS

, A.7 FT CEMENT, JOO GAL WATER, 2P-50# BAGS BEN TONI TE'

FILTER PACK -" BEN TONITE (BETWEEN WELL SCREENS) 10;,1-50O
BUCKETS BENTONITE

L S 81.5 FT SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTURE OF 20% BENTONITE AND

(0.020, 0.010, 0.020) N - , CLEAN FLL

BENTONITE BACKFILL (80 71TM) 2J-50# BUCKETS 9EN TONITE

BLANK CASING 92.3 FT COMMENTS

PVC sOOr INSTALLED A T HOPE LINER

(0.020) TOTAL PVC LENGTH PUT IN HOLE 90.0 x
SUMP 7.6 FTS• ••, • 98 FT

END CAP/PLUG [

BACKFILL ý \\~x10 F'T

SLOUGH *1
NOT TO SCALE

D rEPTHS ABOVE/BCLOrS GROUND SURFACE

J: \O1S\)NOUST\SAC28722\S5722F45. owG



VAPOR EXTRACTION WELL RECORD DRA\A]NG & CENS"RUCT:EN L7C

* PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE PROJECT NO. SAC28722.19.33

WELL NO. VES 05 FIELD OBSERVERS K WHITE

ELEV, NOVD (top o- welU casing) ±66.9' SURFACE ELEV, NCVD ±55.4'

WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE, NGVD N.OTENCOUNTERED START DATE 6/17/91

DRILLING CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA FINISH DATE 5/18/91

DRILLING METHOD 10" O.D. HOLLOW STEM AUGER

W/ELL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

•*'1.50 FT BOREHOLE DIA(S) 10. INCHES 70 1-9• .1F'7 3GS

GROUND SURFACE E.85 FT TOP OF 8 INCHES TO _-__'_FT BOS

SURFACE SEAL CONCRETE WASTE
CONCRETE WASTE "2.0 FTSAMPLING PORT INCHES TO __ F7 3GS

SAMPLING PORT CASING TYPE _ SCH 80 GRAY PVC DIAMETER Y
4OTTOM PO COUPLING TYPE PVC FLUSH THREADED

ANNULAR SEAL REINFORCED SCREEN TYPE PVC DIAMETER 3'
CONCRETE
WASTE SLOT SIZE 0 .02' SCREEN LENGTH 5.2'

WELL CASING SAMPLING
PORT TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP (SCH 40)

END CAP/PLUG TYPE PVC SCREW PLUG (SCH 40)

CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S) N/A

FILTER PACK TYPE 4- f000 8AGS#J SAND

GRADATION MEDIUM-COARSE (8x20) CLEMEN 7TNA

SEAL(S)

9 rT BENTONITE 2-500 BUCKETS VOLCLAY A' DIA

BENTONITE SEAL BENTONITE PELLETS

E ANNULAR BENTONITE CEMENT GROUT MIX. 7!4-9'#

tl.3 CT BAGS CEMENT + 100 GAL WA TER. 1-50 #SACK BEN TCNITE

* SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTURE OF 20% BENTONITE
• ; ~AND CLEAN h"XtL

FILTER PACK ADCEN-L

* • BACKFILL 2"-504 BAGS COARSE GRAINED BENTONITE
WELL SCREEN

* ". COMMENTS
* HOLE DRILLED TO 50' W4TH 8' DIA AUGER AND THEN

* REAMED MTH 10' AUGER. ADDED ALL BACKFILL

* THROUGH AUCFR

r 16.5 FT

SUMP S17 FT

END CAP/PLUG

BACKFILL -
t L ,,• 19.1 F T

SLOUGH' SOUG •TD 30 FT

NOT TO SCALE

DEPTHS ABOVE/BELOW GROUND SURFACE

J: \DIS\INOUST\SAC28722\se722F44.DWO



PIEZEMET7ER RECRD DRAWING & CFNLNS 7,R _I

PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE PRO C NC. 5AC28722.79.33 3
WELL NO. VES 06A - FELD CBSERVERS K WHITE
-zV, NOVD (top 0o weLL casing) -67.' 57,5'SýRFACE -'EV, NCV: _55.'9"

WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE ±1C6.5"BGS 6/19/91 START :ATE 6/181/9

DRILLING CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA -:NISH DATE 5/19/91

DRILLING METHOD 8" HOLLOW STEM AUGER

WELL CrNSTRUCTCEN vATER:ALS I
*'1.73 ~
-v.52 FT BOREHOLE DIA(S) 8 NCHES -0 107' 7' - 3CS

GROUND SURFACE INCHES TO _77 3GS

SURFACINCHES TO __ FT 3GSBACKFILL• 2.1 F'T ICE O _ 7 G

H}PE LINER CASING TYPE SCH 80 PVC DIAMETER ____

CO1UPLING TYPE PVC FLUSH THREADED

CEMENT- SCREEN TYPE SCH 80 PVC DIAMETER

BELLCAING 68 FT SLOT SIZE 0.02' SCREEN LENGTH 2.5 EACH

TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP

SEAL -I1 70.0 FT END CAP/PLUG TYPE SLIP CAP W/SST SCREWS

CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S) N/A

WELL SCREEN - -E--FILTER PACK TYPE 13 SANO. SHALLOIbER-1Nt 1001 BAGS

73ZP EEPER-I7li 1001 BAGSW
END CAP/PLUG GRADATION MEDIUM-COARSE (8x20)

SEAL(S)

BENTONITE UPPER (SHALLOW) 2-50# BUCKETS

BENTONITE. OEEPER - 1J 50/ BUCKETS BENTONITE

BENTONITE SEAL ANNULAR 601 GRANULATED BENTONITE * 19-9Jf,# BAGS

PORTLAND CEMENT + 225 GAL WA TER

SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTURE OF 20% BENTONITE

ANO CLEAN FILL

BACKFILL 4;4-50# BAGS HOLEPLUG BENTONITE CHIPS I
COMMENTS

93.0 FT PVC ROOT INSTALLED A T HDPE LINER

FILTER PACK 935 FT
WELL SCREEN -

END CAP/PLUG I. 96 FT

BENTONITE
BACKFILL 3

t03.4 FT
SLCUGH

NOT TO SCALE

a DEPTHS ABOVE/BELOW GROUND SURFACE

J: \OIS\INOUST\SAC28722\S8722F47.OWG



PIEZE".ETER RECERD 2RAWING & C.NSTRUCTE-N E-G

* PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE PROJECT NO. SAC28722.79. J.3

WELL NO. VES 068 FIELD 03SERvERS K WHITE

ELEV, NOVD (top oF weLU cas;ng) ±67.1' SURFACE ELEV, NOVD ±6.5.8"

WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE, NGVD NOT ENCOUNTERED START DATE 6/21/97

DRILLING CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA FINISH DATE 6/27/91

DRILLING METHOD 8" O.D. HOLLOW STEM AUGER

WELL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

-1.27 FT BOREHOLE DIA(S) INCHES TO _JC6 F" Gs

GROUND SURFACE INCHES TO _ F7T GS

SURFACEINCHES T __ T BGS
~. T

B A C K F I L L 2 .1 F T _ s N Y E S H 8 V N H S T F

CASING TYPE ,,SCH 80 pvc DIAMETER~ _____

HOPE LINER 
DAMTE

COUPLING TYPE THREADED

CEMENT SCREEN TYPE SCH 80 PVC DIAMETER IBENTONITE

WELLC GSLOT SIZE SCREEN LENGTH 2'

9-8.5 FT TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP

BENTONITE -•END CAP/PLUG TYPE SLIP CAP W/SST SCREWS

SEAL CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

10.5 FT CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S) N/A

FILTER PACK TYPE iQ SAND. SHALLOWER 2- OO# 9AGS

W/ELL SCREEN DEEPER I-71 O BAG

t3.0 FT GRADATION A4EDIUM-COARSE (8x20)

END CAP/PLUG SEAL(S)

BENTONITE SEAL BENTONITE VOLCLAY Y" AND 4* PELLETS. SHALLOWER

1j4-501 BUCKETS, DEEPER 8-50# BUCKETS/BAGS

ANNULAR CEMENT-BENTONITE GROUT, 7 BAGS 94#
CEMENT + 85 GAL WATER + 25# BEN TONI TE

SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTURE OF 20% BENTONITE AND

CLEAN FILL

BACKFILL 1-50# BAG HOLERLUG .4' BENTONITE. COARSE

COMMENTS

PVC BOOT INSTALLED A T HOPE LINER
ST *80TH SCREEN SLOTS WERE CUT WITH

FILTER PACK 25" FT_.

. SHACKSAW ON ONE SIDE OF CASING, 0T7-H SLOT7ED

SECTIONS ARE ORIENTED FACING EAST.
END CAP/PLUG • 27.9 FT

BENTONITE

BACKFILL -=P AF
SLOUGH -10-A F___. . _. "• • 'T

TD I4 
3_'

NOT TO SCALE
DEPTHS ABCVE/BELO' GROUND SURFACE

J: \0I S\INOUST\SAC28722\SB722F48.OWG



VAPRI EXTRACTIEN WELL RECCRD D AW2NG & CNST "C--_' --

PROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE Pqr- ECT NC. SAC28722.'7.

WELL NO. VES O7 FIELD CBSERvERS DVYERS/DOANOVICH

ELEV, NGVD (top of we(( cas.ng) 566.0' S!RACE ELEV, NCV: ±65.2'

WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE _ ±102.5'BGS 6/20/91 STAR- DATE 6/7V091

DRILLING CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA FINISH DATE 5/20/97

DRILLING METHOD 6" O.0. HOLLOW STEM AUGER

WELL CONSTRUCT"I-N mATE•R'.4LS

*0.78 FTw 3OREHOLE: 31A(S) :NCHES TO 55 -3S

GROUND SURFACE 6 INCHES TO 0-3 F7 3G,

SAJ L 23TINCHES TO __ FT 3GSS U RA C EF L 

2 .3j/H LINER- /CASING TYPE SCH 80 PVC DIAMETER .3

COUPLING TYPE FLUSH THREADED

ANNULAR SEAL- SCREEN TYPE PVC DIAMETER

WELL CASING SLOT SIZE 0.02' SCREEN LENGTH 9,,i5'

TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP

END CAP/PLUG TYPE Pvc SCREW PLUG

CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S). N/A

FILTER PACK TYPE CLEMENTINA SAND, 7 2/3-100# BAGS

GRADATION 13 8x20 GRADED MONTEREY SAND

SEAL(S) ___________________

24.5 FT BENT13NITE 24t-50# BUCKETS BENTONITE
BENTNITE SEAL -- ANNULAR BEN TONI TE CEMEN T GROUr MIX. 14 BA GS 9A,#

CEMENT + 100 GAL WATER. 28 LBS BEN TONI TE

SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTUJRE OF 20% BENTONITE
AND CLEAN FILL

BACKFiLL (BENTONITE) 121-50D BUCKETS/BAGS A'

FILTER PACK AND W BENTONITE PELLETS AND CHIPS

WELL SCEEN •BACKFILL (GROUT) RFJT(nNITF rCVWENT CrfOuT uI' lx -

94# BAGS CEMENT + 175 GAL WA rER + t-501• BAG
BEN TONI TE

COMMENTS
PVC BOOT INSTALLED A T HOPE LINER

ADDED 5 GAL WATER PRIOR TO EACH 50 LBS

E AUGF -- 8 FT BENTONITE IN HOLEEND CAP/PLU-- •38=•.8 FT
(BENTO]NITE) 5 .-- T

(GROUT) 13P
•I ~(SAMPLE) SLO3UGHt5F

NOT TO SCALE

DEPTHS ABOVE/3ELO'S GROUND SURFACE

J: \OIS\INOUST\SAC28722\Sa722F49.OWG



VAPOR EXTACTICN \VELL RECCRD DRAWrING & CENST7UCT:EN

SPROJECT NAME McCLELLAN SVE PROJECT NO. SAC28722.19.33

WELL NO. VES C8 FIELD OBSERVERS O , YERS/T DANOVICH

ELEV, NGVD (top oa weUl cas~ng) +66.4' SURFACE ELEV, NGVD +5.4'

WATER LEVEL ELEV/DATE, NGVD NOT ENCOUNTERED START DAT- 6/20/91

DRILLING CONTRACTOR BEYLIK DRILLING, SACRAMENTO, CA FINISH DATE 6/21/97

DRILLING METHOD 10" 0.0. HOLLOW STEM AUGER

WELL CCNSTRUCTION MATER[ALS

-t.00 FT* 30REHOLE DIA(S) 10 INCHES To 28• F7 3GS

GROUND SURFACE 6 INCHES TO 27 FT BGS

SURFACEINCHES TO __ FT BSBACKFILL 2.0 FTINHST -F G

HDPE CASING TYPE SCH 80 PVc DIAMETER 3"

COUPLING TYPE FLUSH THREAOED
SCREEN TYPE PVC DIAMETER J"

SLOT SIZE 0.02' SCREEN LENGTH , ., 7 .'
WELL CASING

TOP CAP TYPE PVC SLIP CAP

END CAP/PLUG TYPE PVC SCREW PLUG

CENTRALIZER TYPE NOT USED

CENTRALIZER LOCATION(S) N/A

FILTER PACK TYPE CLEMENT7NA SAND. 4-100#f BAGS

GRADATION IJ 8*•0 GRADED MONTEREY SAND

SEAL(S)

13.7 FT BENTONITE 2!4-50I BUCKETS/BAGS Y/4' PELLETS/

BENTONITE SEAL CHIPS BEN TONITE

ANNULAR BENTONITE CEMENT GROUT MIX, 6-94# BAGS
.F CEMENT + 75 GAL WATER + 20 LBS BENTONITE

r.25 F SURFACE COMPACTED MIXTURE OF 20% BEN TONITE

ANO CLEAN FILL

FILTER PACK BACKFILL 4.;1-50,0 BAGS/BUCKETS Y4 CHIPS/PELLETS

WEL SCEE BEN TONI TE'JELL SCREEN - " ,,

• .. COMMENTS

* "PVC BOOT INSTALLED AT HOPE LINER

ADDED 5 GAL WA TER PRIOR TO EACH 50 LBS

-- BENTONITE IN HOLE

sump" 22.0 F'T
- • • " " 2•.5 F'T

END CAP/PLUG i. 22.9 FT

e BACKFILL
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Date: January 1990

STANDARD PROCEDURES
FOR LOGGING OF

SOIL BORINGS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to assist CH2M HILL staff in accurately recording
and presenting all field data that are necessary to sufficiently describe, label, and
package soil samples recovered from borings. Adherence to a standard format for
recording data will help streamline our project efforts and ensure a consistent
presentation of subsurface data.

All CH2M HILL staff members are encouraged to present their suggestions for
clarification or improvements to these procedures. Please submit all suggestions or
comments in writing to the Discipline Group Directors of Geotechnical Engineering
or Groundwater Resources.

POLICY

These soil boring procedures must be used for all CH2M HILL projects in which
soil boring techniques are used during field exploration. These procedures establish
the minimum kinds of information that must be recorded in the field to adequately
characterize recovered soil samples.

Because each of our projects is unique and because job requirements can vary
widely, the minimum standards presented may need to be supplemented with addi-
tional technical descriptions or field test results. However, all soil boring field logs,
regardless of special project circumstances, must include information addressed in
this policy document to achieve minimum acceptable standards required by
CH2M HILL

CH2M HILL Standard Form D1586, the Soil Boring Log Form, must be used on all
CH2M HILL projects for field logging (see Figure 1). All heading information must
be completely filled out on each log sheet, and all technical items in each column
must be addressed in the field.

The boring log should be completed in the field according to the instructions that
follow. Forms should be filled out neatly and completely. Laboratory testing, if
required, should be initiated immediately after completion of the field work. Field
classifications of samples should be checked against the laboratory test results, and
corrections should be noted in red, initialed, and dated on the field log.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING
SOIL BORING LOG, FORM D1586

Form D1586 is a standard CH2M HILL form that is available in weatherproof
paper from all regional form distributors.

Following are instructions for completing the log forms in the field. See Figure 2
for an example of a field log completed according to the instructions.

Field personnel should review completed logs for accuracy, clarity, and
thoroughness of detail. Samples should also be checked to see that information is
correctly recorded on both jar lids and labels, and on the log sheets.

HEADING INFORMATION

Project Number. Use standard region code, contract I.D. (5-digit), and appropriate
point number.

Boring Number. Enter the boring number. A numbering system should be chosen
that does not conflict with information recorded for previous exploratory work done
at the site. Number the sheets consecutively for each boring. If rock core log
sheets are also used, continue the consecutive numbering.

Project. Fill in the name of the project or client.

Location. If stationing, coordinates, mileposts, or similar project layout information
is available, indicate the position of the boring to that system using modifiers such
as approximate or estimated as appropriate. If this information is not available,
identify the client facility (e.g., Richland STP, center of Clarifier No. 2 site), or the
town and state.

Elevation. Enter the elevation. If it is estimated from a topographic map, or if it is
roughly determined using a hand level, use the modifier approximate. It is
important to tie the boring elevation to a recoverable reference point (e.g., fire
hydrant, floor slab) if no other elevation data are available. Such points can be
picked up later in a site survey and boring elevations can be determined. Or, if no
survey is done, at least the relative boring elevation with respect to pertinent project
facilities will be known.

Drilling Contractor. Enter the name of the drilling company and the city and state
where the company is based.

Drilling Method and Equipment. Identify the bit size and type, drilling fluid (if
used), and method of drilling (e.g., rotary, hollow-stem auger, air track).
Information on the drilling equipment (e.g., CME 55, Mobile B61) is also entered.
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- Water Level and Date. Enter the depth below ground surface to the static water
' level in the borehole. Frequent water measurements are recommended. The

information should be recorded in the Comments column. If free water is not
encountered during drilling, or cannot bt detected because of the drilling method,
this information should be noted. Generally, water levels should be measured each
morning before resuming drilling and at the completion of each boring. Record
date and time of day (for tides, river stage) of each water level measurement.

Date of Start and Finish. Enter the dates the boring was begun and completed.
Time of day may be added if several borings are performed on the same day.

Logger. Enter the first initial and full last name.

TECHNICAL DATA

Depth Below Surface. Use a depth scale that is appropriate for the sample spacing
and for the complexity of subsurface conditions.

Sample Interval. Draw horizontal lines at the top and bottom depth of each
sample interval. These lines should extend to the soil description column. For a
very short sample interval, the bottom line can be lowered after the interval column
to provide room for writing the information (see Figure 2). Enter the depth at the

* top and bottom of the sample interval.

Sample Type and Number. Enter the sample type and number. For instance, 1-S
= first sample, split spoon. Number samples consecutively regardless of type.
Enter a sample number even if no material was recovered in the sampler.

Sample Recovery. Enter the length to the nearest 0.1 foot of soil sample recovered
from the sampler. Often, there will be some wash or caved material above the
sample; do not include the wash material in the measurement.

Standard Penetration Test Results. In this column enter the number of blows
required for each 6 inches of sampler penetration and the "N" value, which is the
sum of the blows in the last two 6-inch penetration intervals. A typical standard
penetrition test involving successive blow counts of 2, 3, and 4 is recorded as 2-3-4
and (7). The standard penetration test is terminated if the sampler encounters re-
fusal. Refusal is a penetration of more than 6 inches but less than 12 inches with a
blow count of 100, or a penetration of less than 6 inches with a blow count of 50.
A -artial penetration of 50 blows for 4 inches is recorded as 50/4". See the
Standard Penetration Test Procedures subsection for additional discussion.

Soil Description. The soil classification should follow the format described in the
Field Classification of Soil subsection.

Comments. Include all pertinent observations (changes in dilling fluid color, rod
drops, drilling chatter, rod bounce as in driving on a cobble, damaged Shelby tubes,
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and equipment malfunctions). Also note if casing was used, the sizes and depths
installed, and if drilling fluid was added or changed. You should instruct the driller
to alert you to any significant changes in drilling (changes in material, occurrence of
boulders, and loss of drilling fluid). Such information should be attributed to the
driller and recorded in this column.

Specific information might include the following:

* The date and the time drilling began and ended each day

* The depth and size of casing and the method of installation

* The date, time, and depth of water level measurements

* Depth of rod chatter

* Depth and percentage of drilling fluid loss

* Depth of hole caving or heaving

* Depth of change in material

o Drilling interval through a boulder

The results of pocket penetrometer or torvane test reported as:
"PP = TSF' or "TV = TSF," respectively

The depth of piezometers and the results of in situ tests should be noted in the
Comments column.

FIELD CLASSIFICATION OF SOIL

This section presents the format for the field classification of soil. In general, the
approach and format for classifying soils should conform to ASTM D 2488-84.
Visual-Manual Procedure for Description and Identification of Soils, which is
included in the Appendix to this document.

The Unified Soil Classification System is based on numerical values of certain soil
properties that are measured by laboratory tests (ASTM D 2487). It is p.ossible,
however, to estimate these values in the field with reasonable accuracy using visual-
manual procedures (ASTM D 2488). Also, some elements of a complete soil
description, such as the presence of cobbles or boulders, changes in strata, and the
relative proportions of soil types in a bedded deposit, can be obtained only in the
field. Corrections and additions to the field classification can be provided, when
necessary, by laboratory testing of the soil samples.
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Soil descriptions should be precise and comprehensive without being verbose. The
"W correct overall impression of the soil should not be distorted by excessive emphasis

on insignificant details. In general, similarities between consecutive samples should
be stressed rather than differences.

Soil descriptions must be recorded in the Soil Description column for every soil
sample collected. The format and order for soil descriptions should be as follows:

1. Soil name (synonymous with ASTM D 2488-84 Group Name) with
appropriate modifiers

2. Group symbol

3. Color

4. Moisture content

5. Relative density or consistency

6. Soil structure, mineralogy, or other descriptors

This order follows, in general, the format described in ASTM D 2488-84. Examples
of soil descriptions are provided in Table 1.

SOIL NAME

The basic name of a soil should be identical to the ASTM D 2488-84 Group Name
based on visual estimates of gradation and plasticity. The soil name should be
capitalized. The only acceptable soil names are those listed in Figure 3, which are
from ASTM D 2488-84.

Examples of acceptable soil names are illustrated by the following descriptions:

A soil sample is visually estimated to contain 15 percent gravel, 55 percent
sand, 30 percent fines (passing No. 200 sieve). The fines are estimated as
either low or highly plastic silt. This visual classification is SILTY SAND
WITH GRAVEL, with a Group Symbol of (SM).

Another soil sample has the following visual estimate: 10 percent gravel, 30
percent sar 1, and 60 percent fines (passing the No. 200 sieve). The fines are
estimated as low plastic silt. This visual classification is SANDY SILT. The
gravel portion is not included in the soil name because the gravel portion
was estimated as less than 15 percent. The Group Symbol is (ML).

* The gradation of coarse-grained soil (more than 50 percent retained on No. 200
sieve) is included in the specific soil name in accordance with ASTM D 2488-84.
There is no need to further document the gradation. However, the maximum size
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and angularity or roundedness of gravel and sand-sized particles should be
recorded. For fine-grained soil (50 percent or more passing the No. 200 sieve), the
name is modified by the appropriate plasticity/elasticity term in accordance with
ASTM D 2488-84.

Interlayered soil should each be described starting with the predominant type. An
introductory name, such as Interlayered Sand and Silt, should be used. Also, the
relative proportion of each soil type should be indicated (see Table 1 for example).

Where helpful, the evaluation of plasticity/elasticity can be justified by describing
results from any of the visual-manual procedures for identifying fine-grained soils,
such as reaction to shaking, toughness of a soil thread, or dry strength as described
in ASTM D 2488-84.

GROUP SYMBOL

The appropriate group symbol from ASTM D 2488-84 (see Figure 3) must be given
after each soil name. The group symbol should be placed in parentheses to indicate
that the classification has been estimated.

In accordance with ASTM D 2488-84, dual symbols (e.g., GP-GM or SW-SC) can
be used to indicate that a soil is estimated to have about 10 percent fines.
Borderline symbols (e.g., GM/SM or SW/SP) can be used to indicate that a soil
sample has been identified as having properties that do not distinctly place the soil
into a specific group. Generally, the group name assigned to a soil with a
borderline symbol should be the group name for the first symbol. The use of a
borderline symbol should not be used indiscriminately. Every effort should be made
to first place the soil into a single group.

COLOR

The basic color of a soil, such as brown, gray, or red, must be given. The color
term can be modified, if necessary, by adjectives such as light, dark, or mottled.
Especially note staining, iron staining, or mottling. This information may be useful
to establish water table fluctuations or contamination. As an alternative, consider
using the Munsel rock color chart designation.

MOISTURE CONTENT

The degree of moisture present in a soil sample should be defined as dry, moist, or
wet. Moisture content can be estimated from the criteria listed on Table 2.

RELATIVE DENSITY OR CONSISTENCY

Relative density of a coarse-grained (cohesionless) soil is based on N-values (ASTM
D 1586-84). If the presence of large gravel or disturbance of the sample makes
determination of the in situ relative density or consistency difficult, then this item
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* should be left out of the description and explained in the Comments column of the
soil boring log.

Consistency of fine-grained (cohesive) soil is properly based on results of pocket
penetrometer or torvane results. In the absence of this information, consistency can

be estimated from N-values. Relationships for determining relative density or
consistency of soil samples are given in Tables 3 and 4.

SOIL STRUCTURE, MINERALOGY, AND OTHER DESCRIPTORS

Discontinuities and inclusions are important and should be described. Such features
include joints or fissures, slickensides, bedding or laminations, veins, root holes, and
wood debris.

Significant mineralogical information should be noted. Cementation, abundant
mica, or unusual mineralogy should be described, as well as other information such
as organic debris or odor.

Other descriptors can be included if important for the project or for describing the
sample. These include particle size, range and percentages, particular angularity,
particle shape, maximum particle size, hardness of large particles, plasticity of fines,
dry strength, dilatancy, toughness, reaction to HCl, and cementation.

Residual soils have characteristics of both rock and soil and can be difficult to
classify. Relict rock structure should be described and the parent rock identified if
possible.

STANDARD PENETRATION TEST PROCEDURES

Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) are conducted to obtain a measure of the
resistance of the soil to penetration of the sampler and to recover a disturbed soil
sample. Standard Penetration Tests should be conducted in accordance with ASTM
D 1586-84, Penetration Test and Split Barrel Sampling of Soils.

EQUIPMENT AND CALIBRATION

Before starting the testing, the necessary equipment should be inspected for
compliance with the requirements of ASTM D 1586-84. The split-barrel sampler
should measure 2-inch O.D., with 1-3/8-iih,h I.D., and should have a split tube at
least 18 inches long. The dimensions should conform with those indicated on
Figure 1 of ASTM D 1586-84. The minimum size sampler rod allowed is "A" rod
(1-5/8-inch O.D.). A stiffer rod, such as "N" rod (2-5/8-inch O.D.), is required for

* depths greater than 50 feet. The drive weight assembly should consist of a 140-
pound hammer weight, a drive head, and a hammer guide that permits a free fall of
30 inches.
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PROCEDURES

Standard Penetration Tests should be conducted at every change of strata or, within
a continuous stratum, at intervals not exceeding 5 feet. Before driving the split-
barrel'sampler, all loose and foreign material should be removed from the bottom
of the borehole. It may be helpful to measure the rod stickup to ensure that the
sampler is being driven from the bottom of the borehole. The Standard Pene-
tration Test should be performed by driving a standard split-barrel sampler 18
inches into undisturbed soil at the bottom of the borehole by a 140-pound g, ided
hammer or ram, falling freely from a height of 30 inches.

The number of blows required to drive the sampler for three 6-inch intervals, for a
total of 18 inches, should be observed and recorded on the soil boring log. The
sum of the number of blows required to drive the sampler the second and third 6-
inch intervals is considered the Standard Penetration Resistance (N) or the blow-
cowut. If the sampler is driven less than 18 inches, but more than 1 foot, the pene-
tration resistance (N) is that for the last 1 foot of penetration. If less than 1 foot is
penetrated, the log must state the number of blows and the fraction of 1 foot
penetrated. It is important that the field logger observe the sampler being driven
and count the blows for each sample attempt.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The following comments and suggestions should be considered when performing
Standard Penetration Testing:

1. The borehole should be cleaned out before every sample attempt. Because
a minor amount of caving can be expected, the borehole can be considered
to be adequately cleaned if no more than 4 inches of loose or foreign
material has collected at the bottom of the borehole. A greater amount of
caving is sufficient cause to require the hole to be cleaned again.

2. The ball check valve in the split-barrel sampler should be cleaned and
working properly for each sample. Bent, chipped, or damaged shoes should
be replaced. The split-barrel halves should not be warped. In case of zero
sample recovery (i.e., if the sample is lost during first attempt), a spring
catcher should be used during subsequent attempts to facilitate recovery.

3. During SPT sampling, it is important that all rod connections be tight and
that the hammer guide be connected securely to the drill rods. If the
hammer guide connection becomes loose, much of the hammer energy may
be lost because of deflection of the hammer coupling. The lifting rope
should not rub against the mast. Each hammer fall should be 30 inches.

4. During SPT sampling, it is important that the drill rods be positioned at the
center of the drill hole. This is necessary to preclude the development of
friction between drill rods and the walls of the borehole or casing.
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* 5. If the hammer weight is raised by means of a cathead, generally two wraps
on the cathead should be used. The optimum number of wraps will vary
with the condition of the rope and cathead and the weather. Most impor-
tantly, the driller should exercise care to prevent friction of the rope on the
cathead during the fall of the hammer.

6. Occasionally, nonstandard procedures or equipment are used for obtaining
samples (such as 3-inch O.D. split-barrel samplers, or 300-pound hammers).
Any nonstandard practice should be described on the boring log form. Also,
the blow counts should be clearly marked as not conforming to SPT values.

SAMPLE LABELING AND PACKAGING

The samples recovered from the borehole are an important part of the boring
record and must be properly packaged and labeled. Samples that are improperly or
inadequately labeled are not useful. The following description outlines the
minimum requirements for packaging and labeling of samples.

Disturbed samples should be placed in jars that are marked both on the jar lid and
on a label on the side of the jar. Standard CH2M HILL jar labels are available
(Form No. 131, Soil Sample Labels) for this purpose. The following information
should be clearly marked on the jars: job number, boring number, sample number,
sample depth, blow counts, sample recovery, and date. Use an indelible marker or
a metal scriber on the jar lid. If moisture content tests are anticipated, jar samples
should be tightly sealed, then sent to the laboratory and the testing initiated as soon
as possible (within one week). See Figure 4 for labeling details.

Boxes containing the jars should be labeled on top and on one end with the
following information: job name, job number, boring number, sample numbers and
sample depths, date, and name. It is helpful to start a new box for each new boring
if the boxes are at least one-half full.

Shelby tubes should be cleaned of mud and moisture. When dry, use an indelible
marker to label them with the following information: an arrow indicating which way
is up, job number, boring number, sample number and depth, amount of recovery,
and date. The top and bottom of the sample can be circumscribed on the outside
of the tube with a marker.

Waxing of Shelby tubes is essential if sample testing will not occur within a few
days. In all cases, lids should be placed on the ends and taped with airtight tape.
Make certain that the holes in the top of the tube are sealed. The open portion of

* the tube above the sample should be packed to prevent shifting of the soil.
Dampened newspaper is generally adequate for this purpose, but it should be
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separated from the soil sample by a wax seal or an inverted cap. See Figure 4 for
labeling and packing 1, 1s.

FIELD EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

Table 5 lists equipment and supplies that are necessary or useful for soil boring
exploration.
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Table 1
EXAMPLE SOIL DESCRIPTIONS

POORLY GRADED SAND (SP), light brown, moist, loose, fine sand size

FAT CLAY (CH), dark gray, moist, stiff

SILT (ML), light greenish gray, wet, very loose, some mica, lacustrine

WELL-GRADED SAND WITH GRAVEL .(SM), reddish brown, moist, dense, subangular gravel
to 0.6 inches max

POORLY GRADED SAND WITH SILT (SP-SM), white, wet, medium dense

ORGANIC SOIL WITH SAND (OH), dark brown to black, wet, firm to stiff but spongy
undisturbed, becomes soft and sticky when remolded, many fine roots, trace of mica

SILTY GRAVEL WITH SAND (GM), brownish red, moist, very dense, subrounded gravel to
1.2 inches max

INTERLAYERED SILT (60 percent) AND CLAY (40 percent): SILT WITH SAND (ML),
medium greenish gray, nonplastic, sudden reaction to shaking, layers mostly 1.5 to 8.3 inches thick;

LEAN CLAY (CL), dark gray, firm and brittle undisturbed, becomes very soft and sticky when. remolded, layers 0.2 to 1.2 inches thick

SILTY SAND WITH GRAVEL (SM), light yellowish brown, moist, medium dense, weak gravel to
1.0 inches max, very few small particles of coal, fill

SANDY ELASTIC SILT (MH), very light gray to white, wet, stiff, weak calcareous cementation

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL/MH), dark brownish gray, moist, stiff

WELL-GRADED GRAVEL WITH SILT (GW-GM), brown, moist, very dense, rounded gravel to
1.0 inches max
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Table 2
CRITERIA FOR DESCRIBING MOISTURE CONDITION

Description Criteria

Dry Absence of moisture, dusty, dry to the touch

Moist Damp, but no visible water

Wet Visible free water, usually soil is below water table

Table 3
RELATIVE DENSITY OF COARSE-GRAINED SOIL

(Developed from Sowers, 1979)

Relative

Blows/Ft Density Field Test

0-4 Very loose Easily penetrated with 1/2-in. steel rod pushed by hand

5-10 Loose Easily penetrated with 1/2-in, steel rod pushed by hand

11-30 Medium Easily penetrated with 1/2-in, steel rod driven with 5-Lb hammer

31-50 Dense Penetrated a foot with 1/2-in. steel rod driven with 5-lb hammer

50 Very Dense Penetrated only a few inches with 1/2-in, steel rod driven with 5-lb
hammer

Table 4
CONSISTENCY OF FINE-GRAINED SOIL

(Developed from Sewers, 1979)

Pocket
Penetrometer Torvane

Blows/Ft Consistency (TSF) (TSF) Field Test

<2 Very soft <0.25 <0.12 Easily penetrated several inches by
fist

2-4 Soft 0.25-0.50 <0.12-0.25 Easily penetrated several inches by
thumb

5-8 Firm 0.50-1.0 0.25-0.5 Can be penetrated several inches
by thumb with moderate effort

9-15 Stiff 1.0-2.0 0.5-1.0 Readily indented by thumb, but
penetrated only with great effort

16-30 Very stiff 2.0-4.0 1.0-2.0 Readily indented by thumbnail

30 Hard >4.0 >2.0 Indented with difficulty by
thumbnail



Table 5
FIELD EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST FOR SOIL BORING LOGGING

_Lath, flagging, and orange spray paint

_Lumber crayon
100-foot tape
Brunton or Silva compass

Logging Equipment

_Soil Boring Guideline
Clipboard

_Form D1586 on all-weather paper
Pens/pencils

-Engineer's pocket tape measure with tape lock
Field notebook on all-weather paper
Squirt bottle with water

_.,Spatula
_HC__, 10 percent solution

Szmpling and Packaging

.__Jars with lids and labels (Form #131)
-Shelby tubes and plastic end caps

.;Airtight tape (e.g., electrical)
Newspaper

-Wax, stove, melting pot, and matches
Indelible fine felt-tipped markers (e.g., Sharpie
brand)

Test Equipment

Pocket penetrometer
__Torvane

Well sounder

Other

Camera, film
Hand lens
Rags
Ear protectors
Screwdrivers
Hard hat

-Sunscreen
Insect repellent
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PROJECT At-r/ Avp / •V--&d• LOCATION 4_d#?ZL4 (.'J")

ELEVATION -45,14/APg ) DRILUNG CONTRACTOR

DRILLING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT /

WATER LEVELS A; 4Lt- 64. STARTAf INSOGE

SAMPLE STANDARD SOIL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS
o- - PENET'1ATION

A -j LU m: • TEST SOIL NAME, USCS GROUP SYMBOL. COLOR, DEPTH OF CASING. DRILLING RATE.
aO uJ RESULTS MOISTURE CONTENT, RELATIVE DENSITY DRILLING FLUID LOSS.

cc m it 0 OR CONSISTENCY, SOIL STRUCTURE, TESTS AND INSTRUMENTATION
W .D0- Up 6- MINERALOGY

o ~~~ <-rL (N) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

&Ire /7/OV)/ ~ St4a r6 //~ 9 :00
AC unerkr7 tj dvrox o#/rd I

40 - (7) 51Z) -lvY. -

5.0 7/3--

/5 ~ - ORGP"

-_ __ _ Me4 Kh -; 1/'

-/ZeP//'v" • ,Jbe-y d///ns-

ws ,c, 2-10f%/r A

76- 5-5 o.52/••' •v P__ eC_@_I_ '1 _____,_,_______--
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Figure 27-EXAMPLE OF COMPLETEDi

LOG FORM
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FLOW CHART FOR IDENTIFYING INORGANIC FINE-GRAINED SOIL (50% OR MORE FINES)
<%plsNo. 200 <1S% plus No. 200 Loan clay

15-25% plus No. 200 % sand Žt% gravel -~Loea 04y with sand

C L < 3%pu % sand <% gravel - Loan clay with gravel
%saend >% of gravel - -. <I5% gravel - ~ Sandy lean clay

Ž:30% plus No. 200 ;>IS sn % rvl 1% gravel Sandy loan clay with gravel
%sand <%gravel<IS% sand -- ---- Gravelly loan clay

Ž15S% sand -------- 1 Gravelly loan clay with sand

<30% plus No. 200 <IS% plus No. 200 NaSilt
S15-25% plus No. 200 ~- % sand Z% gravel -~Silt with sand

ML<~ % sand <% gravel - --- Silt with gravel
S% saind >% of gravel -~-e.<I5% gravel - .Sandy silt

>:30% plus No. 200 .vý IŽ1% rae- - Sandy silt with gravel
% senld <% graveli.---e' <Is% sand- Gravelly silt

~ Ž15 san -~ .Gravelly nilt with sand

<30% Plus No. ZOO-~--- <15% Plut No. 200- Fat clay
S15-25% plus No. 200 ~-e% sand Z% gravel - Fat clay with sand

CH<~ % sand <% gravel Fat clay with gravel
.... % sand >% of gravelu <15% gravel -. ~ Sandy fat clay

>30% plus No. 200. Ž15% gravel - Sandy fat clay with gravel
S% sand <% gravel .. 4 <15% sand -- Gavlyfat clay

ZIŽ1% sandc - Gravelly fat clay with sand

30plsNo. 200 - --. <15% plus No. 200 Elastic silt
15-25% plus No. 200.c--b % sand Z:% gravel E~ Ilasic silt with sand

MH<<0 Plu % san <% gravel -wElastic silt with gravel
% sand Z% of gravel <~- <15% gravel -* - Sandy elastic silt

Z30 plus No. 200 % sad<Žrvl-=::: 15% gravel -. .Sandy elastic silt with gravel

~ ad %gavl=<I5% sand --------- w Gravelly etlastic silt
Ž:15% sand ---------- 4w. Gravelly elastic silt with sand

FLOW CHART FOR IDENTIFYING ORGANIC FINE-GRAINED SOIL (50% OR MORE FINES)

OL <0%plsNo 20 15-2% Plus Me.. 200 % saŽZ% Organic soil with am~
< <30% .,., No. 200 15.2% plua Me. 200 I rai o

OL/ % send <% gravel Organic sail with gravel

OH % adŽ rvl<1S% gravel - ~ Sandy organic sail
->30% Piusi No. 200 % edŽ%15tal;I% gravel Sandy organic soil with gravel

sa~<~U .~ Z~IS san Gravely organcsawile with send

FLOW CHART FOR IDENTIFYING COARSE-GRAINED SOILS (LESS THAN 50% FINES)

441 d -ald Pt W aite~~dd V6.1i -itS c

- - Wed-rA"e :ovavl w:th &i: alnd $$it

.^-Lor CH .- G P-GC <IS wind. - ony radva yevol wit Ct8y
Ž'S% Swata -~ WON-V adad rarvv -in clay e i

sea< ., .~ f~..C-L or CX GPG C a 15=:-vy s.

SWý <1IS% so",.' P" W~i~S allqS v -h1

d~~~~~~ IS%,qas~SP-~~~----:.N tv as o Peony traded oaw. :it#I eda
aaz 'z- S' grew - Peataly grad" raw*,d w laytg~

firne,*AIL or 1014 - GSM <I S%pslwW~ge 0a.d -is liiifr..

SANOIS hor ~finesCL or CH - G.--.S -C < 1S% -aves-a VM~sard
a15% yawl - Celrad-ad -ii. -,inht

.SWwelavi" .i

irasI Pol CX- - sp P<S IS% rev.1 - POW aiy id" -. iid l n
15S% gr&.l -pwo Peedause siiald with VlOW

VS~% Vewi - PeaOiy aded im"~ :::ft Wt. arid 9e.-1

$AMC ifsdK*ML os CHi-.---- -SM C.i - <Is%. paval -a Siltyre san d US

~riCL a, C" -- w _SC <IS1. gvossi Po Cve 'ed"W -hca

MNl't-Perceniagrt arg bawed on estimating amuns of fin sad and gro..' tous thed ...tPm 5 %.

Figure 3
FLOWCHARTS FOR CLASSIFICATION OF

FINE-GRAINED AND COARSE-GRAINED SOILS

OCMHILL



SHELBY TUBE

CRUMPLED NEWOAPS R

- o-CE 2-_WAXSEAL

PROECAN _ DC/2,.A5

DAMPESADPAE

T.m. /;'0{ SAMPE 4;- z -0

DEPTH SLOWS -7 /0 15 10.0'-//.5'

INCH.ES (, , 7-/0 -/•

DATE I"-7• , 1.3'
FORMN131 R6COV /. 3"'

SIDE LABEL 1-15-7

LID
JAR SAMPLES

0 Figure 4
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Designation: D 2488 - 84t1

Standard Practice for
Description and Identification of Soils (Visual-Manual
Procedure)1

This standa is issued under the fixed desilnatioa D 2418; the number immediately folloining the degnatuon inditaus the year of
orignal adoption or, in the cae of revision. the year of lt revlsgon. A number in parentheses indi•ates the year of last rtapprtival. A
superscnwp epsilon (e) indiates an editorit an• •ince the laist sevnm or rspprovaJ.

• No•--Section 18 was added editoarilly in January 1989.

I. Scope D 1586 Method for Penetration Test and Split-Barrel
1.1 This practice covers procedures for the description of Sampling of Soils2

soils for engineering purposes. D 1587 Practice for Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils;
1.2 This practice also describes a procedur for identifying D2113 Practice for Diamond Core Drilling for Site

soils, at the option of the user, based on the classification Investigation2

system described in Test Method D 2487. The identification D 2487 Test Method for Classification of Soils for Engi-
is based on visual examination and manual tests. It must be neering Purposes2

clearly stated in reporting an identification that it is based on
visual-manual procedures. 3. Definitions

1.2.1 When precise classification of soils for engineering 3.1 Except as sed below, all definitions are in accord-
purposes is required, the procedures prescribed in Test an ce pt Termino logy D 653.
Method D 2487 shall be used. ance with Terminology D 653.

1.2.2 In this practice, the identification portion assigning NorT 2-For particles retained on a 3-in. (75-mm) US standard
a group symbol and name is limited to soil particles smaller sem the following definitions am suggested:
than 3 in. (75 mm). Cobbes--particles of rock that will pass a. 12-in. (300-mm) square

1.2.3 The identification portion of this practice is limited opening and be retained on a 3-in. (75-mm) sieve, and

to naturally occurring soils. Boulders--particles of rock that will not pass a 12-in. (300-nammto nturllyoccurin solssquare openingll

NoiE I-This Practice may be used as a descriptive system applied a No. 2e a
to such materials as shule, claystone, shell%, crshed rock, etc. (See 3.1. ap-soil passing a No. 200 (75-jim) sieve that can
Appendix X2). be made to exhibit plasticity (putty-like properties) within a

1.3 'Me descriptive information in this practice may be range of water contents, and that exhibits considerable

used with other soil classification systems or for materials strength when air-dry. For classification, a clay is a fine-

other than naturally occurring soils. grained soil, or the fine-grained portion of a soil, with a
plasticity index equal to or greater than 4, and the plot of1.4 This standard may involve hazardous materials. oper- plasticity index versus liquid limit falls on or above the "A"

ations, and equipment. This standard does not purport to line (see Fig. 3 of Test Method D 2487).
address all of the safety problems associated with its use. It is 3.1.2 gravel-particles of rock that will pass a 3-in.
the responsibility of whoever uses this standard to consult and (75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve
establish appropriate safety and health practices and deter, with the following subdivisions:
mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use. coarse-passes a 3-in. (75-mm) sieve and is retained on a
For specific precautionary statements see Section 8. 3/,-in. (19-m) Sieve.

1.5 The values stated in inch-pound units are to be fine-passes a 3/(-in. (19-rm) sieve and is retained on a
regarded as the standard. No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve.

3.1.3 organic clay-a clay with sufficient organic content
2. Referenced Documents to influence the soil properties. For classification, an organic

2.1 ASTM Standards: clay is a soil that would be classified as a clay, except that its
D 653 Terminology Relating to Soil, Rock, and Contained liquid limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its

Fluids" liquid limit value before oven drying.
D 1452 Practice for Soil Investigation and Sampling by 3.1.4 organic silt-a silt with sufficient organic content to

Auger Borings2  influence the soil properties. For classification, an organic silt
is a soil that would be classified as a silt except that its liquid
limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its liquid

' Thk ractic is under thejurisdiction ofASTM Committee D-.3 on Soi. and limit value before oven drying.
Rock and is the direct vu•sponsbiagy of Subcomminee DI1.07 on Identfication 3.1.5 peat-a soil composed primarily of vegetable tissue

nd Spproo o4 bls.e in various stages of decomposition usually with an organicCurrenst "iomn approved Oct. 3. 1984. Published December 1984. Orilpinally

published as D 2418 - 66 T. Last previous editon D 2488 - 69 (1975). odor, a dark brown to black color, a spongy co,.. istency, and
'Anitu. Book of ASTAT Standards. Vol 04.08. a texture ranging from fibrous to amorphous.
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DT 2488

jlGROUP SYMBOL GROUP NAME

<30% Pius No. 200 .s - <IS% Pius No,200 -1Lean clay
16-25% Pius No. 200 % Sand a% grvel Lean clay wreth sand< C % sad % owlnde clay Wn oa

% sndZ! of5rve grve W.- S 0andly loan clay wlgae

Z16 an Grvely lean clay waft la

<3%omN.2W <1%Pius Mo. 2 i
15.25% plwe Ne. 200 -w~-.% sand Z% gravel sSilte wftl sand

ML %sandt <% grevel -~Sift with gravel

<16 roelSany wifthsn
< >30% pius Me. 200 ZIFVV0and it clay gr w

152% pisan N< .ravel .~ send% lo avw asenowy wishsn
CH~>-5 sand <5grves-wat cla wafllsgavel<' I 30% ples Me 2and <1 % pliesZ Me 2W~= Fat Clateywhrve

IS-2% Pus N. 20 % Wl52%gravel - FsSnd at clay whsn
Csan % ~ Sraell <%oevat clay a ith lave d

< >30% Pitts Me. 200 S~- SOW5% ofu rave 200% EiSnd asticlity
MH 1525% lus N.200-in~-- 2:5San Ž ravel sand flat csity wi ft raid

%sand <% gravel -15% Esoti sitwGlravellyftco

<30II plus Me 20 <ISŽ1% PuNo20 0.Eymo f
IS2%Pe N.24 -ad 2% roe -- s SadClastic sift WiHO WW ve

ZI% senid -G ravelly alaesti silwt sn

flonc-Poroseragers am based an eslintamg Irounts of Ones. sand. and gravel to Vve neweast 5 %.

FIG. Is Plow Chaud for identdfykn knoraic Pine-Grained SON (50 % or more fine)

3.1.6 sand-particles of rock that will pass a No. 4 4. Summary of Practice
(4.75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 200 (75*jm) sieve 4.1 Using visual examination and simple manual tests.
with the following subdivisions: this practice gives standardized criteria and procedures for

coarse-passes a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve and is retai~ed onl describing and identifying soils.
a No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve. 4.2 The soil can be given an identification by assigning a

medium-passes a No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve and is retained group symbol(s) and name. The flow charts, Figs. I a and !b
on a No. 40 (425 -pm) sieve, for fine-grained soils, and Fig. 2, for coarse-prained soils, can

fine-passes a No. 40 (425-jim) sieve and is retained on a be used to assign the appropriate group symbol(s) and name.
No. 200 (75-pm) sieve. If the soil has properties which do not distinctly place it into

3.1.7 siiI-soil passing a No. 200 (75-jim) sieve that is a specific group, borderline symbols may be used, see
nonplastic or very slightly plastic and that exhibits little or no Appendix X3.
strength when air dry. For classification, a silt is a fine-
grained soil, or the fine-pained portion of a soil, with a NOT 3-l1 is allg~ow that a distinction be made between dual
plasticity index less than 4, or the plot of plasticity index symwboft owd brderlinf swstbols.
versus liquid limit falls below the -A" line (see Fig. 3 of Test Dudl Symbol&O-A dual symbol is two symbols sepalrated by a hyphen.
Method D 2487). for example. GP-GM, SW4SC CL-ML used to indicat that the sod has

been identified as having the propertes of a dussullcation in accordance
with Test Method D 2487 where two symbols am Muiued. Two

GROUP SYMBOL GROUP NAME

<39% pk"s Na. M0 <15% POWs No. 20 W Osoas al

OL/O116-25% ohms oe. 200 sovland% gravvp-as organ sail wift sand
OL/H %sow<%greel 4worooads s 91il wihgae"

< Z30% ot No. 200 15% ree l --- w Snd lgad t r

Z!15% eae Wraelly groomi 9"W1 o

Njr-Pgrmruow ag" ame based an ewastoselg arnouvl of &Wta. sona. and gravel to dua nawast 55

FIG. lb FMow Chart for Idelettfyng Organic Pm.-Grained 5oN (SO0% or momn finesl)
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GROUP SYMBOL GROUP NAME

"fPway u--- OGP <1S5% low .... , we s,
/,- - -- M<S% - - wV pa4,400,0d .. ,,

.m 0 - GWOC <IS% low ------ p We% 49d .0 - of

GRAVEL 1 lem I,,•4ON•ad re.t oil W" e m od

GVEL 10% N oll .sd -a padnteen. d r • so" -0

<sr r w - 4 hsl asew .nd #fues <IS WWs Po aeui yaal -- lo-to t

whe th lqui lmitandplstiit ine vlespoti te -ML area -reulsor-typical sol t ahtp wth, thei viua admaua

O1t% low Poo mtit h td -. 9h w44 WW %W

&wcQO"Va' -a "ft"l-

Bordecal, Wad-ed oln do is te
_____________SW Sc"V re"

-Sp

#ft q ma. - a SW-SM <s ,u- ~pd d

% roo --- SP _SM Va. <i :zz A fr~ "-f f
, pr al O . S WSeC describig and e. Coi sa s P-S CaV

2 2,19% -aW 54 paft ade ww ad lwO r

a~r.t . mm----eSM <15% Vall -ý SAWyo
tOeC a CN4 - SC .-.-. < 5% pW aw a

Noud-Pe tage us am based an es thath s molfhts of ietfiteWd. and hrav- i to "e n orest 5rns

PIGh 2 Flow Chad ftor Identhfying Coerou-Gro(ned Sodr s (leas ftan 50 fines)

symbols an required when the soil has between 5 and 12 % fines or also be acquired systematically by comparng numeical laboratory test
when the liquid limit and plasticity index values plot in the CL-MI area results for typical soils of each type with their visual and manual
of the plasticity chart. characteristics.

Borderline Symbor-A borderline symbol is two symbols seprated 5.6 W n d esribing and identifyaat
by a slash, for example. CL/Cl. GM/SM, CL/ML A borderline symbol t56We estcribigru ond identiyng sorlsmpe friom
should be usedl to indicate that the soil has been identified as having gve~n boring. jtet pt.rgop fbrnso pits, it isno
properties that do not distinctly place the soil into a specific group (see necessary to follow all of the procedures in this practice for
Appendix X3). every sample. Soils which appear to be similar can be

grouped together: one sample completely described and
S. Significance and Use identified with the others referred to as similar based on

5.1 The descriptive information required in this practice performing only a few of the descriptive and identification
can be used to describe a soil to aid in the a of procedures described in this practice.
significant properties for engineering use. 6. Appartu

5.2 The descriptive information required in this practice
should be used to supplement the classification of a soil as 6.1 Required Apparatus:.
determined by Test Method D 2487. 6. 1.1 Pocket Knife or Small Spatula.

5.3 This practice may be used in identifying soils using the 6.2 Useful Auxiliary Apparatus.-
classification group symbols and names as prescribed in Test 6.2.1 Small Test Tube and Stopper (or jar with a lid).
Method D 2487. Since the names and symbols used in this 6.2.2 Small Hand Lens.
practice to identify the soils are the same as those used in
Test Method D 2487. it shall be clearly stated in reports and 7. Reagents
all other appropriate documents, that the classification 7.1 Purity of Water-Unless otherwise indicated, refer-
symbol and name are based on visual-manual procedures. ences to water shall be understood to mean water from a city

5.4 This practice is to be used not only for identification water supply or natural source, including non-potable water.
of soils in the field, but also in the office, laboratory, or 7.2 Hydrochloric Acid-A small bottle of dilute hydro-. wherever soil samples are inspected and described. chloric acid, HCa, one part HCI (10 N) to three parts water

5.5 This practice has particular value in grouping similar (This reagent is optional for use with this practice). See
soil samples so that only a minimum number of laboratory Section 8.
tests need be run for positive soil classification.

NOE 4-The ability to describe and identify soils correctly is learned 8. .rety Precautions
more readily under the guidance of experienced personnel, but it may 8.1 When preparing the dilute HCI solution of one part
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(a) Rounded (bM AUiN

(C) Subrowmd (d) SuutIntUa

FIG. 3 Typical Angularty of Bulky Grains

concentrated hydrochloric acid (10 N) to three pans of .Maimum Paticle Sze. Minimum speaimen Size.
distilled water, slowly add acid into water following necessary s,€,, Omrns D, Weight

safety precautions. Handle with caution and store safely. If ,75 mm (.N..I 4100 S (025 Ib)

solution comes into contact with the Akin. rinse thoroughly 9S mm (•. in,) 100(0.S 2b)
with water. 38.1 mmi v2 in.) &.0 Itsli 8 b)

8.2 Caution-Do not add water to acid. 75.0 mm (3 in.) 600 k4(132 1b)
Nore 7-il random isolated particles am encountered that

significantly larger than the particles in the sod matrx. the soil mau...
can be accurately described and identified in accordance with the

9. Sampling precteding schedule.
9.1 The sample shall be considered to be representative of 9.4 If the field sample or specimen being examined is

the stratum from which it was obtained by an appropriate, smaller than the minimum recommended amount, the
accepted, or standard procedure. report shall include an appropriate remark.

Nu 5-Preferably, the sampling procedure should be identified as
having been conducted in accordance with Practices D 1452. D 1587. or 10. Descriptive Information for Soils
D2113.or MethodD 1586. 10.1 Angularity-DDescribe the angularity of the sand

9.2 The sample shall be carefully identified as to origin. (coarse sizes only), gravel, cobbles, and boulders, as angular,
subangular, subrounded, or rounded in accordance with the

Nora 6-Remarks as to the orign may take the form of a boring criteria in Table I and Fig. 3. A range of angularity may be
number and sample number in conjunction with a job number, a
voli stratum. a pedoloipc horizon or a Woa•ao description with stated, such as: subrounded to rounded.
respect to a permanent monument, a VnW system or a station aumber 10.2 Shape-Describe the shape of the gravel, cobbles.
and offset with espect to a sated rentedine and a depth or elevation, and boulders as flat, elongated, or flat and elongated if they

9.3 For accurate description and identification, the man- meet the criteria in Table 2 and Fig. 4. Otherwise, do not

imum amount of the specimen to be examined shall be in mention the shape. Indicate the fraction of the particles that

accordance with the following schedule: have the shape, such as: one-third of the gravel particles are
flat.

10.3 Color-Describe the color. Color is an important
property in identifying organic soils, and within a given

TAK I. Criteria for Di•cbing Angularity of locality it may also be useful in identifying materials of
penteles (.0s PFg 2)

pCim TAKLE 2 Crta for e:cribing Partile Shapo (see rWg. 4)
Arg" P -, MCsI Ke" vwo edge% W4 roimm y Puans sides w-im The pu¶c snne OW t o owbad as f6ows we10 BWVg0. w9 aid

unPA-l .1 gleam whovi refr to nvw greatest. gwiteoate. ai loest ,wnio d a parv-
,Sutbgu eaes ss r to rgiW m aw re bw he"

-unte edgs
Suwoudea Perticles n ealry owe ut 1 av wroiured "Fiat Pariodes adm wdatt Wess > 3

corner eari edges Ekigate Pa'Iie with isnigthi'adta > 3
Rounded Pw'ces heae pnoo" CAOured sdes amd no edges Pat am d moigate Petem me t €le m oat am 0 8ated
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PARTICLE SHAPE TABLE 4 Cntsa fo.ef "M Raonwb hCI
Oaipacn~bnc~f

Now Ovnf rab
W-WIDTH -.-k om~ widio Wo m ionvi ta" W.
T -THICKNESS Su"n VWon rsoaon. wOU Mb*$be bWwg vvodbatety

L -LENGTHTAL5CiiratDwbnCoatey

very soft Thu~wI ~pwiuam 201mars vimi .(25 rim)
sont 1?uvt WE P1000at 9W ~oba I kin (2 mmy)
Firm ThW, WA uý do go 'A %/. WL(6 mai
mord 1Tuft wfi no~ t ams WI i rsWcsy gi~jofd wanV%,UTu?
Very herd ThLonriM wi not .dow 3o

- 7 10.7 Consistency-For intact fine-grained soil, describe
the Consistency as very soft soft, fim, bard, or very hard, in
accordance with the criteria in Table S. This observation is
inappropriate for soils with significant amounts of gravel.

10.8 C uion-Describe the cementaton of intact
coarse-prained soils as weak, moderate, or strong, in accord-
ance with the criteria in Table 6.

10.9 Structure--Desczibe the structure of intact soils in
accordance with the criteria in Table 7.

10.10 Range of Particle Sizes-For gravel and sand com-
ponents, describe the range of particle sizes within each

FLAT: W/T> 3 component as defined in 3.1.2 and 3.1.6. For example, about
ELONGATED: L/W >3 20% fnet coarse gravel, about40% fnetocoarse sand.
FLAT AND ELONGATED: 10.711 Maximum Par-cle Size-Describe the maximum

-meets both criteria particle size found in the sample in accordance with the
following information:

P10.4 Crlevis for Pw ertic Shape 10. 11.t1 nd Size-If the maximum particle size is a
sand siz describe as fine, medium, or coarse as defined in
3.1.7. For example: maximum particle size, medium sand.

fTABE Cleie or0 IbingMl"tr odt 10. 1112 Gravel Size-If the maximum particle size is a
gravel si, describe the maximum particle size as the

AT S WIT o ON to smallest sieve opening that the particle will abs For

ELNWTD om /W to 20%i %vowasilaeaot4%Eet cas ad

Mat VWW froo watr. go i h W example, maximum particle size, 1-2 in. (will pass a 1-in.

square opening but not a : -in, square opening).
10.11.3 Cobble or Boulder Size-If the maximum particle

similar geologic origin. If the sample contains layers or size is a cobble or boauder size describe the maximum
patches of varying colors, this shall be noted and a dimension of the la t particle. For example: maximum
representative colors shall be described. The Color shall be dim sion, 18 in. (450 mm).
described for moist samples. If the color represents a dr 10.12 Hardness-Describe the hardness of coare sand
condition, this shall be stated in the report. and larger particles as hard, or state what happens when the

10.4 Odor-Describe the odor if organic or unusual. Sois particles are hit by a hammer, for example, gravel-size
containing a significant amount of organic material usually particles fracture with considerable hammer blow, some
have a distinctive odor of decaying vegetation. This is gravel-size particles crumble with hammer blow. "Hard"
especially apparent in fresh samples, but if the samples are means particles do not crack, fracture, or crumble under a
dried, the odor may often be revived by heating a moistened dmer blow.
sample. If the odor is unusual (petroleum product, chemical, 10.13 Additional comments shall be noted, such as the
and the like), it shall be described. presence of roots or root holes, difficulty in drilling or

10.5 Moisture Condition-Describe the moisture condi- augering hole, caving of trench or hole, or the presence of
tion as dry, moist, or wet, in accordance with the criteria in ma.
Table 3.

10.6 C dteanction-Describe the reaction with HOI as T cLEmIbewt t for D hammer Co w.naod
rnone, weak, or strong, in accordance with the critera in ha mm blow

Table 4. Since calcium carbonate is a common cementing . Additional room sh be or such &W the
agent, a report of its presence on the basis of the reaction lCsls or b io Mwicuty dft rilingo
with dilute hydrochloric acid is important. Snrng Wi of trencs or hoo e, or &te presesnc"o
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TABLE 7 Crtanisr for D*Scilbng S&Uctur. 13. Preliminary Identification
01e1601%on CMWen 13.1 The soil is fine grained if it contains 50 % or more

srraaws AaeMUtm eWMS Of VuWY09 MWWWt Or CW~u WOmYW at fines. Follow the procedures for identifying fine-grained soil-1
mms 6 mim wwi. now flmness of Section 14.

~~.m~metedW WasY t VG myv Mf SW*; rate Vcnm '~' if 13.2 The soil is coarse grained if it contains less :han So 17c

&%GkZpiiie W"(011 tWO *11uun vim "Me fines. Follow the procedures for identifying coarse-grained
vaslatamc to VrhuwVi soils of Section 15.

9io~kyCatiss0 aw 9W co be. bImkon dow -ft wne . 14. Procedure for Identifying Fne-rained Soils
kp"~ wtwh -~ -wk~ urmaidown 14.1 Select a representative sample of the material for
WMoe ofl~ Sol sconva OOWOLO a4 nws of 01 o examination. Remove particles larger than the No. 40 sieve
oldea~ fsin ctidUa'Ctl5a (medium sand and larger) until a specimen equivalent to

4WoUnaS CO1W XW wad PeW U about a handful of material is available. Use this specimen
for performing the dry strength, dilatancy, and toughness

10. 14 A local or commercial name or a geologic interpre- tets
tation of the soil, or both, may be added if identified as such. 14.2 Dry Strength:

10. 5 Aclasifiatin o idetifcaton o th wi in 14.2.1 From the specimen, select enough material to mold

accordance with other classification systems may be added if inlto a ball about I in. (25 mm) in diameter. Mold the

identified as such. material until it has the consistency of putty, adding water if
necessary.

14.2.2 From the molded material, make at least three test
11. Identification of Peat specimens. A test specimen shall be a ball of material about

11. 1 A sample composed primarily of vegetable tissue in 1/ in. (12 mni) in diameter. Allow the test specimens to dry
various stges of decomposition that has a fibrous to in air, or sun, or by artificial means, as long as the
amorphous texture, usually a dark brown to black color, and temperature does not exceed 60T.
an organic odor, shall be designated as a highly organic soil .14.2.3 If the test specimen contains natural dry lumps.
and shall be identified as peat, PT, and not subjected to the those that are about ½/ in. (12 mm) in diameter may be used
identification procedures described hereafter. in place of the molded balls.

NamE 10- The Pro- of mnolding and drying usually produces

a2 Preparaition for Identification .highe~r mongths than am fmoud in natural dry lumps Of sOIL.

12.1 The soil identification portion of this practice is 1.. ettesrnt ftedyblso up
based on the portion of the soil sample that will pass a 3-in, crushing between the fingers. Note the strength as none, low%,
(75-mm) sieve. The larger than 3-in. (75-mm) particles must medium, high, or very high in accorance with the criteria in
be removed, manually, for a loose sample, or mentally, for Table 8. If natural dry lumps are used, do not use the results
an intact sample before classifying the soil. of any of the lumps that are found to contain particles of

12.2 Estimate and note the percentage of cobbles and the coarse sa~nd-
percentage of boulders. Performed visually, these estimates 14.2.5 The presence of high-strength water-soluble ce-
will be on the basis of volume necetage. menting materials, such as calcium carbonate, mnay cause

disubutin in exceptionally high dry strengths. The presence of calcium
Noa $.-Since the percentage of the ptide-size dsrbtoin carbonate cnusually be detected from the intensity of the

Tent Method D 2487 am by dry weight, and the estnates of perce tages reaction with dilute hydrochloric acid (see 10.6).
for gmveL, sand. and fines in this Practice am by dry weight, itis 14.3 Dilciancy:

ieci -ened hatth reonsuta that the pesrmntages of cobbles and 14.3.1 From the specimen, select enough material to mold
boulers m b volme.into a ball about 1/2 in. (12 mm) in diameter. Mold the

12.3 Of the fraction of the soil smaller than 3 in. (75 mm), material, adding water if necessary, until it has a soft but not
estimate and note the percentage, by dry weight, Of the sticky, consistency.
gravel, sand, and fines (see Appendix X4 for suggested 14.3.2 Smooth the soid ball in the palm of one hand with
procedures). the blade of a Irnife or small spatula. Shake horizontally,

N=i 9-Sinoce the particle-siz components appear visually on the
bami of volume considerable expennc is reqwand to estimate the TAILE I Crtisfide for DOWntlln " Svangd
perce tam an the basis of dry weight. Frequent compamnsos with 08RWcfn
laboratory peutickesae analyse should he w Jc. N" rW &Vg SCoosMpof A "PSP

12.3.1 The percentages shall be estimated to the closs LOW aThe *' " Ipm W -.-ftPWWWm e
5 %. The percentages of gravel, sand, and fines must add up pfU rco" o
to 100% msft" Ttw wy sipsosu hres NftO esUaie

12.3.2 If one of the components is present but not in fr To eyapmw' cava U5to@ "o m wpr

sufficient quantity to be considered 5 % of the smaller than spemae wo hr Iwo sws Pam r~f ofe taeke Sd a FW"

3-in. (75-mm) portion, indicate its presence by the termnurac
trace, for example, trace of fines. A trace is not to be Viny hoI The &Vy w nCmwote toeuokoe W~ef VW vairo .'

considered in the total of 100 % for the components. 30 w .- "am
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TABLE 9 Criteria for Describing ollatancy 14.6 Decide whether the soil is an inorganic or an organic
0"rpincnte fine-grained soil (see 14.8). If inorganic, follow the steps

Ndone No vidwcag nteseie given in 14.7.
slow wuw appears slowly on on surface of me spicimen diiig 14.7 Identification of Inorganic Fine-Grained Soils:

sna" wiudoes not iapearo dper~e S " upI4on 14.7.1 Identify the soil as a lean clay, CL, if the soil has
Rapid WNWe quiaddy an tne surata of em spc medium to high dry strength, no or slow dilatancy, and

"un~ mid oiaevpeas W"l upon sq-eewg medium toughness and plasticity (see Table 12).
14.7.2 Identify the soil as a fat clay, CHI if the soil has

TABL 10Cr~orli fo 06cr~rg Tughesshigh to very high dry strength, no dilatancy, and high
TABL 10CitoelafoeDesribig Tughesstoughness and plasticity (see Table 12).

DealponCritSteri 14.7.3 Identify the soil as a silt, ML, if the soil has no to
Low onl dV't rmum"s reqiaed to rol go ftead raw lme low dry strength, slow to rapid dilatancy, and low toughness

pteU knit. The hInraand to "i ani¶ weal Wk d so and plasticity, or is noniplastic (see Table 12).Meim Meoakl prmmuais quxed to me gos tilti to new Vial
0af b~ -i Vn n n ae ellsfns 14.7.4 Identify the soil as an elastic silt, MH, if the soil has

Ho. Conaid.ailia rsaurarquired to roll Vor~tonrawuW low to medium dry strength, no to slow dilatancy, and low to
plsicbf The 11- ad t'she~ tkimp how vey w medium toughness and plasticity (see Table 12).

NoTE 1l-These properties are similar to those for a lean clay.
However, the silt will dry quickly on the hand and have a smooth, silky

striking the side of the hand vigorously against the other feel when dry. Some soils that would dtassify as MH in accordance with
hand several times. Note the reaction of water appcaning on the criteria in Test Method D 2487 ame visually difficult to distinguish
the surface of the soil. Squeeze the sample by closing the from lean d~ays. CL It may be necessary to perform laboratory testing
hand or pinching the soil between the ringers, and note the for proWe identification.
reaiction as none, slow, or rapid in accordance with the 14.8 Identification of Organic Fine-Grained Soils.-
criteria in Table 9. The reaction is the speed with which 14.8.1 Identify the soil as an organic soil, OL/OH, if the
water appears while shaking, and disappears while squeezing. soil contains enough organic particles to influence the soil

14.4 Toughnea. properties. Organic soils usually have a dark brown to black
14.4.1 Following the completion of the dilatancy test, the color and may have an organic odor. Often, organic soils will

* test specimen is shaped into an elongated pat and rolled by change color, for example, black to brown, when exposed to
hand on a smooth surface or between the palms into a thread the air. Some organic soils will lighten in color significantly
about )/a in. (3 mm) in diameter. (If the sample is too wet to when air dried. Organic soils normally will not have a high
roll easily, it should be spread into a thin layer and allowed toughness or plasticity. The thread for the toughness test will
to lose some water by evaporation.) Fold the sample threads be spongy.
and reroll repeatedly until the thread crumbles at a diameter NorE 12-In some cases, through practice and experience, it may be
of about 1A in. The thread will crumble at a diameter of Vill possible to further identify the organic soils as organic silts or organic
in. when the soil is near the plastic limit. Note the pressure clays, OL or OH. Correlations between the dilatancy, dry strength.
required to roll the thread near the plastic lim-it. Also, note toughness tems and laboratory tests can be made to identify organic soils

the strength of the thread. After the thread crumbles the in certain deposits of similar matenials of known geologic origin.

pieces should be lumped together and kneaded until the 14.9 If the soil is estimated to have 15 to 25 % sand or
lump crumbles. Note the toughness of the material during gravel, or both, the words "with sand" or 'with gravel"
kneading. (whichever is more predominant) shall be added to the group

14.4.2 Describe the toughness of the thread and lump as name. For example: 'lean clay with sand, CL." or "silt with
low, medium, or high in accordance with the criteria in gravel, MLU (see Figs. I a and I b). If the percentage of sand is
Table 10. equal to the percentage of gravel, use 'with sand."

14.5 P~asticity-On the basis of observations made during 14. 10 If the soil is estimated to have 30 % or more sand or
the toughness test describe the plasticity of the material in gravel, or both, the words "sandy" or -gavelly" shall be
accordance with the criteria given in Table 11. added to the group name. Add the word 'sandy" if there

appears to be more sand than gravel. Add the word
.gravelly" if there appears to be more gravel than sand. For
example: "sandy lean clay, CL.", "gravelly fat clay, CH", or

TABLE I1I Cr~teria foe Descri~lng Plesilit . sandy silt, MU" (see Figs. la and Ib). If the percentage of
0611HP~ton cteftsand is equal to the percent of gravel, use 'sandy."

I'mOnptiec A I/941. (3.-isu) hveed cinno be rolled at uuy water~¶w
LOW The "Wee can W"v be mlsad and Ow king cammmot be TABLE 12 Identification of Inorganic Fin*-Orained Soils fromf

1ffned when drier vaw "e litu by* Manual Tests
Meduan The Ove is easy to tol and not nvichdm ise required to So

read fts plasti Wilt The IIe- cal-t bermetle after r WVDdunyT9-
iseedwu fe pi-r bmit. The "~n CruntileS who dier S¶Yib bug dtuy ogv
luaume imuc -bY's ML Na to low Slo to rapi Low or r dca- be0 f~~~~~t Waur o"naal tans ro&V and WaadkV to reaM t eord
;las', kni. The tw.e can bareroe SOY"r bn'ss after Ct. Mediato tooN~ Nones to slow Median
reach- tge plastic knit. The ksvup cmt be to ie wituXOu M" LOW to med.gn None to slow LOW to ffw~Aft
ctru'sbug whast dner mt mie plastic kmi Cli "0~ to -ve NO~ None "ort
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15. Procedure for Identifying Coarse-Grained Soils (Con- TABLE 13 Checkfist for Description of Soils
tains less than 50 % fines) I Group nwia

I5.1 The soil is a gravel if the percentage of gravel is 2. Group yt3. Pacer Of Cobbles or tboukor%, or bMr (by vkmW),

estimated to be more than the percentage of sand. 4 Pate o gvsvh. lM. or fievs. or so VM ( ry wng ht)
15.2 The soil is a sand if the percentage of gravel is 5. Pafli*sz. range:

estimated to be equal to or less than the percentage of sand. Grae-.$,ri---ie. mvman, coarse
15.3 The soil is a clean gravel or clean sand if the 6. Parae iang y w ,. sunwg, iw,. sugnero.• dea

percentage of fines is estimated to be 5 % or less. 7. POWS WW": IN approatiate) fie. lonate. 0a ae stonatea
15.3.1 Identify the soil as a well-graded gravel, GW, or as 8. Max"'ur pmrw sat or ertsm9. h~arow" of cs W4aneme tWW ar wn

a well-graded sand, SW, if it has a wide range of particle sizes 1o. Pm t o fir: roro .mo. rod u. rn
and substantial amounts of the intermediate particle sizes. 11. ory $stgv: rem. low m. ,,W. v. row

15.3.2 Identify the soil as a poorly graded gravel, GP, or as 12. Otacr, om. slow, rwd
a poorly graded sand, SP, if it consists predominantly of one 13. Tou-sns: low. insum.h14. Ulr m (oina oxd• )
size (uniformly graded), or it has a wide range of sizes with I& Odo (tma " d orvy • gww mo au,
some intermediate sizes obviously missing (gap or skip Is. mours: fy. Wit. wet
graded). 17. At ,,nan WO NO: n.riu. we. mSo

15.4 The soil is either a gravel with fines or a sand with rS hita• WI WWl6 sf Wy Soft. Wmcirm. hrd. very ha,
fines if the percentage of fines is estimated to be 15 % or 19. SI-eUM: ma.0e. Wnated. rsauro. sk*Wnsad. W.d. tm-o-
more. genaW

20. Cementaitm wew~ n~xierts. suuog15.4.1 Identify the soil as a clayey gravel, GC, or a clayey 21. 'tw no"
sand, SC, if the fines are clayey as determined by the 22. G-elowurgmon
procedures in Section 14. 23. Monm ce• -wnws preser of i or nxX hol. prsenv of rroa.

15.4.2 Identify the soil as a silty gravel, GM, or a silty gysr. w-. sura cos an oww•.iri g . w% or
sand, SM, if the fines are silty as determined by the O,.a
procedures in Section 14.

15.5 If the soil is estimated to contain 10 % fines, give the
soil a dual identification using two group symbols. fine to coane, subrounded sand; about 20 % fines with medium

15.5.1 The first group symbol shall correspond to a clean plasticity, high dry strength, no dilatancy, medium toughness; weak
gv( Sreaction with HCI; original field sample bad about 5 % (by volume)

gravel or sand (GW, GP, SW, SP) and the second symbol subrounded cobbles, maximum dimension, 150 mm.
shall correspond to a gravel or sand with fines (GC, GM, SC, In-Priae Conditions--Firm, homogeneous, dry. brown
SM). Geologic Interpretation-Alluvial fan

15.5.2 The group name shall correspond to the first group NoTE 14--Other examples of soil descriptions and identification a.
symbol plus the words "with clay" or -with silt" to indicate given in Appendixes XI and X2.
the plasticity characteristics of the fines. For example- Norm l5-ifdented, the percintaga of ravel, sand, and fines may"whelpl-addcity gharatelrwisthclayGW-finor.pFory ebe stated in terms indicating a range of percntages. as follows:

well-graded gravel with clay, GW-GC" or "poorly graded Trace.-Particles are present but estimated to be less than 5 %
sand with silt, SP-SM" (see Fig. 2). Few-5 to 10 %

15.6 If the specimen is predominantly sand or gravel but diule.-1S to 25 %
contains an estimated 15 % or more of the other coarse- Some--30 to 45 %
grained constituent, the words -with gravel" or "with sand" Mosdt..m50 to 100 %
shall be added to the group name. For example: "poorly 16.2 If, in the soil description, the soil is identified using a
graded gravel with sand, GP" or 'clayey sand with gravel, classification group symbol and name as described in Test
SC" (see Fig. 2). Method D 2487. it must be distinctly and clearly stated in log

15.7 If the field sample contains any cobbles or boulders, forms, summary tables, reports, and the like, that the symbol
or both, the words -with cobbles" or 'with cobbles and and name are based on visual-manual procedures.
boulders" shall be added to the group name. For example:
"silty gravel with cobbles, GM." 17. Precision and Bias

17.1 This practice provides qualitative information only.
16. Report therefore, a precision and bias statement is not applicable.

16.1 The report shall include the information as to origin.
and the items indicated in Table 13. 18. Index Terms

NorE 13-E-ample Clayey Gravel with Sand ard Cobbles. GC- 18.1 Classification, soil classification, visual classification.
About 50 % fine to coarse, subrounded to subangular gravel; about 30 % soil description, clay, silt, sand, gravel, organic soils.
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APPENDIXES

(Nonmandatory Information)

XI. EXAMPLES OF VISUAL SOIL DESCRIPTIONS

X1.1 The following examples show how the information XI.1.3 Organic Soil (OL/OH)-About 100 % fines with
required in 16.1 can be reported. The information that is low plasticity, slow dilatancy, low dry strength, and low
included in descriptions should be based on individual toughness; wet, dark brown, organ~ic odor;, weak reaction
circumstances and need. with HCL

Xi.I.I Well-Graded Gravel with Sand (GW)-About X1. 1.4 Silty Sand with Organic Fines (SM)-About 75 %
75 % fine to coarse, hard, subangular gravel; about 25 % fine fine to coarse, hard, subangular reddish sand; about 25 %
to coarse, hard, subangular sand; trace of fines; maximum organic and silty dark brown nonplastic fines with no dry
size, 75 mm, brown, dry, no reaction with HCI. strength and slow dilatancy; wet; maximum size, coarse

XI.1.2 Silty Sand with Gravel (SAO-About 60 % pre- sand, weak reaction with HCl.
dominantly fine sand; about 25 % silty fines with low X I.1.5 Poorly Graded Gravel with Silt. Sand. Cobbles and
plasticity, low dry strength, rapid dilatancy, and low tough- Boulders (GP-GM)-About 75 % fine to coarse, hard.
ness; about 15 % fine, hard, subrounded gravel, a few subrounded to subangular gravel; about 15 % fine, hard,
gravel-size particles fractured with hammer blow-, maximum subrounded to subangular sand; about 10 % silty nonplastic
size, 25 mm; no reaction with HCI (Note-Field sample size fines; moist, brown; no reaction with HCO; original field
smaller than recommended). sample had about 5 % (by volume) hard, subrounded

In-Place Conditions-Firm, stratified and contains lenses cobbles and a trace of hard, subrounded boulders, with a
of silt I to 2 in. (25 to 50 mm) thick, moist, brown to gray;, maximum dimension of 18 in. (450 mm).
in-place density 106 lb/ft3; in-place moisture 9 %.

. X2. USING THE IDENTJFICATZION PROCEDURE AS A DESCRIPTIVE SYSTEM FOR SHALE, CLAYSTONE,
SHELLS, SLAG, CRUSHED ROCK, AND THE LIKE

X2.1 The identification procedure may be used as a X2.4.1 Shale Chunks-Retrieved as 2 to 4-in. (50 tu
descriptive system applied to materials that exist in-situ as 100-mm) pieces of shale from power auger hole, dry, brown,
shale, claystone, sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, etc., but no reaction with HCO. After slaking in water for 24 h.
convert to soils after field or laboratory processing (crushing, material identified as -Sandy Lean Clay (CL)"; about 60 %

slaking, and the like), fines with medium plasticity, high dry strength, no dilatancy,

X2.2 Materials such as shells, crushed rock, slag. and the and medium toughness; about 35 % fine to medium, hard
like, should be identified as such. However, the procedures sand; about 5 % gravel-size pieces of shale.
likeshoud be thidetifed ar dsuch.bing thev parileduzes aX2.4.2 Crushed Sandstone-Product of commL.rcial
used in this practice for describing the particle size and crushing operation; 'Poorly Graded Sand with Silt (SP-
plasticity characteristics may be used in the description of the SM)"; about 90 % fine to medium sand; about 10 %
material. If desired, an identification using a group name and nonplastic fines; dry, reddish-brown, strong reaction with
symbol according to this practice may be assigned to aid in HCO.
describing the material. X2.4.3 Broken Shells-About 60 % gravel-size broken

X2.3 The group symbol(s) and group names should be shells; about 30 % sand and sand-size shell pieces; about
placed in quotation marks or noted with some type of 10 % fines; -Poorly Graded Gravel with Sand (GP)."
distinguishing symbol. See example& X2.4.4 Crushed Rock-Processed from gravel and cob-

X2.4 Examples of how group names and symbols can be bles in Pit No. 7; "Poorly Graded Gravel (GP)"; about 90 %

incororated into a descriptive system for materials tt a fine, hard, angular gravel-size particles; about 10 % coarse,

not naturally occurring soils are as follows:- hard, angular sand-size particles; dry, tan; no reaction with
HCI.

X3. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR USING A BORDERLINE SYMBOL FOR SOILS WITH TWO POSSIBLE
IDENTIFICATIONS.

. X3.1 Since this practice is based on estimates of particle possible basic groups, a borderline symbol may be used with
size distribution and plasticity characteristics, it may be the two symbols separated by a slash. For example: SC/CL or
difficult to clearly identify the soil as belonging to one CL/CH.
category. To indicate that the soil may Wall into one of two X3.1.1 A borderline symbol may je used when the
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percentage of fines is estimated to be between 45 and 55 %. grained soil has properties that indicate that it is at the

One symbol should be for a coarse-grained soil with fines boundary between a soil of low compressibility and a soil of ,-

and the other for a fine-gained soil. For example: GM/ML high compressibility. For example: CL/CH, MH/ML

or CL/SC. X3.2 The order of the borderline symbols should reflect W
X3.1.2 A borderline symbol may be used when the similarity to surrounding or adjacent soils. For example: soils

percentage of sand and the percentage of gravel are estimated in a borrow area have been identified as CH. One sample is

to be about the same. For example: GP/SP, SC/GC, GM/ considered to have a borderline symbol of CL and CH. To

SM. it is practically impossible to have a soil that would have show similarity, the borderline symbol should be CH/CL.

.b it isy o X3.3 The group name for a soil with a borderline symbol

X3.1.3 A borderline symbol may be used when the soil should be the group name for the first symbol, except for.

could be either well graded or poorly graded. For example: CL/CH lean to fat clay

GW/GP, SW/SP. ML/CL clayey silt

X3.1.4 A borderline symbol may be used when the soil CL/ML silty clay

could either be a silt or a clay. For example: CL/MI, X3.4 The use of a borderline symbol should not be used

CH/MH, SC/SM. indiscriminately. Every effort shall be made to first place the

X3.1.5 A borderline symbol may be used when a fine- soil into a single group.

X4. SUGGESTED PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING THE PERCENTAGES OF GRAVEL, SAND,
AND FINES IN A SOIL SAMPLE

X4.1 Jar Method-The relative percentage of coarse- and present. The percentages of sand and fines in the minus sieve

fine-grained material may be estimated by thoroughly size No. 4 material can then be estimated from the wash test

shaking a mixture of soil and water in a test tube or jar, and (X4.3).

then allowing the mixture to settle. The coarse particles will X4.3 Wash Test (for relative percentages of sand and

fall to the bottom and successively finer particles will be fines)-Select and moisten enough minus No. 4 sieve size

deposited with increasing time; the sand sizes will fall out of material to form a I-in (25-mm) cube of soil. Cut the cube ir

suspension in 20 to 30 s. The relative proportions can be half, set one-half to the side, and place the other half in ?

estimated from the relative volume of each size separate. small dish. Wash and decant the fines out of the material in

This method should be correlated to particle-size laboratory the dish until the wash water is clear and then compare the

determinations, two samples and estimate the percentage of sand and fines.

X4.2 Visual Method-Mentally visualize the gravel size Remember that the percentage is based on weight, not

articles placed in a sack (or other container) or sacks. Then, volume. However, the volume comparison will provide a

do the same with the said size particles and the fines. Then, reasonable indication of grain size percentages.

mentally compare the number of sacks to estimate the X4.3.1 While washing, it may be necessary to break down

P-centage of plus No. 4 sieve size and minus No. 4 sieve size lumps of fines with the finger to get the correct percentages.

The Anwvhl Socwey Aw~o tew d Lw rAt e.* no oasRWa mwoe"b~ Ow vbaty of NWy ptrIVMf V wfed bincs~
won a hm s iawown d w f W inti •daUt. Uswe d o9W uw•Odu ea e*Wwa .dbd 1VW dst d &W dvvY d &Y ach

p~ noon. a Ifm ns, ofW 0igo et oW ucfch gft • V • WEn t~ owni MowrMY.

Thu e'W slw&i 81j~e to M"Um' atWY &MYI by mie taspns"i feclwvat C,,,ie aid no as mv* ~Yow &Vw "" &WW

Int 6s ~100P or r •in a l•.quf yaVw =fw1wo w, l *Wo w ~ et' roai on •, VW stnwed or l addow w ieWV3

&V SftM be af.ssed to AM~h HMdWhuvI Vow c -u~~ 3000 cWN 0 s~ cluidMiww ' W a #INmfeftoi oWdes au'9

tOCIW00 -wwime moch ym uf Ity aYCld ft &W be d o owflWOW raw net 1~o 4 ft' fto1 you WW -IN" pow
view Aw' to me ASTU Cnnew at Sw 19, 11 e • t.. P PA 1903.
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING TOTAL HYPHAL LENGTH,
NUMBERS OF ACTIVE BACTERIA AND LENGTH OF ACTIVE FUNGI.

Elaine R. Ingham
March 19, 1992

I. Scope and Application

The protocol described herein is applicable to determining the
numbers of metabolically active bacteria, length of metabolically
active hyphae and total length of hyphae in soil, sediment and
water samples. This procedure is used to calculate biomass of
these organisms.

II. Method Summary

Soil, sediment or water is diluted appropriately (the dilution
which gives maximum estimates), and a subsample stained with
fluorescein diacetate (FDA). A 0.1 to 1 ml aliquot of this
suspension is mixed with agar to prevent organism movement, the
agar-soil suspension placed on a slide of known volume. Using epi-
fluorescent microscopy (using fluorescein wavelengths, 400-425
exciter wavelengths, 490-500 barrier filter), the length of
fluorescent hyphae is measured. Using phase contrast microscopy,
the length and width (diameter) of all hyphae are measured. Using
epi-fluorescent oil-immersion microscopy, numbers and size of
fluorescent bacteria are determined.

III. Sample Preparation

Since this method measures activity, samples must be processed as
soon as possible after collection since microbial activity begins
to change within days of collection (3 days when temperatures are
high, 7 days when temperatures are low) even when samples are kept
at cool (4 to 10 C). Samples can not be frozen as freezing
destroys activity.

Once stained, the stained organisms must be observed within seven
hours even when kept refrigerated because the fluorescein is
eliminated as a metabolite from the cells. The agar films will dry
within several minutes after preparation, so these must be kept
moist (tray with a wet towel) and the measurements made soon after
staining is performed.

1



Direct estimates of active and total fungi. A 1 gram soil or
sediment sample or 10 ml water sample (actual volume determ.ned by
assessing volume which gives maximum estimates) are diluted in 9 mL
sterile tap water or phosphate buffer (1:10 dilution), and shaken
at approximately 120 rpm for 5 minutes. One to five mL aliquots
will be removed from the 1:10 dilution and prepared for active (FDA
stained) a (phase contrast microscopy) fungal biomass
estimations (Ingham and Klein, 1984) by staining for 3 minutes with
1 mL of a 20 ug/mL FDA solution in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.5.
One mL of 1.5% agar in pH 9.5 0.1 M phosphate buffer will be added
to the FDA-soil suspension, mixed well, and an aliquot placed on a
slide with a well of known depth. The length of FDA-stained
hyphae, using epi-fluorescent microscopy, and the length and
diameter of all hyphae, using phase contrast microscopy (Zeiss epi-
fluorescent microscope), will be measured and recorded from three
18 mm length transects of each agar film. Total magnification used
is 160X and one agar film is observed per sample. Background
contamination is determined by measuring hyphal lengths using
sterile water samples instead of soil suspensions.

Direct estimates of active bacterial numbers are determined by
placing oil on the coverslip of the FDA-stained soil suspension-
agar film (see above) and the number of FDA-stained (e.i., active)j bacteria counted in each of ten fields on each slide.

IV. Interference/Limitations

Determining the appropriate dilution for use can take some time.
The soil particles or dissolved partiluate matter must be diluted
to the point that the sand, silt, clay and organic particles do not
obscure hyphae, but the hyphae and bacteria should not be diluted
beyond the point where no organisms are observed in a transect of
the coverslip over the agar aliquot in the slide. Especially in
agricultural soils, where fungal length can be very low (less than
5 meters per gram dry soil), this can be a time-consuming step.
Soil containing high amounts of fungi are not a problem because
increasing the dilution step is therefore not difficult.

Soil pH can be a problem with respect to fluorescein fading.
Fluorescein maintains fluorescence only at alkaline pH (above 7.2).
If the pH of the soil is 6 or lower, the fluorescein will fade
rapidly and determining the number or length of stained organisms
can become more difficult. The pH of the stained sample can be
raised by addition of high pH agar solution, after staining is
completed. Since changes in pH could alter microbial activity, the
staining step must be carried out at in aitu pH. This can be
assured by using a dilution buffer that is of similar pH to that of
the soil.

Each person performing measurements must be trained to recognize
fungal hyphae and bacterial cells. Either one person should
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* perform all readings or routine standardization of the measurements
must be performed by all who are involved. This is simplified by
the use of a video monitor so all those performing readings can
compare sizes, shapes, and fluorescence problems. Once any
operator has experience recognizing fungi and bacteria, as compared
to extraneous soil material, operator error is usually less than
the variability inherent in the field samples.

Procedural limitations are based on the need to have as little time
lapse between collection of samples from the field and measurement
in the lab. The longer the soils are held in non-realistic
conditions, the more likely it is that changes will occur which do
not correspond to what is occuring in the field.

VI. Calculations

Calculation of fungal and bacterial biomass is performed using
measured parameters. First, hyphal and bacterial biovolume (in
cm3 ) is calculated, by multiplying pi by radius 2 for cocci, and pi
times length times radius for hyphae and bacterial rods, to
biomass. Biomass is calculated by converting direct estimates of
bacterial and fungal biovolume to biomass using hyphal density
averages of 0.41 g/cm3 , and bacterial density averages of 0.33 g/cm3

(Van Veen et al. 1984).

.• Biomass is converted from grams or volume of sample to some dry
weight basis (i.e., per gram dary soil). If dilutions were used,
and if only some portion of the agar film was examined, the actual
volume of agar film examined must be calculated and biomass
calculated per gram or volume of original sample.

VII. QA/QC

For microscopy, image analysis is routinely performed. As with any
analysis that requires morphological criteria, these criteria are
routinely compared among the various operators in the project.
Routine controls are checked to make certain that bacteria and
fungi do not occur in sterile water, buffers or agar.

Calibrations of micrometers and grids are routinely made, although
in the case of occular micrometers, calibrations do not change
unless the microscope is moved. All microscopes are routinely
cleaned and serviced by Bartels and Stout, Inc., Portland, OR.

Each sample taken for analysis will be uniquely labeled. For
example, each sample receives a unique numerical designator upon
receival. Data are recorded in standard lab notebooks and
transferred into computer files within two weeks of collection.
Lotus or Symphony spreadsheet programs are pre-programmed with data
reduction equations stored as templates in data files. Data in

3



computer files are checked by the person entering and by thedirector to ascertain accuracy of entry.

Statistical comparisons, such as ANOVA, correlation coefficients
and regression, can be performed using SPSS, upon request. Mean
separation of values are determined by Least Significant
Differences (LSD) protected by F significance (F-protected LSD).

Copies of the data will be sent as soon as all data collection is
complete. Updates of activity are available on request and the
file(s) can be obtained on computer disk. Copies are kept at Dr.
Ingham's private residence, with periodic up-dates. Along with
maintenance of the original lab books, copies of the data will be
available in four separate locations. These copies will be
archived in these locations.
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- IX. Appendices

Attachment 1. Assessment of Organism Responses

Measure Units Expected Accur Precision
range -acy

Active/total ug g-" Between Within 10% LSD = 1 ug
bacterial dry soil 0.001 and
biomass 10 ug g-,

dry soil

Active/total ug g'- Between Within 15% LSD = 10 ug
fungal biomass dry soil 0.01 and

10, ug g'•
dry soil

05



S.- ORGANIC CARBON 571

'9-3.5.3 MODIFIED MEBIUS PROCEDURE

29-3.5.3.1 Special Apparatus.

I. Erlenmeyer flasks (125 ml) fitted with female standard-taper 24/40
ground-glass joints (Corning 5000 or Kimble 26510).

2. West condensers (30 cm) fitted with male standard-caper 24/40 ground-

glass joints at the lower end (Corning 2800 or Kimble 18190).
3. Electric hot plate extraction unit (six plates per unit) fitted with in-

dividual rheostat controls (Labconco 60300, Precision 65500, Lab-Line
Multi-Unit Extraction Heater, or equivalent).

29-3.5.3.2 Reagents.

I. Potassium dichromate solution (KCr2O,), 0.SN: Dissolve 24.5125 g of
K:Cr:O, (oven-dry) in 200 ml of deionized water, and dilute to I liter.

2. Sulfuric acid (HSO.), concentrated, not less than 96%.
3. Ferrous ammonium sulfate hexahydrate solution [Fe(NH-),(SO.),.

6H.±O, 0.ZN: Dissolve 78.390 g of Fe(NH.),(SOX.6HO in 50 ml of
conc HSO., and dilute to 1 liter with deionized water (must be standard-
ized daily because of slow oxidation).

4. Indicator solution: Dissolve 0.100 g of N-phenylanthranilic acid and
0.107 g of sodium carbonate (NaCO,) in 100 ml of water.

29-3.5.3.3 Procedure. Weigh an amount of < 100-mesh soil (-5 0.5 g)
containing not greater than 8 mg of organic C into a 125-ml Erlenmeyer
flask. Add exactly 10 ml of 0.SNKCrO, solution and 15 ml of coac HSO.
(H:SO. may be added by burette). Attach the flask to the West condenser,
and place on a preheated electric hot plate. Include a blank in each group of
five soil samples to be heated and at least two unboiled blanks (unboiled
blanks are unheated mixtures of 10 ml of 0.5N KCrO, and 15 ml of conc
H:SO.) for each day that analyses are performed. The normality of the
Fe(NH.)(SO.):.6H,0 solution is determined by titrating the unboiled
blank. Gently boil each sample for 30 min. and then insert an asbestos pad
between the hot plate and bottom of the Erlenmeyer flask. Allow the flask
to cool for about 15 min. and rinse the inside of the condenser with de-
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ionized water. Remove the flask from the condenser, and dilute the contents
to about 60 ml with deionized water. Add about 0.2 ml of indicator solu.
tion, and titrate the samples, boiled blanks, and unboiled blanks wit.,
Fe(NH.),(SO.h-6HO solution using a magnetic stirrer and a lighted back.
ground. The color change at the endpoint is rapid and proceeds from viole.
to gray to bright green. It may be necessary to add additional indicator
solution near the end of the Eitration to sharpen the endpoint.

29-3.5.3.4 Calculations. The difference in titration values between
the blank and the sample is proportional to the amount of organic C in soil.
The blank minus titration (B - T) value must be corrected, however, for
the amount of Cr:O,1 " consumed during boiling. The correction is done by
titrating the unboiled blank and determining the normality of the ferrous
ammonium sulfate hexahydrate solution from this titration. The differenc.-
between the unboiled and boiled blank is then divided by the amount of fer-
rous ammonium sulfate hexahydrate solution required for the unboiled
blank. This correction value (in the range of 0.04) is multiplied by the B -
T value, and the product is added to the B - T value. This gives a corrected
value A, or

A - (m]98 - M ,).) x fUS taus ) + (mias - 4o.
MU'

where UB is unboiled blank, and BB is boiled blank.
Organic C concentration is then calculated by Eq. [141:

-N organic C

(A) x (NofFe(NH.):(SO),i.6H:O1 × (0.003) x (100)
g oven-dry soil

29-3.5.3.5 Comments. Interferences noted in Walkley.Black
,.rocedures are also a problem with the Mebius procedure. However. Zhe
Mebius method gives complete decomposition of organic C compounds and

:hus does not require a factor to account for incomplete oxidation of or-

3anrc matter. Organic C in soil extracts may be estimated by the 'lebius

procedure merely by carrying out the procedure with 5 ml of extract and 5

"nl of IN K1CrzO, solution instead of 10 ml of 0.5N KCrzO, solution.

VWhen extracts are analyzed, it may he necessary to add glass beads to pro-
,note smooth boiling.

The ratio of the volumcs of KCrO, solution to HSO. is critical for

accurate organic C measurements. Therefore, flasks should be clean and

dry, and amounts of K,Cr,O, and HSO. added should be accurately neat-

ured. The ferrous ammonium sulfate hexahydrate solution must be stand*



0each day because of slow oxidation of Fe" to Fe'. The KCO,
wwution is the primary standard for the procedure, and therefore care
•uý,d be caken in its preparation.

0
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* Onsite Soil Gas Analysis

The following are modifications that will be made to the standard operating procedure
(SOP) for onsite soil gas analysis at McClellan AFB. The following sections refer to those
in the SOP. The sections are being modified specifically for the analysis of soil gas
samples generated during the pilot operations of the SVE system at Site S, OU D.

Section 2.0 Equipment

The gas chromatograph (GC) configuration will be a Hewlett-Packard 5890A equipped with
an 0.1. PID and ELCD detectors in series, along with a DB-624 capillary column connected
to a universal packed injection port. Data will be collected by a dual channel electronic
integrator.

Section 4.0 GC Operating Conditions

GC operating conditions will be developed that will provide adequate separation of the
components outlined in Section 5.1. Because of the instrumental configuration, it will only
be necessary to run each sample once.

. Section 5.1 Initial Calibration

Table E-I shows the target list for this project and the associated detection limit and
detector used for quantitation. Vinyl chloride will be confirmed and quantitated on both
detectors.

Section 5.2 Daily Calibration and QA Check

In addition to the stated QC analysis, an audit sample provided by CH2M HILL will be
analyzed each week. This sample is to be analyzed and reported in the same manner as
field samples.

In addition to the changes outlined above, CH2M HILL will require the following to be
provided by the operators of the onsite GC.

Demonstration of Capabilities. This will consist of analysis of an audit
sample provided by CH2M HILL. The analysis may be performed prior to
mobilization to the field or may be completed in the field. The results of
this analysis must be within ±30 percent of the true value for all analytes.
Field samples will not be submitted to the field lab until the audit sample is
successfully analyzed.

Final Data Deliverable. This will consist of providing a final data package
to CH2M HILL for review. The data package will include all elements

CVORI190010.5 i



shown in Table E-2, using the organizational structure outlined in Table E-2. A
The deliverable is due 3 weeks after the analysis of the last sample in the
field.

Comparable Equipment. Comparable equipment must be utilized.

GC Downtime. If GC downtime exceeds 48 hours, samples may be sent
offsite for analysis.

Table E-1
SVE Onsite GC Target Analyte List

Compound Detection Limit (ppbv) Detector

Freon 12 10 ELCD

Vinyl Chloride 10 ELCD/PID

1,1-Dichoroethene 10 PID

Freon 113 10 ELCD

1,1-Dichloroethane 10 ELCD

Methylene Chloride 10 ELCD

cis-l1,2-Dichloroethene 10 ELCD

1,1,1,-Trichloroethane 10 ELCD

Benzene 50 PID

Trichloroethene 10 ELCD

Toluene 50 PID

m,p-Xylene 50 PID

o-Xylene 50 PID

Ethylbenzene 50 PID

Chlorobenzene 10 PID

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 50 PID

1,2-Dichlorobenzene 10 ELCD

CVORI190/010.51 2



Table E-2
Onsite GC Data Deliverable Requirements

1. Table of Contents

2. Cross reference table clearly identifying Sample ID, Lab ID, and QC samples;
should include order of analysis identified by time and date

3. Syringe cleaning QC-identifying syringe batches with corresponding syringe blank
results

4. QA/QC Summaries

a) Initial calibration results

b) Continuing calibration results (initial and continuing calibration information
should include actual and expected concentrations and percent recoveries)

c) System blank results for each day of analysis

d) Laboratory duplicates clearly identified with relative percent differences
(RPDs) calculated

e) System audit results

5. Hard copies of all raw data

CVOR 90/10.51i 3
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RADIAN

RADIAN SOP FOR ON-SITE SOIL GAS ANALYSIS

FOR THE McCLELIAN OU B RI, OCTOBER 1991 THROUGH MARCH 1992

1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) is to describe

the protocol for analyzing soil gas samples on site using a HP-5890 11 gas chromatograph

(GC) with capillary column and photoionization detector/electron capture detector

(PID/ECD).

2.0 EQUIPMENT

* Hewlett Packard 5890 series II GC (2) with PID and ECD

detectors.

0{ Hewlett Packard 3396 integrator (2).

* Glass 50 cc syringe with 1-½ inch S.S. luer lok needle and

interchangeable ground gls barrel, Popper & Sons.

* Pressure Lok A-2 gas tight syringe, 250 AL (2), Ailtech &

Associates, 05003L

S M~iuinert Teflon* on/off valve with luer lok fitting, Alltech &

Associates, 654051.

* DB 624 capillary colmn, 30 m x 0.53 mm (2), Curtis Matheson

Scent., 256-434.

Syringe deaning oven capable of maintaining 1600C ± 5'.

0
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3.0 GAS STLNDARDS

Aromatic hydrocarbon gas standard containing 100 ppmv each of

benzene, toluene, o-xylene, and p-xyLene in LW? nitrogen, 140 cubic

feet, Scott Specialty Gas.

Chlorinated hydrocarbon gas standard containing 2 ppmv each of

cis- 1,2-dichloroe thene, trans- 1,2-dichloroethene, chloroform, 1,1,1-

trichloroethane, trichloroethene, and tetrachloroethene in UHL

nitrogen, 140 cubic feet, Scott Specialty Gas.

* A Scott Specialty Gas single component gas standard containing 10
ppmv of vinyl chloride in UHP N,.

* Working standards are prepared from the Scott Specialty Gas

standards in low pressure 15 L stainless steel canisters. The worldng

standards are prepared by Radian Austin's QA group by dilution
with LUHP Nz. The halogenated hydrocarbons are 100 ppbv in the

canister standard. Vinyl chloride and aromatic hydrocarbons are

500 ppbv in the canister standard.

4.0 GC OPERATING CONDITIONS

Operating parameters on the -P5890 PID/ECD are as follows:

Injection temp: 150OC

Detector temp: PID/175*C; ECD/300*C

Column oven temp:

EI Initial temperature 3?C, for 12 minutes.
Temperature ramp rate 15°C/minute

Final temperature 75'C, hold 5 minutes

D 35*,? isothermal

gc-sop(04)/101091/jU 2
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* Carrier gas flow:. N1, 10 ml/minute

Makeup gas flow: N2, ECD/40 mi/minute

5.0 CALIBRATION

5.1 Initial Calibration

S The HP5890 PIM and ECD will be calibrated by injecting 250 ,l of

Nitrogen and three different volumes (250 Lu, 100 A1, and 50 jl) of a

canister gas standard containing:

Compound Concentration ppbv Intezrator

Vinyl chlor'de 500 ECD/PD

cis/trans- 1,'-DCE 200 PD

Chloroform 100 ECD

1. 1,1-TCA 100 ECD

TCE 100 ECD

PCE 100 ECD

Benzene 500 PID

Toluene 500 PID

p-Xylene 500 PD

o-Xylene 500 PMD

Nitrogen Balance

A retention time (RT) for each calibrated peak is entered into the

integrator used for that compound/detector.

A RT window of four percent is entered into the integrator for

identification of calirated compounds in the field samples.

Using the data from the four standard concentrations above, a Linear

regression is calculated for each of the calibrated compounds by

plotting area versus concentration.

gc-sop(G4)/101091/jU 3
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A correlation coefficient of 0.990 or better must be ac.ieved for

each analyte or the calibration is repeated.

* The slope for the linear regression is entered into the integrator for
each compound and is used as the response factor (RF).

The intercept from the linear regression line is assumed to
contribute a negLi-`-le amount to the final concentration for field
screening. The absolute value of the intercept should be less than
3.0 for halogenated compounds and aromatic compounds or the
concentration of the analyte in the field samples must be calculated
using the slope and intercept. Each time a new multi-point
calibration is performed, the value of the intercept is checked and
documented in the logbook.

T"he intercept from the linear regression is also used by the GC
operator to determine if the sensitivity of the instuument is
increasing or decreasing.

If the intercept for a compound increases by more than fifty percent

from "he previous multi-point calibration the system is checked for
t,,. and plugs.

5.2 Daily Calibration and QC Check

The daily calibration check standard is analyzed at the beginning of
every analysis day that the multi-point calibration is not performed.

The calibration check standard is a 100 Al mixture of the analytes of
interest (40 ppbv of halogenated hydrocarbons and 200 ppbv of
aromatic hydrocarbons and vinyl chloride).

The recoveries of each analyte should be within ± 30 percent of the

true value. If the recovery of one analyte exceeds the -t30 percent

criteria but is less than ±50 percent recovery, sample analysis may

proceed and all samples analyzed that day containing that analyte

gc-sop(04)/101091 ;U 4
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must be flagged with a 'Qw. If more than one component of the

calibration check standard does not meet this criteria or if any
component exceeds ±50 percent recovery, the standard is rejected.

If the second calibration check standard does not meet the criteria,
corrective action must be taken and/or a new multi-point calibration
must be analyzed.

At the end of the day, a mid-level calibration standard is injected
and the percent recovery is calculated for each calibrated
compound. If any analyte in the QC check sample varies from the
true value by more than 30 percent, all results are flagged with "Q"

for the analyte.

6.0 SAMPLE ANALYSES

* A 50 cc glass sampling syringe is delivered to the laboratory with a

chain-of-custody form.

The operator signs the chain-of-custody and records the time.

* A 250 microliter aliquot is taken from the 50 cc syringe and injected
into the GC A smaller aliquot is injected if the OVM reading
exceeds ambient levels as indicated on the chain-of-custody. The

sample identification nmnber, amount injected, date, and run
umber are recorded in a bound instrument logbook.

After the end of the run, the operator enters the results for
calibrated compounds on the Analytical Results Summary Sheet.

* Results for any unidentified compounds are calculated using the RF
for the calibrated compound closest in retention time to the peak of
the unknown compound. The result is entered o_, the Analytical

L Resuts Summary Sheet along with the identity of the closest

calibrated compound.

gc-sop(04)/101091/jU S
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If any calibrated compounds are above the calibrated concentrauon
range, a second injection is made at a reduced volume. If a sample
is injected at the lowest dilution (25,uL), and the concenration of a
compound still exceeds the calibration range, the value is flagged
with an "E".

All analyses are completed within a 4-hour holding time.

The 250 microliter syringe is purged with ambient air in between

samples and a 250 microliter sample of air is injected following high
level samples (> 50 ppbv on ECD or > 250 ppbv on PD).

7.0 BLANKS

7.1 System BlankI
A system blank is analyzed daily.

An injection is made with a 250 microliter aliquot of LJHP N,. This
injection should be less than 5 ppbv for all halogenated compounds

and less than 25 ppbv for all aromatic compounds. This prepares
the GC for analysis of the field blank.

7.2 Field Blank

A field blank (or equipment blank) is analyzed daily.

,A 50 cc sampling syringe is selected at random from the batch
cleaned the previous night and given to the field crew to use for the
field blank.

* The field blank is run immediately after the system blank by
injecting a 250 microliter aliquot. The field blank should be less

than 10 ppbv for halogenated compounds and less than 50 ppbv for

aromatic compounds.
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O If the field blank exceeds these concenrations, the field task leader

is notified and another field blank is collected. If the second field
blank does not meet the criteria, all data for that day containing the
a.nalyie(s) which did not meet the criteria are flagged with am "FB".
Corrective action must be taken before the next sampling day.

7.3 Ambient Blank

A Z50 microliter aliquot of ambient air is taken from the on-site lab
or a sampling site and analyzed. An ambient blank is collected
when contamination from ambient air, either during analysis or
sampling, is suspected.

8.0 DUPLICATE INJECTIONS

jEvery five samples, a duplicate sample is taken from the 50 cc
sampling syringe for injection into the GC to monitor analytical
reproducibility.

* If the relative percent difference is greater than 30 percent for
analytes within the calibration range, the GC system is checked for
leaks or plugs and a third aliquot is iijected. If the RPD of the
third aliquot is greater than 30 percent, the next sample is analyzed
in duplicate similarly. If the RPD of those duplicates are greater
than 30 percent, corrective action must be taken before sample
analysis can proceed.

9.0 DETECYION LIMIT STUDY

A detection limit study is performed at the begminnin of each soil gas
sampling and analysis project by analyzing a low-level mixed standard seven times. The
method detection limit is calculated by multiplying the standard deviation of the
replicates for each analyte by three. This method is outlined in Appendix B, Part 136 of

~ the Federal Register 40 CFR. Values wll not be reported below the detection limit.

&c.sop(o4)/I010Ot/jU 7
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• 10.0 SHUTOWN FOR OVERNIGHT

The colu0 is cooled to 35' C and the septa are replaced in the

injection port of each GC.

* The column is heated to 125° C for overnight bakeout.

Used 50 cc sampling syringes are disassembled and put in the

syringe cleaning oven at 160" C for decontamination.

11.0 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS AND PREVENTATIVE IMAINTENANCE

11.1 Leak-Checking the Sampling Syringe

At the end of the GC run, the 50 cc sampling syringe is checked for leaks

or plugs by the following procedure.

f "The mininert valve is opened and the plunger is pushed forward to

expel soil gas from the needle. This is done in a well ventilated

area.

If excess resistance is encountered the mmninert valve and stainless

steel needle are inspected for plugp. This is noted in the logbook

and on the Analytical Results Summary Sheet for the sample.

SIf the ani/her valve nis loosely on the 50 cc syringe it is discarded.
I This is noted on the Analytical Results Summary Sheet.

l1L Chanzmqin Injeetdon P'ort Septum

The injection port septum is changed at the end of each day to

allow overnight condioning.

* If the RTs of cabrated compounds shift by more than 0.08 and the
air peak also shifts, the septum is changed before nmning any more
samples.

Sc-sop(04)/o0o09J/JU 8
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11.3 Gas Purifying Filter

If the background signal from the PID/ECD detector suddenly

changes and no leaks are found, a new gas purifying filter is

installed in the carrier gas line.

1L4 Downtime on GCs

If one of the GCs cannot be calibrated due to an instrument
malfunction, an emergency (24 hour) service visit will be requested

from U.S. Analytical Instruments.

If downtime is projected to exceed 48 hours a backup HIP5890

ECD/FII) from the Radian office will be brought on site.

* A spare 10.6 EV lamp for each PID detector will be on-site to

minimize downtime from lamp burnout

12.0 REPORT FLAGS

The following flags will be used on the Analytical Results Summary Sheet.

to qualify data. These flags may- be entered by the analyst or a member of the QA staff
who reviews the data. A comment is included on the Analytical Results Summary Sheet

by the analyst if unusual circumstances are encountered or further explanation may be
helpful in assessing the quality of the data.
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REPORT FLAG DEFINITIONS FOR DOWNHOLE SOIL GAS

FB = Detected in field blank at similar concentration

B = Detected in system blank at similar concentration

G = Indicates an estimated value due to GC interferences

PL = Duplicate injection RPD outside control limits

NA = Not analyzed

ND = Not detected at specified detection limit

E = Value exceeds the calibration range

Q = Lower accuracy than expected evidenced by cahibration or QC check standard
outside quality control limits

Y = Value suspect due to plugged or leaking sampling syringe.

J = Estimated value of tentatively identified compound.

PF = Duplicate field sample RPD outside control limits.

- Results are less than five times the method detection limit.

gc-sop(04)/10191L/jU 10



McClellan AFB SVE Treatability Investigation

Summa Canister Analysis

BACKGROUND

CH2Mf HI-LL is currently under contract with McClellan Air Force Base in Sacramento,
Califorriia" to perform a soil vapor extraction (SVE) trearabiliry investigation at the base. Wells
and piezometers are currently being installed as part of the work. Following well installation,
air.per.neabiliry tests will be conducted to aid in the design of a pilot-scale SVE system. Soil
gas sainples of the off-gas will be collected during the air permeability testing and analyzed by
a contract laboratory in accordance with modified EPA Method TO-14, "Determination of
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC's) in Ambient Air Using SUMMA ,Passivated Canister
Sampling and Gas Chromatography Analysis". Modification of method TO-14 shall consist of
the quantification of Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon (TPH) as gasoline. CH2M HILL is
requesting quotes to perform the analytical resting.

REQUIREMENTS

The selected laboratory will be required to supply sixteen 15-liter SUMMA passivated canisters
prepared and evaluated to EPA TO-14 specifications. The cost to prepare and ship the canisters
to CH2M HILL's Sacramento California office shall be included in the price quote for each
sample analysis. Each canister shall be cleaned, evaluated and evacuated in the laboratory in
accordance with method TO-14. All canisters and sampling equipment to be used on the project
shall be pre-screened and verified clean to a level of <0.2 ppbv of any target analyte species or

..20 ppbv total chromatographical organics. After cleaning and evaluation, and prior to shipment,
each canister shall be evacuated to a level of at least -27 inches Hg and the absolute pressure
recorded. Verification of required cleaning limits shall be submitted with the canisters.

Ac least six pre-cleaned (as per To-14) and calibrated flow conruollers shall be supplied with the
canisters. The flow rate for the controllers shall be pre-set to deliver 80 percent of the canister
volume in 30 minutes. A stainless steel 7 micron filter shall be attached to each flow controller
prior to shipment to remove'parriculate material in the gas stream prior to the gas entering the
canister.

Six stainless steel sample probes shall be supplied to allow extraction of the sample gas from
each source to the canister. The probes shall be sized to fit the flow cona-oUers and canister
assemblies. Each probe length shall be no less than three feet.

. Gas collection will be performed at McClellan AFB by CH2M HILL personnel. It is anticipated



that sampling will take place between June 24 and 29, 1991. At the conclusion of the desired
sample period, or when the canister pressure reaches approximately -8 inches Hg, sampling will
be discontinued. Following sample collection, the canisters will be returned to the laboratory for
analysis. The original laboratory shipping containers will be, used to return the canisters to the
laboratory via Federal Express.

Upon arrival at the laboratory, the canister sample information shall be recorded from the Chain
of Custody form and logged into the laboratory sample tracking system. Samples shall then be
tested in accordance with EPA Method TO-14 as modified to quantify TPH. For the purposes
of the quote, assume that at least 13 of the 16 canisters will require modified TO-14 testing. Up
to 3 oftthe canisters may be returned to laboratory unused. The analysis shall be conducted using
the GC/MS. (SIM) option of detection and reporting, or whatever detector series the laboratory
proposes to quantify the target analytes shown on Table 1. Quantitation limits for GC/MS (SIM)
shall be'0.2 ppbv. If an alternate detector series is proposed, then the laboratory shall provide
the associated quantitation limit with its quotation. GC/MS (full scan) will also be required to
identify and quandtate the top 10 TICs and for quantifying TPH as gasoline. Quantitarion limits

gfo" GC/MS (full scan)- shall be 1.0 ppbv. If an alternative detector series for quantification of
TPH as gasoline is proposed, then the laboratory shall provide a description of associated
detectors and methodology with its quotation. Laboratory level 1 QA/QC procedures and
validation shall be followed for all laboratory testing.

INFORMATION-TO BE SUBMITTED WITH LABORATORY QUOTE

To be considered responsive to this request for quote, a signed copy of the attached Agreement
for Professional Services must be returned to CH2M HILL by 3:00 p.m., June 20, 1991. A fax
copy may be transmitted, followed by a mailed copy. All correspondence should be addressed
to:

CH2M HELL
2300 N.W. Walnut Blvd.
Corvallis, Oregon 97339
Attention: Mr. Joseph Danko

Attachments A (Compensation) and B (Certifications and Representations) must be completed
and returned with the signed Standard Agreement for Pro'essional Services.

I



TABLE I.
TO- 14 Analyte List

Freon 12
Freon 114
ChIcromethane
VbnyI Chloride

Brcmrioethians
Chioroethane
Freon I I

Freon 113
Methylene Chloride
1.11.Olchlcroethanc
cls-¶ ,2-D(chloroethene
Chloroform
1,1,1 -Trltchlcoet~hane
Carbon Tetrachloride
Benzene
1,2-OVchlaroethane

Trichlorcethene
11,2-0lchloropropane,
vans-14~-Olohioropropene
Tcluens
cls-1 .3-fcttlaropropeneI ~1,11.2-T&-hch~roethari.
Tatrachforoethens
Ethylene 01bromids
Chlorobenzens
E~r.yt Benzene
m~p-Xylene
a.-Xyiens

*Styrene

1 ,3.5-Tnrimethyroenzens
1,2.4.6metrehylbenzene
1 ,3-Oli--trobenzens
1. 4-0fchorotenzens
Chlarototuene
I ,2-01chicrcbenzens
I ,2.4-Trdchiorcbenzone
rMlS-1,.-Dcsr~l4

Total Petroleum Hydrocartons
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TABLE ..- MINIMIUM RECUIREMENTS FOR 2.3 Interferences. Volatile :nateral" 1-1.1 Proobe Borosilicate glass.
iNITIAL ANO DAILY CAU.3RATION RE- which produre ch.oride io.'i upon dissoluuon epp'oximateiy %-irt. (9-n-.-m. LO. with a
SPQNSE FACTORS-COnttinued during sampling are obvious interferences. beate.s sysva. 'o prevent .Zoast'.-e

Another likely interferent is diatotrn¢ chlorn-e condensatii,". A ¾,-in 1.D. Te flon elbow
(Ci-] gas which reacts to form HCI and should be at-ached to the Ln.et of tne prc

_____ hypoch.iorous scid fHOCI] upon dissolving in and a t-ii. =5-rnti- le:r.; uf 'a-,,. LD..

Cr oou-, tn1,Mua aA water. However. C2s So* ex*.ibi:ts a low tubing should be attached to dhe open e-
ca:boE¶ caitrazon % solubairy in water and the use of acidic, the evbow to perm_."t the opcr.-.-g of the ;-

ASO cfferanc ratdhe: than neut-"l or basic collecnon to be ru.-r.ed away !orn the gas szrea:m. .
sotlutions. greatly reduces the chance of reduces the amount of parttculate ente.--

Altww.ate dissolving any chlorine present. This method the train. Th"s probe conf.gura-on tnho.
Slanwrld does not ,mperience a sigificant bias when used when the co.en.-'a non of par-ntc-iia
c,-mplin a 40 ppm MCi gas s-eam matter in the emissions ,s bgh. When hicI ~~~•Z3.7.8.9.an ligaW p.CIastrm

cof25 25 containing SO ppm Cis. Sampling a ppm concentraoons are not present, the Tet•!c
HCI gas stram containing 180 ppm Cis elbow is not necessary. and the probe i":
results in a positive bias of 3.4I percent in the may be perpendicular to Lhe gas wteam'. .

MCI mesurnent. glass wool pius shomld .':or be used :a re.-
L4 Premsion and Bias. The within- par•iculate matter since a negative bias r

M10ethod S-D.eterminadn of Hydroen laboratory relative standard deviations are data could e-es-lt. Instead. a Tenon fii:er
C,.oride Emissions From Stationary Sources 5- and 3.2 percent of MCI concenratons of Sec:tion 1:.5) should be =nta;led at -he ir.

3.9 and 153. ppm. respectvely. The method (for stack temperatures <300 "F or out'e:
1. Aphlcbzbity, Pr,.ciple. Interfaerences, does not exhibit a bias to C", when sa=piing stack :temoer.tures >300 "r of ,ze p;c
Precvsion. Bios. and Slabiii:y at concentrations less than 3a ppm. 2.1. T'h"et-way Stopcock. A boros:i!.

L. Applicability. This method is 1S Stability. The collected samples can three-way glass stc;cock with a heatý.g
applicable for deter-ininig hydrogen chloride be stored far up to 4 weeks before analysis. system to prevent :zossture ccndensat:or.
(HCI) emissio-s from stationary sources. 1.8 Detection Limit. The analytical The heated stopcock shculd connect di-:-

1.2 Principle. An integrated sample is detection Bt of the method is 0.1 Ixg/mi- to the outlet of the probe and the inlet ci
extracted from the stack and passed th-oul first inpinqu. The heating system3 shouid
d€lute sulfuric acid. In the dilute acid. the I Apparatus capabie of preventing condensaton up tc
MCi gas is dissolved and form, chloride 2.1 Sampling. The sampling train is shown inlet of the first Lmpinger. SiLcone grease
(CI-1 ions. The C1" is analy-zed by ion In Figure ZS-L and component parts are be used if necessar, to prevent !eakagc.
hrocitatogrnphy (IC;. discussed below. msI.oU Coo -
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- 1.3 impingers. Four 30-mI midget And eiec,:-onic integrator operatin3 in the 3_:.4 Chrcmatogrsphic --ýe' Eý!acv;
impingers With itai*f-elt 4lass conr.ac*ors peak area m-ode. Other detectors. strip cr-ar* eluents for nonsuppressed TC usng a 'e
Siliconle grease may be used.. if necessary, to recorders. and peak height measurements silica-based weak ton exchtange cotu~nn -
preivent leakage. For sampling at high may be used provided the 5 percent 4 mM~s potassium hyd.-ogen pntnaiate Sc..
moisture sources or for samlp~img tirnes repeatability wtterta for sample analysts and adjusted to pH 4.0 using a saturated soc.
greater than I hour. a mi.dget =npinger with a the linearity c-t~er.a for the calibration c..rr:e borate solution. and a 4 rmM 4-nvdroxy
shortened stem (such that the gas sample can be met. benzoate solution. adjusted to PHl 868 us7
does not bubble through the collected N NaCIL Aa effectve ejuent fcr su-ppres
condensate) should be used in front of the 3. Recgencs ion c mzntiogrspny .3 a SOlut::on CC n:a:n
first Uflplfger. Unless ohrieidct.Alragns m.M sodium bicarbonate and Z.4 =.M SOC

2.1. Dryling Tube or Ipnr.Tube or mus con mtothe spcuicaios Carbionate. Other dilute sciutiors bu,!er?
Lpinger. of Mae West design. filled with 15- conabiorm to the spComttceuon Aals ia a similar pH and containing no interte-:

touivalent. inclicaur.; rype slica gel. or Restabitsl oy the Comeritt CeemAayical ioit ons may be used. When using suppresse
euvln.to dry the gas sample and to ieaex ofoatgapy the Atehca -wemtca Soie;

protect the dry gas meter Lad pump. If the (ACS reagent grade). When such resuiting from sample in~ecton interfere,3
silica gel has been used previousLy, dry at 173 3peci~catrios are not available. the best with the c-hlornde pea.r. use a 2 =-M NaC*-
*C (330 T) for 2 hours. New silica gel may be available pads shall be used. imM sodium bicarbormate eizent.
used as received. Alternatively. other types 3-L Samp~ling.
of desiccants (equivaient or better) may be 3.1.1 Water. Deionized, distilled water 4. Nosdr
used. that cdorifor3 to ASTM Specification D 1193-

2L1.5 Filter. A Z5-== Teflon mat. Pallflex 77. Typet 3. 4.1 Sampling.
TX40HV'53 or equivalent. Locate between the 3.1-1 Absorbin.-g solution. 0.1 N Sulfuri4c 4.1.1 Preparation of Coiiect.on 7rar..
probe Liner and Teflon elbow in a glass or Acid (HaSO.). To prepare 100 ml of the Prepare the sampling Tam~ as foilows: ?,:
quartr filter bolder in a filter box heated to absorbing solution (or the front impinger pair. Wl of the absorbuing soluton into each of
250 7. slowly add 0.25 ml of concentrated HaSO. to first two impangers. and add :5 ml of

n..5 Samole Line. Leak-free, with about go ml of wa ter while stirrrig, and scrubber solution to the tidand !our-h
compatible fittings to Connect the last adiust the final volume to 100 ml using impingers. Connect the L0;in:gers in seret
impinger to the needle valve, addiional water. Shake well to mix the with the knockout impinger fL-It. foilowe

L.1.7 Rate Meter. Rota~meter. or solution. the two impingers containing absorbing
euvlncapable of ozeasuring flow rate to 3...Clrn cubrSlto.01N solution and the two containing the s=;-

equivalperent, of the selected flow rate of Sodium Hydr-oxide (NaCK) To prepare 100 slto.Paeafeh&.eo i~ag
liters/:m.. ml of the scrubber solution for the back pair *UV 1e 0 in he dry-mg tube or Mae We

2.1.3 Purge Pump. Plt;;e Line. Dry-ing -of impingets dissolve 0.40 g of solid NaCH in Lnpinger.
Tube. Needle Valve. and Rate Meter. Pum~p about 90 m1 of water, and adjust the final 4.1.2 L#aLk-Check P-ocedurss. Leak-ci-
capable of purgng the sampli ng probe at 2 solution volume to 100 ml using additional the ;robe and three-way stopcock befcrs
liters/mm.i. with dryng tube. filled with silca water. Shake well to mix the soluition. inserting the probe into the stack. CarnnecI ge or equivalent, to protect pump. and a rate 3.2 Sample Preparation and Analysis. the stopcock to the outlet of the proabe. an
meter capable of measuring 0 to S liters/mmn. 3.21 Water. Same as in Section ILL.1 co=nct the sample Uine to the needle va:L

_.1J Stopcock Grease. Valve. ~P*p 11 Blank Solution. A separate blank Plug the probe inlet. turn On the saample p
Volumet Meter. Barctneter, and Vacuum solution of the absorbing reagent should be and pull a vacuum of at least :50 =- FiGauge. Same as uin Method &. Sictions Z.1.4. preared 'or analysis with the field samples. in. Hgli. Turn off the needle valve, and 3Co'2.1.7.2.1.82=1 .0.2.1.11. and 2LL-*. Dilute 30 ml of absorbing solution :a 100 ml the vacuum gauge reading. The vacuum2-2 Samiple Recclvery. with water in a separate volumetric flask. should remain stable for at least 30 seco-

=.21 Wash Borties. Polyethyleze or alssl. 3-2.3 Sodium Chloride (NaC1I Stock PlceR the Probe in the SL.:4k At the samipi.L
500-mi or larger. two. Standard Solution. Solutions containing a location, and adjust the probe and stopc:'

2.2.. Storage Bottles. 100-m! glass. winth nominal- certified concentration of !00W =oil
Teflon-lined lids. to store impinger samples ame commercially available as convenient
(two per sampling ran). During clean-up. the stork solutions from which working is ClP S of .VcC.' -:a'x 35.453
two front =piger Contents (0.1 .N HKSO.] standards c=n be made by appropriate
should be combined. 7he contents of the two volumetric dilution. Alterately. concentrated I
rear impinger (0.1 N NeC) zmay, be stock solutions may be produced from
discarded. as these solutions are !ncluded reagent Srade NeC. The NaC! should be E.
only to absorb C' I. and thus protect the dried at 100 *C for 2 or more hours and cooled Reigrtthsocsanarsouona
ptUmp. to room temperature in a desiccatorRergatthsocsanrdolin .

2.3 Sample Preparation and Analysis. The imatediately before weighing. Accurately store no longer than 1 month.
materials required for volumetric dilution and weigh Le6 to .7 S of the dried NaCl to withlin =.24 Clsrmatogrphic E~ue=Lt EffTectI%
chroma~tog1pkphC analysis Of samples are 061 mg., dissolve an water, and dilute to I liter. eluents for nonsuppressed IC using a tes;.-
described below. The exact Cl concentration can be calculated silica-baserd weak ion exch:ange colu- a

L.3.1 Volumetric Flasks. Cass A. 100-mi using Eq. 215--t 4 mM potassium hydrogen phthaiate $sUl~
size. pSC-m fNCxIN3.5/&4 adjusted to pH 4.0 using a saturated sod;.

L=3. Volumetric Pipets. Case A. ~ a /l-go ax0~5435~borate solution. and a 4 mnM 4-hydroxy
asisortzant. To diu-e samples into the Eq. 25- benzoate solution. adjusted Io pH 8.8 us;-
calibration range of the instrment.10 N NeCK. An effective eluent for suppress

2.3.3 Ion ChrazmatcpraPh. Suppressed or Refrigerate the stock standard solution and ion chromatography is a soiut~on contain.

noasuppressed. with-a conductivity detector store no longer than I month.. mM sodium bicarbonate and Z.4 rn'M scd.
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carbonate. Other dilute solutions buffered to meter volume and temperatume rate meter.
a similrj PH and containing no interferng and vacuum gauge at least once .r -, of 0.94A
ions may b sed.SE When using suppressed minutes during terun. Asampling tims 1f
ion chromatography. if the -water dip" bour is reco~mmended. Shorter sampling times
restulting from sample injtection irterfere may introduce a siplnifcant negative bias in
with the chloride peak. use a 2 =M NaOH/7-4 th CT cocnrain At the concleeton of
m.M sodium bicarbonate eluant. the sampling rin. -reicve the tsin fro= the
4. Procedure stack, cool. and perform a leak-ch-eck as

4.1 Sampling. described in section 4.1-L.
4.1.1 Preparation of Collection Train. 4.2 Sample Recovery. Disconnect the

Prepare the sampling train as follows: Pout 15 impingers after samplirg. quantitatively
ml of the abc-bing solution into each of the triinsfer the contents of the first thre
fiot two izmpinrtg. and add 13 ml of impingers (the knockout impinger and the
scrubber solution to the third and fourth two absorbing solution iznpxnger) to a leak-
iinpingers. Connect the impingmr in series free storae bottla. Add the water noms of
with the kncckout impinger ftrst. followed by ow of these imptingers and connecting
the two impintgers containing absorbing
solution and thea two conitaining he scrubber glassware to the storage bottle. The coctensts
solution. Place a fresh charge oi silica pl. or of the scrubber 'impingers and ==acting
equivalent. in the drying tube or Mae Weost glassware rmses may be discarded. The

impunger. sample bottle should be sealed. alaken to
4.2= Leak-Check Procedures. Leak-check mix. and labeled. The fluid level should be

the probe and three-way stopcock before, marked 3a that it any sample is lost during
the stopccck to the outlet of the probe, and volume can be applied.
connect the sample line to the needle valve. 4. SapererucfoAnys.
Plug tha probe inlet, turn on the samtple pamp, Cec thmpe liui eveltinech so Aaplesand
end pull a vacuum of at least =5 uum Hg (10 dhetermine liqui aneliec sample wa lotdrnd
Un. Hg). Turn off the needle valve. and note dermn faysplwslotuig
the vacuum gauge reading. The vacuum shipment. if a noticeable amount of leakage
should remain stable for at least 20 seconds. has occurred. the volume lost can be
Prace the probe in the stack at t!he sampling determined from the difference between the1.5
location, and adjust the probe and stopcok initial and final solution levels, and thie value195
heating system to a temperature su!.'oent to can be used to correct the an~alytical results.
prevent water condesa-tion. Connect the first Quantitatively uansfer the saopl mlbittoss toCho J
impinger to the stopcock. and connect thet a I00mI volumetric flask. and dilute the 0.799 hod
sample line to the last impinger and the soution to =w ml with water.
needle valve. Upon completion of a sampling " apeA kss
rue. remove the probe from the stack and 94iTeI odtmswl eeduo
leak-che~ck as described aborve. If a Leak has analytheica column itiand wifdettenduo
occurred, the sampling run must be voided.. sprse or colsumn yesand whs ether n
Alternately, the portion of the Train behind 0?nsppeediised.A
the probe may be leak-checked between crample chroinatagram from a
multiple runs at the same site as foll~ows: nousuppresised "Sytem using a 150-1m
Close the stopcock to the fstImpi-ingor (see Hamilton P`RP-Xij3o anion column, a I .
Figure 1A of Figure ZB11 and turn on the 1/inm now rate of a 4 mM 4-hydroxy
sampling pump. Pull a vacuurm of at least :30 berjonato solution adjusted to a PH of UB
mm ft turn off the. needle valve. nd note using iN NeOH &So pl sample loop. and a
the vacuum peupe reading. The vacumn conductivity detector set on 1*.3 pS NOl soa grk2-.Ecanl ~rmtg~
should remain stable for at laeast 30 seconds. Is shown in Figure 25-2. Fgr 6ZEapeCr.tga
Release the vacuum on the impinMe tumin by 4.4.z Beforet sample analysis, establish a
turning the stopcock to the .... position to stable baseline. Next ijola a sample, of
permit ambient air to enter (see C F igell of water. and determine if any CI appears io
Filmr 25-21. If this procedure is used. the ful the chromattopuam. If Cl is priesent, repeat I Coiibmftion
tram leak-check described above must be th a/neioprcdtudloC-s
conducted following the final rue. and all &t/ne~npoeue ni 0 Dry Gats Metering System.
preceding sampling rns must be voided if a press5. At this Poit, the itistrimenis iosL randyntr.RaeMte.adBaoee

loakhas ccure.for seSoame as in Method & sections I 5.L 5-L..2
4.1.3 Purge Procedure. Emmediately before 4.4.3 First. inject the calibration stardards ard it.4

sampling, connect the purge lin, to the covering an appropriate c=:enoiztsm ng S-5. Calibration Carve for Ion
stopcock. and nuna the stopcock to permit the starting with the lowest eorncentiuition Chrointtogreph. To prepare calibration
-purge pump to purge the probe (see Figure tA standArd. Next. inject in dupli-cate. a QC sctndards. dilute piven volumes (.mlor
of Figure 25-1), Tiurn on the purge pumrp. and sample followed by a water blank end dlC greater) of the stock standard solution. with
adjust the purge mats to 2 Ltaiter/n. Purge for field samplies. Finally, repeat the iuiecttozu of 0.1 ,, H.S0. (section 31.2)l to couvewein:
at least 3 -:inutes 'before seampkng. calibration standards tz allow compensetoan vTolu~.es Prepare at least four standards thatr

4.11. Samn;!& Collaction. Turn on the for any drift in the intzu~ant during analysi are within the linear range of the instiumnita
sampling pump. pull a sI'4ht vacuum of ofteSl ape.MaueteC-aa ndw~c oa h xetdctcnrto
approximately 25 mm Hg (I in. Hg) on the ars of thefied t samp e amles. Ma Ure the C1 enk ed wh o vf the exaitd concenue nonya th
imptnger train, and tumn the stopcock tora rhih~ ftesape.Uete rneo hefedsmls nln h
permit stack gas to be pulled through the average response trom the duplicate standards as instr'ucted =n section 4.4-1.
impingler --au (see Figure IC of F'gure V1-41 injections to determine the feied sample bpi-rrung with the lowest concentrsoon
Adjust the sampling rate to 2 litari/...n as concenitatior, using a lintear calibrat~on stard~ard. Determnue the Peak measurement.11
indicated ýy the rate meter. ard ia:anth-., curve loerieated !rom Lhe stan.dards. and plot individual velues versus C1-
ruto to with.I :C percent dtu.-sg he qn~iro 4.5 Audit A.%alysis. An audit sam ple must conicentration in big/ml. Draw a smooth cýý
sampling ru.n. Take readinqs of the dry gas be analyzed. subject to ava.!abilily. through the points. Use Lir~ear regessica to W



culc..late a formula desc~:%bin the resuI!ri; Failure to meet the 10 percent ,pec~flcation Hazardotu, waste tnc:neralo?5i' S

lineiir crarve. may require retests until the audit problems Enviroru-=enai rProtec::on' Agency. Of!7
or@ resolved. However. if the audit resuit3 do Research and 0eve~cp-men Repor. NO

5. QuclaY !nsrflerot affect the compliance or noncompi~ance -.Saeo 198.4!onaAiReurs
&It Applicability. When the method 1s status of the affec-.ed fam~lity. the '.SatOfn~o~a A of Llesorcs

used to analyzte samples to demonstrate AdministrUator may waive the reanalysis tethod 4Z. -Otert'ndnatOO HcC

com;iance wIth a source eniSsa0n ttqUinmt6Mt Niir4er SU&its. Or retetsanacd Acid Emissio-ls 410M Stationa-Y Scu~r-e

reg~ilationr. a set of two audit samples must be accept the resultsa of the compliance test. Ma.-ch I&. 198r.

analyzed. ~While Steps are being taken to resolve audi: 3. E-naopy E ~~siL
anGz AdtPocdr.Th ui sml r analysis problems. the Admininstrator miay 'laborstory Evaiuation of a Satnpi.ns a

&Zot.d Aoudtios C-onmure.ntly audt amlye the also ciooise to use the d~ata to dater-nine the Analysts Method !or Hydroqe= C!:lor'.c'

tw-onadit samlesir3 Coarid a set anacom ze a he comp.liancit or noncompliance status of dhe Emissions from Stat~ionary Sources: Ln-,
woadtsmlsadastocopine affec'ed facility. R~eporL- EPA Contrasct No. 8&-02-444Z.

samp~les in the same manner to evaluate the sea- TinlPrkNotCai:a
techitrque of the analyst and the standards I. CaiCUdattoizS January i.ta
preparation. The same analyst. 8ainlytiOIai Retain at least on* extr d~ecimal .1"e . .

reagents. and analytical system shall be used beyond those contained in the available data

boat for compliancel sanwies and the EPA in inermediate calcuzlations. and round off Appendix A JAmandedi

audit samples. if this conedi::on is met, only the final answer appropriately. 3. Mfethod :9 of appendix A ;af-. 50.3

auditing the subsequent compliance atuulyses 7.1 Sample Voiume. Dry Basis. Cot'?w-ed &=ended by adding paregaphths 4.3 an=

for the same enforcement a;ency within 50 to Standard Conditions. Calculate the sam;16 follows: Method 19 -- eter--Lra~on off S

days is not req&uired An auc..t sample set may volume zsirg Eq. 6-1 of Method &. Dixde Rmovai L-':kercy and P~c

not be used to validate different sets of 7.2 Total ;qg HCI Per Sample. NMatter. Siluifu Dtoxice. and Nitrogen C'K

compliance samples under the jurisdiction of (S-MI1wa 36.461 Emission Rates
different enfortcment agenc~es. unespir m- (0241-8
arrangements are made wi-th both 13.514-3 Daly CGeomernc Ave!-z~e P-z".L.a
ar.!orcerrnert agencies. aefrmHulV'es egoztx

6.3 Audit Sample Availability. The audit Eq. 1-6- averome HolutatryVatue (, s. The eotet

samples may be obtained by writing oravrgpouttrae(js 
ontd

calling the EPA Regional Office or the who e t- Mollwss of quinsapl.ruS
appropriate enforcement agency. The request S: Mas Cnof c ion ofsample. ýi C:*ImL.

for the audit samples must be made at lat B- Concnrto of blankc. jig Cl'/ml.

sapl analyses. 2h 00 - Volume of filtered. and diluted saMpe

6.4 AdtResults. Cl-LaeteM
concentistations in mglds= usting the 3&6-Molecua.oh fHLp/g

specifled sample volume in the audit M543-Aomleegh.fC.jgji-oe E

instrictiU s 7.3 Conc~entration of HCI in the Flue Cas.
Notit Indication of accoptable result.s may where.

be obtained izinmed~ately by report.=8 the ,=dilMm cavrgpoutn
audit results in mg/dscm anid compliance K. .- diyeoecaraeoluat

results in total ASg HC/ sa=mie to the C--Eq. 25-3 na&/) (lbelm±iliofl Stu) or ppm correc-

reasponsible enforcement agency. Include the V.i..i 7 percent 01.
tesuta o boh auit smpis. teirE,~ - hourly arit~b-netic average poiluta-n.
resuts o boh auit smpis. te~rfor hour -L- na/l (lb/million Stu) or

identification uctbers. and the anaiysts3 whomcrwtrte7prenrs
daia itht!o rsu:3 f he omliace C = Concenwradon of HC. dry basis. M81 a - total number of hourty averages for

dto th ne E eionsamle Ofineo h aprore-proprate K r-m1sg1 . which pollutant rates are aviuj.aoie
dtoterMnA ReionsamlOfies orth appropriate reot .Ds ga oue esrd ytethui the 24 hr mtdzght :o :dru-iisn

eiocretagen-c7. Include -.1%.s information to - Mass of HC! in sample. AS. daily period.
with subsequent analyses for the same .d.Dr svouemaudbyte I-otrllgofiicedaue
enforcement agency during 'he 30-day period. dr ga ee. cotrrected to standridd M- the anauraLilogarithmic base (~

The coacanu'atiotis of the audit samples codtin d~ raised to the value enc~caed by brac.
obtained by the analyst shall agree within 10
percent of the actual contenszn~ons. If the 10 &. Bibliography

percent speciflcatlnnt is not =et, reanalyze t Stise w..r S.C. and J.H. Marmson- 5.4 Daily Celometuc Average Percent

the compliance samples and audit samples. -Laboratory and Field Evaluation of a Reduction from Hourly Values The gec-m

and include isuial and reanalysis values ini M.ethodology for Determinations of Hydrogen average, percen t reduction (,%R.,; is com-,

the test report. Chloride Emisinons fromMumm.pal and using the following equation:
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Revilations Div-sicn. 13:5 East*west This final rule. tech'ucal amnerdment.
n * Hiýhwzy. Silver Spring. Maryland 2C910. is reinstating regulatory language

%R.. '0 too X [(:1:i) I 1E..'..l telephone 301-4_77-Z3;3. needed to implement correctlIy the 3
SUPP ~LEULWARY I?4FCr~rAr.CW. Berin; and Gulf FCPs as amended .

E G 9 roundrish fisheries in the Exclusive
24a Economic Zone off Alaska are governed Cassification

whr:by Federal re-gilatior's at 50 CFR parts This ECzal rulie. technical amendment.
S.- daily geomnetric a':s-age ;ercent 611. 620. 672. and 675 that implement the is issued under parts 672 and 675.

reduction. Bering and the Gulf FMYPs. These nFPs Because this rule revinsates regu~atory
E,. E, = matched pair hou~rly arnthmetuc were prepared by the North Pacific text that was inadvertenuly deeleed f

average poilutant -ate, outlet and iniet. Fishery M~arnagement Council and during an earlier rulaemalk ns proceedin~g
respectively. mail (lb/millon Bitu) or;!;-' approved by the Secretary of Commerce and makes no substantive changes cther
corrected to 7 percent 0,. (Secretary) under prov.isions of the than changes determnined in rulemaking

a w total nun~ber of hourly a-.erages for Magnuson Fishery Conservation and for Amendments 14 and 1IS. it iswhich paired irlet and audlet pollutant Management Act. unneesr der 5 u.s.c. 533(b)CB] to
rates are available within the Z4i This final rile implements a technical provide for prior public cornrrent andmidnight to mridniot daily perncd. aedetta 1 enttslnug hr sgo as ne ~~.53d

In mratural log of indicated vajue. aedmn ht()risae agae teei odcueudr5USC .3d
EX2 m the natural logarithmiuc base %'Z,712) unintentionally deleted by amendatory not to delay for 30 days its efffecti~ve

raised to din value enclo3sed by brackats. language in S4 FR 50383 (December 6. date.f
Notv. The wi'culation includes only paired 1989) and (2) retains the amendatory Because this rule is being issued

data sets fhouziy average) for the inlet and language of 58 FrR 492 (January 7. 1991). without prior comment. a regulatcry
ii.;tet pollutant measuresents. On Decermber 6. 1989, a final rule was flexibiliry analysis is not required under

* . * *published in the Federal Register (54 FR the Regulatory Flexibility Act and none
FRDoc. 91-1399 Filed 2-12-91; 8:43 2m] 5038) that was inten~ded only to amend has been prepared.

D&L" Covs "G- the introductory language of This rile reinstates language that has
___________________________ 11 a- 62.2A0(a)(2) and 675.22(a),(2). Item 11 been detemined not to be a :niacr rule

of this amendatory language states that under E~xecutive Order =Z91. does not
DEPARTM'/ENT OF COMMERCE *0 paragraph.s (a)(Z) and (f)(1) are ccontain policies with federalism

revised ' * * item 20 states that * implications sufficient to warrant
National Oceanic ard Atmnospheric ... paragraph (al](2) is revised preparation of a federali-sm assessment
Administration Thris amendatory language revised the under L.O. 12512. and does mot contain a

50 FR ars 62 nd 75incroductory text of paragraph (a)(2) in ccilection-of-information requirement
50 CR Prts672and675these sections but deieted the remainder for the purposes of the Paperwork

(Dockat No. SC92- 10 19 1 of the regulatory langiuage in Reduction Act. There is zo change in th
If 872.20fa)fZ) and 67..~)2.regulatory impacts previously reviewe

Ga'oundiflh of the Gulf of Alaska; Paragraphs in I 4-n-20 that were an9nlzd
Groundflsh of tho Bering Sea and unintentionally deleted were (a)(2)1). adanyed
Aleutian tisands (a)(2)(ul). (a1(2,(iiflA). and (a)(2)(il)(B). Ls fSbet nS F at 7 n

Table Iin I 672.20 also was Ls fSbet nS 2RPrs6, n
AGL4CT: National Marine Fisheries unintentionally deleted. Paragraphs that 673I
Service (NNAFS). NOAA. Comm-erce. were unintentionall1y deleted in I 673.20 Fisheries. General limitations.
ACTION: Final rule. technical were as follows: (aJ(Z),(i). (a)(2)(i](A). Dated. February 7, 129Lamendment. and (a)12)(iX(B).

suuuwr Te Seetar ofn January L.199. final rules bachaal F. TM&La.
sum~a~. Te Screaryof ommrce implementing Amendzment '14 to the ActiSAssistanltAdadtifs~t~ratfor Fisherrvs.

issues this final rule implementing a Bering FMP and Amendment 19 to the Natiofal.WMrtiflFYahiflflService.
technical iamendment to reinstate Gulf F;N also revised text in For reasons set out in the preamble. 50
unintlatioraly lanuaethtedb w uas n ii 67'2=2a)(2) and 675.ZO(a)() (56 FR CFR parts 67'2 and M7 are amnended as
uintleentiongAlly ndelente by ation the 4 aur 7.19I1). This rule retains follows:
Fispleretn mnmn 3t h the changes to these sections resulting

Fury Management Plan for the Bering from Amendments '14 and 19.
Sea/Aleutian Islands GrouridE ~h -The Gull and Beri;ng FM~s were PART 67" GAGUNDFISH OF THE
(Bering FST) and Amendment 18 to the implemented using procedures specified GULF CF ALASKA
Fishery Management Plan for the Gulf Of by the Magmusen Act and the
Alaska Croundifish Fishery (Gulf F.MP) Administrative Procedu.re Act. However. 1. The authority citation for part 6-2
(54 FR 30385. December 6. 1989). as explained above, the language continues to read as !ollows:
IIEFECltM CA= February 8. 1991. currently in IS1 672.20(a) and e75.=(a] Authorit-- 18 U-S-C. 1801 et seq.
FOR FURPhR INFORMATION CONTACT: does not correctly reflect the Gulf or 2. Section 6,7=.(a)(2] is revised and
Patricia Peacock (Fishery ManaGement Berin2 FM~s and subsequent Table I is added to the section to read
Spec~alist). N?",fS. Plans and amendments. as follows:
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delayed. timely notice will be published April 15. 1991. unless, within 30 days of Dated: January 2.a. 1991.
in the Federal Register. its publication, notice is received that Morris Kay.
A•DOnsSUts: Copies of the state adverse or critical comments will be RlegonalAdministrator.
submittal for this action are available submitted. CFR
for public inspection during normal If such notice is received, this action as follows:
business hours at: the Environmental will be withdrawn before the effective
Protection Agency, Region VI. Air date by publishing two stubsequent PART 52--[AMENDED]
Branch. 726 Minnesota Avenue. Kansas notices. One notice will withdraw the
City, Kansas 66101: Public Information final action and another will begin a 1. The authority citation for part 5Z
Reference Unit. Environmental new rulemaking by announcing a continues to read as follows:
Protection Agency. 401 M Street SW.. proposal of the action and establishing a Authority. 42 U.S.C. 7401-74z.
Washington. DC 20460 Environmental comment period. If no such comments
Protection Division. Iowa Department of are received. the public is advised that 2. Section 52.820 is amended by
Natural Resources. Wallace State Office this action will be effective April 15. adding paragraph (c)(53) to read as
Building. 900 East Grand. Des Moines, 1991. follows:
Iowa 50319. EPA Action: EPA is taking final action 52.820 Identiflieuton of plan.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT' to approve a revision to Iowa rule 567- . •
Wayne Kaiser at (913) 551-7603 (FTS 2.4(455B) which adopts by reference the (c)
276-7603). PSD NO. requirements of 40 CFR 52.21 (53) Revised chapter 22. rule
SUPIKEMENTARY INFORMATION: On at 53 FR 40656 (October 17, 1988). =2.4(455B). submitted on November 8.
October 17. 1988. EPA revised the Nothing in this action should be 1990. incorporates by reference revised
prevention of significant deterioration construed as permitting or allowing or EPA PSD rules pertaining to NO.
(PSD) regulations at 40 CFR 52.21 (see 53 establishing a precedent for any future increments.
FR 40658] for nitrogen oxides. These request for revision to any SIP. Each incrts.
regulations establish the maximum request for revision to the SIP shall be (i) Incorporation by reference
increase in ambient nitrogen dioxide considered separately in light of specific "Controlling Pollution.t Iowa
concentrations allowed in an area above technical, economic, and environmental Administrative Codel subti le o..I
the baseline concentration; these factors and in relation to relevant admntratie Code.sb l
maximum allowable increases are statutory and regulatory requirements. Protection Commission on October 17.
called increments. The intended effect of Under 5 U.S.C. 605(b). I certify that this 1990. effective November 21. 1990.
these regulations is to require all SIP revision will not have a significant
applicants for major new stationary economic impact on a substantial (ii) Additional material

sources and major modifications number of small entities (See 48 FR (A) Letter from the state dated
November 8, 1990. perta~ining to NO1

emitting nitrogen oxides to account for 8709). rules and analysis which certiies the

r and. if necessary, restrict emissions so This action has been classified as a rlws a dd by th e tae

as not to cause or contribute to Table 3 action by the Regioral material was adopted by the state on

exceedances of the increment. Administrator under the procedures October 17,1990.

On November 20. 1990. the IDNR published in the Federal Register on [FR Doc. in-3451 Filed 2-12-41: &43 ami
submitted an amendment to chapter January 19. 1989 (54 FR 2214-2225). On .LIN Cool[
22.4(455B). "Special Requirements for January 6. 1989. the Office of
Major Stationary Sources Located in Management and Budget waived Tables
Areas Designated Attainment or 2 and 3 SIP revisions (54 FR 2222) from 40 CFR Part 60
Unclassified (PSD)." which incorporates the requirements of Section 3 of
by reference the revisions to 40 CFR part Executive Order 12291 until April 199. [AD-.FRL-3587-11
52.21. effective October 17. 1988. The Under section 307(b)(1) of the Act. Standards of Performance for New
state rule was effective November 21. petitions for judicial review of this Stationary Sources; Addition of
1990. The state also provided a action must be filed in the U.S. Court of Methods for Measurement of
demonstration that it meets the Appeals for the appropriate circuit by. Polychlorinated Dlbenzo-p-Dloxlns,
conditions for approval of adoption of April 15. 1991. This action may not be Potychlodnated Olbenzofurans. and
the NO increment program as detailed challenged later in proceedings to Hydrogen Chloride Emissions From
in the EPA guidance memorandum on enforce its requirements. (See section Stoy Sources
the subject dated August 17. 1990. 307(b)(2).)

The above memorandum described The Agency has reviewed this request A0 r.IY. Environmental Protection
specific conditions for EPA approval of for revision of the federally approved Agency (EPA).
a state's adoption of the NO. increment SIP for conformance with the provisions ACTION: Final rule.
rule. Those conditions pertained to of the 1990 Amendments enacted on
regulatory language. increment November 15. 1990. The Agency has summAmr. The purpose of this action is
consumption analysis. increment determined that this action conforms to add Method 23. "Determination to
consumption for the transition period. with those requirements irrespective of Polychlorinated Dibenzo-p-Dioxins
and legal authority. EPA has evaluated the fact that the adoption of the revision (PCDD's) and Polychlorinated
the state's submittal in accordance with by the state preceded the date of Dibenzofurans (PCDF's) from Stationary
the Aust 17. 190. guidance and finds enactmenL Sources." and Method 26.
that the state submittal is acceptable. "Determination of Hydrogen Chloride
EPA is publishing this action without Emissions from Stationary Sources" to
prior proposal because the Agency Air pollution control. Incorporation by appendix A of 40 CFR part 60. These
views this as a noncontroversial reference. Intergovernmental relations. methods are being promulgated to
amendment and anticipates no adverse Nitrogen dioxide. Particulate matter, determine compliance with subparts Ca4 comments. This action will be effective Sulfur oxides. and Ea of part 60.
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DAT1= Effective Dote.: February 13. PCDF's are collected in the probe. on the U1. Public Participation
1991. filter, and on the solid adsorbent. The The opportunity to hold a public

judicial Review: Under section PCDD's and PCDFs are extracted from hearing at 10 a.m. on February 7, 1990
307(b)(1) of the Clean Air Act. judicial the particulate matter and the adsorbent was presented, but no one requested areview of the actions taken by this with a hot organic solvent. The hearing. The public comment period was I

notice is available only by the filing of a extracted PCDD's and PCDFs are from December 20. 1989 to March 5.
petition for review in the U.S. Court of separated by capillary gas 1990.
Appeals for the District of Columbia chromatography. and then. each isomer I
Circuit within 60 days of today's is identified and measured with mass IIL Significant Comments and Changes
publication of this rule. Under section spectrometry (GC/MS). The total to the Proposed Rulemaking
307(b)(2) of the Clean Air Act. the PCDD's and PCDFs are the sum of the Thirteen comment letters were
requirements that are the subject of individual isomers. Toxicity factors are received on the proposed test methods.
today's notice may not be challenged not used in the calculation. These comments have been carefully
later in civil or criminal proceedings Method 26 is used to measure the considered and. where deemedbrought by EPA to enforce these
requirementsg emission of HCI from MWC's. A sample appropriate by the Administrator,
rqmussiEs: Backgroundsnformation is withdrawn at a constant rate from the changes have been made in the

DoumentSThe Background Information stack through a probe and impingers proposed test methods. A detailed
Document frthe pakromulgtd Inotest filled with a dilute acid. The HCI is discussion of these comments is
Document for the promulgated test

methods may be obtained from Cary collected in the implinger solution. The contained in the background document

McAlister or Roger Shigehara, MD-19. chloride ion is separated by ion entitled. "Summary of Comments and
U.S. EPA. Research Triangle Park. North chromatography and measured by a Responses for Methods 23 and 26"

Carolina 27711. telephone number (919) conductivity detector. which is referred to in the AORSSES
section of this preamble.

541-1062. Please refer to "Summary of Background Several commenters thought that
Comments and Responses for Methods
-23 and 26." In 1983, the American Society of there were not enough stack sampling

Docket. Docket Number A-89-11. Mechanical Engineers (ASME) organizations that were experienced

containing material relevant to this recognized that the testing for PCDD's with Method 23 to avoid major delays in

rulemaking, is available for public and PCDF's needed to be standardized. securing sampling and analysis

inspection and copying between 8:30 In February of 1984. the ASME convened contractors. Many of these commenters

a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Monday through a committee of government also thought that there would not be an

Friday. at EPA's Air Docket Section. representatives, testing consultants. adequate supply of calibration

room M.-1500. 1st Floor. Waterside Mall. equipment manufacturers, and standards and audit samples. We
believe that the number of tests required

401 M Street SW.. Washington. DC incinerator operators to write a of

20480. A reasonable fee may be charged standard test procedure for PCDD's and regul ation o f the

for copying. PCDF's. This was eventually distributed egulatilon will not exceed the

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACrr as a draft ASME protocol in December and analytical laboratories and thatabesp
Gary McAlister or Roger Shigehara. of IM4. The procedure that we are there will be an adequate supply of
Emission Measurement Branch (MD-19). promulgating was derived from this labeled standards and audit samples.
Technical Support Division. U.S. draft ASME protocoL There are some The full effect of the testing
Environmental Protection Agency, changes in the quality assurance (QA) requirements for the new and existing
Research Triangle Park. North Carolina requirements and the solvents used to sources will not be felt for about five
27711, telephone number (919) 541-1062. recover the sample in the promulgated years. We believe that this is adequate
.%.fP9LEMWNTARY INFORMATIOIC method. Because more labeled time to allow for the necessary
L T''e Rulemaking compounds are available, the method expansion of testing capabilities. I

will require additional labeled internal Some commenters requested
Under Subparts Ca and Ea. the EPA Is standards and surrogate compounds alternative procedures or methods to

regulating emissions from municipal which will provide better representation Method 23. While testers always have
waste combustors (MWC*s) including of the entire range of PCDD's and the option of requesting alternative
setting emission limits for PCDFs. The filter and solid adsorbent methods, requests should be submitted
polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins are extracted in the laboratory with after the method becomes final. Any
(PCDD's). polychlorinated toluene to assure a high PCDD and request should be in writing and should
dibenzofauans (PCDFs). and PCDF recovery efficiency. Additionally be accompanied by any supporting data.
hydrochloric acid (HCym . There am the proposed sample recovery solvents Many commenters thought that the
presently no methods published in 4s used for rinsing the sample train gas chromatography columns specified
any of these pollutants. This action glassware in the field would be acetone in Method 23 were not the most

would promulgate one method to followed by methylene chloride with a appropriate choice. The column

measure the PCDD's and PCDFs and final quality assurance rinse using requirements in the method have been

another method to measure the HCL toluene. However. the results from the revised to allow the tester to use any
toluene rinse are not used in calculating column system provided that the tester

Summary of Reference Methods the total PCDD ar: 'CDF emissions. can demonstrate through calibration and r
Method 23 is used to measure the EPA will continue to review the toluene performance checks that the columns

emission of PCDD's and PCDFs from field rinse quality assurance results and provide the necessary isomer
MWC's. A sample is withdrawn continue to evaluate the desirability of separation.
isokinetically from the stack through a replacing methylene chloride with One commenter thought that Method
probe. a filter, and a trap packed with a toluene for field rinsing sample 26 should be modified to allow
solid ada,•hent. The PCDD's and glassware. Isokinetic sampling so that it could be

I.
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applied to sources where hydrochlorie any of the adverse economic effects set PART 60--4 AMENDED)
acid aerosols are present. We agree that forth in Section I of the Order as
isokinetic sampling may be important at grounds for Eding a "major rule." The 1. The authority citation for part W3

* sources other than MWCs. We have Agency has. therefore. couacudcl that continues Io read as follows:
compared Method 25 and an isokinetic this regulation is not a "major rule" Authliot. 4.2 U.S.C. 74,M. 741,. 7414. 741&.
sampling train and found that they under Executive Order 1=92. and 7601.
generally give similar results at stack The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) Z. By adding in namencal order
concentrations above 20 PPM. At lower of 1980 requires the identification of Methods 23 and 26 to appendix A as
concentrations the isokinetic sampling potentially adverse impacts of Federal follows:
train seems to have a negative bias. We regulations upon small business entities.
are continuing to investigate this The Act specifically requires the Appendix A-Reference Methods
problem, and may be able to approve an completion of an RFA analysis in those
alternative method using isokinetic instances where small business impacts Method .3--eterination of Potych.orinatod

sampling for fiuture use. are possible. Because thie .ulemaking Metbhnd'-D-troxins and Polycbhounaz.ed

Another commenter wanted EPA to imposes no adverse economic impacts. Dibenzofurans From Stationary Sources
deve!op a QA audit sample for Method an analysis has not been conducted.
28. An audit sample is being developed Pursuant to the provisions of 5 U.S.C. '. Applicob±ity atd Pric:ple
and will be available for validating the 605(b), I hereby certify that this 1.1 Applicability. This method is
results of compliance tests. promulgated rule will not have an applicable to the determmation of
[V. Admln tratlive economic impact on small entities polych.loinatad dibenzo-p-dioxins I-CDD'sIand polychlorinated dibenzofurans LPCDF'sIbecause no additional costs will be from stationary sources.

The docket is am organized and incurred from this action. 1.2 Principle. A sample is withdrawn from
complete file of all the information This rule does not contain any the gas strem isokinetically and collected irn
submitted to or otherwise considered by information collection requirements the sample probe. onr a glass fiber filter, and
EPA in the development of this currently approved by 0MB review on a packed column of adsorbent material.
rulemaking. The principal purposes of under the Paperwork Reduction Act of The sample cannot be separated into a
the docket are: (2) To allow interested 1980, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. particle vapor fraction. The PCDD's and
parties to identify and locate documents PCDFs' are extracted from the sample.

so that they can effectively participate List of Subjects in 40 CFR Paut 60 separated by high resolution gas
chromatography, and measured by highin the rulemaking process and (2) to Air pollution control. Municipl waste resolution mass spectrometry.

serve as the record in case of judicial combustors. Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-
review (except for interagency review dioxins, Polychlorinated dibenzofurans, 2. App rams
materials) (section 307(6)(7)[A)). Hydrogen chloride. 2- Sampling. A schenm:ic of the saniplhng

Under Executive Order 12291. EPA train used in this method is shown in Fgie

must judge whether a regulation is Dated: Jamua11 1. 1991. .3-L Seaing greases may not be used inf* major" and, therefore, subject to the F. Henry Habicht. assembling the trau. The train is •dentical to
requirement of a regulatory impact ActingAdmix"iatior. that descnrbed in section 2.1 of Method 5 of
analysis. The Agency has determined Title 4O. part 60 of the Code of Federal this appendix with the following additions:
that this rulemnakng would not result in Regulations is amended as follows: mWLDOn COM 956-90-M

I

I_
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2.1.1 Nozzle. Thi nozzle shaU be made of ?.t Canderrser. Clams. cti t "e w.ttk L2 Sample Recovery.
nickel nickel-plated stainless steel, quartz, or -apatible fittings. A schematic diagram is .2..I Fitting Caps. Ground glass. Teflon
borosilicate glass. shown in Figue Z3-2. tape, or aluminum foil (Section 2.1.6) to cap

721.2 Sample Transfer Lines. The sample 2.1.3 Water Beth. Thermostatically off the sample exposed sections of the train.
transfer lines. if needed, shall be heat traced. controlled to maintain the gen temperature 2ZZ Wash Bo*es. Teflon. s00-ml.
heavy walled "r:E (% in. OD with % InL wag) euting the corndenser at 4 2(;'C (68 'Fl. 7-2- Probe-Liner Probe-Nozzle. and Filter-
with connecting tgs that are capabl, of 2. 1 .4 Adsorbent Module. Glass container Holder Brushes. Inert bristle brushes with
forming leak-free, vacuum-tight are cdapab to hoid' the solid adsorbent. A shematic prectesned stainless steel or Teflon handles! fomin [ea-•"e. vcuu-tigt cnnec~rm cfagram, Es shown in Figure Z3-..' Other
without using sealing greases. The line shall physical configurations of t2- res2n trap/ The probe brush shall have extensions of
be as short as possible and must be condsena assembly are acceptabe. The stainless sth e or Teflrus. at least as long as
maintained at 120 'C. connecting fIttrts shall form leak-free. tha probe. The brushes shall be property

2.1.1 Filter Support Teflon or Teflon- vaaium tight seals. No sealant greases shalt afred and shaped to brush out the nozzle.
coated wire. he uaed in the sampling train. A coarse &Less probe liner, and transfer line. if used.

frit Is included to retain the adsocbent. AAu.I cooD 65e0-60-u

t@
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2.2.4 Filter Storage Container. Sealed extraction thimble and 1 g of silica gel and a Detector. Flame ionization detector
filter holder, wide-mouth amber glass jar with plug of glass wool into a Soxhlet apparatus. operated at a sensitivity of 4 ( 10 - A/
Teflon-lined cap, or glass petrt dish. charge the apparatus with toluene. and reflux mV.

_ 2.2.5 Balance. Triple beam. for a minimum of 3 hours. Remove the toluene Inlection Port Temperature: z5o "c.
2.2.8 Aluminum FoiL Heavy duty, hexane- and discard it. but retain the silica geL Place Detector Temperature: 305 *C.

rinsed t no more than 50 filters in the thimble onto the Oven Temperature: 30 "C for 4 min:
r -2-,7 Metal Storage Container. Air tight silica gel bed and top with the cleaned glass programmed to rise at 40 Clmin until itcontainer to store silica gel. wool. Charge the Soxhlet with toluene and reaches 250 'C. return to 30 *C after 17

2.2.8 Graduated Cylinder. Glass. 250-ml reflux for 16 hours. After extraction, allow minutes.with 2-mI graduation, the Soxhlet to cool. remove the filters, and Co
2.2.9 Class Sample Storage Container. dry them under a clean N, stream. Store the mpare the results of the analysis to he

Amber glass bottle for sample glassware filters in a glass petri dish sealed with Teflon results from the reference solution. Prepare
washes. 500- or 1000-ml. with leak free tape. the reference solution by injection 2.5 k&1 of
Teflon-lined caps. 3.1.2 Adsorbent Resin. Amberlite XAD-2 methylene chloride into 100 ml of toluene.2.3 Analysis. resin. Thoroughly cleaned before initial use. This corresponds to re0 nt.g of methylene

2.3.1 Sample Container. 1Z5- and 250-mi 3.1.2.1 Cleaning Procedure. This chloride per g of adsorbent. The maximum
flint glass bottles with Teflon-lined caps. procedure may be carried out in a giant acceptable concentration is 1000 4g/g of

2.3.2 Test Tube. Glass. Soxhlet extractor. An all-glass filter thimble adsorbent. If the adsorbent exceeds this
2.3.3 Soxhlet Extraction Apparatus. containing an extra-course frit is used for level. drying must be continued until !he

Capable of holding 43 x 123 mm extraction extraction of XAD-2. The frit is recessed 10- excess methylene chloride is removed
thimbles. 15 mm above a crenelated ring at the bottom 3.1.2.4 Storage. The adsorbent ,nmu.t be

2.3.4 Extraction Thimble. Class. of the thimble to facilitate drainage. The resin used within 4 weeks of cleaning. After
precleaned cellulosic. or glass fiber. must be carefully retained in the extractor cleaning, it may be stored in a wide mouth

2.3.3 Pasteur Pipettes. For preparing liquid cup with a glass wool plug and a stainless amber glass container with a Teflon-lined cap
chromatographic columns. steel ring because it floats on methylene or placed in one of the glass adsorbent

2.3.8 Reacti-viais. Amber glass. 2-ml. chloride. This process invo~ves sequential modules tightly sealed with glass stoppers. If
silanized prior to use. extraction in the following order. precleaned adsorbent is purchased in sealed

2.3.7 Rotary Evaporator. Buchi/Brinkman I containers, it must be used within 4 weeks
RF-121 or equivalent. Sotveit Procedure after the seal is broken.

2.3.8 Nitrogen Evaporative Concentrator. 3.1.3 Class Wool. Cleaned by sequential
N-Evap Analytical Evaporator Model Ill or Water ............... n.... Inst Ptace rfe immersion in three aliquots of methylene
equivalent, in a beaker. nnse once chloride, dried in a 110 'C oven, and stored in

2.3.9 Separatory Funnels. Class. 2-liter. with watar. and a methylene chloride-washed glass jar with a
2.3.10 Gas Chromatograph. Consisting of discard. SO with wate Teflon-lined screw cap.

the following components: a seon h. et 3.1.4 Water. Deionized distilled and
2.3.10.1 Oven. Capable of maintaining the stand oven%^ and stored in a methylene chloride-rinsed glassseparation column at the proper operating discard:

temperature = "C and performing wa ................. t wat for 8 container with a Teflon-lined screw cap.
programmed increases in temperature at hour=. 3.1.5 Silica Gel. Indicating type. 8 to 18
prorates ofnteast 40 in. tp uMethanol ..... . ... Extract for 22 hours mesh. If previously used. dry at 175 "C (3503.rates of at least 40 uCreieL 1te CGaouge...-To. Emnato for 22 ho F) for two hours. New silica gel may be used

Z.3.10.2 Temperature Gauge. To monitor Toluene Extra for 22 hour, as received. Alternately other types ofScolumn oven, detector, and exhaust desiccants (equivalent or better) may betemperatures = I "C. 3.1.2.2 Drying. used. subject to the approval of the
2.3.10.3 Flow System. Gas metering 3.1,221 Drying Column. Pyrex pipe, 10.2 Administrator.

system to measure sample, fueL combustion cm ID by 0.8 m long. with suitable retainers. 3.1.8 Chromic Acid Cleaning Solution.gas. and carrier gas flows. 3.1-1.2 Procedure. The adsorbent must Dissolve Z0 g of sodium dichromate in 15 ml2.3.10.4 Capillary Columns. A fused silica be dried with clean inert gas. Liquid nitrogen of water, and then carefully add 400 ml ofcolumn. 60 x 0.25 mm inside diameter (1D), from a standard commercial liquid nitrogen concentrated sulfuric acid.coated with DB3-5 and a fused silica column.
30 m X 0.25 mm ca coated with DB--2-?5. cylinder has proven to be a reliable source of 3.2 Sample Recovery.Other column systems may be used provided large volumes of gas free from organic 3.2.2 Acetone. Pesticide quality.thatOther columysterms al to dm sted pcontaminants. Connect the liquid nitrogen 3.2.2 Methylene Chloride. Pesticidethat the user is able to demonstrate using cylinder to the column by a length of cleaned qualtity.
calibration and performance checks that the
column system is able to meet the copper tubing. 0.95 cm ID. coiled to pass 3.2.3 Toluene. Pesticide quality.specifications of seJon 6.12..2. through a heat source. A convenient heat 3.3 Analysis.s i3.11. Mass Spectrometer. Capable of source is a water-bath heated from a steam 3.3.1 Potassium Hydroxide. ACS grade. Z-

routine operation at a resolution of 1:10000 line. The final nitrogen temperature should percent (weight/volume) in water.only be warm to the touch and not over 40 'C. 3.3.2 Sodium Sulfate. Granulated. reagentwith a stability of C p" 5 the Continue flowing nitrogen through the grade. Purify prior to use by rinsing with
m .ss spectrometer and capable of monitorinh adsorbent until all the residual solvent is methylene chloride and oven drying. Store
at least rive ranupl of 25 ions. removed. The flow rate should be sufficient the cleaned material in a glass container with

2.3.13 Analytical Balance. To measure to gently agitate the particles but not so a Teflon-lined screw cap.
within 0.1 mg. excessive as the cause the particles to 3.3.3 Sulfuric Acid. Reagent grade.

fracture. 3.3.4 Sodium Hydroxide. 1.0 N. Weigh 40 g3. Reagent$ 3.1.2.3 Quality Control Check. The of sodium hydroxide into a 1-liter volumetric

3.1 Sampling. adsorbent must be checked for reaidual flask. Dilute to 1 liter with water.
3.1.1 Filters. Glass fiber filters, without toluene. 3.3.5 Hexane. Pesticide grade.

organic binder, exhibiting at least 99.95 3.1.3.1 Extraction. Weigh 1.0 g sample of 3.3.8 Methylene Chloride. Pesticide grade.
percent efficiency (<0.05 percent dried resin into a small vial. add 3 ml of 3.3.7 Benzene. Pesticide Grade.
penetration) on 0.3-micron dioctyl phthalate toluene. cap the vial. and shake it well 3.3.8 Ethyl Acetate.
smoke particles. The filter efficiency test 3.1.Z3.2 Analysis. Inject a 2 •J sample of 3.3.9 Methanol. Pesticide Grade.
shall be conducted in accordance with ASTr the extract into a gas chromatograph 3.3.10 Toluene. Pesticide Grade.
Standard Method D 2986--71 (Reapproved operated under the following conditions: 3.3.11 Nonane. Pesticide Grade.
1978) (incorporated by reference--see Column: 6 ft x tA in stainless steel 3.3.12 Cyclohexane. Pesticide Grade.
180.17). containing 10 percent OV-I01 on 100/120 3.3.13 Basic Alumina. Activity grade 1.

3.1.1.1 Preclesning. All filters shall be Supelcoport. 100.-2 mesh. Prior to use. activate the
cleaned before their initial use. Place a glass Carrier Gas: Helium at a rate of 30 ml/min. alumina by heating for 16 hours at 130 'C
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before u4a. Store in a desiccator. Pre- 4.1.1.2 Adsorbin Trap. The trip mist be Transfer the probe and LmpinW. sembactivated ,,luma may be pmchased from a loaded In a clean area to avoid to the cleanup area. This area shall be cfes
supplier and may be used as receive&d contamination. They may not be loaded In and enclosed so that the chances of losng?

3.3.14 Silica GeL Btk-S A.. 100-200 mesh. the field. Fill a trap with 20 to 40 g of XAD-z. contaminating the sample are mininmzed.
Prior to ta.. activate the silica gel by heating Follow the XAD-Z with gless wool arid Smokin. which could contaminate the
for at least 30 m utute 180t C. After tightly cap both ends of the trap. Add 100I J sample, shall not be allowed in the c!earm,
cooling. rnse the silica gal sequentially with of the surrogate standard solution (section aree.
methanol and methylana chlond,, Heat the 3.3.2•1) to each trap. inspect the train prior to and during
rinsed silica Sel at 50 *C for IQ minutes. then 4.1.1.3 Sample Train. It Is suggested that disassembly and note any abnormal
increase the temperature gradually to 180 "C all components be maintained accordtq to conditions. e.g.. broken filters, colored
over 25 mruutes and maintain it at this the procedure described in APTD..•-7 impinger liquid. etc. Treat the sample& as
temperoture for 90 minutes. Cool at room 4.1.1.4 Silica Gel. Weigh several 200 to 300 follows:
temperature and store in a glass container g portions of silica gel In an air tight 4.= Container No. 1. Either seal e t.with a Teflon-lined screw cap. container to the nearest 0.5 S. Record the holder or carefully remove the hilter room3.3.15 Silica Gel tmpregnared with total weight of the silica gel plus container. filter holder and place it in its identeed
Sulfuric Arcid. Combine 100 8 of silica gel with on each container. As an alternative, the container. Use a pair of cieaae,.i tweezer,
44 g of concentrated sulfuric acid in a screw silica gel may be weighed directly i handle the filter, f it is neessary to foldts
capped glass bottle and agitate thoroughly. imnpinger or sampling holder just -aor to nlfter. do such that the parclate cflde
Disperse the so!lids with a stirring rod until a sampling,. iste fo Cu ll t ra n the
uniform mixture is obtained. Store the 4.1.1.5 Filter. Check each filter against container any particulate matter and filttir
mixture in a glass container with a Teflon- light for Irregularities and flaws or pinhole fibers which adhere to the filter bold ,rlinedwhc screwto he caprha.m
lined screw cap. leaks. Pack the filters flat In a clean glass gasket. by using a dry inert bristle brush a3.3.18 Silica Cal Impregnated with container.Sodium Hydroxide. Combine 39 g of I N .. hetdayDeem~~~n.Sm as sharp-edge blade. Seal the container.Sodium Hydroxide with 10 of sica ge in a 4.1.2 Preliminary Deterintoons. Same 4.2.2 Adsorbent Module. Remove thesodium ýyrxd ihlogotlc e na section 4.1.2 of Method 5. mdl rmtetan ihl a oheiscrcw ctipped glass bottle and agitate 4.1.3 Preparation of Co[lectdon Train. module from the train, tighy cap both enr
thoroughly. Disperse solids with a stirring rod 4.1.3.1 During preparation and asseniLy label it. cover with aluminum foiL end star
until a uniform mixture is obtained. Store the the sampling train. keep all train openings on ice for transport to the laboratory.
mxuewhere contamination can enter, sealed until 4.2.3 Container No.2. ?Quantitatively,c.-ew cap. .just prior to assembly or until sampling i recover material deposited in the no'ise.

3.3.17 Carbon/Celfte. Combine 10.7 g of about to begin. probe transfer linest. the front balf of the F
AX-Z1 carbon with 124 g of Celite 543 in a holder. and the cyclone, if used. first by
250-nd glass bottle with a Teflon-lined screw Note: Do not use sealant grease in brushing while rinsing three times each w
cap. Agitate the mixtme thornughly unitit a assembln t acetone and then, by rinsing the probe th-
unitform mixture is obtained. Store in the 4.1.3.2 Place approximately 100 il of times with methylene chloride. Collect all
glass container. water in the secosiad and thid impin. rinses in Container No. .

3.3.18 Nitrogen Ultrat high purity, leave the fl'st and fourth mbpinges empty. Rinse the back balf of the fter holder
3.3.19 Hydrogen. Ultra high purity, and transfer approximately 200 to 3g g of times with acetone. Rinse the connecting.3.3.20 Internal Standard Solution. Prepare preweighed silica get frnt its contaisti to the between the filter and the condenser thre,

a stock standard solution conta•ning the fifth impiagw. times with cetoene. Soak the connecting Iisotopically labelled PCsDa and PC)F's at 4.12.3. Place the sica gel container i• a with dimee separate portions of methylene
the concentatons ehow In Table I ander clean piace for later wse in the seaifte chloride for 5 minutes each. If using a
the heading "internal Standards" in 10 mJ of recovery. Alternatively, the weigh of the condenser and adsorbent trap. r
nonane. silica gel plus bmpinger may be determined to separate ondenser sad anner as t

3.3.21 Surrgate Standard Soluton, the nearest 0 g and recorded. connecting line. Collect sall the rinses in
Prepare a stock standard sohrtion containing 4.1.A.4 Assemble the tram as shown inn Container No. Z and mark the level of the
the isotopically labelled PCDIes and PCDFs Figure 23-.1. aon the ontainer.
at the concentrations shown in Table I order 4.1.3.5 Turn on the ad mbent module and liquid on the container.
the heading Surropate Standards" in 10-ml of condenser coil retir,.lating pump and begin 4m2.4 Container No. 3. Repeat the
nonane, monitoring the adsorbent modu ennes methen ch.loride-rinsing deas thbed in

3.3.22 Recovery Standard Solutio temperatur. Ensue proper orbent Section 4.3 usl toene a the rinse
Prepare a stock standard soution corytaining temperature gas entry temperature solventf Collet the rnses in Conainer N.
the isotopically labelled PCMDrs and PCDFV* proceeding and before samplin it fitated. I and mark the level of the Uiqud on the
at the concentrtions shown in Table I under is extremelr important that the XAD-.Z container.
the heading -Recovery Standards" in 10 as of adsorbent resin tc-peinture never exceed 30 4.2.3 Impinger Water. Measure the lkq
nonane. 'C because thermal decmpositan will occur In the first three unpingers to within 21 c
4. Ficedure Dit testig the XAD-Z temperaume must by using a graduated cylinder or by weig

not exceed 20 "C for efficient capture of the it to within W0 g by using a bal•nce- Re
4.1 Sampling. The complexity of this PCOD's and PCIO&L the volume or weight of liquid presenLl T'

method is such that. In order to obtain 4.1.4 Leak-Check Procedure Same as Information is required to calculate the
reliable results, tasters should be umaied and Method 5. section 4.1.4. moisture content of the effluent gas.
experienced with the tast procedures. 4.1.5 Sample Train Operation. Same as Discard the Iiqwd after measuring and

4.1.1 Pretest Preparation. Method S. section 4.1.5& cording the volume or weigt.
4.1.1.1 Cleaning Glassware. All glass 4.2 Sample Recovery. Proper cleanup 4.2.7 Silica Cel. Note the color of the

ccmponenta of the train upstream of and procedure begin as soon as the probe is indicating silica gel to determune if it has
including the adsorbent module, shaJl be removed from the stack at the ad of the been completely spent and make a mann
cleaned as described In section 3A of the sampling period. Seal the nozzle and of the of it condition. Transfer the silica gel frm"'Manual of Analytical Methods for the sampling probe with Teflon tape or aluminum the fifth impiger to its or-gmal container
Analysis of Pesticides in Human and foil. seaL
Environmental Samples.'" Speci care shall When the probe can be safely had Aloys;
be devoted to the removal of remidual sicone wipe off all external particalata matter near
xrease sealant-; on ground glas connections the tip of the probe. Remove the probe from All glassware shall be cleaned as
.if used glassware. Any residue shall be the train and clase off both rode with described in section 3A of the -%Manual a
removed by soaking the glassware for several aluminum foiL Seal off the inlet to the ramin Analytical Methods for the Analysis of
hours in a chromic acid cleaning solution with Teflon tape, a gound glass cap. or Pesticides in H'.uman and EnvironnentiI
prior to cleaning as described above, aluminum foil. Samples." All samples must be extracie,.
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within 30 days of collection and analyzed volume of about 1-5 ml using the rotary aliquot of the Recovery Standard solution
within 45 days of extraction, evaporator apparatus at a temperature of less from Table I to each sample. A 2 4t aliquot of

5.1 Sample Extraction. than 37 'C. Rinse the sample container the extract is injected into the CC. Sample
5.1.1 Extraction System. Place an apparatus at a temperature of less than 37 "C. extracts are first analyzed using the B--5

extraction thimble (section 2.3.4). 18 of silica Rinse the sample container three times with capillary column to determine the
gel and a plug of glass wool into the Soxhlet small portions of toluene and add these to the concentration of each isomer of PCDD's and
apparatus. charge the apparatus with toluene. concentrated solution and concentrate further PCDF's (tetra-through octe-). If tetra-
and reflux for a minimum of 3 hours. Remove to near dryness. Analyze the extract chlorinated dibenzofurans are detected In
the toluene and discard it. but retain the separately according to the procedures in this analysis, then analyze another aliquot of
silica geL Remove the extraction thimble sections 5.2 and 5.3. but concentrate the the sample in a separate run. usi.ng the DO.-
from the extraction system and place it in a solution in a rotary evaporator apparatus 2Z5 column to measure the 2.3.7.8 tetra-chloro
glass beaker to catch the solvent rinses, rather than a nitrogen evaporative dibenzofuran isomer. Other column systems

5.1.2 Container No. I (Filter). Transfer the concentrator. may be used. provided that the user 1s able to
contents directly to the glass thimble of the 5.2 Sample Cleanup and Fractionation. demonstrate using calibration and
extraction system and extract them 5.2.1 Silica Gel Column. Pack one end of a performance checks that the column system
simultaneously with the XAD-Z resin. glass column. 20 mm x 230 mn. with glass is able to meet the specifications of section

5.1.3 Adsorbent Cartridge. Suspend the wool Add in sequence. 1 g silica gel 2 g of 8.1.2.2.
adsorbent module directly over the extraction sodium hydroxide impregnated silica gel I g 5-3.1 Gas Ch:omatograph Operating
thimble in the beaker (See section 5.1.1). The silica geL 4 g of acid-modified silica gel. and I Conditions.

glass f'it of the module should be in the up g of silica gel. Wash the column with 30 ml of 5.3.1.1 Injector. Configured for cap•'lj'ry
position. Using a Teflon squeeze bottle hexane and discard it. Add the sample column. splitless. .50C..
containing toluene. flush the XAD-Z into the extract. dissolved in 5 ml of hexane to the 5.3.1.2 Carrier Gas. Helium. 1-Z mI/min.
thimble onto the bed of cleaned silica geL column with two additional 5-ml rinses. Elute 5.3.1.3 Oven. Initially at 150"C. Rdise by
Thoroughly rinse the glass module catching the column with an additional 90 ml of at least 40"C/min to 190'C and thcn at 3C/
the rinsings in the beaker containing the hexana and retain the entire eluate.
thimble. If the resin is wet. effective Concentrate this solution to a volume of m3 up to M s0C.nilusig te ntroen vapratve 5.3.2 High Resolution Mass Spectro-ncter
extraction can be accomplished by loosely about I ml using the nitrogen evaporative 5.3.2-1 Resolution. 10000 m/e.
packing the resin in the thimble. Add the concentrator (section 2.3.7). 5.3.2.2 Ionization Mode. Electron impact.
XAD-Z glass wool plug into the thimble. 5.Z2 Basic Alumina Column. Shorten a 5.3.2.3 Source Temperature 5IC.

5.1.4 Container No. 2 (Acetone and 25-mi disposable Pasteur pipette to about 18 5.3.7-4 Moring T e lete ion
Methylene Chloride). Concentrate the sample ml. Pack the lower section with glass wool 5.3.2.4 Monitoring Mode. Selected ion
to a volume of about 1-54 ml using the rotary and 12 g of basic alumina. Transfer the monitoring. A list of the various ions to be
evaporator apparatus, at a temperature of concentrated extract from the silica gel 5.3.2.5 Identification Criteria. The
less than 37 *C. Rinse the sample container column to the top of the basic alumina f.l.o.in identification criteria she
three times with small portions of methylene column and elute the column sequentially followirg identification crteria shall be used
chloride and add these to the concentrated with 120 ml of 0.5 percent methylene chloride for the characternzation of polyconrnated
solution and concentrate further to near in hexana followed by 120 ml of 35 percent dibenzodioxins and dibenzofarana.
dryness. This residue contains particulate methylene chloride in hexane. Discard the 1. The integrated ion-abundance ratio (1M
matter removed in the rinse of the train probe first 120 ml of elust.. Collect the second 120 M 2 or M-2/M +4) shall be withn 15

[ and nozzle. Add the ccricentrate to the filter ml of eluate and concentrate it to about 0.5 mn percent of the theoretical value. The

and the XAD-2 resin in the Soxhlet apparatus using the nitrogen evaporative concentrator, acceptable ion-abundance ratio ranges for

described in section 5.1.1. 5.2.3 AX-Zi Carbon/Celite 545 Column. the identification of chlorine-containing

5.1.5 Extraction. Add 100 Al of the Remove the botton 0.5 in. &om the tip of a 9- compounds are given in Table 4.

Internal standard solution (Section 3.3.210) to ml disposable Pasteur pipette. Insert a glass 2. The retention time for the analytes must

the extraction thimble containing the fiber filter disk in the top of the pipette 2.5 cm be within 3 seconds of the corresponding

contents of the adsorbent cartridge, the from the constriction. Add sufficient carbon/ i2 C-labeled internal standard. surrogate or

contents of Container No. 1. and the celite mixture to form a 2 cm column. Top alternate standard.

concentrate from section 5.1.4. Cover the with a!g&as@ wool plug. In some cases AX-Z1 3. The monitored ions. shown in Table 3 for

contents of the extraction thimble with the carbon fines may wash through the glass a given analyte. shall reach their maximum

cleaned glass wool plug to prevent the XAD- wool plug and enter the sample. This may be within 2 seconds of each other.

2 resin from floating into the solvent reservoir prevented by adding a celite plug to the exit 4. The identification of specific isomers

of the extractor. Place the thimble in the end of the column. Rinse the column in that do not have corresponding 13 C-labeled

extractor, and add the toluene contained in sequence with 2 ml of 50 percent benzene in standards is done by comparison of the

the beaker to the solvent reservoir. Pour ethyl acetate. I ml of 50 percent methylene relative retention time (RRTl of the analyte to

additional toluene to fill the reservoir chloride in cyclohexane. and 2 Wl of hexane. the nearest internal standard retention time

approximately 2/3 full. Add Teflon boiling Discard these firts.s Transfer the with reference (i.e.. within 0.005 RRT units) to

chips and assemble the apparatus. Adjust the concentrate in I ml of hexane from the basic the comparable RRIs found in the continuing

heat sourcs to cause the extractor to cycle alumina column to the carbon/celits column calibration.
three times per hour. Extract the sample for along with I ml of hexane rinse. Elute the 5. The signal to noise ratio for all

18 hours. After extraction. allow the Soxhlet column sequentially with 2 ml of 50 percent monitored ions must be greater than 2.5.
to cool Transfer the toluene extract and methylene chloride in hexane and 2 ml of 50 8. The confirmation of 2. 3. 7. 8-TCDD and

three O-mil rinses to the rotary evaporator. . percent benzene in ethyl acetate and discard 2. 3. 7. .-TCDF shall satisfy all of the above

Concentrate the extract to approximately 10 these aluates. Invert the column and elute in identification criteria.
ml. At this point the analyst may choose to the reverse direction with 13 ml of toluene. 7. For the identification of PCDF's. no
split the sample in half 11 so. split the sample. Collect this eluats. Concentrate the eluate in signal may be found in the corresponding
store one half for future use. and analyze the a rotary evaporator at 50 'C to about I ml. PCDPE channels.
other according to the procedures in sections Transfer the concentrate to a ReactI-vial 5-12.8 Quantification. The peak areas for
5.2 and 5.3. In either case. use a nitrogen using a toluene rinse and concentrate to a the two ions monitored for each analyte are
evaporative concentrator to reduce the volume of ZO00 1 using a stream of N,. Store summed to yield the total response for each

volume of the sample being analyzed to near extracts at room temperature, shielded from analyte. Each internal standard is used to
dryness. Dissolve the residue in 5 ml of light. until the analysis is performed. quantify the indigenous PCDD's or PCDFs in
hexane. 5.3 Analysis. Analyze the sample with a its homologous series. For example. the

5.1.6 Container No. 3 (Toluene Rinse). gas chromatograph coupled to a mass 13 C t,-2.3.7.8-tetra chlorinated dibenzodioxin

Add 100 W) of the cnteral Standard solution spectrometer (iC/MS) sc ins the instrumental is used to calculate the concentratsons of all
(section 3.3.2) to the contents oS the parameters in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3s2.e other tetra chlounated somer. Recovertines of

container. Concentrate the sample to a Immediately prior to analysis, add s 20 At the tetra- and penia- internal standards are
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calculated using the IsC ,,-1.2.3.4-TCDD. the resin in the adsorbent sampling cartridge A.,= Integrated ion current of the noise at
Recoveries of the hexa- through octa- internal before the sample is collected. The surrogate the retention time of the anslyte.
standards are calculated using 13 C r- recoveries are measured relative to the A', = Integrated ion current of the two ,orts
1...3.7.&.9-HxCDD. Recoveries of the internal standards and are a measure of characteristic of the internal standard i
surrogate standards are calculated using the collection efficiency. They are not used to in the calibration standard.
corresponding homolog from the internal measure native PCDD's and PCDF9. All Av, I=.ntegrated ion current of the two ioris
standard. recoveries shall be between 70 and 130 characteristic of compound i in the ith

a Calibration percent. Poor recoveries for all the surrogates calibration standard.
S as Method may be an indication of breakthrough in the A%,= Integrated ion current of the two
Same as Method . with the following sampling train. if the recovery of all ions characteristic of the i toernal

additions, standards is below 70 percent. the sampling
6.1 CC/MS System. runs must be repeated. As an alternative, the standard i in the ith calibration standard.

6.1.1 Initial Calibration. Cal;brate the GC/ sampling runs do not have to be repeated if A_, = Integrated ion current of the two ions

MS system using the set of five standards the final results are divided by the fraction of characteristic of surrogate compound i in

shown in Table 2. The relative standard surrogate recovery. Poor recoveries of the calibration standard.
deviation for the mean response factor from isolated surrogate compounds should not be A, = Integrated ion current of the two ions
each of the unlabeled analytes (Table 2) and grounds for rejecting an entire set of the characteristic of compound i in the !
of the internal, surrogate. and alternate samples, sample.
standards shall be less than or eaual to the 7.4 Toluene QA Rinse. Report the results A',= Integrated ion current of the two ions
values in Table S. The signal to noise ratio for of the toluene QA rinse separately from the characteristic of internal standard i in
the CC signal present in every selected ion total sample catch. Do not add it to the total the sample.
current profile shall be greater than or equal sample. A,.= Integrated ion current of the two ions r
to 2.5. The ion abundance ratios shall be

within the control limits in Table 4. 8. Quality Assurance characteristic of the recovery standard.

6.1.2 Daily Performance Check. 8.1 Applicability. When the method is A.= Integrated ion current of the two ions

6.12-1 Calibration Check. Inject on ;Al of used to analyze samples to demonstrate characteristic of surrogate compound i in

solution Number 3 from Table 2. Calculate compliance with a source emission the sample.

the relative response factor (RRF) for each regulation. an audit sample must be analyzed. C =-Concentration of PCDD or PCDF i in

compound and compare each RRF to the subject to availability, the sample. pg/M 3.

corresponding mean RRF obtained during the 8.2 Audit Procedure. Analyze an audit C1 =Total concentration of PCDD's or

initial calibration. The analyzer performance sample with each set of compliance samples. PCDF's in the sample. pg/M •. I
is acceptable if the measured RRFs for the The audit sample contains tetra through octa m.= Mass of compound i in the calibration
labeled and unlabeled compounds for the isomers of PCDD and PCDF. Concurrently. standard injected into the analyzer. pg.
daily run are within the limits of the mean analyze the audit sample and a set of m,= Mass of recovery standard in the
values shown in Table S. In addition, the ion- compliance samples in the same manner to calibration standard injected into the
abundance ratios shall be within the evaluate the technique of the analyst and the analyzer. pg. I
allowable control limits shown in Table 4. standards preparation. The same analyst. mn... Mass of surrogate compound i in the

6.1.2.2 Column Separation Check. Inject a analytical reagents. and analytical system calibration standard. pg.
solution of a mixture of PCDD's and PCDFs shall be used both for the compliance RRF,=-Relative response factor.
that documents resolution between 2.3.7.8- samples and the EPA audit sample.
TCDD and other TCDD isomers. Resolution is 8.3 Audit Sample Availability. Audit RRF,-=SRecovery standard response factor. I
defined as a valley between peaks that is less samples will be supplied only to enforcement RRFa=Surrogate compound response

than 25 percent of the lower of the two peaks. agencies for compliance tests. The factor.

Identify and record the retention time availability of audit samples may be obtained 9.2 Average Relative Response Factor.

windows for each homologous series. by writing- Source Test Audit Coordinator _

Perform a similar resolution check on the (MD-77B). Quality Assurance Division. I n Au m', Eq. 23-1
confirmation column to document the Atmospheric Research and Exposure RRF, = Y -
resolution between 2.3.7.8 TCDF and other Assessment Laboratory. U.S. Environmental n j =I A%. m%
TCDF isomers. Protection Agency. Research Triangle Park.

6.2 Lock Channels. Set mass spectrometer NC 27711. or by calling the Source Test Audit I
lock channels as specified in Table 3. Monitor Coordinator (STAC) at (919) 541-7834. The 9.3 Concentration of the PCDD's and
the quality control check channels specifled request for the audit sample must be made at PCDFs.
in Table 3 to verity instrument stability least 30 days prior to the scheduled
during the analysis. compliance sample analysis. [

6.4 Audit Results. Calculate the audit m", A4
7. Quality Control sample concentration according to the Ci= Eq. 23-2

7.1 Sampling Train Collection F.fficiency calculation procedure described In the audit A4' RRF1 Vw..,

Check. Add 100 W of the surrogate standards instructions included with the audit sample.
in Table I to the absorbent cartridge of each Fill in the audit sample concentration and the 9 Recovery Standard Response Factor.
train before collecting the field samples. analyst's name on the audit response form

7.2 Internal Standard Percent Recoveries. included with the audit instructions. Send
A group of nine carbon labeled PCDD's and one copy to the EPA Regional Office or the
PCDF's representing, the tetra-through appropriate enforcement agency and a RRF,, = Eq. 23-3
octachlorinated homologues. is added to second copy to the STAC. The EPA Regional A., in 8 "
every sample prior to extraction. The role of office or the appropriate enforcement agency

the internal standards is to quantify the will report the results of the audit to the
native PCDO's and PCDFs present in the laboratory being audited. Include this 9.5 Recovery of Internal Standards (RI}.
sample as well as to determine the overall response with the results of the compliance !
method efficiency. Recoveries of the internal samples in relevant reports to the EPA
standards must be between 40 to 130 percent Regional Office or the appropriate AR - Eq.
for the tetra-through hexachlorinated enforcement agency. A, RF, , 0(,* 23-4
compounds while the range is 25 to 130
percent for the higher hepta- and A Calculations
octachlorinated homologues. Same as Method 5. section 6 with the

7.3 Surrogate Recoveries. The five following additions. 9.6 Surrogate Compound Response
surrogate compounds in Table Z are added to 9.1 Nomenclature. Factor.
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A. i.Agency. Washington DC. December 1Q64. 25 TABLE 1.-.COMPO:SmTI OF Th4E SAMPLE
RRF~. Aa"'iEq. p. )t M. a FORTIFICATON ANO RECOVERY STAND-

Engineers. Analytical Procedures to A RS OuTOS-Crtne
Stack Effluent Samples and Residual Cnela9.7 Recovery of Surrogate Compounds Combustion Product.s for Polychlorutated A~na"bn(gW

(R.I. Dibenzo-p-Dioxint (PCDD) and ~
Polychlortnated Dibenzofurans (PCDF). ~... 0

. . X .00% Eq. and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "C,¶2.3.76-P9CF .<100
Z3-8 Washington. DC. December 1984.2 p. P r-2..46...HQD 100

.44* RAF. m.3. Thompson. I. R. (ed.). Analysis of S~rOgaz. Siani~ds. ------ 0Pesticide Residues in Human and _____178-CD --
Environmental Samples. U.S. Environmental '~123478 O ... 4 100

9.8 Minimum Detectable Limit (MDL). Protection Agency. Research Triangle Park. 11C-2A.4.7."~eCDF - - 1 100
NC. 1974. 11'r1.2,.4.7.1144xCCF 1. 00

4. Triangle Laboratories. Case Study- 'C-.-1Z3.4.7.8.9-HpCOF.......~... -0
2.5 A., m4* Eq. Analysis of Samples for the Presence of Tetra Recovoy Staridafdw 0
NID-7. Through Octachloro-p-Dibenzodioxins and 13,r Z3...-T.O.
A., RRF, Dibezfurans Resac Triagl Pak NC._____________ W__

1988. 28 p.
9.9 Total Concentration of PCDD's and 5. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. TABLE 2.-CompQsITnON OF T)4E INITIAL

PCD~e in the Sample. Method 8290-The Analysis of CALIBRATION SOLUTIONS
Polychlorinated Dibenzo-p-dioxin and
Polychiorlnated Dibenzofurana by High-
Resolution Gas Chromotography/High-

fl Eq* Resolution Mass Spectrometry. Ln.~ Test Concentracons ipg/j&iJ
Z3-8. Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste.

1=1Washington. DC. SW-846. Compounid Sokw"o NO.

TABLE 1 .--ComposmoN oF THE SAMPLE
Any PCDD's or PCDFs that are reported as FORTIFICATION4 AND RECOVERY STANG- Ajtemats

noodetected (below the MDLI shall be ARDS SOLUTION4S Stawidarl
counted as zero for the purpose of calculating ______________________

the total concentration of PCDD's and PCD~s Co ,.wa 2.37.. .5 5 5 20 50
in the sample. Anon~ HxgDF--. R5.5 25 iSo

1. American Society of Mechanical tntfIqs-2375Tandw 10 TWOo. 100 100 100 100 100
Engineers. Sampfing for th Deteminatioa of~ toon

2.S?.STC
Chlorinated Organic Compounds in Stack '"r-r1.Z3.6.7.$4-WCD0 100 1.2.3.7.8.0.
Emissions. Prepared for U.S. Department of ".r-.2A34.6.7.8-HpCDO 100 RcO3O 100 100 100 100 100
Energy and U.S. Environmental Protection "C.-C00 - 100 ______- I -

TABLE 3.-ELEMENTAL COMPOSITIONS AND ExACT MASSES OF THE IONS MotmrTORED By HIGH RESOLUTMOt MASS SPECTROMETRY
FOR PCODDS AND PCOPS

Do--Accurate rnasa ton type Elmenta composition ~Ana"yt

2 292.9625 LOCK PFK
303.9016 M CKwI.U0 TCOF
305.6897 M+2 Cý,Kffa~vv TCOF
315.9419 M U.Km TCDF IS)
317.9U89 M+2 'C6KN'VO TCOF (S)
319.6965 M C.,Ka4m TWO0
321.8936 M+s2 Cl~mM TC0O
327.8647 M C,*K~O6 TWDO (S)
330.9792 OC CrF,, PFK
331.9M6 M 'u..JU0.LO TWDO (S)
333.9=3 M+2 uc..J4wo*vxO 1  TWO (S)
339.6597 M+.2 C.j% NM vo PECOF
341.8567 M+.4 0,1,158%U'ttO PeCOF
351.90= M..2 uclbmwmawi P90CF (S)
353.6970 M+4 nrww=PsCOF (S)
355.81546 M+2 C..J%8'V.37C0 PeWOO
357.8516 M+4 PeCCMCla OO
367.8946 M4+2 'V-W~.J4 KO1'O PVC0O is)
369.8919 M4+4 '1-KfO PSCOO is)
375.8364 M4+2 C48NMN HxDP
409.7074 M4.2 C,,K3'V.'W HCC

3 373.820 M+.2 CHv35C6PVO HxC0F
375.8176 M..4 HiCoP
363.86439 M4 HvCOP (S)
385.6610 M4+2 14H4K

1CI'vo HxuO (S)

391.6127 M#4.4 C.,#t~O CD0
392.9760 LOCK CoF.. PICK
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TABLE 3.--ELEMENTAL COMPOSMONS ANo EXACT MASSES OF THE IONS MONITORED BY HIGM RESOLUTION MASS SPECTROMETRY
FOR PCOD'S AND PCOF's-Continued____

0sw Aesgate ma In ton e 1 Elemenrta comPosomf Ana~et~No.

401.8539 h42 HxNCCO (S)
403.8529 M+4 R.x'V'~hNCCo (S)
445.7555 M+4 C4~C~VOOCOPE
430. 9729 OC PFI(

4 407.7118 1.4+2 C,~C.~OHpCOF
409.7789 P4+4 C.HC.~. pCOF
419.8253 M.2 rsCN"L"= HPCOF (S)
417.825 M2 ,r-,m3,ckv HPCOF (S)
423.7766 M+2 ClH"mch'lom HCCOD
425.77:37 M4+4 cni'q:mrcO HpCCo
435.8169 A4+2 "rx=*CO H4C00 (S)
479. 7165 Min4 c,vNa, s,%O NCPOE
430.9729 LOCI( C.F, PFK
"I41.7429 M4.2 Clamm00Z3 OCOF
443.7399 A4+4 C. '06.'chO OCr)F
457.7377 A4+2 C'~m W OCOD
459.7348 M44 C,,~evbol, OCOD
469.7r77 M4+2 ,rlctc OCOD (S)
471.7750 M4+4 ~.'w*KkC6'Ov OCOC (S)
513.6775 0.4+4 Cs~mCI."lIs OCOPE
"Z429728 OC C,.Fj, PF1(

(a) The Aoido~wl kxci~ "*9Se wort wed:
H4 - 1.007825
C - 12.000000

'C- 13.003355
F -10.9904
o Is1.994915

NO- 34.9W863
"Cl - 36.9659M3
S - Labeled SUandani
OC - Ion selected for mond"onfgmsmment stabilty dwig tie GC/14S anaysi

TABLE 4.-ACCEPTABLE RANGES FOR ION- TABLE 5.-MINIMUM4 REQUIREMENTS FOR TABLE 5.-MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR
ABUNDANCE RAT1OS OF PCOD'S AND INITIAL AND DAILY CAuemmNot RE- INMAL AND. DAILY CALIBRATION RE-
PCDFs SP0ONSE FACTORS-Contwned SPONSE FACTORS-Continued

NO. of Theo- C~fo n fta Im labie mvoa p, - I Reletov resoonse factors
C1140w Ion Mmp ma_______

- -caibsion camraflan % calbagon callbrabonf
4MM2 0.77 0.65 0.89 _______ Aso dwaenwce RS0 differwice

5 M+i2/
M4+4 1.55 1.32 1.76 .478 C

6 m+t2/ PoCOF.**-.-. 25 25 1.2.3.4.6.7.8-
M+.4 1.24 1.05 1.43 1.2-4.5.7.6. 14pCOO 30 30

6 MIM+2 0.51 0.43 0.59 CO......225 CrCO300
7 Mi+2 0.44 0.37 0.51 1.2.3.6.7.8- .~-2378

7 M4+21 25 25 TCDF.. 30 30
M4+4 1.04 0.86 1.20 1.2.3.7.8.9- '*Qir1.2.3.7.3-

a M+2/ MCCO ........... 25 25 PeC0F..... 30 30
04+4 0.80 0.76 1.02 1.4.3.4,7.& 3-r

I_ II____zCF. 25 25 1.2-3.&.7.6.
1 Used "nt for sC-HzCOF. %Z23.6.7.&. HxCDF... 30 30
0UedsVIamyfr A c-NcoF. IfiCOF...... 25 25 "C_,-

1.2.3.7.8.9- 1.2.3.4.6.7.6-

TABLE 5.-MiNimeum REQUIREMENTS FOR Z.3.4.8.7.8- Swragato
INITIAL AND DAILY CAUISRAT10N RE- HiCOF .....-. 25 25 Slwxandds:

spoNSE FACTORS 1.2.3.4.6.7.& 8.-..78
HCO. . 25 25 TWOO .-.- 25 25

1.2.3.4.6.7.8- 'CrZ.34.7.8.
Rese"i._poelaat HpCOP - - 25 25 P*COF 25 25

Compwound 08141 OCOO. 25 25 "Crr
.., Ia calibsoo % OCF .... 30 30 1.2.3.4.7.6.
RS0 duffaeraCe Ifliemel NiiCOO.-.- 25 25

Starsdarfta:-v
~J45 h~"Cor2.3.7.8- 1.23.4.7.8.

Antabowe TCCOO........ 25 25 M.4COF....... 25 25

2.3.7.8TcoF.... 25 25 30 30 1.2.3.4.7.6. ,9.

25. 25.6 " RC D.r Q O............ 25 25
1.2.3.7.8. -C 52

POCOP ..... 25 25
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TAsLE 5.-MIMMUM REOUIREMENTS FOR 1.3 Lnterfeiences. Volatile materials 2.1.1 Irobe. Borosilicate glass.
INmAL ANo DAILY CAUBRATiON RE- which produce chloride ions upon dissolution approximately %-in. 19-mm) LD. with a
SPOhnS FACTORs---Contied during sampling are obvious interferences, heating system to prevent moisture
SAnother likely interferent is diatomic chlorine condensation. A %-in I.D. Teflon elbow

(Clii gas which reacts to form HCI and should be attached to the inlet of the probe
Rota&* responsefctor hypochlorous acid (HOCI) upon dissolving in and a 1-in. (23-mm) length of %-u. LD. Teflon

Compound 11111o11 0.- water. However. Cl1 gas exhibits a low tubing should be attached to the open end of
_catrbaon caslaoi=n % solubility in water and the use of acidic. the elbow to permit the opening of the probe

RSO dtMilne rather than neutral or basic collection to be turned away from the gas stream. This

solutions, greatly reduces the chance of reduces the amount of particulate entenng
Alterate dissolving any chlorine presenL This method the train. This probe configuration should be

does not experience a significant bias when used when the concentration of particulate
.23.9 sampling a 400 ppm HC1 gas stream matter in the emissions is high. When high

HsC:OF .......... 25 25 containing 50 ppm C. Samping a 220 ppm concentrations are not present, the Teflon
25HCi gas stream containing 180 ppm Ci p elbow is not necessary, and the probe inletresults in a positive biam of 3.4 percent in the may be perpendicular to the gas stream. AHCr measurement T he glass wool p!ug should not be used to remove

1.4 Precision and Bias. The within- particulate matter since a negative bias in the

Method, 25-D-etermination of Hydrogen laboratory relative standard deviations are data could result. Instead. a Teflon filter (see

Chloride Emissions From Stationary Sources 6.2 and 3.2 percent at HCI concentrations of Section 2.1.5) should be installed at the inlet

3.9 and 15.3 ppm. respectively. The method (for stack temperatures <300 "F) or outlet (for
1. Applicability, Principle. Interferences, does not exhibit a bias to C13 when sampling stack temperatures >300 "F) of the probe.
Precision, Bias, and Stability at concentrations less than So ppm. 2.1.2 Three-way Stopcock. A borosilicate.

1.1 Applicability. This method is 1.5 Stability. The collected samples can three-way glass stopcock with a heating

applicable for determining hydrogen chloride be stored for up to 4 weeks before analysis. system to prevent moisture condensation.

(MCI) emissions from stationary sources. 1.6 Detection LimiL The analytical The heated stopcock should connect directly

1.2 Principle. An Integrated sample is detection limit of the method is 0.1 pg/gml. to the outlet of the probe and the inlet of the

extracted from the stack and passed through first impinger. The heating system should be

dilute sulfuric acid. In the dilute acid. the I Apparatus capable of preventing condensation up to the

-CI gas is dissolved and forms chloride 2.1 Sampling. The sampling train is shown inlet of the first impinger. Silicone grease may

(CI-) ions. The CV" is analyzed by Ion in Figure 28-1. and component parts are be used. if necessary, to prevent leakage.

chromatography (IC). discussed below. Baaus €ooo ssM-,M -u

re

I.
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I. 21 Water Conte

21-2.2 Gravimetry With Oven Drying

3 21-2.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Water content measurements by gravimetric methods involve weigh-
ing the wet sample, removing the water, and reweighing the sample to
determine the amount of water removed. Water content then is obtained
by dividing the diflerence between wet and dry masses by the mass of
the dry sample to obtain the ratio of the mass of water to the mass of
the dry soil. When multiplied by 100, this becomes the percentage of
water in the sample on a dry-mass (or, as often expressed, on a dr-
weight) basis. Water content may be described in other ways as indicated
in section 21-1. Water may be removed from the sample in any of a
number of ways, the principal method in common use being the oven-
drying method described here. Accuracy and reproducibility of water
content measurements, assuming that weighing precision is consistent
with desired precision of water content measurement, depend upon the
drying technique and the care with which it is used. (See discussion in
section 21-2.1).

3 . 21-2.2.2 METHOD

21-2.2.2.1 Special apparatus. Apparatus required for gravimetric
determination of water content may be used in many different forms,
and so exact specifications are not needed. Requirements include an auger
or sampling tube or some other suitable device to take a soil sample, soil
containers with tight-fitting lids, an oven with means for controlling the
temperature to 100 to I 10C, a desiccator with active desiccant, and a
balance for weighing the samples. In the field, if soil samples are taken
under conditions where evaporation losses may be of sufficient magnitude
to affect the desired accuracy of measurement, special equipment for
weighing the samples immediately or reducing evaporative loss must be
used. Both convective and forced-draft ovens are used, and for precise
work a vacuum oven is of particular value. Balances used range all the
way from analytical balances to rough platform scales, depending upon
the size of the sample to be taken and the precision of measurement

21-2.22.2 Procedure The procedure to be used must vary with the
circumstances of measurement and the equipment. Since these vary, widely
it is impossible to specify a detailed standard procedure that will fit all
of the many uses made of water content measurements. The procedure
given here is intended for use in routine work where moderate precision
(say, measurements having a precision of :t 0.5% water content) is de-
sired. Replication must depend upon the nature of the sample and soil
system for which water content is desired, but it is suggested that samples
be run in duplicate as a minimum.I.



Place samples of I to 100 & of soil in weighing bottles or metal cans
with tight-fitting lids. Weigh the samples immediately, or store them in
such a way that evaporation is negligible. Refer to Fig. 21-2 to find the
"required weighing precision. (The balance need not be read to a precision
greatly exceeding the standard deviation for the balance.) Place the sample
ina drying oven with the lid off, and dry it to constant weight. Remove
the sample from the oven, replace the cover, and place it in a desiccator
containinj'active desiccant (e.g., magnesium perchlorate or calcium sul-
fate) until cool. Weigh it again, and also determine the tare weight of the
sample container. Compute the water content by one of the following
formulas

(weight of wet soil + tare) - (weight of dry soil + tare)
"0I, - (weight of dry soil + tare) - (tare) [23]

(weight of wet soil + tare) - (tare)
(weight of dry soil + tare) - (tare)

weight of wet soil -(25

"weight of dry soil

The third of these equations is useful where standardized cans are used
and the tare weight is balanced out in the weighing process so that the
sample weight is obtained directly. Multiplication by 100 gives the per-
centage of water in the sample on a dry-mass basis.

!i
NF--
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12 SoilpH

12-2.6 Glass Electrode-Calomel Electrode pH Meter Method

Practically all laboratories use the glass (indicating) electrode paired
with a calomel (Hg-Hg&CI(reference) electrode for measuring soil pH. The
electrodes are normally plugged into a regular commercial pH meter. Upon
proper standardization with buffers of known pH, the meter indicates the
pH of the soil suspension from the millivolts of potential generated when
the two electrodes are placed in the soil suspension. The glass electrode is
the Ho-sensing electrode, which develops changes in potential (voltage) pro-
portional to the logarithm of changes in activity of H*. Thus it is called the
indicating electrode. The calomel electrode (i) contains a saturated KCl
bridge that contacts the soil suspension and (if) has a characteristic potential
(voltage) relatively independent of the H* activity. Hence it is called the

"U reference electrode.
Many companies make andt market highly satisfactory glass and

r'eference electrodes. Similarly, many different brands of pH meters that are
quite sa#sfactory for measuring the soil pH are available. Selections are
often made on the basis of such criteria as satisfactory performance, com-
pany service, and type of readout.

Individual laboratories differ on the details of soil and.water solution
measurement, soil/water or soil/solution ratio, contai g solution,
method of mixing, time of standing before reading, whether or nat it is
stirred during reading, etc. Some laboratories weigh the soil; others measure
a volume of soil. Some use 5 X of soil and S g (or 5 mil) of water. Some 11se '.

0.01M CaCh2 instead of water. Some measure the pH in water, add suf-
ficient CaC12 to obtain O.OIM CaCI•, and measure the pH again. Some
laboratories stir the soil suspensions individually or by a manifold arrange-
meat. Others use a time-controlled shaker to mix large numbers of samples
simultaneously. A suggested procedure is described to minimize differences
in results brought about by discretionary alternatives that often have more5 than minor influences.

12-L6.1 STANDARDIZING pH METE

Set the pH meter at pH 7 with standard buffer solution of pH 7, and set
the manual temperature compensator at the temperature of buffer. Check
to see that the instrument reads very near pH 4 with standard pH 4 buffer.
If necessary, adjust the reading to pH 4, using the temperature compensator
knob. Repeat the above standardization procedure with both pH 7 and 4
buffers until the instrument reading agrees with both buffer pH's.

I mmmm



12-L6.2 TROUBLESHOOTING pH METER PROBLLMS

Initial failure of the instrument to agree reasonably well with both
buffers usually suggests malfunction of the glass electrodes or of the elec-
trometer tube of the pH meter. The for'uer may require cleaning or replac-
ing, and the latter may require an electronics repair service. When the pH
meter appears to be in proper operating condition, as indicated by initial
agreement of pH readings of both buffers, or after the above adjustment,
check the pH of a soil of known pH. If it gives the correct reading, proceed
to the following section; if not, this usually indicates partial plugging of the
microscopic opening in the reference electrode. This may be caused by
improper venting of the electrode restricting free flow of the saturated KCI,
excessive growth of KCi crystals around the fiber wick restricting normal
flow of KCI, or plugging of capillary opening with soil particles. These
problems may be solved by periodic uncovering or unplugging the air vent,
washing out the KCI crystals with distilled water and replacing with several
rinses of saturated KCI, and careful grinding of the tip of the electrode with
fine emergy cloth or sand paper until the KCI flow shows slight wetting of
the glass at the point of the capillary opening, respectively. Instability of the
pH meter dial needle usually indicates excessive static electricity from the

technician's clothing or floor or table covering. A creeping or sluggish pH
meter dial needle may indicate a dirty glass electrode.3  p
12-L6.3 MAINTAINING ELECTRODES N

12-2.6.3.1 Glss Electrode. Glass electrodes frequently become
sluggish in their operation, as evidenced by slow changes or drift of the in-
dicated pH when the measurement is made. Such drift or slow response may
be caused by a dried layer of clay or precipitated carbonate on the glass bulb
that cannot be removed by ordinary washing with water. Or, sluggish re-
spouse may be caused by an aging of the glass surface of the bulb. Re-
juvenation of the glass surface by immersion in a dilute solution of HF for
10 to 15 sec usually corrects the problem.

12-2.6.3.2 Calomel Electrode. The most frequent source of error
with calomel electrodes is caused by stoppage of flow of electrolyte through
the wick, fiber, porous ceramic, or sleeve. Although the instrument may 1
calibrate satisfactorily in the solutions used for this purpose, it does not give
correct values of pH in soil systems. The error tends to be in the direction of
soil pH values that are too low and of high pH values in mixtures of soils N
and buffer solution used for measuring lime requirement. It is essential that
the calomel electrode be operated with a functional liquid junction.

Another source of error in this respect occurs when the calomel elec-
trode is forced into soil at the bottom of the cup in which the measurement g
is made, which stops the free movement of salt from the liquid junction. A
stop in the electrode holder, which will prevent the tip of the electrode from
penetratinS to the bottom of the sample cup, will generally prevent this
error.

N

N
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U.
M12-62..4 EQUIPMENT AND REAGENTS

1. pH meter equipped with glass (indicating and reference electrodes).
2. Automatic pipette, portable stirrer (optional).
3. Paper cups, 28 g (I oz), Solo souffle cup (Solo Cup Co. Urbana, Ill.)

(optional).
4. Calcium chloride (CaCI2) solution, I or 0.01M (optional).
5. Standard buffers, pH 7 and 4.
6. Distilled water.

12-2.6. pH4

1. Weigh or measure 5 g of air-dry soil into a 28-g paper cup. (Other con-
tainers, such as 50-ml beakers, may be used, but this may require ad-
justments in the shaking procedure called for below.)

2. Place cups in a 20- or 40-unit tray designed to go into the mechanical
"shaker used in the lime requirement determination (described below).

3. With automatic pipette, add 5 ml of distilled water to each cup.

4. 'Mix thoroughly for 5 sec, preferably with portable mechanical stirrer.
(A small stirrer motor, 1,550 rpm, mounted on a handle with a short,
slightly bent plastic or glass rod agitator serves very well.)

5. Let stand for 10 min. ...
6. Insert the electrodes into the container, and stir the so*'suspension by

swirling the electrodes slightly. Protect the elect, odes with a short glass
rod attached to the electrode holder and extended just below the tips of

the electrodes. If this method of agitation is used, it is not necessary t,..I . rinse the electrodes between successive samples.
7. Read the pH immediately on the standardized pH meter. Record as soil

pH in water, or pH,.

8. Optional test: To determine the soil pH in 0.01M CaCI,, add I drop
(0.05 ml" of IM CaCl. solution to the soil water suspension.

9. Stir intermittently for 30 min.
10. Insert electrodes, and read the pH on the standardized pH meter.

Record as soil pH in 0.01M CaCI, or pH,. Alternatively, the soil pH
in 0.01M CaCI: may be determined directly by substituting 0.01M
CaCl, for water in no. 3 above.

11. If the lime requirement is to be determined on the samples, save them
for tis purpose after reading the pH in water or 0.0IM CaCI.

,p



33 Nitrogen-Inorganic Formls

I
33-3 EXTRACTION OF EXCHANGEABLE AMMONIUM,

1 33-3.2.1 REAGENTS 33-3.2 Method

I. Potassium chloride (KCI) solution, approximately 2M: Dissolve 1,500 g
of reagent-grade KCI in 8 liters of water, and dilute the solution to 10
liters.

3 33-3.2.2 PROCEDURE

Place 10 g of soil in a 250-mi, widemouth bottle, and add 100 ml of 2M
KC1. Stopper the bottle, and shake it on a mechanical shaker for 1 hour.

- - Allow the soil-KC1 suspension to settle until the supernatant liquid is clear
(usually about 30 min), and perform the analyses described on aliquots of
this liquid. If the KCI extract cannot be analyzed soon after its preparation
(within 24 hours), filter the soil-KCI suspension (Whatman no. 42 filter
paper), and store the filtrate in a refrigerator until analyses can be

performed.



S24 Phosphorus

i
I 24-5.3 Phosphorus Soluble In Water

24-5.3.1 PRINCEPLES

This method is useful in measuring the P concentration in water or
dilute salt (i.e., O.OlM CaCla) extracts of the soil and in displaced soil solu-
tions and saturation extracts of soil. With soils low in availarb:e P. root
absorption of P and growth of plants increase as P concentration increaes
in the soil solition up to a limit. As an index of P availability, the objective
of this method is to determine the P concentration level in the soil extract
that limits growth of plants. In soil testing practices, the water or dilute salt
extracts represent an attempt to approximate the sr, ii solution P concentra-
tion. A research objective is to obtain the soil soluti-n 2nd determine its
composition so that the chemical environment of the plant roots may be de-
fined in quantitative terms (Adams, 1974).

1 24-5.3.2 METHOD

24-5.3.2.1 Reagents.

1. Ammonium paramolybdate [(NH).,Mo,O1 ,,4H 2OJ: Dissolve 12.0 g of
ammonium paramolybdate in 250 ml of distilled water. Dissolve 0.2908
g of potassium antimony tartrate (KSbO.C.HO,) in 100 ml of distilled
water. Add these dissolved reagents to I liter of 5N sulfuric acid (HISO.)@ IP(141 ml of conc HSO, diluted to I liter), mix thoroughly, and dilute with
distilled water to 2 liters. Store in a Pyrex glass bottle in a dark and cool
compartment (reagent A).

2. Ascorbic acid: Dissolve 1.056 g of ascorbic acid in 200 ml of reagent A,and mix. This ascorbic acid (reagent B) should be prepared as required

because it does not keep more than 24 hours.

24-5.3.2.2 Procedure. Add 5 g of air-dry soil and 50 ml of distilled
water to a flask suitable for continuous shaking. Shake the contents of the
flask continuously for 5 min. Centrifuge the mixture until the solution is
free of soil mineral particles. This usually occurs in 15 mai in a high-speed
Sorvall centrifuge at a setting of 100. Obtain clear extracts alternatively by
repeated filtration through Whatman no. 42 filter paper. Return to the sus-
pension the first portions coming through the filter paper.

Pipette aliquots containing I to 20 &g of P into 25-ml volumetric flasks.
Add distilled water to increase the volume to 20 mi, and then add 4 mi of re-
agent B. Make to 25 ml volume and mix. The color is stable for 24 hours,
and the maximum intensity develops in 10 min. The absorption maximum
of the blue color formed in the presence of Sb is at 882 am. Calibrate the
method using a standard P solution. Prepare a blank with distilled water
and 4 ml of reagent B.

I.I



24-5.3.2.3 Comments. Sods in California that showed more than
0.13 ppm of P in the water extract failed to respond in crop yields to P
fertilization (Bingham, 1949; Martin & Buchanan, 1950; Martin & Mikkel-
sen, 1960). Thompson et al. (1960) found a high correlation between P up-
take by sorghum (Sorghum bicoor L. Moench) and water-soluble P on 22
soils, most of which were acid. Fried and Shapiro (1956) observed a poor re-
lation between water-soluble P and P uptake on eight acid sods for the
initial extract but observed a much better correlation for the 14th successive
extract. Olsen et al. (1954) observed a high correlation between water-
soluble P and "A" values on some groups of soils.

Phosphorus concentration in solution usually increases as the amount
of soil increases per unit volume of water. A saturation extract more nearly
approaches the P concentration expected to be in a soil solution from which
roots absorb P. Such an extract requires more time for preparation, and its
analysis for P presents more difficulties. In some cases these factors may
not be important, and the results from a saturation extract or the displaced
soil solution may be most desirable. For more routine purposes and large
numbers of samples, the 1: 10 water extraction is more suitable.

N The ascorbic acid method has proved to be reliable and less subject to
interferences in color development than SnCI2 method-, and the color is
stable for 24 hours. A simple test of possible interference in the P analysis is
provided by diluting the solution. If the diluted sample is proportionately
greater'oc less in P concentration than indicated by the dilution factor, an
interferenc is evident.



NITROGEN, AMMONIA

Method 350.3 (Potentiometric, Ion Selective Electrode)

STORET NO. Total 00610
Dissolved 00608

1. Scope and Application
1.1 This method is applicable to the measurement of ammonia-nitrogen in drinking, surface

and saline waters, domestic and industrial wastes.
1.2 This method covers the range from 0.03 to 1400 mg NH3-N/I. Color and turbidity have

no effect on the measurements, thus, distillation may not be necessary.
2. Summary of Method

2.1 The ammonia is determined potentiometrically using an ion selective ammonia electrode
and a pH meter having an expanded millivolt scale or a specific ion meter.

2.2 The ammonia electrode uses a hydrophobic gas-permeable membrane to separate the
sample solution from an ammonium chloride internal solution. Ammonia in the sample
diffuses through the membrane and alters the pH of the internal solution, which is sensed
by a pH electrode. The constant level of chloride in the internal solution is sensed by a
chloride selective ion electrode which acts as the reference electrode.

3. Sample Handling and Preservation
3.1 Samples may be preserved with 2 ml of conc. H2SO, per liter and stored at 4C.

4. Interferences
4.1 Volatile amines act as a positive interference.
4.2 Mercury interferes by forming a strong complex with ammonia. Thus the samples cannot

be preserved with mercuric chloride.
5. Apparatus

5.1 Electrometer (pH meter) with expanded mV scale or a specific ion meter.
5.2 Ammonia selective electrode, such as Orion Model 95-10 or EIL Model 8002-2.
5.3 Magnetic stirrer, thermally insulated, and Teflon-coated stirring bar.

6. Reagents
6.1 Distilled water: Special precautions must be taken to insure that the distilled water is free

of ammonia. This is accomplished by passing distilled water through an ion exchange
column containing a strongly acidic cation exchange resin mixed with a strongly basic
anion exchange resin.

6.2 Sodium hydroxide, ION: Dissolve 400 g of sodium hydroxide in 800 ml of distiled water.
Cool and dilute to I liter with distilled water (6.1).

6.3 Ammonium chloride, stock solution: 1.0 ml = 1.0 mg NH 3-N. Dissolve 3.819 g NH.CI
in water and bring to volume in a I liter volumetric flask using distilled water (6.1).

Issued 1974
* AloAppitod for NPDES following preliminary distillation (Method 350.2)
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6.4 Ammonium chloride, standard solution: 1.0 ml = 0.01 mg NH 3-N. Dilute 10.0 ml of the
stock solution (6.3) to I liter with distilled water (6.1) in a volumetric flask.
NOTE 1: When analyzing saline waters, standards must be made up in synthetic ocean
water (SOW); found in Nitrogen, Ammonia: Colorimetric, Automated Phenate Method
(350.1).

7. Procedure
7.1 Preparation of standards: Prepare a series of standard solutions covering the

concentration range of the samples by diluting either the stock or standard solutions of
ammonium chloride.

7.2 Calibration of electrometer: Place 100 ml of each standard solution in clean 150 ml
beakers. Immerse electrode into standard of lowest concentration and add 1 ml of ION
sodium hydroxide solution while mixing. Keep electrode in the solution until a stable
reading is obtained.
NOTE 2: The pH of the solution after the addition of NaOH must be above 11.
Caution: Sodium hydroxide must not be added prior to electrode immersion, for
ammonia may be lost from a basic solution.

7.3 Repeat this procedure with the remaining standards, going from lowest to highest
concentration. Using semilogarithmic graph paper, plot the concentration of ammonia in
mg NH 3-N/1 on the log axis vs. the electrode potential developed in the standard on the
linear axis, starting with the lowest concentration at the bottom of the scale.

7.4 Calibration of a specific ion meter: Follow the directions of the manufacturer for the
operation of the instrument.

7.5 Sample measurement: Follow the procedure in (7.2) for 100 ml of sample in 150 ml
beakers. Record the stabilized potential of each unknown sample and convert the
potential reading to the ammonia concentration using the standard curve. If a specific
ion meter is used, read the ammonia level directly in mg NHI-N/1.

8. Precision and Accuracy
8.1 In a single laboratory (EMSL), using surface water samples at concentrations of 1.00,

0.77, 0.19, and 0.13 mg NH 3-N/l, standard deviations were ±0.038, ±0.017, ±0.007,
and ±0.003, respectively.

8.2 In a single laboratory (EMSL), using surface water samples at concentrations of 0.19 and

0.13 mg NHI-N/I, recoveries were 96% and 91%, respectively.
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1. Scope and Application Section 13) for the above analytes is
listed in Tables 1A and 1B. The MDL for

1.1 This method covers the determina- a specific matrix may differ from those
tion of the following inorganic anions. listed, depending upon the nature of the

sample.
Method A. Storet No.

(Total) 1.4 Method A is recommended for
Bromide 71870 drinking and waste waters. The
Chloride 00940 multilaboratory range tested for each
Fluoride 00951 anion is as follows in mg/L:
Nitrate-N 00620
Nitrite-N 00615 Bromide 0.63-21.0
Ortho-Phosphate-P 70507 Chloride 0.78 -26.0
Sulfate 00945 Fluoride 0.26 - 8.49

Nitrate-N 0.42 - 14.0
Method B. Storet No. Nitrite-N 0.36- 12.0

(Total) Oriho-P 0.69 - 23.1

Chlorite 50074 Sulfate 2.85 - 95.0
Chlorate
Bromate 1.5 This method is recommended for

use only by or under the supervision of
1.2 The matrices applicable to each analysts experienced in the use of ion
method are shown below: chromatography and in the interpreta-

tion of the resulting ion chromatogram.
A. Drinking water, surface water, mixed Each analyst must demonstrate the
domestic and industrial wastewaters, ability to generate acceptable results
groundwater, reagent waters, solids with this method, using the procedure
(after extraction 2.3), leachates (when described in Section 10.2.0 

1.6 When this method is used to
B. Drinking water and reagent waters. analyze unfamiliar samples for any of

the above anions, anion identification
1.3 The Single Laboratory Method should be supported by the use of
Detection Limit (MOL, defined in
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fortified sample matrix covering the 3.5 Laboratory performance check 4.2 The water dip or negative peak that
anions of interest. The fortification standards (LPC) - a solution of elutes near and can interfere with the
procedure is described in Section 11.6. analytes prepared in the laboratory by fluoride peak can usually be eliminated

adding appropriate volumes of the stock by the addition of the equivalent of 1 mL
2. Summary of Method standard solutions to reagent water of concentrated eluent (7.3 1OOX) to

used to evaluate the performance of the 100 mL of each standard and sample.

2.1 A small volume of sample, typically instrument system with respect to a

2 to 3 mL, is introduced into an ion defined set of method c.:,laria. 4.3 Me!hod interferences may be

chromatograph. The anions of interest caused by contaminants in the reagent

are separated and measured, using a 3.6 Laboratory duplicates (LD) - two water, reagents, glassware, and other

system comprised of a guard column, aliquots of the same sample that are sample processing apparatus that lead

separator column, suppressor device, treated exactly the same throughout to discrete artifacts or elevated baseline

and conductivity detector, laboratory analytical procedures. in ion chromatograms.
Analyses of laboratory duplicates

2.2 The main differences between indicate precision associated with 4.4 Samples that contain particles

Method A and B are the separator laboratory procedures but not the larger than 0.45 microns and reagent

columns, guard columns and eluents. sample collection, preservation, or solutions that contain particles larger

Sections 6 and 7 will elicit the differ- storage procedures. than 0.20 microns require filtration to

ences. prevent damage to instrument columns
3.7 Field duplicates (FD) - two and flow systems.

2.3 In order to use this method for samples taken at the same time and

solids an extraction procedure must be placed under identical circumstances 4.5 Any anion that is not retained by

performed (See 11.7). and treated exactly the same through- the column or only slightly retained will
out field and laboratory procedures. elute in the area of fluoride and inter-

3. Definitions Analyses of field duplicates indicate the fere. Known coelution is caused by
precision associated with sample carbonate and other small organic
collection, preservation and storage, as aninns At concentrations of fluorlde

3.1 Stock standard solution - a well as with laboratory procedures. above 1.5 mg/L this interference may
concentrated solution containing a not be significant, however, it is the
single certified standard that is a 3.8 Laboratory fortified sample matrix responsibility of the user to generate
method analyte. Stock standard (LFM) - An aliquot of an environmental precision and accuracy information in
solutions are used to prepare calibra- sample to which known quantities of the each sample matrix.
tion standards. method analytes are added in the

laboratory. The LFM is analyzed exactly 4.6 The acetate anion elutes early
3.2 Calibration standards (CAL) - a like a sample, and its purpose is to during the chromatographic run. The
solution of analytes prepared in the determine whether the sample matrix retention times of the anions also seem
laboratory from stock standard solutions contributes bias to the analytical results. to differ when large amounts of acetate
and diluted as needed and used to The background concentrations of the are present. Therefore, this method is
calibrate the instrument response with analytes in the sample matrix must be not recommended for leachates of solid
respect to analytic concentration, determined in a separate aliquot and samples when acetic acid is used for

the measured values in the LFM pH adjustment.
3.3 Quality control sample (OCS) - a corrected for background concentra-
solution containing known concentra- tions. 4.7 The quantitation of unretained
tions of analytes, prepared by a peaks should be avoided, such as low
laboratory other than the laboratory 3.9 Laboratory fortified blank (LFB) - molecular weight organic acids (for-
performing the analysis. The analyzing An aliquot of reagent water to which mate, acetate, propionate, etc.) which
laboratory uses this solution to demon- known quantities of the method are conductive and coelute with or near
strate that it can obtain acceptable analytes are added in the laboratory. fluoride and would bias the fluoride
identifications and measurements with The LFB is analyzed exactly like a quantitation in some drinking and most
a method. sample, and its purpose is to determine waste waters.

whether the methodology is in control,
3.4 Performance evaluation sample and whether the laboratory is capable 5. Safety
(PE) - a solution of method analytes of making accurate and precise meas-
distributed by the Quality Assurance urements at the required method de- 5.1 Normal, accepted laboratory safety
Research Division (QARD), Environ- tection limit.
mental Monitoring Systems Laboratory practices should be followed during

(EMSL-Cincinnati), USEPA, Cincinnati, reagent preparation and instrument
Ohio, to multiple laboratories for 4. Interferences operation. No known carcinogenic

analysis. A volume of the solution is materials are used in this method.

added to a known volume of reagent 4.1 Interferences can be caused by
water and analyzed with procedures substances with retention times that are 6. Apparatus and Materials
used for samples. Results of analyses similar to and overlap those of the anion
are used by the QARD to determine of interest. Large amounts of an anion 6.1 Balance - Analytical, capable of
statistically the accuracy and precision can interfere with the peak resolution of accurately weighing to the nearest 0
that can be expected when a method is an adjacent anion. Sample dilution 0.0001 g.
performed by a competent analyst. and/or fortification can be used to solve
Analyte true values are unknown to the most interference problems.
analyst.
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6.2 Ion chromatograph -Analytical interest. Water should contain particles 7.5.9 Phosphate (HPO. 2-- P) 1000 mg
system complete with ion chromato- no larger than 0.20 microns. L: Dissolve 4.3937 g potassium
graph and all required accessories phosphate, monobasic (KH2PO,, GAS
including syringes, analytical columns, 7.3 Eluent solution (Method A and RN 7778-77-0) in reagent water and
compressed gasses and detectors. Method B): Sodium bicarbonate (CAS dilute to 1 liter.

RN 14-55-8) 1.7 mM, sodium carbon-
6.2.1 Anion guard column: A pr' -r ate (CAS RN 497-19-8) 1.8 mM. 7.5.10 Sulfate (SO42-) 1000 mgL.
of the separator column. If omittea trom Dissolve 0.2856 g sodium bicarbonate Dissolve 1.8141 g potassium sulfate
the system the retention times will be (NaHCO.) and 0.3816 g of sodium (K2SSO, CAS RN 7778-80-5) in reagent
shorter. Usually packed with a substrate carbonate (Na 2CCO) in reagent water water and dilute to 1 liter.
the same as that in the separator (7.2) and dilute to 2 liters.
column. Note: Stability of standards. Stocik

7.4 Regeneration solution (MicroMem- standards (7.5) are stable for at least
6.2.2 Anion separator column: This brane Suppressor): Sulfuric acid (CAS one month when stored at 41C Diute
column produces the separation shown RN-7664-93-9) 0.025N. Dilute 2.8 mL working standards should be prepared
in Figures 1 and 2. conc. sulfuric acid (H2SO 4 ) to 4 liters weekly, except those that contain nitrite

with reagent water, and phosphate should be oreoarea
6.2.2.1 Anion separator column fresh daily.
(Method A): The separation shown in 7.5 Stock standard solutions, 1000 mg/
Figure 1 was generated using a Dionex L (1 mg/ml): Stock standard solutions 8. Sample Collection, Preserva-
AS4A column (PIN 37041). An optional may be purchased as certified solutions tion and Storage
column may be used if comparable or prepared from ACS reagent grade
resolution of peaks is obtained, and the materials (dried at 1050 C for 30 min.) as 8.1 Samples should be collected in
requirements of section 10.2 can be listed below, scrupulously clean glass or polyethyl-
met. ene bottles.

7.5.1 Bromide (Br) 1000 mg/L.
6.2.2.2 Anion separator column Dissolve 1.2876 g sodium bromide 8.2 Sample preservation and holding
(Method B). The separation shown in (NaBr, CAS RN 7647-15-6) in reagent times for the anions that can be deter-
Figure 2 was generated using a Dionex water and dilute to I liter, mined by this method are as follow.
AS9 column (P/N 42025). An optional
column may be used if comparable 7.5.2 Bromate (BrO-) 1000 mg/L: Analyte Preservation Holding
resolution of peaks is obtained and the Dissolve 1.3057 g of potassium Time
requirements of section 10.2 can be bromate (KBrO 3. CAS RN 7758-01-2) in
met. reagent water and dilute to 1 liter. Bromate None required 28 days

Bromide None required 28 days
6.2.3 Anion suppressor device: The 7.5.3 Chlorate (CIOG ) 1000 mg/L: Chloraie None required 28 days
data presented in this method was Dissolve 1.2753 g sodium chlorate Chlonde None required 28 daysChlorite Cool to 4' C mined
generated using a Dionex Anion Micro- (NaCIO 3, CAS RN 7775-09-9) in Fluonde None required 28 days
Membrane Suppressor (P/N 37106). reagent water and dilute to 1 liter. Nitrate-N

chlorinated Cool to 4' C 28 days
6.2.4 Detector - Conductivity cell: 7.5.4 Chloride (CG-) 1000 mg/L: nonchlonnated conc HSO, 14 days
approximately 1.25 I.L internal volume, Dissolve 1.6485 g sodium chloride pH < 2
(Dionex, or equivalent) capable of (NaCI, CAS RN 7647-14-5) in reagent Nitnte-N Cool to 4' C 48 hours
providing data as required in section water and dilute to 1 liter. O-Phosphate-P Cool to 4= C 48 hours

10.2. Sulfate Cool to 4' C 28 days

7.5.5 Chlorite (CIO 2-) 1000 mg/L: 8.3 The method of preservation and

6.3 The Dionex AI-450 Data Chroma- Dissolve 1.3410 g of sodium chlorite the holding time for samples analyzed
tography Software was used to gener- (NaCIO., CAS RN 7758-19-2) in the thod are f trmined byalye
ate all the data in the attached tables, reagent water and dilute to 1 liter, by this method are determined by theanions of interest. In a given sample.
Systems using a stripchart recorder and the anion that requires the most preser-
integrator or other computer based data 7.5.6 Fluoride (F-) 1000 rg/L: Dissolve tion thatmrequire the most prld-
system may achieve approximately the 2.2100g sodium fluoride (NaF, CAS RN vatIon treatment and the shortest hold-
same MDL's but the user should 7681-49-4) in reagent water and dilute ing time wil determine the preservation
demonstrate this by the procedure to 1 liter, samples be cooled to 4 h C and held no
outlined in Section 10.2. 7.5.7 Nitrate (NO,--N) 1000 mg/L: longer than 28 days for Method A and

7. Reagents and Consumable Dissolve 6.0679 g sodium nitrate analyzed immediately for Method B

Materials (NaNO3 , CAS RN 7631-99-4) in reagent
water and dilute to 1 liter. 9. Calibration and Standardiza-

7.1 Sample bottles: Glass or polyethyl- 7.5.8 Nitrite (NO--N) 1000 mg/L: ton
ene of sufficient volume to allow Dissolve 4.9257 g sodium nitrite 9.1 Establish
replicate analyses of anions of interest. (NaNO., CAS RN 7632-00-0) in reagent o1Eratish ion chromatographic

water and dilute to 1 liter. operating parameters equivalent to
7.2 Reagent water: Distilled or deion- those indicated in Table 1A or 18.
ized water, free of the anions of
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9.2 For each analyte of interest, pre- to improve the separations or lower the 10.4 The laboratory should develop
pare calibration standards at a minimum cost of measurements. Each time such and maintain separate accuracy
of three concentration levels and a modifications to the method are made, statements of laboratory performance
blank by adding accurately measured the analyst is required to repeat the for each matrix being analyzed by the
volumes of one or more stock standards procedure in Section 10.2. laboratory. An accuracy statement for
(7.5) to a volumetric flask and diluting to the method is defined as R = s. The
volume with reagent water. If a sample 10.1.2 The laboratory should fortify and accuracy statement should be devel-
analyte concentration exceeds the analyze a minimum of 10% of all oped by the analyses of four aliquots of
calibration range the sample may be samples to monitor continuing labora- water or wastewater, as described in
diluted to fall within the range. If this is tory performance. A minimum of 10% of Section 10.2.2, followed by the calcula-
not possible then three new calibration all samples should be run in duplicate. tion of R and s.
concentrations must be chosen, two of
which must bracket the concentration of 10.2 Before performing any analyses, 10.5 Before processing any samples,
the sample analyte of interest. Each the analyst should demonstrate the the analyst must demonstrate through
attenuation range of the instrument ability to generate acceptable accuracy the analysis of an aliquot of reagent
used to analyze a sample must be and precision with this method, using a water that all glassware and reagent
calibrated individually, laboratory performance standard. interferences are under control. Each

time there is a change in reagents, a
9.3 Using injections of 0.1 to 1.0 mL 10.2.1 Select a representative check laboratory reagent blank must be
(determined by injection loop volume) of concentration for each analyte to be processed as a safeguard against
each calibration standard, tabulate peak measured. Using stock standards, laboratory contamination.
height or area responses against the prepare a laboratory performance check
concentration. The results are used to sample concentrate in reagent water 10.6 It is recommended that the
prepare a calibration curve for each 100 times more concentrated than the laboratory adopt additional quality
analyte. During this procedure, reten- selected concentrations, assurance practices for use with this
tion times must be recorded. method. The specific practices that are

10.2.2 Using a pipet, add 1.00 mL of most productive depend upon the
9.4 The calibration curve must be the check sample concentrate (10.2.1) needs of the laboratory and the nature
verified on each working day, or to each of a minimum of four 100-mL of the samples. Field duplicates may be
whenever the anion eluent is changed, aliquots of reagent water. Analyze the analyzed to monitor the precision of the
and after every 20 samples. If the aliquots according to the procedure in sampling technique. When doubt exists
response or retention time for any Section 11. over the identification of a peak in the
analyte varies from the expected values chromatogram, confirmatory techniques
by more than ±10%, the test must be 10.2.3 Calculate the average percent such as sample dilution and fortification,
repeated, using fresh calibration recovery, (R), and the standard must be used. Whenever possible, the
standards. If the results are still more deviation(s) of the percent recovery, for laboratory should perform analysis of
than ±.10%, a new calibration curve the results. quality control check samples and
must be prepared for that analyte. participate in relevant performance

10.2.4 Using the appropriate data from evaluation sample studies.
9.5 Non-linear response can result Table 2, determine the recovery and
when the separator column capacity is single operator precision expected for 10.7 In order to verify that standards
exceeded (overloading). The response the method, and compare these results have been prepared correctly a
of the detector to the sample when to the values calculated in Section reference standard check should be
diluted 1:1, and when not diluted, 10.2.3. If the data are not comparable performed using a standard of known
should be compared. If the calculated within control limits (10.3.1), review concentration prepared by an independ-
responses are the same, samples of potential problem areas and repeat the ent source.
this total anionic concentration need not test.
be diluted. 10.8 With each batch of samples

10.3 The analyst must calculate processed analyze a single laboratory
10. Quality Control method performance criteria and define fortified blank containing each analyte

the performance of the laboratory for of concern at a concentration at or near

10.1 Each laboratory using this method each fortified concentration of analyte those used in the reagent water data in
being measured. Tables 2A or 2B. If more than 20

snould nave a formal quality controi samples are run in a batch analyze one
program. The minimum requirements of 10.3.1 Calculate upper and lower LFB for every 20 samples. Evaluate the
this program consist of an initial control limits for method performance accuracy by compairing to Tables 2A of
demonstration of laboratory capability as follows: 2B. If acceptable data cannot be
(10. 2) and the analysis of fortified obtained. locate the problem and
samples as a continuing check on obtainedolLoitte the+proboemcaid
performance. The laboratory should Upper Control Limit (UCL) - R + 3 s correct it.maintain performance records to define Lower Control Limit (LCL) = R - 3 109Ases urery elctso
and document the quality of data thatand d mentathed where R and s are calculated as in LFBs should be analyzed to determine
are generated. Section 10.2.3. The UCL and LCL can the precision of the laboratory measure-

Sinbe used to construct control charts that ments. Add these results to the on-

advances occurring in chromatography, are useful in observing trends in going control charts to document data

the analyst is permitted certain options performance. quality.
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10.10 When using Part B, the analyst weight of dry solid material taken as a 14. References
should be aware of the purity of the sample. This slurry is mixed together for
reagents used to prepare standards. ten minutes using a magnetic stirring
Allowances must be made when the device. Filter the resulting slurry before 14.1 "Determination of Inorganc

solid materials are less than 99% pure. injecting using a 0.45 4. membrane type Disinfection By-Products by Ion

filter. This can be the type that attaches Chromatography", J. Pfaff. C. Brockhoff.

11. Procedure directly to the end of the syringe. Care J. Am. Water Works Assoc., Vol 82, No
should be taken to show that good 4 P9 192.
recovery and identification of peaks is

11.1 Tables 1A and 1B summarize the obtained with the users matrix through 14.2 Standard Methods for the
recommended operating conditions for the use of spikes. Examination of Water and Wastewater,
the ion chromatograph. Included in this Method 411 OB, "Anions by Ion Chroma-
table are estimated retention times that tography" proposed for the supplement
can be achieved by this method. Other 12. Calculation 17th Edition of Standard Methods.
columns, chromatographic conditions,
or detectors may be used if the require- 12.1 Prepare separate calibration 14.3 Dionex, System 4000 Operation
ments of Section 10.2 are met. curves for each anion of interest by and Maintenance Manual, Dionex

plotting peak size in area, or peak Corp., Sunnyvale, California 94086.
11.2 Check system calibration daily height units of standards against 1988.
and, if required, recalibrate as de- concentration values. Compute sample
scribed in Section 9. concentration by comparing sample 14.4 Method Detection Limit (MDL) as

peak response with the standard curve, described in "Trace Analyses for
11.3 Load and inject a fixed amount of Wastewater," J. Glaser, D. Foerst, G.
well mixed sample. Flush injection loop 12.2 Report results in mg/L. McKee, S. Quave, W. Budde, Environ-
thoroughly, using each new sample. mental Science and Technology, Vol.
Use the same size loop for standards 12.3 Report NO2- as N 15, Number 12, page 1426, December
and samples. Record the resulting peak NO - as N 1981.
size in area or peak height units. An
automated constant volume injection HPO4 - as P

system may also be used.
13. Precision and Accuracy - Copies of this method provided

11.4 The width of the retention time Method Detection Limit courtesy Dionex Corporation.
window used to make identifications
should be based upon measurements
of actual retention time variations of 13.1 The method detection limit (MOL)
standards over the course of a day. is defined as the minimum concentra-
Three times the standard deviation of a tion of a substance that can be meas-
retention time can be used to calculate ured and reported with 99% confidence
a suggested window size for each that the value is above zero. The MDL
analyte. However, the experience of the concentrations listed in Table 1A and
analyst should weigh heavily in the 1 B were obtained using reagent waters.

interpretation of chromatograms. 13.2 Single operator accuracy and

11.5 If the response for the peak precision for reagent, drinking and
exceeds the working range of the surface water, and mixed domestic and
system, dilute the sample with an industrial wastewater are listed in Table
appropriate amount of reagent water 2A and 2B.
and reanalyze. 13.3 Multiple laboratory accuracy and

11.6 If the resulting chromatogram fails precision data for reagent, drinking and
to produce adequate resolution, or if waste water using method A are given
identification of specific anions is for each anion in tables 3 through 9.
questionable, fortify the sample with an Data from nineteen laboratories were
appropriate amount of standard and used for this data.
reanalyze. 13.4 Some of the bias statements, for

Note: Retention time is inversely example chloride and sulfate, may be
proportional to concentration. Nitrate misleading due to spiking small
and sulfate exhibit the greatest amount increments of the anion into large
of change, although all anions are naturally occuring concentrations of the
affected to some degree. In some same anion.. cases this peak migration may produce
poor resolution or identification.

11.7 The following extraction should be
used for solid materials. Add an amount
of reagent water equal to ten times the
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Table 1A. Chromatographic Conditions and Detection Limits In Reagent Water (Method A)

. Retention MDL
Analyte Peak # Time (min) (mg/L)

Fluoride 1 1.2 0.01
Chloride 2 1.7 0.02
Nitrite-N 3 2.0 0.004
Bromide 4 2.9 0.01
Nitrate-N 5 3.2 0.002
O-Phosphate-P 6 5.4 0.003
Sulfate 7 6.9 0.02

Standard Conditions:

Columns: as specified in 6.2.2.1
Detector: as specified in 6.2.4 Pump Rate: 2.0 mL/min.
Eluent: as specified in 7.3.1 Sample Loop: 50 jil

MDL calculated from data system using a y-axis selection of 1000 ns and with a stripchart recorder with an
attenuator setting of 1 uMHO full scale.

o See figure 1

Table 1 B. Chromatographic Conditions and Detection Limits In Reagent Water (Method B)

Retention MDL
Analyte Peak # Time (min) (mg/L)

Chlorite 1 2.8 0.01
Bromate 2 3.2 0.02
Chlorate 4 7.1 0.003

Standard Conditions:

Column: as specified in 6.2.2.2
Detector: as specified in 6.2.4 Pump Rate: 1.0 mL/min.
Eluent: as specified in 7.3 Sample Loop: 50 pL

Attentuation - 1
y - axis - 500 ns

"See figure 2
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Table 2A. Single-Operator Accuracy and Precision of Standard Anions (Method A)

Number Mean Standard
Sample Spike of Recovery Deviation

Analyte Type (mg/L) Replicates % (mg/L)

Bromide RW 5.0 7 99 0.08
DW 5.0 7 105 0.10
SW 5.0 7 95 0.13
WW 5.0 7 105 0.34
GW 5.0 7 92 0.34
SD 2.0 7 82 0.06

Chloride RW 20.0 7 96 0.35
DW 20.0 7 108 1.19
SW 10.0 7 86 0.33
WW 20.0 7 101 5.2
GW 20.0 7 114 1.3
SD 20.0 7 90 0.32

Fluoride RW 2.0 7 91 0.05
DW 1.0 7 92 0.06
SW 1.0 7 73 0.05
WW 1.0 7 87 0.07
GW 0.4 7 95 0.07
SD 5.0 7 101 0.35

Nitrate-N RW 10.0 7 103 0.21
DW 10.0 7 104 0.27
SW 10.0 7 93 0.17
WW 10.0 7 101 0.82
GW 10.0 7 97 0.47
SD 10.0 7 82 0.28

Nitrite-N RW 10.0 7 97 0.14
DW 10.0 7 121 0.25
SW 5.0 7 92 0.14
WW 5.0 7 91 0.50
GW 10.0 7 96 0.35
SD 2.0 7 98 0.08

O-Phosphate-P RW 10.0 7 99 0.17
DW 10.0 7 99 0.26
SW 10.0 7 98 0.22
WW 10.0 7 106 0.85
GW 10.0 7 95 0.33

Sulfate RW 20.0 7 99 0.40
DW 50.0 7 105 3.35
SW 40.0 7 95 1.7
WW 40.0 7 102 6.4
GW 40.0 7 112 3.2

RW = Reagent Water WW Mixed Domestic and Industrial Wastewater
DW = Drinking Water GW = Groundwater
SW = Surface Water SD = USEPA 0C Solid (Shale)
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Table 2B. Single-Operator Accuracy and precision of By-Products (Method B)

Number Mean Standard
Sample Spike Spike of Recovery Deviation

Analyte Type (mg/L) Replicates % (mg/L)

Bromate RW 5.0 7 103 0.07
1.0 7 98 0.04
0.1 7 155 0.005
0.05 7 122 0.01

DW 50 7 95 0.04
1.0 7 85 0.02
0.1 7 98 0.005
0.05 7 98 0.005

Chlorate RW 5.0 7 101 0.06
1.0 7 97 0.01
0.1 7 100 0.01
0.05 7 119 0.05

DW 5.0 7 101 0.04
1.0 7 115 0.01
0.1 7 121 0.005
0.05 7 110 0.01

Chlorite RW 5.0 7 100 0.04
1.0 7 98 0.01
0.1 7 86 0.01
0.05 7 94 0.01

DW 5.0 7 96 0.03
1.0 7 100 0.02
0.1 7 76 0.00
0.05 7 96 0.01

RW = Reagent Water
DW = Drinking Water

0
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Table 3. Determlnatie"-, of Bias for Fluoride

Water Ain't Added Amn't Found S, S. Bias
mg/M. mg/L %

Reagent 0.26 0.25 0.08 0.11 -3.b
0.34 0.29 0.11 -14.7
2.12 2.12 0.07 0.12 0.0
2.55 2.48 0.14 -2.7
6.79 6.76 0.20 0.19 -0.4
8.49 8.46 0.30 -0.4

Drinking 0.26 0.24 0.08 0.05 -7.7
0.34 0.34 0.11 0.0
2.12 2.09 0.18 0.06 -1.4
2.55 2.55 0.16 0.0
6.79 6.84 0.54 0.25 +0.7
8.49 8.37 0.75 -1.4

Waste 0.26 0.25 0.15 0.06 -3.8
0.34 0.32 0.08 -5.9
2.12 2.13 0.22 0.15 +0.5
2.55 2.48 0.16 -2.7
6.79 6.65 0.41 0.20 -2.1
8.49 8.27 0.36 -2.6

Table 4. Determination of Bias for Chloride

Water Amn't Added Ain't Found S, S. Bias
mg/L mg/L %

Reagent 0.78 0.79 0.17 0.29 +1.3
1.04 1.12 0.46 +7.7
6.50 6.31 0.27 0.14 -2.9
7.8u 7.76 0.39 -0.5

20.8 20.7 0.54 0.62 -0.5
26.0 25.9 0.58 -0.4

Drinking 0.78 0.54 0.35 0.20 -30.8
1.04 0.51 0.38 -51.0
6.50 5.24 1.35 1.48 -19.4
7.80 6.02 1.90 -22.8

20.8 20.0 2.26 1.14 -3,8
26.0 24.0 2.65 -7.7

Waste 0.78 0.43 0.32 0.39 -44.9
1.04 0.65 0.48 -37.5
6.50 4.59 1.82 0.83 -29.4
7.80 5.45 2,02 -30.1

20.8 18.3 2.41 1.57 -11.8
26.0 23.0 2.50 -11.5
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Table 5. Determination of Bias for Nitrite - Nitrogen

Water Ain't Added Aint Found S, So Bias
mg/L mg/L %

Reagent 0.36 0.37 0.04 0.04 +2.8

0.48 0.48 0.06 0.0

3.00 3.18 0.12 0.06 +6.0

3.60 3.83 0.12 +6.4

9.60 9.84 0.36 0.26 +2.5

12.0 12.1 0.27 +0.6

Drinking 0.36 0.30 0.13 0.03 -16.7

0.48 0.40 0.14 -16.7

3.00 3.02 0.23 0.12 +0.7

3.60 3.62 0.22 +0.6

9.60 9.59 0.44 0.28 -0.1

12.0 11.6 0.59 -3.1

Waste 0.36 0.34 0.06 0.04 -5.6

0.48 0.46 0.07 -4.2

3.00 3.18 0.13 0.10 +6.0

3.60 3.76 0.18 +4.4

9.60 9.74 0.49 0.26 +1.5

12.0 12.0 0.56 +0.3

Table 6. Determination of Bias for Bromide

Water An't Added Aml Found S, So Bias
mgoL mg/L %

Reagent 0.63 0.69 0.11 0.05 +9.5

0.84 0.85 0.12 +1.2

5.24 5.21 0.22 0.21 -0.6

6.29 6.17 0.35 -1.9

16.8 17.1 0.70 0.36 +1.6

21.0 21.3 0.93 +1.5

Drinking 0.63 0.63 0.13 0.04 0.0

0.84 0.81 0.13 -3.6

5.24 5.11 0.23 0.13 -2.5

6.29 6.18 0.30 -1.7

16.8 17.0 0.55 0.57 +0.9

21.0 20.9 0.65 -0.4

Waste 0.63 0.63 0.15 0.09 0.0
0.84 0.85 0.15 +1.2

5.24 5.23 0.36 0.11 -0.2

6.29 6.27 0.46 -0.3

16.8 16.6 0.69 0.43 -1.0

21.0 21.1 0.63 +0.3
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Table 7. Determination of Bias for Nitrite - Nitrogen

Water Am't Added Ain't Found S, So Bias
mg/L mg/L %

Reagent 0.42 0.42 0.04 0.02 0.0
0.56 0.56 0.06 0.0
3.51 3.34 0.15 0.08 -4.8
4.21 4.05 0.28 -3.8

11.2 11.1 0.47 0.34 -1.1
14.0 14.4 0.61 +2.6

Drinking 0.42 0.46 0.08 0.03 +9.5
0.56 0.58 0.09 +3.6
3.51 3.45 0.27 0.10 -1.7
4.21 4.21 0.38 0.0

11.2 11.5 0.50 0.48 +2.3
14.0 14.2 0.70 +1.6

Waste 0.42 0.36 0.07 0.06 -14.6
0.56 0.40 0.16 -28.6
3.51 3.19 0.31 0.07 -9.1
4.21 3.84 0.28 -8.8

11.2 10.9 0.35 0.51 -3.0
14.0 14.1 0.74 +0.4

Table 8. Determination of Bias for Ortho-Phosphate

* Water Am't Added Am't Found St so Bias
mg/L mg/L %

Reagent 0.69 0.69 0.06 0.06 0.0
0.92 0.98 0.15 +6.5
5.77 5.72 0.36 0.18 -0.9
6.92 6.78 0.42 -2.0

18.4 18.8 1.04 0.63 +2.1
23.1 23.2 0.35 +0.4

Drinking 0.69 0.70 0.17 0.17 +1.4
0.92 0.96 0.20 +4.3
5.77 5.43 0.52 0.40 -5.9
6.92 6.29 0.72 -9.1

18.4 18.0 0.68 0.59 -2.2
23.1 22.6 1.07 -2.0

Waste 0.68 0.64 0.26 0.09 -7.2
0.92 0.82 0.28 -10.9
5.77 5.18 0.66 0.34 -10.2
6.92 6.24 0.74 -9.8

18.4 17.6 2.08 1.27 -4.1
23.1 22.4 0.87 -3.0

0
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Table 9. Determination of Bias for Sulfate

Water Amt Added Am't Found S, S. Bias
mg/L mg/L %

Reagent 2.85 2.83 0.32 0.52 -0.7
3.80 3.83 0.92 +0.8

23.8 24.0 1.67 0.68 +0.8
28.5 28.5 1.56 -0.1
76.0 76.8 3.42 2.33 +1.1
95.0 95.7 3.59 +0.7

Drinking 2.85 1.12 0.37 0.41 -60.7
3.80 2.26 0.97 -40.3

23.8 21.8 1.26 0.51 -8.4
28.5 25.9 2.48 -9.1
76.0 74.5 4.63 2.70 -2.0
95.0 92.3 5.19 -2.8

Waste 2.85 1.89 0.37 0.24 -33.7
3.80 2.10 1.25 -44.7

23.8 20.3 3.19 0.58 -14.7
28.5 24.5 3.24 -14.0
76.0 71.4 5.65 3.39 -6.1
95.0 90.3 6.80 -5.0
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Method A
Peak Ret. Time Ion mg/L
1 1.17 F- 2
2 1.73 CI- 20
3 2.02 NO2- 2

2 4 2.95 Br 2
5 3.20 NO3- 10
6 5.38 HPO 4 2
7 6.92 S042- 60

7
5

4 6
SI I

0 2 4 6 8
Minutes

Figure 1. Chromatogram showing separation using the AS4A column

Method B

3 Peak Ret. Time Ion mg/L
1 2.75 CIO2- 0.1
2 3.23 BrO3- 0.1
3 3.63 Cl- 0.1
4 7.08 CIO3- 0.1

12 4

0 2 4 6 8
Minutes

Figure 2. Chromatogram showing separation using the AS9 column
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""~A RA R IDEN TIFICA TION FO RM

McClellan AFB - Soil Vapor Extraction Pilot

A SAC. METRO AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT

CONTA CT PERSON & PHONE NUMBER:

JORGE DeGUZMAN PHONE: (916) 386-7027
9

AIR EMISSIONS

'I Action-specifiC ARAR&;

SMAGMO Rule 202, Section 301 - BACT requlrements
SMAOMD Rule 401 - Ringeiman Chart (20% opacity limit)
SMAQMD Rule 403 - Fugltive Dust

2) Chernloal-aoeclflc ARARA:

SMACMD Rule 202, Section 301 • BACT requirements
SMAQMO Rule 202. Section 302 O tffsets

SMAGMD Rule 402 - Nuicanco/Mealth Ri11k A8sessmentS

3) Site-specific ARARs:

SMACMO Rule 202, Soction 301 - BACT requitemeMIs

SMACIM0 Ruie 202, Section 30Z - Offsets

SMAOMD Rule 402 - Nulsance/1ealtfl Risk AsSessMents

E TrUN 7rt: M.rit aigA*1w0Ai

0 fjC - JrITE MIT"A r1ION
IoIaI CotOYaON WAIr, juIrJ 3

SACftAAfCNo. CA *5827



ARAR IDENTIFICATION FORM
McClellan AFB.- Soil Vapor Extraction Pilot

DTSC - Re•qon 1 - Facility PerMitting Branch

tQON TACT PI-MSON £ PHONE- NUMBER;

Eric !Honr'# (916) $55-77Z6

1) Aotlon-speolfli ARARj:

Minoella 1nous Treatment Unit Performance Standards: 22CCR 66264.601
RW Manhgement Pr•cess Vents: 40CFR 264 subpart AA(264.1030)
Incinerator Performance Standards: 22CCR 66264.343, 66264.345

2) Cherlne/-szl•ao1Jfc ARARaI

Characteri•ut•cs of TOXiOity: 22CCR 66261.24
RCRA Listing of Wastet 22CCR Chapter 11, Article 4

.,) 31t-Soeaiftc ARARS. . . .

Facility Location: Z2CCR 66270.14(b) (11)
Facility Security: 22CCR 66264.14
Location Standards: ZZCCR "66264.18

orc.-sirs hwi iGAION . -...

fO61f OjOA We a. $?@te 31

3e*44woff*o. OA &O8if &?.
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FORM 311
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS

. Police Address: 2852nd SPS Phone: 916/643-6168
Department McClellan AFB 112

911 (off-base)

Fire Address: 2852nd DEF/ABG Phone: '643-5622
Department McClellan AFB 1 V

911 (off-base)

Paramedic Address: Phone: 116
911 (off-base)

Fire Address: Phone: 117
Report 911 (off-base)

Ambulance Address: Phone: 116
Service 911 (off-base)

Water Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
Department 366-2000 (off-base)

Gas Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
Utility 383-2323 (off-base)

Electric Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
Utility 383-2323 (off-base)

Telephone Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
Utility 811-9000 (off-base)

Hospital Address: American River Hosp. Phone: 916/643-5420
4747 Engle Road 848-2100 (off-base)
Carmichael, CA
(off-base)

Owner Address: Phone:
Contact:

* This notice is located tt

CVOR275/00 1.51
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nc~uu'ed ti'evae (SO). Safety 3A4 H-ealln Revl-n OCC&041-nal Safety V1d Health d~~se~
tor Stuoyara Emroioyment (.19 CFR 19 151

CM6 No 12160-,O.:
Exo"itmom 03tc C~i~i zG

PREPARED !/10/g6

manulaturer NarneEnger-cy Teleono1ne NuMoer
IB=NOX, INC. (212) 473-1200

Address (NuaiOef. Slfee.i. Cy. State. and ZIP Codel Chertma=a N ame
215 PARK AVENUE SOUTH amtSynonyms N.A.

Trade Natne
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003 an yonm :ALCONOX -

- -.-. - .___crewttcal FoinTKa

1)3 Cf -3il ANIONIC DETERGENT NA
Section If - Haaazooa Ingiredonts

Poinul. PreIveutvdv.~ an" solvents %TLV(Undsl Alloys and M*tuIc Coatings TLV (UnLsi

P~ me lsN O N E B s Ma iN O N E

atysiNONE A"~~y NONE .1"__

Venic~e NOEej~ taiic Coatuis NN

NONE - NONE

NONE NONE

"- IsZtd~ga MIx2114t. of Otihr Uquid.. Solide or so".

~JOE Thy (Untm

Section III - Phiysical Oats

Ego "r P ointu ' 4 * m m if4Pr 
e a vo au l y VH o lu e

Vavor Orswe oy (Im%) plmv~ oun

Soiluodiy on Water
APPRECIABLE

Aaewncf ndodrWHITE POWDER INTERSPERSED WITH CREAM COLORED FL.AKES -ODORLESS

Sac"*" IV. -v at* w"iom ES6S"Lowd 0"se
Flaxn Pa"W (meiloo uumia NONE Otn~laoe Lw% N.A Let A e N.A.

E~wq0~~& WATER, CO 2, DRY CHEMICAL, FOAM, SAND/EARTH

soecsa Fore 6w)NWVn Pf~oceozas

FOR FIRES INVOLVING THIS MATERIAL, DO NOT ENTER '41THOUT

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND SELF CONTAINED BREATHING APPAiRATJS
r. q~e ano Esosowsn Hazaas

Peg* I )Coeslmnuod on AqSvU. 1sel. *.



SeCt•ln V . e4el6ift #441 .I 041O 4

NO DATA AVAILABLE - TREAT AS NUISANCE DUST
ýIras oa 0vce.wnwe

PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO DUST MAY IRRITATE MUCOUS MEMBRA,'NES

Emeigcemy Fffsi A-a Pfoccatmes
EYES - FLUSH WITH PLENTY OF WATER FOR 15 MINUTES, SKIN-FLUSjs WTTu
PLENTY OF WATER. INGESTION - DRINK LARGE QUANTITIES OF WATER

TO DILUTE MATERIAL. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION FOR DISCOMFORT.

Section Vl - R.ecttvity Oats

alaoiy Unstabe CCond Io AVOWd
NONE

~slaolex
x

In,€fPaMaOds'y (MateaIlS 10 Avoid)
AVOID STRONG ACIDS

HaWOO•aSO4CWPtGS MAY RELEASE CO2 GAS ON BURNING

Hazaous May ocur Coi'Catsons to AV
Potcwrbe-zn NONE

Seco VII - SpiIl or I.L.. Pro Ce trea

S&OMto 0 rakninCa. M 5 or MATERIAL FOAMS PROFUSELY, SHOVEL AND RECOVER

AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. RINSE REMAINDER TO SEWER. MATERIAL IS COMPLET.=1Y

BIODEGRADABLE.- -
Wage Oiso M SMALL QUANTITIES MAY BE DISPOSED OF IN SEWER. LARGE

QUANTITIES SHOULD BE DISPOSED OF ACCORDING TO LOCAL REQUIREMENTS

FOR NON-FIAZARDOUS DETERGENT

Section VIII - Soeam Protection Inownetlon

R.'son r Pro mciton 4 Soecgy T~ DUST MASK

VerimeoIn Local fxnai oox
NORMAL N.A.

N.A. N.A.

Prolecktw Gloves
USEFUL - NOT REQUIRED USEFUL"- NOT REQUIRED

0mev P'oqeaav Eguv'v
NOT REQUtIRED

SOC11t"Io I- SoqclM Precoutione

Plecmu•.n to oe raiten n manoknm amo SIownq

SHOULD BE STORED IN A DRY AREA TO

PREVENT CAKING

NO SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OTHER THAN THE GOOD. NDUSTRIAL

HYGIENE AND SAFETY PRACTICES EMPLOYED WITH ANY INDUSTRIAL C:-iamrcArL. "

Peg*e 2



LIQUID AM~ CORPORATION
INOUSTRIAL O34SES 0DIVISION

Material Safety Data Sheet

PRODUCT NAMIE

TELEPHONE (415) 97746500
EMERGENCY RESPONSE INFORMATION ON PAGE 2

LJOUWO AIR CORPORATION -. TRADE NAME AND sYMOwNYS Hydrogen, CAS NUMBER
101111618 ft GA1111 101600410

One Cal foa niiim. Suits350 Normal Hydrogen, Water Gas 1333-74-0
2121 N. Callfornis Blvd. CMEMWIAI. MAMIE ANo SYNOuYMS-

Walnut Creek, Califorini 94596 Hydrogen
ISSUIE DATE OCTOBER 1. 1965 FORMULA MOLECULAR WIEIGI4T CHEMICAL FAMILY
AMID NEVAIAONS1 CORPORATIE SAFMT OUOt H-2 2.016 Inorganic flarmmableca

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
TIME WEIGHTEDOAWVERAEEIPOURE LOWI Hydrogen is defined as a simple aspnyxianE. Oxygen levels
should be maintained at greater than 18 molar percent at normal atmospheric pressure
which is equivalent to a partial pressure of 135 mmn Hg. (ACGIH, 1984-85)
SYMPTOMS OF 1EPOSUNSt
Inhalation: High concentrations of hydrogen so as to exclude an adequate supply ofoxygen to the lungs causes dizziness, deeper breathing due to air hunger, possible. nausea and eventual unconsciousness.

TOXICOOWGIAL~ ItROPERTIES

Hydrogen is inactive biologically and essentially nontoxic; therefore, the major
* property is the exclusion of an adequate supply of oxygen to the lungs.

Listed as Carcinogen National Toxicology Yes 0 I.A.R.C. Yes 0 OSHA Yesor Potential Carcinogen Program No (Z Monographs No N No _6

111111COINMIEbOW FIRST A10 TREZATMtENT

PROMPT MEDICAL ATTENTION IS MANDATORY IN4 ALL CASES OF OVEREXPOSURE TO HYDROGEN.
RESCUE PERSONNEL. SHOULD BE EQUIPPED WITH SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS AND BE
COGNIZANT OF EXTREME FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD.

Inhalation: Conscious persons should be assisted to an uncontaminated area andinhale fresh air. Quick removal from the contaminated area is most important.
Unconscious persons should be moved to an uncontaminated area, given mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation and supplemental oxygen. Medical assistance should be sought immnediately.

to666W ISIS wftw' w Mw 0 63636w f"me350 I ssms act norm w m" a "n swI gg"00,M rhgtwg pjajqI fel~answ " calc ngs Mewn liven in Ing amstrati346at sucil

461q ~0 ~sew-~latano "IS wavA. OAS 9usa nay fin away I OS Ife33 two to to* as Sm VI. worl @d



NAANOOUS MIXTURES OF OTTR ULQUID& SOUDS. OR GASES

Hydrogen is flammable over a very wide range in air.

PHYSICAL DATA
BOILING POINT UCUID OENSITY AT BOILING POINT

-422.98*F (-2S2.77°C) 4.4307 lb/ft 3  (70.973 kg/m 3 )
VAPOR.PRESSuI @ 70 F (21.1°C) above the GASoDENsITY ATn*?1FI, -n
critical teno. of -399.84OF (-M39.91 0 C) .005209 lb/ft 3 (.08344 kq/m 3 )
SOLUWUTYINWATER @ 68°F (20 0 C) Bunsen FREEZING POINT
coefficient = .0178 -434.565°F (-259.2030 C)

APPEARANCE AND DOOR
Colorless, odorless gas- Soecific gravity @70*F (Air - 1.0) is .07.

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
FLASH POINT (METHOD USED) JAUTO IGMfl1ON TEMPERATURE IFLAMMABLE LIMITS % 6Y VOLUME

E1Uas.. D I 1058SF (570*C)_ LEL = 4; UEL = 74.5
(TINGUI•ING MEDIA "* ELECTRICAL CLASSIFICAfTON

Water, carbon dioxide, dry chemical Class 1, Group B
SPECIAL FIRE FIGH4TING PROCEDURES
If possible, stop the flow of hydrogen. Cool surrounding containers with water spray.
Hydrogen burns with an almost invisible flame of relatively low thermal radiation.

UNUSUAL FIRE AND OPILOSION HAZARDS

Irogen is very light and rises very rapidly in air. Should a hydrogen fire be S.
-.. tinguished and the flow of gas continue, increase ventilation to prevent an

(Continued on last paoe.-
_________REACTIVITY DATA

STASIuTY CONDITIONS TO AVOIOU riW&W 

I

INCOMPATI.BIUTY (Mam It o uid)

l(Ixidi~pr__
NAZAROOUS DECOMPOS0TION PROOUCTS
N4one

HAZARDOUS POILYERIZATION CONDITIONS TO AVOID
mO•w 

_____

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES
STEPS TO BE TAKEN 0 CAS MATERIAL Is RELASED 00 SPILED
Evacuate all personnel from affected area. Use appropriate protective equipment.
If leak is in user's equipment, be certain to purge piping with an inert gas prior
to attempting repairs. If leak is in container or container valve, contact the
closest Liquid Air Corporation location.

WASTE OMIPOSAL NMEThO

not attempt to dispose of waste or unused quantities. Return in the shipping
-%ntainer properly labeled, with any valve outlet plugs or caps secured ana valve
protection cap in place to Liquid Air Corporation for proper disposal. ýor
emergency disposal, contact the closest Liquid Air Corporation location.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE INFORMATION
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY INVOLVING THIS MATERIAL. CALL DAY OR NIGHT (800) 2i1-66

OR (AI I 'rIaMTIP* a&r inrnn a-m.-.a-2n*



SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION Page 3
.OATPAOTECTl C(S #,I i,,1 Positive pressre air line with mask or self-contained

,thina apparatus should be available for emergency use.
.hArtIon LOCAL AUST To prevent accumulation SPECIAL# iHood with forced above the LEL.
intilation -MECHANMICA. i4Q.. OTHER

In accordance with electrical codes.
PROTECT"TE CLOVES

Plastic or rubber
EYE PROTECIiON

Safety goooles or glasses
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Safety shoes, safety shower

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS*
SPICIAL L.AEU'NG iNFORMdATION

DOT Shipping Name: Hydrogen or Hydrogren, compressed 1.0. No.: UN 1049
DOT Shipping Label: Flammable Gas DOT Hazard Class: Flammable Gas
SPECIALI HANOUNG RECOMM.NOATlONS
Use only in well-ventilated areas. Valve protection caps must remain in place unless
container is secured with valve outlet piped to use point. Do not drag, slide orroll cylinders. Use a suitable hand truck for cylinder movement. Use a pressure
reducing regulator when connecting cylinder to lower pressure (<3,000 psig) piping or
systems. Do not heat cylinder by any means to increase the discharge rate ofproduct from the cylinder. Use a check valve or trap in the discharge line to prevent
hazardous back flow into the cylinder.

For additional handling recommeidaUons cosuflt L'Air Lquide's Encfclooeas, de Ga, or C4moressed Gas Association Pam0onet P-.

SPECIAL STORAGE RECOMMENOATIONS
* otect cylinders from physical damage. Store in cool, dry, well-ventilated area of",on-combustible ronstruction away from heavily trafficked areas and emergency exits.

Do not allow the temperature where cylinders are stored to exceed 130F (54C).
Cylinders should be stored upright and firmly secured to prevent falling or being
knocked over. Full and empty cylinders should be segregated. Use a "first in-first
out" inventory system to prevent full cylinders being stored for excessive periods
of time. Post "No Smoking or Open Flames" signs in the storage or use area. There
should be no sources of ignition in the storage or use area.

For i8ddmone noruag recommondatlons consuwi LAM ULwole's aycioi:omd de Gaz or C rnoresse Gas Associaton Pamrronie P-I

SPECIAL PACXIAG•G RECOMMENOATIONS

Hydrogen is noncorrosive and may. be used with any common structural material.

OTE RECOM41191r0oAWS o 0wcCAU"Otil

Earth-ground and bond all lines and equipment associated with the hydrogen system.
Electrical equipment should be non-sparking or explosion proof. Comoressed gascylindcrs should not be refilled except by qualified producers of compressed gases.
Shipment of a compressed gas cylinder which has not been filled by the owner or with

* I ; (written) consent is a violation of Federal Law (49CFR).

"*Vaieve Goue.ninem a gencse i* Oe•rorpmi ae Tr a@ urlomtibla Ocp-•Oc lew- So, a• o Mrnl Admweslull io nd Od q Ano n4.g3ee4"o nIra ,e4ws 4av 19s0
oft regiAiins conering file waneuv 1oto . 'nww . lwage or us Go v OI "u n" W 1,110 be c0nlwao t,1. he CUo,,O O O CUm Io l oW



LIQUID AIR CM)RPORATION
INOUSTRIAL GASES 01VISION

AOOITIONAL JATA

UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: (Continued)

explosion hazard, particularly in the upper portions of buildings or sheds where the
gas might "collect'.

IC



Specialty Gas
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M a te ria l S a fe ty

FOD BYRNE SPECIALTY GASESIt_ ___ ___ Data Sheet
e'orno S..ci.*ty Gaitai. Inc.

514S. RIVW Stiu*

sterfil. *02hnglqon 94108 (206) 764-4633 1tJN.I

EMERGENCY PHONE
___________________(300)523-4374: IN INSVAAUME902

AIR PRODUCTS ANO CHEMICALS. INC. TRADE NAME AMC SYNONYMS
S0O5X = ________________________________________

ALLENTOWN. PA 14105 CHEMICAL NAME ANO SYNONYMS
(215) 3"-6237 SutlnIouee -thpree

ISSUE OATI OML !MIA.FML
ANO REVISIOftS I June 1978 io 4 8AlpacHyrabn

WEALTH HAZARD DATA
TIME WEIGMT1D AVERAGE ExpiosuRE uMIT

Nontoxic but may act as a simple asphyxiant.
SYMPTOMS OF EXPOSURE

Symptoms of exposure to isobutylene depending on concentration and duration of expo-
sure, may include rapid respiration, air hunger, incoordination, fatigue, nausea,
vomiting, convulsions, loss of consciousness, and death. Contact of liquid isobu-
tylene with the skin may cause frostbite. Symnptoms of frostbite are skin color
change to gray or white, cold feeling and numbness.. TOXICOLOGWCAJ. PROPERTIES

rsobutylene acts as a simple asphyxiant through the exclusion of oxygen from breath-
ing atmospheres. Anesthetic properties may be evident at very high concentrations.
There exists an immnediate fire and explosion hazard when the concentration of iso-
butylene in the atmosphere exceeds the lower flammable limit (1.3% by'volume).

RECOMMENDED FIRST AMO TREATMENT

RESCUE PERSONNEL SHOULD AVOID UNNECESSARY EXPOSURE. SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPA-
RATUS MAY BE REQUIRED.
Inhalation: Extreme hazard of fire or explosion may result from static electrical-
discharge or other ignition sources. Do not enter explosive atmospheres except is
clearly life saving situations. Move the affected person to an uncontaminated at-
mosphere. If breathing has stopped or is labored, give artificial respiration (e.g.
mouth-to-mouth). Supplemental oxygen should be administered. Keep victim warm aind
quiet. Seek medical assistance promptly.
Skin Contact: In the event of freezing of the skin, frozen tissues should be flooded

L (Continued on last pace)
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IIAZAROOUS MIXTURE3 OF OTHER LIQUIOS. SOLIOS. OR GASES

2 Isobutylene reacts vigorously with oxidizing materials.

PHYSICAL DATA
BOILING POINT LIQUID DENSITY AT BOILING POINT

I-6°F ("6.gc) 39.1 lb/ft 3  (626.3 kIr/m3)
VAPORPRESSURE at 70°F (21.1-C) GAS DENSITY AT 7OF. 1 aim

39.05 osia (269.24 kPa) 0.1493 lb/ft 3  (2.3916 kq/m 3 )
SOLUBILITY IN WATER FREEZING POINT

Insoluble -220.70F (-140.4 0 C)
APPEARANCEANDOOODR Colorless gas with a sweet, gasoline-like odor.

Isobutylene is stored as a liquid under its own vaoor oressure.

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA

FLASH POINT (Method used) AUTO IGNITION TEMPERATURE FLAMMABLE LIMITS %8BY VOLUME
Gas 869OF (4650C) LEL 1.8 UEL 9,

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA ELECTRICAL CLASSIFICATION

Carbon dioxide or dry chemical for small fires Class I. Gro not specified
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES

Stop flow of gas. Keep fire-exposed containers cool with water spray from a dis-
tance. Allow the fire to burn itself out.

"NUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS

Flashback along vapor trail may occur. Vapor may explode if ignited in an enclosed
area.

REACTIVITY DATA
STABILITY CONDITIONS TO AVOID

Unitaide

Slae Oy Sources of heat and ignition

INCOMPATlIILITY (MStenaIstaWl Oxygen and strong oxidizers

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS None

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION CONDITIONS TO AVOID

May Occw'

Win Not Occui X

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL S1 RELEASED OR SPILLED

Eliminate all sources of ignition. Detect leaks with a soap wat,.r solution, never
use a flame. Ventilate enclosed areas.

2 JAST1 DISPOSAL mE~Oo

0o not attempt to dispose of waste or surplus isobutylene. Return all unused quan-
tities to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. for proper disposal.



SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION
'RgSPIRATORYPROTECTION(Spocity type) ositive pressure self-contained breatning apparatus

should be available for emergency use.
VENTILATION LOCAL EXHAUST SPECIAL

MECHANICAL (Gen.) OTHER
X

PROOTECTIVE GLOVES

ivty PROTECTION 
Rbe
Safety goggles or glasses

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Safety showers, eyebath

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS*

SPECIAL. LABELING INFORMATION

D.O.T. Red Label, "Flammable Gas"

SPECIAL HANOLING RECOMMENOATIONS

Use only in a well-ventilated area. Never drop cylinders or allow them to strike
each other violently. Avoid dragging or sliding cylinders, even for short distances.
They should be moved by a. suitable hand truck. Keep the valve protection cap in
place until cylinder is secured and ready for use. Always insert a trap or check-
valve in the line to prevent hazardous back-flow into the cylinder. Use a pressure-
reducing regulator when connecting to lower pressure piping systems. Never use a
flame to detect leaks, use a soap water solution.

For additional handling recommendations consult the Air Products Specialty Gas Cata-

log Safety and Technical Information Section or Compressed Gas Association Pamphlet
P-I.

SPECIAL STORAGE RECOMMENOATIONS

Protect against physical damage. Store cylinders in a cool, dry, well-ventilated
area of noncombustible construction. Protect cylinders from excessive temoerature
rise by storing away from sources of heat. No part of a cylinder should be subject-
ed to a temperature above 125*F (52°C). Store cylinders in an upright position and
firmly secured. Segregate full and empty cylinders. Isolate from oxidizing nate-
rials.

For additional storage recommendations consult the Air Products Specialty Gas Cata-
log Safety and Technical Information Section or Compressed Gas Association Pampnler
P-I.

SPECIAL PACXAGING RECOMMENOATIONS

Isobutylene is noncorrosive to common structural materials. Systems emoloying iso-

butylene must be designed to handle the pressures involved.

OTHER RECOMMENOATIONS OR PRECAUTIONS

Ground and bond all lines and equipment. Oo not use around sparking motors or other
nonexplosion-proof equipment. Vapor is heavier than air and may collect in low
areas.
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HEALTH HAZARD DATA

RECOMMENDED FIRST AID TREATMENT (Continued)

or soaked with tepid Water (105--1156F, 41-460C). DO NOT USE HOT WATER. If
freezing is superficial and to minor extent, medical assistance may not be
necessary; however, all other cases should be referred to a physician.

va

-I



Fr?" LIQUID AIR CORPORATION ALPHAGAZVA _ ALPHAGAZ DIVISION

Specialty Gas

Material Safety Data Sheet

PRODUCT NAME

TELEPHONE (415) 977-6500
EMERGENCY RESPONSE INFORMATION ON PAGE 2

LIQUID AIR CORPORATION TRADE N4AME ANO SYNONYMS CAS NUMSER
ALP"AGLZ OUVISION

One California Plaza. Suite 350 Methane 74-82-8
2121 N. Cajifornia 8Bvd. CHEMICAL NAME AND SYNONYMS Methane,

Walnut Creek. California 94596 Methyl Hydride, Marsh Gas
ISsUE DATE OCTOBER 1. 19tS FORMULA MOLECULAR WEIGHT CHEMICAL FAMILY
AN _REVISIONS CORPORATESAFETYDEPT. CH4  16.01 Aliphatic Hydrocarbon

HEALTH HAZARD DATAf TIME WEIGHTTI AVERAGE EXPOSURE LIMIT Methane is derined as a simple asonyxiant. Oxygen leveis
should be maintained at greater than 18 molar percent at normal atmospheric pressure
which is ecuivalent to a oartial pressure of 135 min Ho. (ACGIH. 1984-85)

SYMPTOMS OF EXPOSURE

Inhalation: High concentrations of methane so as to exclude an adequate supply of
oxygen to the lungs causes dizziness, deeper breathing due to air hunger, possible
nausea and eventual unconsciousness.

Skin Contact: Contact with crycgenic liquid methane causes cryogenic "burns" or
frostbite of dermal tissue.

TOXICOLOGIC"L PROPERTIES

Methane is inactive biologically and essentially nontoxic; therefore, the major
property is the exclusion of an adequate supply of oxygen to the lungs.

Frostbite effects are a change in color of the skin to gray or white possibly followed
by blistering.

Listed as Carcinogen National Toxicology Yes C I.A.R.C. Yes C OSHA Yes
or Potential Carcinogen Program No • Monographs No - No

RECOM.NOEDO FIRST AD TREATMENT

PROMPT MEDrCAL ATTENTION IS MANDATORY IN ALL CASES OF OVEREXPOSURE TO METHANE.
RESCUE PERSONNEL SHOULD BE EQUIPPED WITH SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS AND BE
COGNIZANT OF EXTREME FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD.

Inhalation: Conscious persons should be assisted to an uncontaminated area ana
inhale fresh air. Quick removal from the contaminated area is most imoortant.
Unconscious persons should be moved to an uncontaminated area, given moutr,.-Co--1outl,
resuscitation and supplemental oxygen. Medical assistance should be sougnt i,-=eaiateiy'/

Dermal Contact or Frostbite: Remove contaminated clothing and flush af`ec:e2 are-s
with lukewarm water. DO NOT USE HOT WATER. (Continuea in asz )aCe.:

;VdaIrWm AS 10 oMe 1U1lh0,IV 01 '10foir e:1io nerfe rm outlCiSet $ ojooses we nate ourcrw %M res• • nsiav rmtereore. .arruan tel3w;x e t se is =een . .. - .•:,!n 5 C .
nfmO1tt111 L.4" AW eC:oar.orflron este l rni *awunt.e S Ma no n eo, e .ental;on¶. And dstnfr no (m ons amr ,as to ne iccuri.-" ,r 3.:'asltaa1¥ o0f '"I 10"'r r . ::. 'I:.Z: r _: 71

v1tt"NIru OfOdleol orconleOtureso is us# -,lce f Iui dAiwCcoottatuonmn am ,ocontr O ahml *USe 4 f t fh 'OGUC:. f 13SSaMeS o ,11i.,y or :3r'Qe C, JSl a
ffPOI use at a00bcati~of Ot ine orCouct 0013 iJ1?ns ma, o cmanaea-1m :,me to tunit 8 sucoii 0os 0~1 11 lat est f0thofi



Page 2

HAZARDOUS MIXTURES OF OTHER UQUIDS. SOLIDS. OR GASES

Forms explosive or flammable mixtures with most oxidizers (oxygen, chlorine,
fluorine, etc.)

Is flammable over a wide range in air.

PHYSICAL 0.1,TA
IIUNG POINT LIQUID DENSITY AT BOILING POINT

-258.74-F (-161.52'C) 26.383 lb/ft 3  (422.62 ka/m 3 )
VAPOR PRESSURE @ 70-F (21.1-C) .Above the GAS DENSITYAT 70F'T atm,
critical temoerature of -116.7*F (-82.62'C) .041 lb/ft 3  (.557 kq/m 3 )
SOLUBIUYINWATER @ 68°F (20 0 C)7 _ FREEZINGPOINT

Bunsen Coefficient = .035 -296.45oF (-182.7 0 c)
APPEARANCE AND ODOR Specific gravity @70°F (Air I.J)
Colorless, odorless gas, liquid is water white. is .55.

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
FLASH POINT (METHOD USED)- 306 OF I AUTO IGNITION TEMPERATURE FLAMMABLE LUMITS % BY VOLUME

(-188*C) Closed Cup 1076-F (580°C) LEL=5 UEL=15
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA ELECTRICAL CLASSIFICATION

Water, carbon dioxide. dry chemicalrIClass !_ •rniI
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES

If possible, stop the flow of methane. Use water spray to cool surrounding
containers.

UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION NAZAROS
Should flame be extinguished and flow of gas continue, increase ventilation to
prevent flammable or explosible mixture formation.

REACTIVITY DATA
STAILUTY CONDITIONS TO AVOID

slaw aa

INCOMPATIBIUTY (MonUW to awd)l

Oxidizers
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS
Nione

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION CONDITIONS TO AVOID
May Ocew

WSTl NI OcAw X

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES
ST TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL 13 RELEAJSED OR SPIILLED•

Evacuate all personnel from affected area. Use approoropriate protective eouioment.
If leak is in user's equipment, be certain to purge piping with an inert gas zr•,or
to attemoting repairs. If leak is in container or container valve, contact t•e
closest Liquid Air Corporation location.

ASTI DISPOSAL METHOD
Qo not attemot to disoose of waste or unused quantities. Return in the snipoina
container prooerly laoeled, with any yalve outlet oluos or caps securei and ,ave
prorection cao in o)ace to Liquid Air Corcoration f:or proper discosat. -or er,,eriency _

disposal, concact :he ciosest Liquid Air Corporation location.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE INFORMATION
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY INVOLVING THIS MATERIAL. CALL DAY OR NIGHT (800) 231.1366

OR CALL CHEMTREC AT (800) 424-9300



SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION P'age

RESPIRATORYPROTECTION (Sa.C~ ;fP.,I_ Positive oressure air line .itnfl maSK or seif-containec
breathina apoaratus should be available for emergency use.
VETILATION LOCAL EXHAUST To e revent accumulation SPECIAL

Hood with forced above t
MECHANICAL. (Gem)| OTHER

ventilation In acCordance with alectrical rndis.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES

Plastic or rubber
EYE PROTECTION
Saf.ety gQiejs or ••s
OTHER PROTECTIVE EOUIPMENT

Safety shoes, safety shower. evewash "fountain"

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS'

SPECIALLABELINGINFORMATION No4te: For cryogenic liquid metnane, see las: Dage.
DOT Shipping 'lame: Methane DOT Hazard Class: Flanmabie Gas
DOT Shipping Label: Flammable Gas 1D No.: UN 1971

SPECLAL MANOUNG RECOMMENCATICNS

Use only in well-ventilated areas. Valve protection caps must remain in olace unless
container is secured with valve outlet piped to use point. Do not 'rag, slice 3r
roll cylinders. Use a suitable hand truck for cylinder movement. Use a pressure
reducing regulator when connecting cylinder to lower pressure ((3,(000 osig) Picinc
or systems. Do not heat cylinder by any means to increase the discnarge rate of
product from the cylinder. Use a check valve or trap in the discharge line to orevent
hazardous back flow into the cylinder.

For addithonal hanaling recommendations consult L'Air Liqui4e•s Encyclooeoia se Gaz or Comoressed Gas Assocation Parrcniet P- 1

* SPECCAL STORAGE RECOMMENOATIONS

Protect cylinders from physical damage. Store in cool, dry, well-ventilated area if

ton-combustible construction away from heavily trafficked areas and e-ergenc'y ex11S.
Do not allow the temperature where cylinders are stored to exceed I.OF ',SC,.
Cylinders snould be stored upright and firmnly secured to 'revent falling or oeing
knocked over. Full and empty cylinders should be segregated. Use a "firs: ;n-:irsZ
out" inventory system to prevent full cylinders being stored for excessive :er-.ocs
of time. Post "No Smoking or Open Flames" signs in the storage or use area. There
should be no sources of ignition in the storage or use area.

For addibonal storage recommendatons consult L'Air Uquide's Encycdooeoia as Gaz or Comoressed Gas AssocIatlon ;3mon!et P- I

SPECIAL PACXAGING RECOMMENOATnONS

Methane is noncorrosive and may be used with any cormmon structural mater'al.

[ OTHER fECOMMENOArbONS OR PRECAUTIONS

Earth-ground and bond all lines and eQuim.nent associated with the met!.ane sys:e.m.
Electric3l emuic.ent shoula be non-soar'.;ing or exolosion oroof. .-,cre_--3ec :as
cylinders snould not be refilled except 4v aualified orccuce.s of :c..rrs3ec ieaes.O Shipment if a c,,oressed ;as cylinder wnicn ias not oeen fil,, Zy 2.-e ;;.ner ir ,',2
his (writ:en) consent is a ,ioia:ion of e-der~l Law (49CR).

-rU r-,o aqmc- Oeaar ,"v t'9,,Iq03tA ' Cc." a f' p.r, -S401 J..S mean": Aa$>-dmz- -
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iILIQUID AIR CORPORATION
ALPHA, AZ DIVISION

ADOMONAL DATA

RECOMIMENDED FIRST AID TREATMENT: (Continued)

A physician should see the patient promptly if the cryogenic "burn" has resulted in
blisterning of the dermal surface or deep tissue freezing.

SPECIAL LABELING INFORMATION: (Continued)

For cryogenic liquid methane:

DOT Shipping Name: Methane, refrigerated liquid
DOT Shipping Label: Flammable gas
DOT Hazard Class: Flammable gas
I.D. No.: UN 1972



American BudU[ick & ako
(Material Safety Data Sheet

* emergency teieonone no. 3121973-3600 (American Scientific Prodjucts) MATERIAL SAFETY
cnemtrec.,eteonone no. 8O00/424-glnO DATA SHEET
information teieonone no. 616/Z26-3171 (American Burdick & Jackson)
1. Ideftificaltion METHANOL
m~ernic~al name ,~1fO nolecuiar ne-ignt 3 2.04&
Cnernici family Alcohol "ormula C H it
synonyms -Carbinol. Methyl Alcohol, Wood Alcohol
OOT proper snioging nam Methyl Alcohol or Methanol
DOT hazard class Flammable Liquid
OOTidentificaton no UN1230 CASno. 67-5 6 1

11. Phtysical and Chemical Data
nailing point. 760mm Hg. reezCi~ng point ~97C ~ aoainrt BuAc=,) ca 5

vatior pressure at 20'C 97 mm Hq vacor density (airs- 1) 1.1soiuoility in ater -a 20"C comolete
310volatiles oyvoiume ca 100 specific gravity (H,0 1) "-- 2 0 0C 0.792_ =1t Stable
flazaldocus potymnerz3tiof Not expected to occur.
aopeanrce and odor A clear. colorless lic'uid with a slight alcoholic odor.
:onditiors to avoid Heat. sparks, opien flame, open containers, and poor ventilation.

matealsto aoidStrong oxidizing agents and reactive metals whicn will disolace
hydrogen.

,riaarous aecomoosition products Incomplete combustion can cenerate carbon monoxide and other toxic
vapors such as formaldehyde.

IN. Fire and Explosion Hazard Data
flash aoomt. (test metnoal I 2*C (Tag closed culo) auto ignition emoerature 3853~C
lammatile limits in air,"*, dy volume:!ower limit 6- 0 uerimt36.5
unusual fre and exclosion mazaras Msay burn with an invisible flame. Mixtures with water as :ow as 219:ý

by volume are still flammable (flash ooint below 37.31C). Under some
circumstances can corrode certain metals. including aluminum and
zinc, and generate hydrogen gas.

extinguisning media Carbon dioxide. dry chemical. alcohol foam. water mist or fog.

special tire tignting procedures Wear full orotective clothing and self-contained breathing aooaratus.
Heat will build pressure and may ruotu-e closed storage containers.
Keeo fire-exoosed containers cool with wazer spray.

IX. Hazardous Components
Methanol ca 100 ~20 0 DOM aS io. __ _______

Americn Burdick & iacksmn~s Disclaimer: me niormation iino ecommrenoricatcrs ,resente,- 'eren are :aseo3 ,r sources ev:-
reiiaoie as of trie Cate nereor A~merican Bufaicx & Jacxson maxes no reoresentatton as:o ,",e comoieteness or accuraci 77ereot s :ýe users 'eScNrS.:-
.0 determine meoroaucis suitaoiiiv tor is intended us.*e oroouct s sate jsea. ~in,,e zrocuc: s :,rocer ,iscosai : ,,creett~l :r ar--r~:,e
!xoressiw set 'orrtr ief ein are maoe nereunoer. .,netner exoress or 'moltee ýv Cocef3tion of iawv or xnr~e .,tse. nc:tOcfli V~:~ r'iC sv -':ccc:A!
at MERC1IANrA8IUrY OR FITNESS American Burdick & jaciison neittler 3ssumes nor autnorTzes any amier oerson zo assur-e ort i nv nnelr or -ý0 7;C .A,-. u~ABILITY OR RESPONtSISIL: ri' resulting trrom ure use or or -efiance uoofl 7nis iniormation

American Burdick & Jackson 'ucs;da3rv'rite'I~cln:21.' a~;



V. Health Hazards

Occuptiona.L 2osure Limits Concentration Immediately Dangzerous

OSHA 8-hour PEL - 200 ppm _M Health

Ceiling - not listed OSHA/NIOSH 25,000 ppm
Peak - not listed

ACGIH TLV-TWA - 200 ppm Odr Threshold
TLV-STEL - 250 ppm
(I5-mini NSC & OHS 10 ppm

NIOSH 2000 ppm

NIOSH TLV-TWA - 200 ppm
TLV-C - 800 ppm

.Carcngsni, Mutagenic. Teratoqencni Lat

Positive mutagen (RTEC)

Primary Routes g_f _at

Methanol may exert its effects through inhalation, skin absorption, and ingestion.

Idsra Ex_ g : Route of Ex~osure/Sin and SvmtD s

Inhalation: Exposure can cause drowsiness and intoxication, headache, visual
disturbance leading to blindness, coughing and shortness of breath,
collapse and death at high concentrations.

Eye Contact: Liquid can cause moderate burning, watering, swelling, and redness;
high vapor concentration (greater than 2000 ppm) may cause same
symptoms.

Skin Contact: This substance may be absorbed through intact skin and proauce
toxic effects. Extensive, repeated and/or prolonged skin contact
can cause burning, itching, redness, or blisters.

Ingestion: Causes burning of the gastrointestinal tract and toxic effects.
Swallowing more than 2 ounces of methanol can cause death.

Mild poisoning is characterized by fatigue, nausea, headache, and delayed visual
blurring. Moderate intoxication results in severe depression. Temporary or permanent
blindness may follow in 2-6 days. In severe poisoning, symptoms progress to rapid,
shallow respiration, cyanosis, coma, hypotension, dilated pupils, and visual disturbance.
Death may result from respiratory failure.

Preclude from exposure those individuals with diseases of eyes, liver, kidneys, and
lungs.



9 meraencX First i

Inhalation: Immediately remove to fresh air. If not breathing, administer
mouth-to-mouth rescue breathing. If there is no pulse administer
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (C PR). Contact physician
immediately.

Eye Contact: Rinse with copious amounts of water for at least 15 minutes. Get
emergency medical assistance.

Skin Contact: Flush thoroughly for at least 15 minutes. Wash affected skin
with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing and shoes.
Wash clothing before re-use, and discard contaminated shoes.
Get emergency medical assistance.

Ingestion: Call local Poison Control Center for assistance. Contact physician
immediately. Never induce vomiting or give anything by mouth
to a victim unconscious or.having convulsions.

Nt_...•t2 Physician

In case of ingestion or massive inhalation, observe victim as an inpatient because
slow metabolism causes a latent period of 24 hours between exposure and acidosis
and blindness.

VI. Safety Measures and Equipment

Ventilation: Adequate ventilation is required to protect personnel from exposure
to chemical vapors exceeding the PEL and to minimize fire hazards.
The choice of ventilation equipment, either locat or general, will
depend on the conditions of use, quantity of material, and other
operating parameters.

Respiratory: Use approved respirator equipment. Follow NIOSH and equipment
manufacturer's recommendations to determine appropriate
equipment (air-purifying, air-supplied, or self-contained breathing
apparatus).

Eyes: Safety glasses are considered minimum protection. Goggles or
face shield may be necessary depending on quantity of material
and conditions of use.

Skin: Protective gloves and clothing are recommended. The choice
of material must be based on chemical resistance and other user
requirements. Generally, neoprene or rubber offers acceptable

chemical resistance. Individuals who are acutely and specifically
sensitive to methanol may require additional protective equipment.

1.



Storage: Methanol should be protected from temperature extremes and
direct sunlight. Proper storage of methanol must be determined
based on other materials stored and their hazards and potential
chemical incompatibility. In general, methanol should be stored
in an acceptably protected and secure flammable liquid storage
room.

Other: Emergency eye wash fountains and safety showers should be
available in the vicinity of any potential exposure. Ground and
bond metal containers to minimize static sparks.

V1U. Spill and Disposal Data

Spill Control: Protect from ignition. Wear protective clothing and use approved
respirator equipment. Absorb spilled material in an absorbent
recommended for solvent spills and remove to a safe location
for disposal by approvedmethods. If released to the environment,
comply with all regulatory notification requirements.

Waste Disposal: Dispose of methanol as an EPA hazardous waste. Hazardous waste
numbers: U154 (Ignitable); DO01 (Ignitable).

Revision Date: 1/85

('

ca Approximately STEL Short Term Exposure Level
na Not applicable TLV Threshold Limit Value
C Ceiling TWA Time Weighted Average
PEL Permissable Exposure Level BuAc Butyl Acetate

NSC National Safety Council ("Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene". 1983)
OHS Occupational Health Services ("Hazardline")



EM SCIENCE

111 Woodcrest Road, P.O. Box 5018, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034-0439, Phone (609) 354-9200

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
Essentially Similar to U.S. Oeoanmmnt of Labor Form OSHA.20

SECTION 1 NAME & PRODUCT

Chemical Name: Catalog Number:

Pentane PX0166, 0167, 0170, 0175

Trade Name & Synonyms: Chemical Family:

CAS #109-66-0 Hydrocarbon

Formula: Formula Weight:

C5H1 2  75.15

SECTION 2 PHYSICAL DATA

Boiling Point. 760 mm Hg (OC) 36.19C Specific Gravity (H20 = 1) 0.626

Melting Point I1C) -129.70C Solubility in H20, % by wt. at 200C Insoluble

Vapor Pressure at 20 0C 426 ,,m Hg Appearance and Odor Clear liquid

Vapor Density (air = 11 2.5 gasoline odor

Percent Volatiles by Volume Evaporation Rate (Butyl Acetate 0i

SECTION 3 FIRE AND EXPLOSION NAZARD DA(A

Flash Point (test method)- 57"F (cc) j Flammable Limits Lel .5% Uel 7.8%

Water spray to cool fire-exposed containers
Ea2tinguishing Media 2' dry chemical, foam Water spray to disperse vapors

Special Hazards and Procedures Extremely flammable

Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards

SECTION 4 REACTIVITY DATA

S table X Conditions to Avoid

Heat, sparks, open flame
Unstable

Materials to Avoid

I I Water ( ) Acids ( i Bases I ) Corrosives (V Oxidizers

I Other Ispecify)

Hazardous Decomposition Products Emits highly toxic gases including CC x

SECTION 5 SPILL OR LEAX PROCEDURES AND DISPOSAL
Eliminate ignition sources. Collect spill

Steos to be T•en in Case Material is Released or Spilled on vermiculite or other absorbentiWaste Ocsposal Method ro be ;:erformed in compliance with all current
local, state and t.deral regulations

The statements contained herein are offered for nfoimrrational outposes only and are intended to be followed orlt b• persons havinq reatled jedtnical skills aria at their

own discretion and risk. Since conditions and manner of use are outside out control, we make no warrantes. eaoress or mmoited, and assume no 1a12lit A ConneCtiOn

.i7 ani'y use "i 'his information



PX0166, 016, C:7,0, 0175

SECTION 6 HEALTH HAZARD DATA

Threshold Limit Value OSHA std-air: TWA 1000 ppm TXDS: ihl-hin LCLo: 130,000 ppm

Occupational exposure to Alkanes recm std-air: TWA 350 mg/m3

Effects of Overexposure Irritating to eyes, nose and skin, causing dermatitis.
Highly narcotic at high concentrations. Causes drowsiness and chemical pneumonia.
Exposure to levels of 5000 ppm is immediately dangerous to life and health!

First Aid Procedures

Skin: wash with soap/water; get medical assistance for persistent dermatitis
Eyes: flush thoroughly with water; get medical assistance
Inhalation: remove to fresh air; get medical assistance
Ingestion: get medical assistance

SECTION 7 SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION

Ventilation, Respi-atory Protection, Protective Clothing. Eye Protection

Provide adequate general mechanical and local exhaust ventilation
Protect eyes and skin with safety goggles and gloves
Fill in hood only
Wear protective clothing .
Do not breathe fumes; do not get in eyes; avoid prolonged/repeated breathing of vapor

SECTION 8 SPECIAL HANDLING AND STORING PRECAUTIONS

Keep container tightly closed
Store in an explosion-proof refrigerator
Keep in dry, well-ventilated areas away from ignition sources
Wash thoroughly after handling

DOT - Flammable Liquid

SECTION 9 HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS

(refer to section 3 through 8)

SECTION 10 OTHER INFORMATION

KFPA 704: 1 4 0
Health Flammability Reactivity

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER 1609) 423-6300 D ISSUE- 1/82

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE / - - - I.''""D- "10/83 Ek ,,WI,



* HEALTH AND SAFETY SITE MEETING

We the undersigned have read Section 8: Health and Safety, and fully understand its
contents and will adhere to procedures set forth in this document.

Name Affiliation Title Date
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SAFETY AND HEALTH PLAN
MCCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE

PILOT TEST STUDY
SACRAMENTO, CA

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Safety and Health plan has been prepared for the
implementation of remedial actions at the McClellan Air Force
Base in Sacramento, CA. All site activities will be
performed under the direction of the CH2M Hill McClellan Air
Force Base (McAFB) Personnel. Activities covered by this
Safety and Health plan include:

* installation of process piping and vacuum extraction
equipment

* operation of the vacuum extraction equipment
* system monitoring and optimization
* scheduled sampling activities

1.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

Mc AFB is located north of Sacramento, CA. Site activities
for this pilot test refer to Area "S" on this active Air
Force Base. Figure 1 is an area map of the McClellan Hill
Air Force Base. Figure 2 is a site plot plan disclosing well
locations and equipment layout.

2.0 ORGANIZATION

Figure 3 details th- e- ,anizational structure of Terra Vac
personnel for Pilot ' .t Construction/Operation Activities.

A brief description of key personnel and their
responsibilities follows:

2.1 PROJECT MANAGER

The Project Manager, Robert A. Dahl , will coordinate all
matters relating to the completion of this project. The
Project Manager will be responsible for:

* Ensuring that all personnel and subcontractors
understand and abide by the provisions of the SHP,

* Implementing preventative measures that eliminate an
unsafe condition from occurring

* Enforcing any disciplinary action necessary when
unsafe acts or practices occur,

* Reviewing and approving field reports,
Confirming an employee's suitability for work based
on the physician's recommuendations,
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* Notifying emergency response personnel in case or
emergencies,

SServing as liaison with public officials and medical
personnel, and implement

. Review any updates and changes to SSHP

The Project Manager has the authority to stop work at the
site if an unsafe condition exists.

2.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL OFFICER

Ann Marie Dockstader will oversee all quality
assurance/quality control activities including analytical
chemistry and safety and health activities. Additionally,
Ms. Dockstader will be responsible for inspecting
housekeeping procedures in conjunction with the Safety and
Health Officer.

2.3 FIELD ENGINEER/FIELD SUPERVISOR

Michael S. Lynch is responsible for supervising installation
of extraction system, and operational and field activities.
If Mr. Lynch is unavailable, another duly trained individual
will be appointed. Mr. Lynch will serve as CH2M Hill & Air
Force personnel contact and on-site manager during
construction operations.

2.4 SAFETY AND HEALTH OFFICER

Timothy M. Warner, will serve as site Safety and Health
Officer (SHO) during this project. The SHO's
responsibilities include but are not limited to the
following:

* Implementation and enforcement of the Safety and
Health Program,

* Maintenance of safety and health records and
preparation of reports,

SConducting safety and health meetings,
* Controlling site access and work zone entry and

maintaining site security,
* Enforcing safety procedures, including the buddy

system,
A. Reporting any unsafe acts or procedures to the

Project Manager,
* Calibrating and maintaining all safety and health

equipment,
* Determining levels of personal protective equipment

(PPE) through monitoring of the breathing zone VOC
concentrations,

* Dispensing PPE and ensuring PPE is available to all
employees and visitors,

* Periodic inspection of individuals PPE for proper use
and for Proper maintenance,
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* Providing the proper decontamination and/or disposal
facilities for all equipment including PPE,

* Monitoring all on-site hazards and conditions
including possible heat/cold stress situations,

* Serving as a liaison with public officials and
medical personnel and notifying the proper emergency
response personnel in the case of any emergency,

* Updating and changing the SSHP as necessary; changes
are to be reviewed by the project manager

The SHO has the authority to stop work at the site if an
unsafe condition exists and shall report to the Project
Manager.

If Mr. Warner is unavailable to be at the site, another duly

trained individual will serve in this capacity.

2.5 TEAM MEMBERS

The team members consist of all personnel involved in the
project who will be allowed on the site. All team members
will be responsible for understanding and complying with the
site safety and health requirements. One member of the
project group will be assigned the responsibility of cleaning
and maintaining the safety and health equipment and the
decontamination area each day. All team members who will
work at the site on a particular day must attend the brief
daily safety meetings. The Monday morning meeting will also
serve as a more comprehensive weekly meeting and will include
a review of the activities of the previous week. This weekly
Safety meeting will be held at the Terra Vac offices if site
activity is not planned until later in the week.

3.0 MEDICAL MONITORING AND PERSONNEL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Terra Vac has established a medical surveillance program
designed to monitor and reduce health risks for its employees
who have potential to be exposed to hazardous materials.
This program is based on the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) requirements under the U.S. Department
of Labor (29 CFR 1910.120). The medical examinations are
administered prior to employment and on an annual basis. The
medical examination includes the following:

A) Occupational History Evaluation
B) Complete Physical Examination
C) Pulmonary Function Test for Respirator Certification

1) Exhale Force Test
2) Exhale Recovery Test

D) Complete Blood Count
E) SMA 24 Multiplasic Blood Chemistry (incl. metals)
F) Urinalysis
G) Chest X-ray (biannually)
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H) Electrocardiogram (6-12 electrode)
I) Vision Test
J) Audiogram

Each employee is issued a certificate to certify him for
respirator use upon completion of all requirements. The SHO
will keep a record of the monitoring results of all employees
and subcontractors.

All Terra Vac activities will be performed in accordance to
OSHA Standards and with properly trained employees who have
passed all medical requirements of 29 CFR 1910.120. In
addition, site specific training prior to the start-up of any
activity will be required for those individuals performing
the activity. Training will address any potential hazards
and associated risks, site operating procedures, and
emergency response procedures, including a review of the site
SHP.

The SSO will monitor the breathing zone during site
activities and at the beginning of each new activity to
determine which level of PPE is needed. Based on the
established action levels, the SSO shall determine if
exposure to hazards has occurred and if exposed, take
appropriate action. The criteria for determining exposure to
potential hazards can be found in Section 4.0, On-site
Hazards.

only two subcontractors (a licensed electrician and a
licensed plumber) will be used during this project. These
subcontractors will not be required to comply with the OSHA
requirements outlined in 29 CFR 1910.120. While performing
their work, electricians and plumbers will not be exposed to
hazardous materials and/or chemicals and will not be working
within the exclusion zone. During monitoring of the
breathing zone, if for some unforeseen reason the action
level is exceeded, Terra Vac subcontractors will evacuate the
area until the health hazard no longer exists.

3.1 HEALTH PHYSICIANS

All Terra Vac employees from the Northern California region
have their annual physical examinations performed by board-
certified occupational health physicians employed by
Readicare located at 7817 Oakport Street in Oakland,
California.

3.2 TRAINED PERSONNEL IN FIRST AID/CPR

Terra Vac employees receive first aid/CPR training (Red Cross
or its equivalent) during Terra Vac's annual in-house safety
and health training sessions.
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4.0 ON-SITE HAZARDS

4.1 CHEMICAL HAZARDS

The primary hazard on-site is the possible release of
potentially hazardous levels of volatile organic compounds
from soils as the result of soil disturbance activities.
In general, the soil contaminants have been shown to consist
of various volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds. A
complete list of expected compounds with exposure limits is
detailed in Table 1. Any activity at the site which causes
physical disturbance of the soil could possibly allow the
release of contaminants into the air, such an occurrence may
be recognized by noticeable chemical odors. Common symptoms
of overexposure to compounds at the site of drowsiness,
headache, dizziness, loss of coordination, fatigue, tremors
or irritation of the eyes, nose or throat. Since the site is
covered with an impermeable, multi-layered cap, the
contaminated soil is not expected to present a hazard during
operation of the vacuum extraction system.

The site SHO will have available on-site toxicity data (i.e.,
Material Safety Data Sheets) for the hazardous materials
identified on the site. Prior to the start of site
activities covered by this plan, all site personnel will be
briefed as to the nature of the chemical hazards present and
will review the SHP.

4.2 PHYSICAL HAZARDS

Hazards typically encountered at construction sites will be a
concern at this site. These include slippery ground
surfaces, uneven terrain, holes/trenches, and operation of
heavy equipment. The basic safety apparel such as steel-toed
shoes, hard hats, and safety glasses will be worn during all
construction activities by all employees involved.

Venomous snakes and spiders may be found at this site. These
cold-blooded animals are likely to be found in sunny
locations during cold weather. During warm days they will
most likely be found in shadow. Employees will be advised to
take precautions.

4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

Environmental hazards may exist at the project site, such as
exposure to heat, cold, wind, rain, and lightning.

To avoid the possibility of heat stress the following work
regime has been established:
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SUGGESTED FREQUENCY OF REST PERIODS

Temperature* Normal Work Ensemble Impermeable Ensemble

90oF or above Break after each Break after each
45 minutes of work 15 minutes of work

87.50-90oF Break after each Break after each
60 minutes of work 30 minutes of work

82.50-87.50F Break after each Break after each
90 minutes of work 60 minutes of work

77.5o-82.5oF Break after each Break after each
120 minutes of work 90 minutes of work

72.5o-77.5oF Break after each Break after each
150 minutes of work 120 minutes of work

The above work/rest regime shall be used along with pulse
rate monitoring. The pulse rate of workers will be
determined at the beginning of each rest period. If pulse
rates are above 110 beats per minute, the length of the next
work period shall be shortened by 1/3.

Although the possibility of injury due to cold stress is
unlikely, if the ambient temperature falls below 400 F,
workers will be allowed a ten minute break to warm themselves
every two hours. Appropriate clothing and a warm shelter
will be provided for rest periods.

When weather conditions change, the Project Manager and the
SHO will be responsible for determining if work procedures
can be performed safely. If engineering controls are
required to continue work, the procedures must be approved by
the Quality Assurance/Quality Control Officer.

4.4 NOISE STRESS

Noise is defined as any undesirable sound. Excessive noise
can destroy the ability to hear and may put stress on other
parts of the body including the heart. Prevention from
excessive exposure is the only way to avoid the health
hazards of noise.

Terra Vac will provide hearing protection to employees who:

1. Are required to work in areas containing sound
levels of between 85 - 90 decibels or higher as
determined by sound level monitoring (dB A).

2. Work in or around operating vacuum extraction units.
3. Request the use of hearing protection.
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Each employee is ultimately responsible to have available and
wear the hearing protection provided to them in all
operating, posted areas and when instructed by the SHO or
their supervisor. Essentially, employees should have access
to their hearing protection at all times while working at a
job site.

Supervisors will identify and post areas where hearing
protection is required based on sound level monitoring
results. In addition, supervisors will document that all
personnel, including subcontractors, have been informed of
the specific areas which require hearing protection and
ensure that personnel have access to hearing protection. The
SHO should be informed of problem areas and/or consulted for
additional information.

Whenever the possibility exists of an employee being exposed
to potentially loud noises, supervisors must either require
hearing protection or measure sound levels with
instrumentation. If a sound level indicator is used, it
will be calibrated before and after use, and all information
will be noted in the project safety and health log book.

PERMISSIBLE NOISE EXPOSURES

Section (b)(1) of 29 CFR 1910.95 outlines the following
permissible noise exposure limits based upon an eight hour
work day:

DURATION PER DAY SOUND LEVEL dB A
HOURS SLOW RESPONSE

8.0 85 and above
6.0 92
4.0 95
3.0 97
2.0 100
1.5 102
1.0 105
0.5 110
0.25 (or less) 115

Note: When the daily noise exposure is composed of two or
more periods of noise exposure of different levels, their
combined effect should be considered, rather than the
individual effect.

5.0 WORK ACTIVITIES

5.1 PROCESS PIPING INSTALLATION

The eight vacuum extraction wells will be connected to the
vacuum extraction equipment via process piping. Wells will
be completed above grade and surrounded by a security fence.
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Distribution piping servicing the wells will be connected to
a second fenced area cuntaining the process equipment.

5.2 VACUUM EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT AND TREATMENT SYSTEM

Terra Vac will install five extraction units (positive
displacement blower) and vapor-liquid separators. The
extraction unit is equipped with noise suppression devices
and explosion-proof motor and motor controls. The extraction
unit is operated on 240/480-Volt, 3-phase service.

Extracted vapors will be treated by passing the contaminated
vapor stream through fluidizied bed catalytic oxidizer
prior to emission to the atmosphere. Abatement efficiency
will be administered under limitations imposed by the
Sacramento Municipal Air Quality Management District and the
Air Force. A process flow diagram is included as Figure 4.

A more detailed description of Equipment and operating

procedures is provided in the operating manual:

5.3 SYSTEM OPERATIONS

Once all equipment has been installed and tested, system
start-up ard operation will occur. Tasks during this phase
include: system optimization, system monitoring (including
vapor sampling), and continued operations.

5.4 HOT AIR INJECTION

Halfway through the project additional wells will be drilled
and modified for hot air injection. Effects on rate of
contaminant removal will be documented.

5.5 FINAL REPORT

Once the six month pilot test is complete, a final report
will be written and the demobilization of the vacuum
extraction equipment will occur.

6.0 RISK MITIGATION

Phase specific risks for the pilot test project are tabulated
as follows:

Activity Physical/Chemical Risks Assessment

Construction heavy lifting, traffic, low - moderate
heat/cold stress moderate - high

Start-up/ heat/cold stress moderate - high
operations
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Demobilization heavy lifting, rotating low - moderate
equipment,
heat/cold stress moderate - high

6.1 SITE MONITORING/ACTION LEVELS

Field activities associated with the installation and/or
operation of the vacuum extraction system may create
potential hazardous conditions such as the release of
hazardous substances, especially during construction.
Monitoring of these substances by the SSO will be performed
to ensure appropriate personal protective measures are
employed during site activities.

Monitoring with a hand-held photoionization detector (PID)
will be conducted in the work zone during sampling activities
and during system operation. The PID will monitor total VOC
levels and will be calibrated using 100 ppm Isobutylene. The
ionization potential of the PID lamp is 11.7 eV.

Total atmospheric breathing space vapor/gas concentrations
will be monitored to determine appropriate action levels to
protect the safety and health of workers. During this
sampling survey, it is likely that the instrument readings
will reflect a mixture of contaminants. The PID readings
will be recorded for each intrusive activity in the daily
log. All monitoring instruments will be calibrated according
to the manufacturers specifications at least on a daily
basis.

During the course of any activity, if PID readings of <lppm
(above background) are encountered in the breathing zone of
the exclusion area, modified level D protection shall be
used. If concentrations are between 1 - 5 ppm (above
background) the level of protection shall be upgraded to
level C. If concentrations in the work zone exceed 5 ppm
(above background) for a period of 5 minutes or longer, work
will immediately be terminated by the Project Manager and/or
the site SHO. The area will then be monitored until the
concentration drops below 5 ppm.

The following are general guidelines associated with air
monitoring readings:

LEVELS OF PROTECTION PID READINGS OR VINYL CHLORIDE
COLORIMETRIC READINGS

Level D < 1 ppm**

Level C (1/2 face mask) 1 - 5 ppm**

Work terminated, area evacuated > 5 ppm**
** Readings taken in the breathing zone for 5 minutes, above

background.
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6.2 PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Based on an evaluation of the hazards at the site, PPE will
be required for all personnel and visitors entering the
controlled portion (exclusion zone) of the site. Protective
clothing and respiratory protection for each level of
protection are as follows:

Level C

-Full or half face, air purifying, organic vapor
cartridge equipped respirator,

-Disposable chemical resistant one-piece suit
(polyethylene coated Tyveks),

-Chemical resistant safety boots with chemical resistant
overboot (polyethylene coated),

-Inner and outer chemical resistant gloves (neoprene
rubber),

-Hard hat,
-Safety glasses.

Level D

-Disposable chemical resistant one-piece suit
(polyethylene coated Tyveks), (optional, unless
handling wet materials, contaminated soil, or steam
cleaning),

-Long sleeve shirt and long trousers
-Protective gloves,
-Chemical resistant safety boots or shoes,
-Hard hat,
-Safety glasses.

The following levels are anticipated for the following site
activities:

1. Installation of process piping D

2. Vacuum system operations D

3. Vacuum system sampling D

4. Secured zone area access D

6.3 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Emergency communications at the site will be conducted by
means of a telephone. Emergency phone numbers, found in
Table 2, will be clearly posted above the phone. The Project
Manager and Field Supervisor will notify all field personnel
and evacuate the area if necessary if an emergency occurs..
A designated evacuation area will be identified on the first
day of operations.
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The Project Manager or Field Supervisor will perform a head
count to ensure that all personnel are safely away from
danger. Terra Vac will provide emergency responders with
copies of the material safety data sheets (see Appendix 7)
and any other requested information.

The COE will be notified immediately by telephone if any
significant event occurs on site and a written report
explaining the event shall be prepared within one day. A
significant dvent is defined to include events in which a
personnel injury occurs, a property loss of substance occurs,
or where the events posed a significant threat of loss or
personnel injury as described in federal, state, and local
requirements.

6.4 CONFINED SPACE ENTRY PROCEDURES

Upon review of the site and the tasks required to remediate
the site, it has been determined that there will be no
confined spaces that Terra Vac employees, subcontractors or
visitors must enter, therefore no confined space entry
procedures are recorded here.

7.0 RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM

Respiratory protective equipment shall be used whenever
effective engineering control measures are not feasible.
Only National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) approved respiratory protection equipment will be
used. To ensure an effective respiratory protection program,
the SHO, or Field Supervisor will monitor and evaluate
various operations to assure all facets of this plan are
being followed.

7.1 EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY

1. Employees shall use the protective equipment in
accordance with instructions and training received.

2. Employees shall guard against damage to safety
equipment.

3. Employees who use respiratory protective equipment
shall clean, inspect, maintain, and properly
store the equipment.

7.2 SELECTION OF RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Selection of the appropriate respiratory equipment will be
based on the chemical and physical properties, toxicity and
concentrations of the hazardous materials encountered.
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7.3 USE OF RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

I. General

A. Respiratory protective equipment shall not be
worn when conditions prevent a good face seal.

B. To assure proper protection, the face piece fit
shall be checked by the user each time the
equipment is used. This will be done by
performing a positive/negative pressure test.

The procedure for a negative pressure test is:

1. Close off the inlet opening of the canister
by covering with the palm of the hand.

2. Inhale gently so that the face piece
collapses slightly and hold breath for
approximately 10 seconds.

3. If the face piece remains in its slightly
collapsed condition and no inward leakage of
air is detected, a satisfactory respirator
fit exists. If not, the respirator will :%ot
be used until a satisfactory fit is
attained.

The procedure for a positive pressure test is:

1. Close off or cover the exhalation valve.

2. Exhale gently into the face piece.

3. A correct fit will provide a slight positive
pressure inside the face piece without any
evidence of leakage around the face piece.

C. Employees and subcontractors will not be
assigned to tasks requiring use of respirators
unless it has been determined that they are
physically able to perform the work and handle
the equipment.

D. Terra Vac employees will each be issued a
respirator and are responsible for its care and
maintenance.

E. Smoking will be prohibited on any Terra Vac job
site offices, vehicles, or facilities.
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II. TRAINING

A. Each respirator wearer shall be given training
including:

1. An explanation of respiratory hazards and
consequences if the respirator is not used
properly.

2. An explanation of why a particular typ.. of
respirator has been selected.

3. A discussion of the function, capabilities
and limitations of the selected respirator.

4. Instruction in how to don the respirator and
to check its fit and operation.

5. Instructi:n in the proper wearing of the

respirator.

6. Instruction in respirator maintenance.

B. Eacti employee shall be fit tested for each
respirator they are expected to use.

C. After initial training in the use of respiratory
protective equipment, periodic evaluations of
each employee's ability to use the equipment
will be performed by Terra Vac Health and Safety
Officers.

9.0 SITE CONI'ROL PLAN

In order to have authorized entry into the controlled portion
of the site:

1. Examination by a licensed pnysician within the
previous twelve months, having been determined to be
capable of performing the work, and have a
respirator certification.

2. All required training requirements outlined in 29
CFR 1910.120 (OSHA regulations for hazardous waste
site workers) have been satisfied.

3. The details of this SHP reviewed, understood and
signed off by the individual.

All personnel must attend daily safety and health meetings
held prior to the beginning of each day's activities or when
necessary to assuze compli..nce with the site SHP and to
discuss and solve any new problems that may haup arisen from
previous activities.
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9.1 CONTROL ZONES

Control boundaries will be established within the areas of
site activities (See Figure 5). Examples of boundary zones
include: exclusion zone, decontamination zone and support
zone. All boundaries will be dynamic and determined by the
planned activities for the day. The Project Manager and/or
site Safety and Health Officer will be responsible for
personnel passing through these zones and for ensuring the
proper decontamination of equipment and personnel.

Anyone entering the controlled area will be required to sign
in on the Terra Vac Safety and Health log located on-site at
an easily accessible location.

9.2 EXCLUSION ZONE

The controlled portion of the site will be delineated to
identify the exclusion zone, wherein a higher level of
personal protective equipment may be required for entry.
An exclusion zone will be designated in any areas in which
site activities have the potential for exposure. The limits
of the exclusion zone will be defined by caution tape. The
"buddy" system will be implemented for any work within the
exclusion zone. While working in the "buddy" system, at
least one individual will have completed an 8-hour
supervisory training for hazardous waste operations
supervisors.

All personnel entering the exclusion zone will be required to
wear the level of protection (D or C) which has been selected
by the Project Manager or the site SHO. No smoking, eating,
chewing gum, tobacco, or drinking will be allowed within the
exclusion zone.

9.3 DECONTAMINATION ZONE

Upon leaving the exclusion zone, all personnel and equipment
must follow appropriate decontamination procedures. The
decontamination requirements will depend on the level of
protection used within the exclusion zone and the degree of
contamination.

The personnel decontamination zone will be located
immediately outside the access of the exclusion zone, and
will be delineated by temporary chain-link fencing. This
zone will contain the necessary decontamination materials for
personnel decontamination.

9.4 SUPPORT ZONE

The support zone will be located so there is little or no
potential of exposure to hazardous materials while working
within this zone. All personnel conducting work within the
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support zone will be required to wear level D PPE. All of
the vacuum extraction equipment will be located within the
support zone.

9.5 SITE COMMUNICATIONS

Communication with on-site personnel shall be by means of
voice communication, hand signals, and a whistle. Hand
signals will be discussed at each mornings safety and health
briefing. The site SHO will have a whistle which he will
blow if evacuation of the site is necessary. A "buddy"
system will be used during all on-site activities. No single
individual will be on site by himself during site activities.

For off-site communication, a telephone will be installed in
the on-site office trailer. Emergency telephone numbers
(Table 2), and the fastest/safest route to the nearest
hospital (Figure 6) will be placed on the wall above the
telephone.

9.6 STANDARD SAFE OPERATING PROCEDURES

The following is a list of standard safe operating procedures
for Terra Vac sites. These procedures may vary from site to

* site depending upon specific circumstances.

* Prior to site entry, all personnel shall have
reviewed and understood the site Safety and Health
Plan,

* Personnel shall sign "in" and "out" in the daily log,
* Daily/weekly safety and health meetings will be held

to address site activities and any concerns or
problems that may have arisen from previous
activities,

* Monitoring of on-site personnel for signs of
heat/cold stress or fatigue,

* Monitoring of the breathing zone for VOCs and for
explosive gas mixtures,

* Site inspection for any physical hazards
* Use of the "buddy" system to ensure that there will

be a second person available non-emergency should the
need arise.

10.0 DECONTAMINATION

Decontamination is the process of removing or neutralizing
hazardous materials that workers and/or equipment have come
into contact with as a result of working in a controlled
environment. Decontamination is crucial to health and safety
at hazardous work sites. Decontamination procedures protect:

* 1. Workers against exposure to dangerous materials,
2. Equipment, vehicles and testing equipment for future

use.
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In addition, decontamination is the only protection against
transport of contaminants from the site. Proper
decontamination procedures, when followed with care, will
protect employees and the general public from the effects of
hazardous materials and help provide a safe working
environment.

10.1 PERSONNEL DECONTAMINATION

Upon leaving the exclusion zone, all personnel must follow
appropriate decontamination procedures. The decontamination
requirements will depend on the level of protection used
within the exclusion zone and the degree of contamination.

A decontamination zone will be established immediately
outsi.de the access opening of the exclusion zone. This zone
will contain the necessary decontamination materials for
personnel decontamination. This area will contain a tub of
wash water, a tub of rinse water, a plastic-lined drum for
disposal of expendable clothing and a first aid kit.

Wash solutions will consist of water and detergent such as
Alconox or sodium phosphate, and rinse solution shall consist
of clean water. Any contaminated wash solutions shall be
collected in drums for disposal. All other safety and health
equipment will be decontaminated and disposed of as non-
hazardous waste.

10.2 EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION

The equipment decontamination area will be staged in an area
to be determined by site specifics. It will consist of long-
handled scrub brushes, detergent solution, water, a plastic-
lined disposal drum and plastic sheeting.

All equipment, including heavy equipment and soil sampling
equipment, will be cleaned of any excess material (soil,
etc.) prior to leaving the exclusion zone. Soiled equipment
will be washed with brushes, detergent solution, rinse water,
and steam as deemed necessary. All material collected on the
plastic sheeting will be drummed and disposed of properly
according to regulations.

Because of the sensitivity of certain monitoring equipment
(i.e. photoionization detector, and the LEL meter),
decontamination of such equipment shall consist of wiping the
exterior down with a damp disposable cloth and air dried
before leaving the decontamination area.

11.0 SITE LOGS, REPORTS AND RECORD KEEPING

Terra Vac shall keep and maintain logs and reports covering
the implementation of the Safety and Health Plan. A separate
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training log, and daily safety and health log, will be kept

on site at all times.

Site safety and health logs are listed below:

1. Training log

-date and place of training site
-employee or visitor's name
-amount of time allotted for training
-topics covered in training session

2. Daily Safety and Health Log

-date and time of site entry/exit
-work zone location
-workers in a particular zone
-air monitoring data
-equipment being used in each zone
-personal protective equipment being worn by
workers

3. Operating Log

* -operating data
-system adjustments
-sample collection

12.0 HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

A hazardous chemical is broadly defined as a chemical that is
either a health hazard, a physical hazard, or both. To
insure that all employees and subcontractors receive the
necessary information regarding the safe handling of
chemicals, and other substances that are normally required in
the execution of Terra Vac projects, a Hazard Communication
Program has been established.

A list of hazardous chemicals will be maintained by the
Project Manager or site SHO. The master list will consist of
all hazardous chemicals used or stored at the project site
and will be updated weekly. The Project Manager or SHO must
be notified of any chemical-substance being ordered for the
first time or not on the master list to assure the new
chemical will be added to the master list.

12.1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), for each chemical used or
stored at the job site shall be kept in a notebook located in
a central location and accessible to all employees whose jobs
may involve handling of these materials. The MSDS notebook
will be reviewed and updated weekly to ensure a current MSDS
is available for all chemicals used or stored on site.
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12.2 LABELS

All containers on site holding hazardous chemicals must be
appropriately labeled, tagged, or marked with the identity of
the material and appropriate hazard warnings. Labels may
identify by using the common trade name or the chemical name.
The hazard warning is a brief statement of the hazardous
effect of the chemical. It is the responsibility of the
SHO to ensure all containers are properly labeled.

13.0 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES, ENGINEERING CONTROLS,
WORK PRACTICES

On all Terra Vac job sites safe work and operating practices
are required. Where possible, engineering controls will be
used to provide a safer work place.

13.1 SITE RULES/PROHIBITIONS

The following is a list of rules and prohibitions required
for Terra Vac job sites.

1. Proper levels of protection will be required for all
on-site personnel (Level D is required if no other
level is specified).

2. The "buddy" system will be implemented during work
within the exclusion zone.

3. Operating logs and safety and health logs to be on-
site for review and daily entries.

4. Safety and health monitoring for chemical, physical,
and environmental risks will be performed as needed
and by qualified personnel.

5. Workers will be properly trained for the various
tasks performed during this project.

6. Personnel and equipment will be properly
decontaminated prior to breaks (meals, rest, etc.)
and leaving the site.

7. All on-site personnel will review and understand the
site safety and health plan.

8. All work will be performed in a professional and
safe manner.

9. No smoking will be permitted in Terra Vac vehicles,
offices, or at job sites.

10. No Terra Vac employee will be under the influence of
alcohol or controlled substances while conducting
Terra Vac business.

13.2 HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The procedures for the operation of heavy construction
equipment shall be in compliance with 29 CFR 1926. Every
employee who will operate a specific piece of equipment shall
receive the proper training in the operation and maintenance
of that equipment. If any heavy equipment is expected to be
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used at a job site, all workers will be informed of the
presence of heavy equipment and of the safe work practices
involved when working around heavy equipment.

13.3 MACHINERY/MECHANIZED EQUIPMENT

Terra Vac remediation equipment must be inspected and
maintained to insure proper performance and minimal safety
and health risks to the equipment operators. The following
is a list of some of the items that need to be checked and/or
inspected on most mechanized equipment:

1. Check for any bare or exposed wires.
2. Check all belts for proper tightness and alignment.
3. Check oil (change oil if necessary) and water levels

of equipment when applicable.
4. Ensure all protective covers and guards are in

place.
5. Ensure any rotating equipment if turning in the

proper direction.
6. Report any infractions to the site SHO and/or the

Field Supervisor.
7. Site SHO and/or the Field Supervisor shall 'nke

proper entries into the site Safety and Health log
book.

13.4 FALL PROTECTION

During the course of this remediation project, minimal
overhead work will be performed where a ladder or other
method of raising a worker above the ground will be needed.
When overhead work is performed, the proper safety equipment
(i.e. safety belt or cage) will be used.

13.5 SAFE CLEARANCE

Safe clearance procedures shall be used when any maintenance
work may be performed on electrical systems, machinery,
pressure systems, and rotating equipment. Power (electrical
and mechanical) will be turned off, tagged and locked in an
open position at the master switch or main breaker and
mechanical transmissions shall be physically locked out or
disconnected prior to starting any work on the system.

Lockout/Tagout procedures can be found in Appendix A. The
procedures of the Lockout/Tagout Plan can be applied to all
types of systems that require safe clearance policies.

13.6 ELECTRICAL HAZARDS. The remediation equipment at this site will be powered by 480
Volt, 3-phase power. Terra Vac policy states that Electrical
Lock-out/Tag-out procedures (see Appendix A) are to be used
whenever inspection, maintenance or other work on electrical
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0
equipment of 400 Volts or above occurs and on lower voltage
equipment if it is physically possible to do so. It is the
responsibility of the Project Manager, SHO, or the Field
Supervisor to ensure employees are trained in these
procedures, and that the procedures are followed.

Initial electrical installation shall be performed by a
qualified subcontractor who will be informed of Terra Vac
policies on electrical procedures and will be required to
adhere to these policies. Electrical connections, wiring,
and equipment shall conform to all codes and regulations.

13.7 UTILITY CLEARANCES

An underground locator service shall be employed to locate
and mark any underground obstructions. If possible, as built
drawings showing underground interferences shall also be
obtained. Any overhead utilities can readily be seen and
avoided during site activities.

13.8 SPILL CONTAINMENT

After reviewing the necessary tasks for site remediation and
finding little or no potential for hazardous liquid storage
or spill, it has been determined that no detailed spillcontainment program is needed. Adsorbent will be kept onsite
for minor spills.

13.9 COMMUNICATIONS

On-site communications shall be by verbal communication,
designated hand signals (to be demonstrated in the field on
the first day of each new activity), and a whistle to be
blown in the event that evacuation is necessary.

0
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TABLE 2
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS

POLICE Address: 2852nd SPS Phone: 916/643 -6168
DEPARTMENT McClellan AFB 112

911 (off-base)

FIRE Address: 2852nd DEF/ABG Phone: 916/643-5622
DEPARTMENT 117

911 (off-base)

PARAMEDIC Address: Phone: 116
911 (off base)

FIRE Address: Phone: 117
REPORT 911 (off-base)

. AMBULANCE Address: Phone: 116
SERVICE 911 (off-base)

WATER Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
DEPARTMENT 366-2000 (off-base)

GAS Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
UTILITY 383-2323 (off-base)

ELECTRIC Address: 916/643-4875
UTILITY 383-2323 (off-base)
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0 TABLE 2
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS

MCCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE

POLICE Address: 2852nd SPS Phone: 916/643-6168
DEPARTMENT 112

911 (off-base)

FIRE Address: 2852nd DEF/ABG Phone: 916/643-5622
DEPARTMENT 117

911 (off-base)

PARAMEDIC Address: Phone: 116
911 (off-base)

FIRE Address: Phone: 117. REPORT 911 (off-base)

AMBULANCE Address: Phone: 116
SERVICE 911 (off-base)

WATER Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
DEPARTMENT 366-2000 (off-base)

GAS Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
UTILITY 383-2323 (off-base)

ELECTRIC Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
UTILITY 383-2323 (off-base)

TELEPHONE Address: Phone: 916/643-4875
UTILITY 811-9000 (off-base)

HOSPITAL Address: American River Hosp. Phone: 916/643-4875
4747 Engle Road 848-2100 (off-base)
Carmichael, CA

* (off-base)
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